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Changing Results for Young Readers, a collaborative inquiry project, was initiated by the BC 

Ministry of Education in 2012, under the direction of Maureen Dockendorf, to increase the 

number of BC children who are engaged, successful readers. Teachers in 57 participating 

districts met 7 times each year, to explore inquiry questions they chose.  

Each teacher in the CR4YR project was invited to write a letter or message to colleagues, 

telling about ONE approach/action/strategy that worked for them, and might be helpful 

and/or interesting for other teachers.  

Intent:  These provide both a way for teachers to review and reflect on what they have 

learned, and valuable resource for individual or group professional development. They will 

be posted on the Young Readers website; the research team is also preparing a data base 

of letters on specific topics that individual teachers or local districts can use to stimulate 

discussion and learning. 

These letters represent the collective, professional voice of BC teachers as they explore, 

collaborate, inquire, and reflect on their practice. The teachers from CR4YR have generously 

agreed to share their words with colleagues who are on the same quest: How can we best 

meet the needs of our young readers?  We hope these reflections and suggestions help to 

continue our conversations and start new ones. 
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SD 5 
“Last year we made a difficult decision and decided not to 
mandate our District Reading Assessment at the Grade 3 level. 

It is our belief that schools will embrace evidence-based goals and determine that on-
going assessment to inform practice will be crucial. Some schools have now adopted 
school wide assessments and teachers are incorporating this into their everyday practice 
rather than a two or three time event during the year. The district continues to support 
schools making this transition. It is through programs such as the "Changing Results for 
Young Readers" ministry initiative that we have at both primary and young adolescent 
levels that encourage these on-going assessments.” 

SD 5 Southeast Kootenay Student Achievement Contract 2014-2015 
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Dear Colleagues, 
When I began the 2014-2015 year’s CR4YR session, my goal was to extend my last year’s focus of developing play based 

literacy opportunities.  I had previously explored: how to make learning to read fun for children in my grade one 

classroom, as well as developing activities to motivate my students to be excited about literacy and reading.  So, I 

decided that for this year, I wanted to continue on with this focus, however, begin to include how to assess learning and 

the development of reading and literacy skills within this play based program.   I began to wonder: 

In what ways can I document reading development in a play based program? 

This led me on my journey of: revisiting and reflection, exploration, struggle, realization and the final stage of 

acceptance.  Here is my journey… 

 Revisiting and Reflection 

I started this process believing that my goal would be to develop assessment tools and/or ways to assess learning that 

was taking place in my classroom as children engaged in play based literacy activities.  I thought that developing a 

checklist, chart, etc. to assist me in the recording of the student’s development would be beneficial.  So I began to revisit 

my play based reading activities that I had developed from the previous year.  I continued to focus on different types of 

reading such as partner reading, quiet reading, puppet reading, noisy reading, reading train, etc.  (See attached form for 

format of various play based reading activities that I incorporated).  I began to explore and try various forms of checklists 

etc. during this reading time, to attempt to document the literacy learning that was happening (See attached forms for 

various checklists etc. that I tried). 

Exploration 

During this exploration stage, I attempted to gather a variety of assessment tools.  I experimented with checklists and 

forms to work with the children during classroom reading times and other available times in my day.  My goal was to 

meet one-on-one with each child, and try to get a better idea of where they were at in their reading and if these 

activities were helping them become more motivated to read. 

The Struggle 

What I began to find during this process of attempting to assess the children in my classroom was that I began to “loose” 

the children as they were reading.  My focus unfortunately became “classroom management” and I began having 

difficulty meeting one-on-one with the children as these behavior problems were occurring.  The children were not 

engaging in the reading activities that were once fun and exciting to them.  They were no longer READING during these 

times but rather visiting and fooling around.  What was I to do?   

The Realization 

That was when I realized that the problem was becoming that I was getting so caught up on the act of assessment that I 

forgot why I was doing what I was doing.  As I reflected back on my years of teaching I realize that this happens every 

year (usually around report card time).  During these times, I believe that I need to “assess” my children on their 

reading.  I become anxious to record how they are doing and getting documentation to prove it.  As I felt the pressure, I 

believed that the children began to feel the pressure.  They began to feel that reading was a “test”.  It became a test of 

how well they are doing, what they are doing but not about living in what they are doing.  It wasn’t working!!!  And that 

is when I realized… 



Assessment isn’t about “pulling out” what the children are learning it is about “living in” what the children are learning.   

If I keep the children in my classroom engaged with novel and active learning activities, the assessment will come out 

from that.  It can be anecdotal and informal and that is okay.  That is enough.  It is about finding ways to assess children 

when they are in their experiences.  It is about being flexible and going with the children at the time.  The 

documentation of what they know will come in time through providing children with exciting learning experiences and 

then observing and recording what I see.  I just need to trust!!! 

Acceptance and Conclusions   

Therefore, my main conclusions were:  

It is about NOVELTY!!!  I need to continue to work to try to engage children in literacy learnings that are new and 

exciting.  Children learn from novelty.   It keeps their brains firing and their motivation to learn.  I must be constantly 

changing things to keep their focus.  Therefore, I will continue to use the variety of play based reading activities that I 

have already explore, and continue to challenge myself to find new ways to inspire learning within my students.  I 

recently introduced small guided reading groups in addition to reading Project X texts as a class.  I will always continue 

to be learning with my students! 

It is not all about ASSESSMENT!!!  When report card time comes and I feel the pull to execute formal assessments and 

checklists on my students, I need to stop myself and ask “Is it valuable?  Is it working?  Is it necessary?”  If the answer is 

“NO”, then I need to continue to practice daily observations and connection with my students in a more meaningful 

way.  I need to focus on assessing my student within the learning experiences they are encountering on a daily basis.  I 

then can use these opportunities to report what I am seeing and record anecdotal notes as I see learning taking place.  I 

have begun to use an app called Evernote which allows me to carry my phone around and write notes and take picture 

of students as they are in the act of their learning.  It is more meaningful and valuable.   

Let Go!  -  This continues to be a struggle of mine.  As it continues to be important to read to and with my students every 

day during reading time, I need to let go of what reading time looks like.  Children are not always going to be focused 

and attentive at every moment (even with new, exciting and novel activities) but if you introduce fun and exciting 

activities they will be more willing to try. As the song says, I need to “Let it Go!”.  I need to realize that learning and 

teaching are fluid and forever changing.  I need to go with flow and hold on as I enjoy the ride!!! 

 

Deanna Calder 

SD 5 

 

 

 

  



Dear Colleagues, 
I have been inquiring into the following question: 

How will building a relationship through small amounts of daily one-on-one attention and support, impact a child’s 

literacy and reading skills. 

As teachers, we understand the importance of building relationships with our students.  We recognize that we have the 

power to make a difference in a child’s life, both emotionally and academically.  We strive to reach and be there for each 

and every one of our students.  However, it is sometimes easy to lose sight of this when faced with the reality of today’s 

classrooms. 

My Wonder Student is one of those children who takes up very little space.  Shy, gentle and quiet, with weak academic 

skills and low self-confidence.  The type of student who would rather struggle alone in silence than stand out in the 

crowd.  Never complains, never makes a fuss, never makes demands.   Sound familiar?   In the classroom, this child is 

surrounded by a large number of children who struggle with a wide range of behavioural, social-emotional, and 

academic difficulties.  Her peers also include students with learning disabilities, learning delays and Autism spectrum 

disorder challenges.  It is easy to overlook this little one, when so many of her classmates require large amounts of time 

and attention. 

However, I was truly amazed by what a difference even a minute a day could make.   Even though it was sometimes hard 

to accomplish, I made an effort to touch base with her every single day, even if it only consisted of a smile or a thumbs 

up.  Initially, she was very hesitant to read or even talk about books, she felt embarrassed by the fact that she could not 

yet decode words like many of her peers.  As she became more comfortable with me,  she began to actively seek out 

one-on-one time together. I was eventually able to encourage her to read pictures to me instead of words, and once she 

believed that it was okay to read and write stories in this manner, she blossomed.   

Although reading is still somewhat challenging for her, she is making wonderful progress and is a much more confident 

student.  She is now willing to read to her classmates and is always excited to read with me.  This sweet little child has 

helped me grow as a teacher and recognize that even when I seem to have very little to give,  every little bit helps. 

 

Deleen Adams  

Grade 1 / 2  

SD 5 

 

 

 

 



Dear Colleagues, 
Question: 

     Will exposing my student to a variety of reading strategies help to build her confidence and help her grasp the "joy" 

of reading? 

Findings: 

     This year I had a student in my class who was very young developmentally and displayed no interest in reading books 

for enjoyment. During reading times, I could find her building little houses with her books or wandering away from her 

desk. It wasn't until I began having one on one reading conferences with her that she slowly started showing interest in 

her books. She was not reading her "nightly reading" books at home and it was apparent that she did not have 

experience reading to another person. 

     With the help of the E.A. in my class, parent volunteers and the One-to-One reading program, we are reading with her 

daily. Her interest in books has now blossomed. She is still quite shy, but now willingly participates in a variety of reading 

activities: guided reading, buddy reading, reading train, etc. She is now fully engaged with her reading and displaying 

more confidence. She is proud of the books she has learned how to read and now asks to read to me and aloud to the 

class during "story share" times. This is an amazing leap for her from where she was in September!  

     Providing this student with a wide variety of reading strategies has helped to build her confidence and develop her 

joy of reading. 

Key Words:  reading strategies, joy of reading, confidence, reading conference 

 

Teacher- grade one 

District: SD5 

  



Dear Colleagues, 
The strategy that we focused on is not something new, however it did confirm what we, as educators, know to be 

important. We decided to tap into our student’s interest in reading material with the intention of improving his sight 

word vocabulary, fluency and confidence in reading. When interviewing him for this process we discovered a particular 

interest in the character Scaredy Squirrel by Melanie Watt. 

We chose to approach this using Readers Theater with the entire Grade 3 class. We focused on scripts with familiar 

storylines and later developed 2 scripts based on Scaredy Squirrel with student input on plot. Each week we increased 

the length of our chosen student’s part. New scripts were introduced at the beginning of each week, the class was given 

opportunity to practice during the week, and gave a final performance at the end of the week.  

Over the course of 2 months we observed an overall level of increased confidence, not only in our focus student, but 

with the class in general. At the beginning of this endeavor when the class was told they would be performing Readers 

Theater our student asked the classroom teacher, “Do we have to do this in front of everybody?” As his confidence grew 

he was less worried and was more keen to perform. He stopped the Student Services teacher in the hall one day and 

said, “Guess what? We get to do Scaredy Squirrel for Readers Theater and I get to be Scaredy!” We also noted that he 

has taken on a leadership role during small group reading sessions with the Student Services teacher. 

Overall, we found this project to be worthwhile and successful. The positive changes in our student’s confidence and 

engagement in reading activities has been a meaningful experience for everyone involved. The opportunity to 

collaborate with one another with such an in-depth focus was appreciated and reflected in the process from start to 

finish. 

Sincerely, 

Colleen Maletta (classroom teacher) 

Melyssa Sutton (Student Services teacher) 

SD 5 

  



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

Will a variety of reading opportunities narrow the achievement gap between Joey and his peers?  

There are many valuable reading experiences that help children progress in reading.  It is important to offer a wide 

variety to meet the different needs of the learners in our classes.  The following list includes some of the valuable 

activities: 

-1 to 1 reading with a trained adult                                                                                                             

Guided Reading                                                                            

 -Readers Workshop                                                                                                                                  

-Home Reading using leveled books                                                                                                                      -Listening to stories 

of various genres                                         

 -Fun Reading Activities (ie. Lazy reading afternoon, readers’ theatre, reading trains…)                 -Reading various levels of 

fiction and nonfiction 

It is also VERY important to have a positive tone (culture) in the classroom and a positive relationship with struggling 

readers. They must feel safe enough to take risks in their learning.  Varied reading experiences and positive relationships 

combined with a sensitivity toward readiness is important.  “Pushing” a student to learn to read when he/she is not ready 

is not a healthy experience.  Gently guiding, nurturing and accepting where they are at in their learning is crucial.  We 

must remember that kids come first, even before the expectations of others.  Although your students may be expected to 

be reading at grade level by a certain time, that may not be a reasonable expectation for all students. 

Key Words:  achievement gap, relationship, readiness 

Karen Bedell 

Grade 2-3 teacher 

Southeast Kootenay (#5) 

 

 

  



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What strategies can be applied to support Emily in increasing her awareness and use of a variety of reading strategies 

when reading an unfamiliar text? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Last year, I found that offering Emily a choice of fun reading activities helped increased her confidence in reading. This 

year, I decided to find fun and engaging ways to learn and practice reading strategies, drawn from Pat Johnson’s 

“Catching Readers Before They Fall.” My experience until then had been that Emily and her peers in the group tuned out 

whenever I tried to explain strategies. She and her peers had difficulty focussing on any oral instruction, even if kept 

concise with visual supports.  I began using finger puppets, which the children were already using during their 

independent reading time, to model reading strategies. On their special helper day, the child would pick from a number 

of finger puppets. During the modeling stage, the puppet would ask the children please not to help her because she 

wanted to show them what was going on in her brain to help her figure out the story. Then the puppet would read a few 

pages of a new book, modeling a particular strategy, and talking about what she was thinking through all the steps. The 

first time a new strategy was modeled, the puppet would panic when seeing an unfamiliar work, and either cry or give 

up, until I calmed her down and talked her through the strategy. The children, including Emily, suddenly became very 

engaged in watching the puppet model the strategy. After a few pages, the puppet asked the children in the reading 

book to try using the same strategy, and we passed out the books and read it a page at a time, first in our heads. If we 

found difficult words, the puppet would ask them group about the strategy to use, and we would figure it out together.  

After a few months, Emily is now much more confident in her reading, and when asked how she figures out new words, 

can list a number of strategies beyond “I sounded it out.” My challenge rests now in finding ways for Emily to depend 

less on my efforts to stimulate and engage her in focussing on a reading lesson, and find ways for her to identify when 

she is not engaged and select tools she can use to self-regulate. This will be my focus next year. 

These are the key words you might use if you were looking for my report in an index or table of contents. 

Reading strategies, metacognition, self-regulation, engagement, fun 

 Barb Ryeburn  

 Student Services, Grade 2  

SD 5 SE Kootenay  

Contact info  bryeburn@sd5.bc.ca 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:    

As a Student Services Teacher how can I best support the learning needs of the diverse population of students within 

my school? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

The CR4YR sessions were excellent opportunities to collaborate with colleagues, forge connections throughout the 

district and glean wisdom from other’s experiences. 

I choose to use the Precision Reading Program (see: http://www.precisionreading.com/) to try to address fluency and 

comprehension gaps with children from grade 2 to grade 6.  I had never used this program before this year and I was 

looking for something that might be more successful than what I had tried in the previous year.  Within this program I 

worked 1:1 with students for 5 minutes per day reading passages, reviewing trouble words and only reading select grade 

level passages for one minute per session.  While working on this approach I found that students became more positive 

about reading, their expression and fluency on specific passages improved and their confidence grew.   

The students read the same grade level passage for 7-10 days.  Over the repeated readings the speed, accuracy and 

confidence improved.  A student who in January was reading at 39 words per minute with 7 errors and at a DRA level 8 is 

now reading a similar passage at 96 words per minute with only 3 errors; we have yet to repeat the DRA. This child 

initially reported hating reading, pretending to read and regularly stating “I can’t read” to now stating “yah, yah, I can 

read this!!”  A different child in grade 5 who was only able to read 95 Dolch sight words in January at onset of the 

program was able to read 155 sight words in a second assessment at the end of February, after 15 sessions each five 

minutes in length.  She now says “I can read!” 

I found this approach was particularly effective with children who have low confidence in their abilities and show anxiety 

when asked to perform academic tasks.  As their confidence increased, their performance improved dramatically.    

Keywords:  One to one reading intervention; fluency; anxious reader 

Leah Weber  

Student Services – Elementary District   SD5  

Contact info (optional): Leah.weber@sd5.bc.ca 
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SD 6 

  
“As a teacher, I no longer felt alone and isolated in my classroom, 

uncertain of my own shortcomings.” 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

If I encourage my student to take risks in their writing how will this affect their reading?  

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

 Every teacher has a different story, to tell and share about his or her experience being a part of the Changing Results 4 

Young Readers. This is what I know.   

If each teacher tells his or her story, and we string this story together it becomes a great novel.  Each time we all came 

together resulted in a new chapter of insight and shared experiences we took back with us into our classrooms.   

As a teacher, I no longer felt alone and isolated in my classroom, uncertain of my own shortcomings.  Instead, through 

time spent collaborating, listening, sharing and supporting each other I came away feeling validated as an educator.  I 

felt refreshed, refocused, and that my ideologies were renewed because of the collective group of educators I 

collaborated with.   My confidence in my abilities to teach my students was strengthened.  Each meeting gave me 

newfound hope and encouragement to aspire to become the best educator I could be when I was back in my classroom.  

I gained a greater repertoire of tools with purposeful goals, powerful strategies and teachable techniques to apply to my 

case study student.  This resulted in a residual effect passed on to my whole class.   

The question asked, did this purposeful teaching have an impact on my case study student in the benefits of improving 

their reading through writing?  To this student and the 18 others in my class it did!   

Lisa-Marie Putney,   

Teacher grade 1 and 2,  

District SD6 Rocky Mountain,  

 

 

 

 



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

If I encourage my student to take risks in their writing will it affect their reading? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

 Just keep swimming….just keep swimming…  

As a learning assistance teacher this has become my mantra.  Sometimes a student I am working with doesn’t make the 

progress I hope for right away.  Sometimes they don’t make much progress at all.  It can be disheartening.  This has been 

the case for the student we focused on this year. 

I have come to realize that in spite of a student’s progress or lack of progress it’s up to me to keep trying.  It’s up to me 

to keep learning.  I am always looking for opportunities to add to my toolbox. The more tools, approaches and resources 

I have access to the better.  Professional reading, professional development and collaborative opportunities are so 

important. I try to be open to change, to new ideas, to new resources whatever the source. 

Sometimes the answer is more of the same, sometimes the answer is a totally novel approach but sometimes the 

answer, particularly when teaching at the primary level, is simply more time.  Sometimes the answer might be found in a 

Level C assessment. I am not sure yet what the answer is for our focus student. 

 I would encourage teachers to take advantage of all the professional learning opportunities they can manage, 

recognizing that most everyone has busy lives and other things competing for their time and attention. 

I have one more year with this student to keep trying my best to help him move forward. Sometimes it’s easy but 

sometimes it’s hard and downright depressing. Learning happens with appropriate supports and interventions but 

sometimes it also takes time. Regardless, we owe it to our students and to ourselves to just keep swimming.   

please indicate if you are continuing this on another page  

Keywords:  professional development, learning assistance, failure 

Primary LAT teacher ,   

District: Rocky Mountain SD No 6 

 

  

 

 

 

 



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

Will increasing positive feedback and scaffolding for success provide my student with an “I CAN” attitude/self-talk 

AND in turn, will an “I can” attitude help her to be more successful?  

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful 

“Kids don’t care how much you know, until they know you care!” That’s been my motto for teaching for many years and 

I think I’ve always been pretty good at connecting with my students.  I’ve understood how important personal 

connections with peers, staff, and even the school environment can be for learning.  

This year, I began to focus on students connecting with themselves.  Connecting to their abilities, their strengths, and 

their knowledge.  The focus on building their self-confidence and empowering them with the knowledge of success has 

been a good one.   One quick strategy for my kindergarten and grade one students was to put together a book called “I 

Can Read This.”   I took pictures of logos and signs that are familiar to 5 and 6 year olds and put them into a little home-

made book. A page with a stop sign, a page with McDonalds sign, the local grocery store sign, an Oreo cookie bag 

picture, and so on.   I told the students the title of the book and then they all read the book.  The children read and re-

read that book many times to themselves, to each other, to me, and to parents.   I need to make a new book soon, this 

one is worn out from so many readers.  

I came into the inquiry group because I had a student who said, “I can’t” at least 20 times a day around reading and 

writing.   To say she gave up quickly would be an understatement, she often didn’t even start.   By providing her with a 

great deal of “you can” proof and helping her to recognize her strengths and what she knows has helped her to grow.  

Each day I made a point of telling her that she was doing well. I praised her for her attempts, provided support prior to 

frustrations setting in, and even gave a few high 5s when she was reading.  I focused on being sincere with my 

compliments (I felt she would smell a fake a mile away) and focused on specific things she was doing that helped her to 

be successful.  Such as “good work looking at the picture to help tell the story, pictures are great clues” or “I like the way 

you sounded out that difficult word,” and “I notice you know that sight word without even having to think about it 

now.”  My case study student isn’t yet reading at grade level expectations, but I can’t remember the last time I heard her 

say “I can’t.”  This year I’ve added a new motto: “kids can really grow when they know they know.”    

Keywords: Social-emotional, Fixed or flexible mind set 

Kara Hunt,  

Kindergarten/grade 1 teacher,  

District: Rocky Mountain #6 

 

  



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

If we do Reader’s theatre and Karaoke in the classroom, how will that affect N’s motivation with reading? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Each year I learn more, read more and experience more.  I have been teaching for 14 years but have only taught the 

same grade and subject twice.   Having a wide-breadth of knowledge but not being able to put it all together and really 

explore my knowledge has been frustrating.   

I am reminded of our students and their journey in learning to read.  Sometimes not getting the opportunity to explore 

language in meaningful ways is frustrating.  We all want to have the opportunity to put our knowledge to work in a 

meaningful way; Authentic practice.   

The use of authentic practice has been effective with my student.  At the beginning of the year, N was a reluctant reader 

and writer with very minimal writing output.  She was new to the school and was having some difficulty finding her place 

in the school.  She was afraid to make mistakes and was very aware of other’s perceptions. She would become 

argumentative when teachers tried to be supportive and suggested using a strategy.  She did not want to admit she was 

incorrrect and used avoidance to get out of work: argumentative, behavioural – leaving the room, crying, destroying her 

work. 

N had potential that was not being displayed at that time.  However, she was willing to speak in front of large and small 

groups and would volunteer to put herself out there.  So I decided since she liked to be the center of attention - talking 

and singing - I would give her motivation to read.  Karaoke and Reader’s theatre would give her that opportunity.  

Throughout the year, there were several opportunities to participate, cumulating in a Reader’s Theatre performance at a 

Sharing Assembly.  Each time an opportunity presented itself, N volunteered to participate.  Her reluctance has 

improved, her written output has increased and she is willing to use inventive spelling.  Everything doesn’t have to be 

perfect.  She is more motivated in completing her work and rarely uses avoidance.  These opportunities doing something 

she likes to do and is successful at  has also supported her socially and emotionally.    Reader’s Theatre and Karaoke has 

also engaged the rest of the class. I continue to remind myself and my students that “you do the best you can with what 

you have at the time.” 

Keywords:  Motivation, authentic learning 

Grade 3/4, District Teacher 

Rocky Mountain #6 



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How will reading 10 minutes a day with selected high interest books effect the students reading and interest in 

reading? 

I think to some degree we all find reading a little intimidating, regardless of the role we are playing.  Weather we are a 

reader, teacher, parent or student. Weather we are reading to learn, experience, imagine, practice, or because we’re 

being forced by a vengeful teacher.  As a teacher moving into grade one I was a little terrified by the thought of teaching 

children to read.  I was pretty sure that my inexperience was going to cause me to wreck these children for life, that 

something I would say or do would forever damage their enjoyment or ability to read and they would all end up being 

someone who “just isn’t a reader”. 

Sifting through all the ideas, strategies and “miracle strategies” in books, at pro D, and from colleagues was intimidating 

for me, and led me to believe that perhaps no one knew what they were talking about.  Too many options were out 

there, and if professional educators weren’t able to come to a consensus with the support of scientific studies, how was 

I supposed to decide what was best practice?   

Working with our student, and trying to determine what her struggles with reading were helped me narrow down my 

search.  We noticed that our student didn’t appear to have extensive exposure to a variety of language.  We decided 

that the best way to address this in our power was to provide her with time spent one on one reading with a trained 

professional (even if we were a but unsure of our abilities). 

Through this process I have learned at least 3 things: 

 We shouldn’t be assuming that adults all have the same skill set and understandings.  We can get so ingrained in 

our own way of looking at things, and our own experiences that it becomes difficult to understand others 

abilities and insecurities. 

 If, as a teacher (with multiple years of experience with the same grade level), I find teaching reading 

intimidating, it is probably also intimidating for parents who don’t get to work with 6 year olds every year. 

 Finding time for frequent, consistent one on one reading with all children in your class is not going to happen.  

Shooting for just 5 minutes a day for each member of your class would mean you would have to dedicate almost 

¼ of your day entirely to one on one reading. 

Because of this last realization, I came to wonder how I would ever effectively teach children to be readers.  Working 

with my case study has taught me that 1-1 time can make an incredible difference in the confidence and ability level of 

readers in my class.  The impossibility of me providing my children with 1-1 reading daily made me wonder what other 

options there were out there to still be able to provide this. 

I have been a big fan of doing reading groups in a similar style to the daily 5 groups.  I had been doing this for years and 

was continuing to do so but it meant that each student got about 10 minutes/week of quality 1-1 time, which seems to 

be a pretty inadequate amount.   

 

 

 

 



I began communicating with parents after each one of these sessions through emails which have evolved to include a 

few basic things: 

 The book we read 

 That it was coming home 

 Some things their child did well 

 Some things to work on 

 Words they couldn’t read 

 Wishing them good luck. 

Through doing this I came to realize I had been operating under a false assumption.  As much as I felt like some of my 

university classes were wastes of time, or that I wasn’t learning anything, I had apparently gained a pretty decent 

understanding of how the brain works and of the processes children generally take when learning to read.  I have picked 

up on strategies to identify areas of struggle through the many assessments we are encouraged to do such as PM 

benchmarks, district writes, and running records. Identifying patterns of mistakes that children were making helped me 

know what they needed to work on became second nature.  For some reason I was under the assumption that being a 

parent made you an expert, or at least competent at identifying and rectifying reading struggles.  

After some false starts with my parent emails, I began to include more detailed and specific instruction on what their 

child needed to work on in his or her reading.  I cant imagine how intimidating it must have felt for the first parent who 

got an email along the lines of “We read this book.  It’s coming home.  Your child is struggling to de-code with chunking.  

Please fix this.  Good luck”.  However, even with my first emails being pretty lacking in explanation, I have received 

nothing but positive response from parents.  I have had parents stop me in public places to thank me for the updates 

(which are a little better explained now), email me responses each time thanking me for the communication, ask for 

more strategies, and say how much they’ve enjoyed having specific things to work on with their children.  Most 

importantly, I have witnessed students make great gains in their reading strategies.   

I am now down to 10-15 minutes each day to send emails with the strategies and updates in them (from about 30-40 

minutes) and have built up quite a bank of reading strategy explanations and guidelines to work on them at home.  

While I am aware that my strategy gained from CY4YR will not be for everyone it has proven to be the most beneficial 

things I have ever done for my students reading abilities.   

Keywords: Communication, Parents, One to one, 1-1,  

Matt Honeyman,  

Grade 1, District: 6,  
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Dear Colleagues, 
If we read 10 min / day 1:1 with Lexyss with carefully selected high interest books, will that improve her reading 

level? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

 When we first started this process I felt that our question was too simple and obvious. Of course reading daily with a 

student will improve their reading level! Duh? Well, it actually isn’t that simple. Firstly, as an LAT, I get pulled in several 

different directions at all times, am constantly putting out fires, dealing with schedule changes and supporting several 

students with very different needs. Finding 10 min for one student out of 130+ is actually quite difficult. Secondly, 

finding high interest books with easy vocabulary can be tricky but not impossible. Thirdly, how was I going to build the 

confidence of this student who barely spoke to me? Once making this commitment to find time for Lexyss, I realized just 

how beneficial our time together would be. 

When I first started working with Lexyss, she was extremely shy and did not see herself as a reader. As our question 

suggested, I spent some time finding books that would interest her. I had a stack of horse, unicorn and pet books for her 

to choose from. We spent some time browsing the books and she would tell me what she knew about horses and other 

animals. Immediately she started coming out of her shell and I could see her excitement grow. Each session, we would 

have a chat, read a book, discuss it and review sight words. Sometimes we would write a sentence about something we 

learned in the book or play a little word game.  It actually felt like a treat having this time with her as it was enjoyable for 

both of us. Lexyss went from struggling through a simple pattern book to breezing through grade level books in a few 

months. I wish I could say that this was all because of me which clearly is not the truth. It was a team approach lead by 

her classroom teacher and increased support at home. What I enjoyed the most about this process was seeing her 

confidence build. Lexyss would find me on the playground or in the hall to show me a book she could read or to show 

me a picture of a horse she rode. She also seeks me out to see when we will be reading together again. It became clear 

that our relationship is connected to her learning and success in reading. This served as a reminder for me to take time 

to build relationships with all the students that I work with because it will positively impact their learning. I now find 

myself constantly looking for books that particular students would enjoy. You always hear that reading and learning 

should be fun but more importantly kids need to feel comfortable, confident and cared for before learning can take 

place.  

I feel like we are always rushing but reading needs to be taught in a slow, thoughtful and intentional manner. It all 

comes down to time. Time to connect individually with students, time to find high interest books at their instructional 

level, time for focused instruction and time for them to grow. If only it was that easy.  

Seana Lunge,  

Learning Assistance K-3,  

District SD6,  

Contact info : Seana.lunge@sd6.bc.ca 
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Dear Colleagues, 
If we build Matt’s self-esteem, how will that affect his openness to experimenting with reading strategies? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

 Our case study student, a young boy in grade three, began as a very defended learner. He spent a great deal of time and 

energy letting classmates and teachers know that he was exceptionally good in all subject areas. This boy was 

exceptional – exceptionally lower than average especially in reading which the focus of our case study was. Throughout 

the year as his teacher and I focussed on him it was so difficult to work through his layers of defensiveness and reach 

that all-important connection and trust that are necessary.  

As the year is coming closer to the end we see that he has improved in his reading (despite his best efforts to remain 

passive). He is more focused on his own results rather than others and in small groups will volunteer to read – not first, 

but eventually he will. 

Looking back, my initial expectations for him were out of proportion and not realistic. I thought that once he realized 

that his reading was improving then he would open up and be less defended. I realize that these were my needs – I 

needed him to become passionate about reading. However, he is still very defensive even after so much reading 

improvement. I need to see the progress for what it is – progress in the right direction. The cry , “If I just had a little 

more time…”  is only good for a short amount of time. It is my sincere hope and wish that our boy will continue to grow 

and succeed and he moves into middle school. 

Catherine McKenzie,  

LAT Teacher, District: SD6 

 

 

 

 

 



 Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

If the classroom teacher and learner support teacher increase collaboration and co- teaching, how will those efforts 

impact the development of reading skills and strategies for two struggling readers in the K/1 classroom? 

Here’s something We’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

What I learned about reading this year, is the value of a team approach.  Collaborating and working together, with other 

staff, is important in creating the plan, sharing of ideas and providing the students with a number of learning 

opportunities in order to improve as readers. 

It is important to find the “tools” that work, stop using the ones that don’t and to try new “tools”.  This takes time…….. 

Working closely with the Learning Assistance teacher we tried many “tools”.  From McCraken’s phonics, Words Their 

Way, Sight word practice, guided reading, home reading, classroom writing, and independent writing practice, it is 

evident in our students’ growth that all of these “tools” contributed (on some level) to their growth as readers.     

What was reaffirmed for me this year, is the importance of creating a safe environment and establishing a rapport with 

students, that allow them to feel supported in their learning. This provides them with the confidence to take risks as 

learners.  When students are confident enough to take risks, the real learning takes place.  Celebrate successes- BIG or 

small!            

Keywords: *collaboration *social- emotional learning 

Kindergarten/ Grade One Teacher,  
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Dear Colleagues, 
If the classroom teacher and learner support teacher increase collaboration and co-teaching, how will those efforts 

impact the development of reading skills and strategies for two struggling readers in the K/1 classroom. 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

It takes a village… 

Working collaboratively together as learning team is so important.  Bouncing ideas off of each other and comparing 

successes and frustrations to develop a program that fits the individual struggling reader. That team involves teachers, 

learning support teacher, education assistants and parents.  Reflecting on what has worked, using ‘old’ and ‘new’ ideas.  

From McCraken to Smart, you may have to use everything in the reading toolkit to support your learner.  

What I have learned this year is that even very reluctant learners, with time, will grow academically and truly see 

themselves as learners, as soon as they feel safe to take risks. 

Our case study students began the year with many tears which eventually lead to them not wanting to come to school 

because it was too hard.  Even parents set up a meeting to tell us not to push them and to let them make their own 

choices in their learning.  Through meetings and many conversations a rapport was built between teachers and parents. 

Parents started to get on board with their children’s learning and although it is not to the extent we would like it, there 

is an effort put forth.  The twins are coming to school happier and not shutting down when given a task that is 

challenging. We are seeing growth.  We are celebrating that growth daily! 

 

So make your village big… 

Keywords:  

 

*collaboration 

*rapport building 

*social/emotional 

Tanya Hatalcik,  

LAT, District: 6 

 

 

 

 

 



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

Will Neveah’s reading skills improve if I build her confidence as a reader by using her own writing as a motivator and 

by providing her with the opportunity to read fluently? 

At the beginning of the year my case study student had little confidence as a reader and was reading well below grade 

level expectations.  She was a reluctant reader.  However her writing was and continues to meet grade level 

expectations.  When asked to read her writing, she often struggled to read back what she wrote and claimed that she 

couldn’t read.  I knew that she had many reading skills already and knew she would develop as a reader if I could help 

her gain confidence.  I needed to show her that reading and writing were connected.   One strategy that has made an 

impact on my student this year is using her writing as a motivator and tool for improving reading fluency.  In the past I 

have struggled with finding time for students to share their writing with others because students generally need 

different lengths of time to complete their writing assignments.  I have made it a personal goal to ensure that there is 

always time for students to read their writing to a partner or to the entire class.  This sharing time has proven to be 

extremely valuable for my students, in particular my case study student. Sharing her writing has allowed her to gain 

confidence as a reader and she understands the connection between reading and writing.  My case study student also 

had many opportunities to read her writing to different staff members in our school and to her Kindergarten buddy.  

This allowed her to reread her writing multiple times to improve fluency.  This really helped her gain confidence as a 

reader.  Students are always really proud of their writing and it was so valuable letting students read their writing to 

others as so much learning happens during this time.  

To help my student improve in reading fluency, I provided time for sight word practice in class.  I created booklets with 

ten lists of sight words stapled together for students to practice.  Each student has a booklet they keep in their Daily 5 

box.  Reading these word lists once each day takes only 5 minutes of time and is very effective at improving reading 

fluency.  Some days, for morning job students’ buddy read their word lists to one another.  Students are very motivated 

to read these lists and are proud to share with me all the words they know.  Increasing my case study student’s sight 

word vocabulary has really allowed her to read with more fluency.   

Doing reader’s theatre with my class was another activity that really allowed my case study student to gain confidence 

as a reader. Students practiced their part of a two person poem and presented them to the class.  My student was able 

to read her part fluently and with expression.  It was amazing to see her shine as a reader! I have learned that providing 

many opportunities for students to reread material is extremely valuable.  Activities like Reader’s Theatre, Choral 

Poems, and practicing plays are great ways for increasing student’s motivation to read as it allow all students, even 

struggling readers to read with expression and fluency. 

My case study student has made tremendous growth in reading this year.  By the end of the year she will be 

approaching grade level expectations in reading and more importantly she now sees herself as a capable reader. 

Overall, choosing a case study student and using specific strategies to target her growth as a reader has benefitted all 

students in my class.  It has also allowed me to closely monitor and reflect on the reading instruction that I provide to 

my students.  The opportunity to collaborate and share my learning and listen to the learning of my colleagues has been 

priceless!  

Jo-Anne McLennan, Grade 2 Teacher, District: SD#6, 



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How will providing rich, motivational (high-interest) reading / writing / speaking opportunities increase Rain’s 

willingness to participate and contribute in meaningful ways? 

I am a teacher with many years of experience having taught grades 1 through 7.  For most of the past 20 years though, I 

was a grade two teacher.  That was my identity.  I felt that I understood grade two students, their needs and capabilities 

and I had my ways to meet their needs.  I felt comfortable.  Every year I tweaked my programs in small ways reflecting 

some new knowledge that I had gained, but, to be honest, there were few changes to what I offered my students.  My 

philosophy had not really been altered a great deal as I had not attempted to significantly challenge it. 

Becoming a grade one teacher in the past year changed some things for me.  It pushed me out of my comfort zone.  I 

had many things that I had to rethink.  I was able to empathize with new teachers who I watched struggle to survive 

while they executed their responsibilities and grappled with their evolving beliefs.   But now I have a new appreciation 

and I have come to the conclusion that an old teacher in a new teaching role IS a new teacher all over again.  There is so 

much to learn and so little time . . .  

My CR4YR experience helped me.  It helped me by exposing me to the beliefs and efforts of other teachers causing me 

to reflect on my own beliefs and efforts.  I came out of each CR4YR meeting charged with enthusiasm and energy.   

Designating a case study student with whom I would observe, reflect upon and develop a question of inquiry helped me 

to focus my efforts as a NEW teacher of reading.  My question of inquiry was built around the premise that providing 

rich, motivational (high-interest) reading / writing / speaking opportunities would increase my case study student’s 

willingness to participate and contribute in meaningful ways.  This took me in search of motivating materials and 

methods.  Some of these, I ended up creating myself.  I was trying to appeal to my student’s sense of humour and his 

interest in super heroes.  But what I eventually came to realize was that, while the selection of materials does, in fact, 

have motivating benefits, it is what you do with those materials that is crux.   

The factor that probably had the biggest motivational impact on my shy case study student was having him partner with 

supportive peers.  For him, there was a feeling of security and the benefits of powerful modeling.  I used a structured 

A/B partner format and provided sentence frames to get started.  With very clear goals and even clearer expectations, it 

was not long before my case study student was going places he had previously feared to tread.  His oral language 

improved and he gained the confidence to report out on the efforts of his partner work.  I credit the “power of the peer” 

as his fellow students provided him with wonderful modeling, far more motivating than the model that I might have 

provided.  He now puts up his hand during discussions because he wishes to contribute his ideas to our group (I find that 

his ideas are quite thoughtful and because he is a man of few words, his peers tend to listen when he has something to 

say). 

Developing my student’s verbal skills has been one of the keys to his growth as a reader and writer and, although he is 

still largely a man of few words, he is engaged, he honours task commitments and has certainly improved his 

productivity in class.  Thanks to the influence of his classmates, my student does have school goals for himself.  He sees 

himself as a reader (and writer) but desires greater independence and he works hard to that end.   

I should note that my student also enjoys the benefit of regular small group work with an EA.  The goals of this program 

were to develop some essential reading skills.  A selection of high-frequency words was reinforced, word-attack skills 

were developed and essential reading strategies were practiced.  As this note is being written, my student is 



experiencing some positive growth of which I am sure that he is aware.  I feel good about the progress that my case 

study student has made to this point and I feel good about what I have learned as well. 

Sincerely  Grant McDonald 

Keywords: Peer work         A/B Partners         motivation 

Sincerely 

 Grant McDonald, Grade One Teacher, District: SD #6 

  



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How will providing rich, meaningful reading opportunities coupled with increased connections to school and strong 

relationships influence student reading? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

 When people ask “what do you teach?” we respond with a grade or subject, however, the question should really be 

“who do you teach?” because the children’s individual strengths, areas of opportunity, ways of learning and background 

ought to define our classroom and guide our practice more than the g (grade) sign on the door. Having taught in a 3-4 

grade, multi-age classroom for the past few years, I have learned that student directed teaching is more about teaching 

each individual rather than a specific grade.  Furthermore, building a climate of mutual respect and trust fosters learning 

and motivates students. 

My balanced literacy program consists of a variety of whole group, small group, home and one-to-one reading. I use 

strategies from SMART, reading power, the daily 5/café books, the right genre, working with words, etc. The time I 

spend with each child doing one-to-one reading is the productive and guides my teachings. It allows me to individualize 

instruction specific to each child or a small group of children. I read with each child several times per week, we touch 

base and chat then read and identify reading goals. I am able to note specific challenges a student or group of students 

are having and address those areas in other areas. By building strong relationships and having students identify their 

own goals they become more accountable for their learning and have become more willing to take risks and accept 

feedback.  

My case study student exemplifies how social/ emotional well-being contributes to academic success and how 

addressing students’ individual needs is effective. My case study boy is a grade three student. In September, he was very 

interested in looking at ‘truck’ books, but could not read them. Our goal became being able to read most of the words, 

rather than just looking at the pictures. We read together daily. Obviously, reading gave us an opportunity to read and 

work on decoding and comprehension strategies, but it also gave us an opportunity to “chat.” More importantly, he 

could tell me if anything was bothering him and we could address his physical, social and emotional needs, whether it 

was hunger or a bad dream. Once his needs were met, he could learn. He participated in the ‘Read Naturally program.’ 

He obviously participated in all of the class lessons and activities and really responded well to choral reading and poetry, 

likely beca]\se the repetition made him confident. He also enjoyed Readers’ Theatre and Drama reading.  He not only 

became a better reader this year, he became a stronger more independent person. He choses books from the library, 

eager to read it with me or his peers. He can read enough of his truck books, independently to make sense of it. 

Although he still enjoys his truck books, he has recently informed me that he likes the “funny chapter books” (Giggler 

series) most. Interestingly, these books don’t have many pictures. He understands the content without picture cues and 

understands and enjoys the humour in the text! He truly loves reading and story. Although he still struggles with 

reading, I am happy he enjoys reading and will continue to read for pleasure, which will surely continue to strengthen his 

reading. 

Jennifer Habart  Grade2,3,4 Teacher, District: Rocky Mountain, 6, 

 Contact info: Jennifer.habart@sd6.bc.ca 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

If I complete a running record once a week during a reading conference with the case study student which will guide 

the explicit teaching of reading strategies, how will the case study student’s reading ability improve? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

 When my case study student independently used the reading strategy that came from a reading conference, in another 

setting, then I decided that my inquiry question was successful in supporting her as a reader.  I am completing a running 

record assessment, once a week with my student in order to determine what reading strategies she has control of and 

choosing a reading goal for her to work on.  The first step was developing a classroom environment that would support 

individual reading conferencing.  My teaching partner set up the environment by using the Daily 5 program.  Next, I 

needed to learn to take an effective running record, which was difficult in the beginning, and I needed to allow myself 

time to practice and get comfortable with the process.  As well, I needed to take the time after the running record to 

analyze the record in order to determine the reading strategies that were in her control and what reading strategy she 

would work on next.  By meeting with her regularly, I was able to review with her what strategies she had already 

learned and point out situations in which she had used the strategy.  When she was able to talk about her use of reading 

strategies and what she wanted to work on next, I knew that she was now able to reflect metacognitively about her 

reading ability.  I have completed running records with other students in our class but my next step would be to use 

these reading assessments to guide my whole class and small group reading instruction. 

Keywords:  Running Records 

Margo Reinders,  

Grade 3/4 Combined Class/ Learning Support Teacher,  

SD#6 Rocky Mountain 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 



 

 

 

 

  

  

  

  

 

In 2014-15, the district plans to invite all primary and intermediate teachers  

to Changing Results for Readers initiative. We will continue, for the second year,  

to augment the provincial CR4YR with learning rounds and professional learning  

focus on evidence-informed literacy strategies. We recognize the need to address 

vulnerabilities in our early learners and to scaffold professional learning based  

on an expanded definition of literacy inclusive of Aboriginal learning, socio-emotional 

factors, digital literacy and numeracy. 

~2014 SD#10 Achievement Contract 
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Dear Colleagues, 
Dear Peter, 

Question:  What happens to student Learning when I model problem types in math? 

I just attended your workshop in Vancouver and came away looking at my inquiry question in a different light.  I had 

been modeling the different problem types.  These types are based on CGI (Cognitively Guided Instruction), First Steps in 

Mathematics background and are based on the book Children’s Mathematics:  Cognitively Guided Instruction.  These 

problem types use different numbers depending on the developmental needs of the child and children can be working 

on the same problem type, with different numbers.  This was first introduced to me by my Vice-Principal when I was 

teaching K-4 and it worked well in a multi-grade classroom.  I have always used this way of teaching problem solving 

with my students, but wanted to expand it to use more of the more difficult problem types [for example, compare 

(fewer), difference unknown] and to expose them to the problems earlier in the school year.  These problems and the 

way to teach them encourages students to read and imagine the story, to model it with objects, to draw  or think about 

it in their mind’s eye and to explain how they solved it, not just give out an answer.    

I have noticed that the students seem to be able to understand the first five or six problem types, but after that they 

really struggle with the language in the other problems.  I am starting to feel like I am controlling too much by modelling 

and I know that I should be providing time for the students to try out the problems in their own way with their peers. I 

am also wondering if some of these types of problems are just too difficult for some students, developmentally. 

But mostly, how you explained how students learn from each other with constant positive feedback and guidance not 

only from the teacher, but from their classmates.  That learning is not just the teacher directing and delivering/guiding 

the students to the correct responses.  But it is more about the act of doing.  I know I have built an emotionally caring 

classroom community, but the students need to be taught how to use each other as resources in order to enable them 

to be caring, competent lifelong learners.   

I feel very fortunate to have heard your lecture, because I now am looking forward to making sure this classroom 

climate of lifelong learners, relying on their peers to help them become risk takers, learners and problem solvers….not 

only in math, but in all aspects of their life. 

 

math, problem, solving, modeling, kindergarten 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What happens with student’s engagement, confidence and enjoyment of reading as I focus on more reading to self? 

I am so totally amazed with how much a grade 1 student learns and is capable of learning! This is my first year teaching 

grade 1 children. I have taught 3 years half day Kindergarten, 2 years of Grade 2/3, 1 year Grade 3, 1 year Grade 2, and 

now grade 1. Grade 1 children are absolutely amazing! 

I was worried at the beginning of the year. I had been told that grade 1 is the most important year for children at school; 

this is the year they learn to READ! With the late start to the school year I felt instantly behind. Some of these little ones 

could barely print their names! Oh my, this was going to be a long year. 

But three weeks into the year, astonishing changes were taking place. Children were printing their names in the lines, 

they were recognizing more and more words and were so happy and eager to learn more! 

My inexperience with grade 1 is where my inquiry question arose from. These little people always wanted to read to me. 

Why can’t they just enjoy a nice book on their own? There would be a line-up of little ones, usually girls, waiting to read 

their little choice book to me. They were patient, for the most part, and enjoyed listening to the others read, waiting for 

their turn. I thought, “They are not enjoying reading at all!” I now know this statement to be absolutely wrong! 

The children are eager and willing and wonderful! We were able to partner up with a grade 4 class to buddy read Friday 

mornings for 30 minutes. Part way through the year we started to buddy read with the Kindergarten class for 20 minutes 

Thursday mornings. Another strategy I started to use came from a colleague in my district, have stuffed animals 

available for children to read to. All this buddy reading with others, home reading with parents, coupled with reading 

with random partners in the classroom and some group reading has not diminished the children’s eagerness to read to 

their teacher. 

I began to think I had not met my inquiry question at all. Then I sat back and thought and watched the children in my 

class. They are engaged, confident and enjoying reading. They are not quiet during reading time because they are having 

literate conversations about what they have read, and THAT IS OK!!! I changed “Silent Reading” on my Agenda to “Quiet 

Book Time”, knowing that some talking will take place, and knowing that THAT IS OK! 

Over the last three years of participating in CR4YR, I have learned so much from my colleagues. I have learned that even 

a small change is a change and can have a great positive ripple effect in my classroom. I have learned that is it OK to let 

go of the control and put the children in control. And greater results occur when the children can have control over their 

own learning. I have learned that my own practice can always use a little tweeking! 

Key Words: Grade 1, Buddy Reading, Teacher Growth, Love of Reading 
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Dear Colleagues, 
Inquiry Question: If we implement “wonder” strategies what happens to student writing? 

I have been using the book “A Place for Wonder” by Georgia Heard and Jennifer McDonough as a guide to reading and 

writing in my classroom this year.  As a class we have made questioning a focus throughout the year. In particular 

honouring the questions my learners naturally ask throughout our day. In the beginning we read (and continue to read) 

a lot of books about questioning. Adrienne Gear’s Reading Power book and suggestion read-a-louds offered lots of 

inspiration for this.  

Another key aspect to our class is that we take our learning outside of the classroom whenever possible.  It can be 

guaranteed that we will be outside every Wednesday morning.  The familiar refrain of “walking time, walking time! It’s 

walking time!” can be heard on our Walking Wednesday mornings. Armed with our puppet, Sir raven, who made his first 

appearance during last years CR4YR we head out into the community, down the beach or to our favourite destination - 

the Enchanted Forest.  

We began our questioning focus at the edge of the forest and students came up with questions such as: Will my Thinking 

Tree still be standing? When will the snow leave the ground? What birds will we see today? 

On other days, students sat by their Thinking Trees and “pondered” about their observations.  Sometimes we waited 

until we were back in the classroom to take out our nature notebooks and reflect and question about our observations. 

Why was the bark falling off the hugging tree? Where did the water in the invisible river go? Who made that big hole? 

Was it a squirrel? It seemed too big.  

On several occasions, my focus student, Mystery requested if he could write in his nature notebook instead of 

exploration stations (noisy play time).  More often than not his notebook contained a question as well as labels and a 

neatly drawn picture. 

Partway into the inquiry we constructed a Wonder Wall.  To further connect with our outdoor learning that we enjoy so 

much we created a title using natural materials. Students posed for pictures in their best “thinking” pose and inquiry 

pose (looking through a magnifying glass) and these photos were cut out to form the border of our wonder wall. What 

fun it is to see such hard thinkers on the wall of our classroom everyday!  Next we added a list of key words we found 

helpful in questioning (who, what, where, I wonder, what if, how etc). After that the fun began, when someone thinks of 

or asks a question it is printed on a sticky note and placed on the wall. Later we went back and categorized the 

questions. Some topics included animals, nature, plants, space and people. On a side note: I set up a template so that I 

could print directly on the post it notes the title “I wonder” and a place for the questioner’s name. Students responded 

really well to the validation of having their question placed on the wall and discussed in class. This is a work in progress; 

most of our questions have not been answered. However they have appeared in student journals and there has been a 

shift in my students writing to include questions as well. 

The benefit of a multigrade classroom is that most of my students will be back learning with me again next year. We plan 

on continuing to explore A place of Wonder. There are several more chapters we have not even touch on. I’d like to 

expand on the student’s questions with strategies such as a Wonder table, Knowledge building circle and inquiry 

projects.I wonder where our learning will lead…. 

Key words: wonder, question, multigrade, writing, outside  

Erika Momey , Edgewood Elementary Primary (K, 1, 2),  

District: Arrow Lakes #10  ruraldragonfly@gmail.com 
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Dear Colleagues, 
Question:  What happens to my students’ reading level when they work from their own choice every day and I use the 

Daily 5 program? 

I have been inquiring into the following question, “What happens to my students’ reading level when they work from 

their own choice every day and I use the Daily 5 program?” and I am excited about my findings!  I do feel my kids’ 

reading levels (and writing levels) have increased!   

I feel that I have given more individual attention and guidance on reading and writing skills.  I like the Daily 5 for the 

focus on specific skills for each child.   

My students are reading more and this makes me feel I am on the right track.  My students make great choices for their 

daily reading and are motivated to read.  They want to read and write stories with a partner and I can encourage that 

and let them.  I am impressed with the choice which is motivating in my mind, and building of individual independence 

of Daily 5.  

I would recommend fellow teachers taking a look at this management system.  I think it is an approach you can look over 

and fit it into your practice.  Because of Daily 5, my kids worked so independently, I found I had more time to give 

individual attention to my lower students.  One of my lower readers jumped up 9 reading levels and I hope this is a 

result of specific instruction on accuracy and comprehension strategies.   I feel my students’ writing has improved and I 

am seeing better grade three writing than I have seen in the past few years.    

Not only has this inquiry helped my students’ development but the collaboration through CRY4R and the virtual 

discussions about teaching reading with Faye Brownlie have made me feel more connected to what is going on in 

teaching literacy in the province.  I feel more up to date! 

Keywords:   Grade 3 reading and writing, Daily 5, Elementary language Arts 
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Dear Colleagues, 
What relationship(s) do I notice in the classes reading comprehension when thinking routines are explicity 

taught/referred to throughout the day? 

Dear Self,* 

They say hindsight is 20/20 – I beg to differ. If I open my eyes in the moment everything becomes clear, without the 

fuzziness. This past year I have given myself the permission to engage in the emerging class that is in front of me … a 

class of fifteen students, grades 3 to 7, each possessing a part that connects, merges and moves within our classroom. 

The experience has been able to occur because I honored the statement “learning is the outcome of thinking”.  

Making everyone’s thinking visible has taken our class places that I had not planned for or even imagined.  How would I 

have known that beginning the year making a painting in pointillism would lead to matter, elements, resources, culture, 

a collapsed highway (ah the list/ connections go on and on).   

In essence, I became the facilitator of a group of learners that travelled their own roads. I could have taught thinking 

routines and moved students on my own path “yes, that’s a great question” or “ interesting connection” and led 

everyone to my predetermined goal (a constructionist take?). Yet, I trust the complexity of the system and all things 

(ideas) are related to and from something. So how does all this relate to the inquiry question above … the answer is 

emerging. 

I present thinking routines the same in math, reading, science, socials etc. – thinking is thinking. You can observe and 

describe when looking at the labeled page, an equation or a picture showing the encounter between the Iroquios and 

French. Yet, if I had stopped here like the question above alludes too so much would have been lost –  

It is great to ask/teach your students to think, provide evidence and reflection on their answers, though without 

enabling that thinking to move us within our learning then why bother? Similar to buying a vehicle that can go 320 mph 

– why bother?  

Without the flexibility and confidence in ALL my students, they would have never been able to “roam free” and 

everyone including myself would have missed an opportunity to LEARN. The thinking routines became the skill and when 

I was “smart, patient and trusting enough” (not always—I dare say) understanding blossomed.  

Tracey (grade 3-7)  

Arrow Lakes, SD10 

Key words: thinking, facilitator, learning, thinking routines  

*Thinking routines are taken from Project Zero website (or is it Making Thinking Visible website? Long day) 

 

  



 

 
 

 

 
 

Since September 2012, the district has been involved in "Changing Results for Young Readers" 

(CR4YR), a provincial initiative which involves teams of educators (administrators and teachers) 

from elementary schools working together to implement instructional practices based on 

reading theory.  

 

CR4YR Year Two – Two of the schools from last year’s project are moving their projects 

forward, CR4YR Intermediate project and CR4YR Late Literacy Project – Secondary  

 CR4YR Year Three – Two primary CR4YR primary schools, CR4YR intermediate project, and 

CR4YR Late Literacy project. 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  How can I effectively implement new ideas from my readings in the 

classroom?  

I had the opportunity to attend a CR4YR seminar during my final practicum.  Throughout my practicum I have focused on 

trying things in the classroom that I have observed, heard about, or read about.  When reading chapter 5 of Catching 

Readers Before They Fall (Johnson & Keier, 2010), I was curious to implement a morning message in my practicum 

classroom.  I had not observed a morning message and wanted to try it with my grade 1s.  My cooperating teacher had 

done morning message with the students in the past.  Johnson and Keier (2010) give ideas for possible teaching points 

for the morning message and I decided to focus on grammar and spelling.   I wrote the morning message on the 

whiteboard prior to the students coming into the classroom.   I wanted to make the message engaging for the students 

in the class (as suggested by Johnson and Keier, 2010).  The message stated that I forgot to do the prize draw at the end 

of the previous day and I needed their help to fix the mistakes in the message to do the prize draw.  I tried only include 

words in the message that all of the grade 1s could read.   

When the bell rang and the students came in from outside, they immediately noticed the message on the whiteboard 

and were engaged in meaningful conversation with each other to read the message.  Without any prompts from me, 

they were focused on deciphering the message and helped each other.  Once all students were in the room, I asked one 

student to read the message aloud to the class.  I explained that there were three mistakes in the message and I wanted 

them to try and find the mistakes.  I let the students know that the mistakes might be capitals and spelling.  I gave the 

students some time to read the message and confer with each other about the mistakes they saw.  Once they had 

enough time to examine the morning message, I asked the class to tell me what mistakes they found.  I was impressed 

that in a few short minutes, the students had identified all of the errors in the message.  I corrected the mistakes in front 

of the class with red marker on the whiteboard.   

I liked the morning message because it provided students with a focus when they came into the classroom at the 

beginning of the day.  They were talking with each other, but their conversation was meaningful.  Doing the activity as a 

class provided students with the opportunity to learn from each other, rather than me simply teaching a concept.  I 

would like to try morning message again in my future classes.  It gave me a chance to provide a mini lesson on a concept 

that students were having difficulty with.  Reflecting on how I did the morning message, next time I would allow for 

students to come up to the whiteboard and physically fix the mistakes they found, rather than the students identifying 

the errors for me to correct on the whiteboard.  Allowing the students to physically correct the mistakes would give 

students a chance to get up and out of their desks and would provide tactile learners to demonstrate their knowledge. 

Keywords: -morning message, -Teacher Candidate 

Kaarina Fichtner, UNBC Elementary Teacher Candidate – Grade 1,  

District 27 Cariboo-Chilcotin, 

 

 

 



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: To what extent will teaching “Read to Self” build engagement and 

stamina in our students during “independent reading”. 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Read to Self  during small group/guided reading instruction in Kindergarten 

(Note: Read to Self/independent reading and guided reading evolved separately and with scaffolding have come 

together as important supports for each other.  It all works together.  Time, trust and expectations.) 

Early in the year we talked and role played the three ways to read a book (pictures, words, tell the story).  Read to Self 

started with Browsing Baskets containing many early leveled books.  Read, talk, share: much vocalization, sharing books 

with classmates, “look at this”. Children spread out on the carpet with book choices in the centre. Interest was high.  A 

little loud with much engagement. 

After several of weeks with browsing books, the class grouped together to talk about what Read to Self 

looks like, sounds like, why. Ideas were recorded on a T-chart featuring what children/teacher do during independent 

reading (the Daily 5). I worked at keeping my mouth still and giving wait time, so children 

were doing much of the thinking/talking.  T-chart is revisited. More criteria has been added. All see selves 

as readers. “The more you read the better you get”  “You learn” (K-quotes). Class mantra for daily learning. 

Bringing all together after RTS to quickly talk about how they did and what they noticed about selves as readers was a 

turning point for engagement/increase of stamina. We use thumbs up/sideways to share thoughts/feelings. It is exciting 

to hear from “sideways” thumbs, their honest and insightful thinking. Discussions have benefited all the children. They 

can hear and know that others think.  What do we 

do with a problem? “Fix it!” And then they work at it.  That's what learners do. 

Book boxes took the place of browsing baskets in January, each with 6-7 pattern books. Read, reread. 

Interest books, big books, song books, interactive books have been added to the mix. Their choice. 

At the end of January we began to measure class stamina on a graph (number of minutes following 

criteria on RTS T-chart).  Second week of April:  22 minutes of kids in one spot, whisper reading, a hum of various 

intonations, bit louder with BOLD or exciting parts, no interactions with friends.  I confer. 

Starting small group work/guided reading in November and the evolving RTS have given Z and all of her classmates much 

more one-to-one time. I know so much more about each (strengths, interests) and better 

support their baby and big steps.   And they know me, sometimes finishing my sentence. With increased 

stamina/engagement, Read to Self has become a part of what they do when I am with a group. They are engaged and 

amazing!  Never imagined this kind of involvement.  When support is needed, most quietly go 

to others rather me.  Separate from group work, RTS also takes place 2-3 times/week  so I can conference. 



Z has become a more confident and reflective learner. She sees herself as a reader and approaches new challenges with 

an “I can” attitude. Daily casual conversations, one-to-one reading, RTS, guided reading 

have given Z confidence, practice and support. These practices have supported engagement, confidence 

and literacy development for all.  They see themselves as learners and readers. 

Key words: Read to Self    independent reading     engagement    what others do during guided reading   gradual release 

Lynn Wanless 

Kindergarten:  5-6 years old,  

District 27,  

Contact info:  lynn.wanless@sd27.bc.ca 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  How will teaching self-regulation strategies to students help develop 

stamina in Literacy? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful.  

          As a Teacher-Librarian and Reading Recovery teacher I have seen the need to incorporate Reading 

Strategies/Concepts/Skills into my Library lessons. I feel that I need to take advantage of the time that I have with my 

students and use that time to be intentional about what reading concepts need to be learned and teach them/model 

them. During these lessons I have incorporated Read Alouds and Think Alouds, Interactive Writing based on the daily 

Read Aloud where the students and I share the marker and construct the sentence/story on the white board. We also 

use sentence strips to write down the sentence and then they do a sentence cut-up and put the sentence back together.  

        Another very important part of my Library lessons, especially with the Kindergarten and Grade 1 students, is to 

“intentionally” teach Concepts About Print. In these lessons I intentionally teach: where the title is, where to start 

reading and which way to go, one to one matching, top and bottom of a page, where to start reading when there’s text 

on both pages, etc. I feel that the most important thing that I have changed in my daily lessons is to be intentional. It is 

important to intentionally teach these literacy concepts as early as possible.      

       While what I have done to support students is not directly related to teaching self-regulation strategies, what I have 

done has contributed to the development of stamina in literacy activities by provide students with the skills needed to 

be independent problem solvers during reading and writing work. We need to be intentional in what we are doing as 

teachers and why we are doing it. We need to see the urgency of setting our students up for success. If you think about 

reading as a puzzle, we need to help our students put the pieces together to help them see the whole picture. 

Give two or three key words or phrases that will help us organize and group these into categories. 

Keywords:  

Intentional 

Concepts About Print 

Read Aloud and Think Aloud 

Interactive Writing 

Stamina 

Reading Concepts/Strategies/Skills/Process 

Carol Anne Dikur,  

Teacher-Librarian/Reading Recovery/PLC,  

Cariboo-Chilcotin #27,  

 



 

Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

To what extent will teaching “Read to Self” build engagement and stamina in our students during independent 

reading? 

One thing that we have been working on in our classroom is the criteria for Reading to Self (in our room we are calling it 

Independent Reading IR).  There is 5 criterion:  1.  Get started right away 2.  Read your “good fit” books first and then 

your browsing books 3.  Read the whole time 4.  Stay in one spot the whole time 5.  Read quietly, whisper   

Children need to know what the expectations are before beginning IR.  Before the students begin their IR we review the 

criteria for IR on an anchor chart, students orally give one criterion before leaving the group, or students pair share all 

the criteria.  Students that are able to follow the criteria are used as models to demonstrate expected behaviour so that 

those that may struggle with the criteria see it in action on a regular basis.  For example, Johnny is asked to “find a spot 

and get started right away”, while Barb and others that take a long time to do this are carefully watching Johnny.  

Eventually, Barb is chosen to model this same behaviour for the class when she is able to do this without teacher 

prompts.  We now have the criteria on a large bookmark that the students each have at their fingertips.  The bookmark 

is also used as a reminder and tool to help keep the students focused on their reading.  I know this constant 

reinforcement and the other things I have implemented are working because the students are IR for up to 25 minutes at 

a time.  I have been tracking the students’ reading stamina using a chart from the Daily 5 Café book.  When we began 

back in November the class was only able to IR for 3-5 minutes and at the beginning of April they are reading for up to 

25-28 minutes at a time.  Many of the students are also moving up in their reading levels too because they are more 

engaged and focused during IR time.  I believe this frontloading is key to building stamina and engagement in Reading to 

Self.     

Keywords: Reading, stamina, criteria, engagement, read to self, independent reading, independence, model, 

demonstrate, 

Carolyn Cushing,  
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

Will increasing self-regulation and stamina help literacy ? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

     Together with colleagues from Cataline Elementary, we identified self-regulation as a school wide goal needing 

attention. Our goal was to further our literacy levels by teaching students to develop sustained, meaningful and 

reflective learning as their habit. 

     I began by identifying a student whom I felt had capacity but lacked the motivation and skills. He did not know how to 

approach his challenges in reading in incremental successes with a variety of transferable strategies, but saw the entire 

task as insurmountable. After developing a solid relationship with him, I discerned his strengths and weaknesses. This 

allowed me to choose strategies that would be a good fit with his personality and learning style.  Together we identified 

high interest and just-right texts.  We developed a plan that included regular practice together, patience and self-

reflection.  Although classroom demands disrupted many times, we both came to value the focused time spent 

together. 

     I used a number of reading strategies and developed a sequence of reading that was logical and predictable. Thus our 

time together became comfortable and flexible in that we could delve deeper into the text.  We practiced using 

graphics, decoding, phonetics, inference and predicting to explore and determine meaning.  We both learned to sustain 

our focus and ignore distractions. 

     The culminating success was when the student could self-reflect and realize their own progress which was attributed 

to their own efforts. This student now approaches reading with enthusiasm and self-efficacy.  He has learned the value 

of sustained effort and can celebrate his own successes.  This can only grow. 

Keywords:  sustained, meaningful texts, patience, together, practice 

Wendy Bernier,  
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:   How will ensuring students have 'Good Fit' books impact their reading 

development? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

With the help and collaboration of our inquiry team, I worked on organizing and updating my classroom library.  Our first 

step was to cull books that students were no longer choosing, discarded books that were beyond repair and repair any 

of the much loved books.  After this, I used 'The Sisters' (The Daily 5) recommendations for sorting the books into 

numbered bins. Finally, I placed approximately a third of the books in the bins in the classroom library.  My plan was to 

rotate the books in and out of the bins each term to keep the choices fresh.  With this organization in place, the students 

in my class quickly learned the routine for returning books to the appropriate bins when they were exchanging their 

books.  As I had assigned students a day of the week to exchange their books, it became very manageable to station 

myself near the class library each morning and hold mini-conferences with my students about the selections they were 

making.  While this small group was selecting their books, the remainder of the class were engaged in reading 

independently.  Several things became apparent: my stress level over how students handled the books lessened 

immediately and students took better care of the books.  Most importantly, with the ongoing mini-conferences, 

students began taking more time to select books and I observed students discussing the books with other students.  As 

well, I often overheard students who were reading independently say things like, "I like this book, because...",  "Look at 

how much of this book I can read now!",  "_______, you would like this book because it's about _______ and you like 

those!". 

My case study student was a student with very erratic attendance at the beginning of the year.  Often 5 days a month 

was all he was in attendance.  When he was at school, his behaviour both in the classroom and out on the playground, 

was defensive and belligerent as he often did not know what was expected of him and he did not know classroom 

routines.  He often missed out on exchanging his books, the ongoing mini-conferences and overhearing the 

conversations of his peers.  This became apparent during Guided Reading as well.  After conferencing with his parents 

about the need for consistent attendance, his whole demeanor began to improve.  Now, at the end of independent 

reading time, he is often reluctant to put away his books, he has demonstrated consistent growth in his reading levels 

and he looks forward to each new book during Guided Reading. 

For me, focusing on our team’s inquiry question meant I used purposeful language in my teaching, clarified my 

expectations for my students during book selection and independent reading and intentionally focused on my struggling 

readers and their choices. 

Frances Bisaro, 

 Grade One,  

Cariboo-Chilcotin #27,  

 

 



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How will teaching self-regulation strategies to my students help develop their stamina for literacy. 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. Working with my partner teacher we have 

set up a routine of read to self.  After building stamina and working on self- regulation strategies students have 

increased their stamina. Finding time to share their thinking after their reading has been a crucial part to their success. 

Students are engaged during the reading process knowing that they can share the exciting parts of their reading. 

Students are given a sticky note at the beginning of read to self and a sheet that can help direct their thinking.  Students 

draw a picture that connects to their thinking. For example, drawing two eyes for visualization, LOL for funny parts. With 

the students working on their self-regulation strategies they are calm during read to self and continue to self -regulate 

during sharing. Listening attentively to their peers creates a positive, calm and safe environment.  Students look forward 

to sharing their reading. I have found that when students share their thinking it will often lead to discussion about other 

forms of reading strategies which they are not aware they are doing. For example, a student drew a heart on her sticky 

note for her favorite part. When asked why this was her favorite part she made a connection to an experience at home, 

creating an excellent teachable moment. This sharing at the end of reading does not take up a lot of time but has a great 

impact on their thinking process as they read, engaging other students in the books they enjoy and establishing the 

importance of listening to their peers. 

Keywords: Self-regulation, read to self, stamina  
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

To what extent will teaching “Read to Self” build engagement and stamina in our students during ‘Independent 

Reading? 

 As the Teacher-Librarian, I collaborated with the K/1 and grade 1/2 teacher on building engagement and 
stamina during their Library Prep classes.  The classroom teachers’ focus was the same during their class time, 
‘Read to Self.’ 

 I changed the library routine and lesson focus in both 45 minute Library Prep classes to meet the inquiry goal . . . 
“Building Reading Engagement and Reading Stamina Time.” 

 A ‘Read to Self’ check on yourself chart, a class graph, a ‘Thumbs Up Self Reflection,’ check and a timer were 
used to guide and focus student independence. 

 The focus of “Building Reading and Engagement and Reading Stamina Time” was done every Library Prep class 
for 10 weeks. 

 Both classes greatly improved their reading engagement and reading stamina time from 1 minute to 26 minutes 
and from 6 minutes to 28 minutes, respectively. 

 I communicated verbally with each teacher and we challenged students each time to meet or beat their best 
time, whether they were reading in their class or in the library. 

 In the K/1 classroom students went from choosing and signing out 1 or 2 books to choosing and signing out 6 
books.  Two books went home, while 4 books remained in their book pouch on the back of their chair for their 
“Read to Self” time.  Previously, their 1 or 2 library books went home and none remained at school for them to 
read. 
 

 In several previous lessons, students were taught and had practiced how to read the pictures of an ‘Easy Picture 
Book.”  They practiced telling the entire story through the pictures by looking, talking and turning every page. They 
were also taught how to read the pictures of an ‘Information Book’ and focus on what was ‘new and interesting’ to 
them.  This helped focus their reading. 
 

 Prior to the 10 Week “Engagement and Stamina” focus, students in the grade 1/2 class participated in several 
“Book Share Chair’ time. Books were recommended by myself or by their classmates.  A special chair was where 
students sat to talk about a book they were recommending.  The books were recorded on a chart and student’s 
reactions to the books they recommended were recorded.  This chart acted as a reference for student. 
 

 The “focus” student from the grade 1/2 class was given the first chance to sign out a book that was ‘book talked’ 
by his teacher or classmate.  It made him feel special.  It helped build his self-esteem.  The very first time I did this he 
immediately went off and started reading the book.  It was called “Are you my Mother” by P.D. Eastman.  I captured 
his oral reading on video.  He was so engaged in this story that he didn’t know I was videoing taping him.  This is 
‘Personalized” learning at its best. 
 

 With both classes, I made sure that students who were able to read had at least 1 “Good Fit” Picture Book, Early 
Chapter Book or Fiction Book.  Several of the “well on their way” readers choose up to 6 books they could read at 
times. 
 

 After a few weeks, with the grade 1/2 class, I had the students bring their ‘Good Fit Book Boxes’ to the library.  
The books in their box were books that their teacher had taught them how to read during small group ‘Guiding 
Reading’ instruction.  I am also a Reading Recovery teacher.  I felt that these early student readers needed more 
opportunity to read books that they could read accurately at their level.  I also felt they needed more time to build 
up their reading stamina with these books. 

 



 The ‘focus” student from the grade 1/2 benefited greatly by his classroom teacher and his Teacher-Librarian 
collaborating to improve his engagement and stamina in reading.  He was given more time and opportunity to be 
successful at improving his reading engagement and reading stamina.  This student is emotionally fragile.  We have 
each built a stronger, more patience and trusting relationship with this child.  We communicate regularly about this 
child and with this child.  We have worked at ‘Personalizing’ his emotional needs and his reading success. 
 

 The ‘focus’ student from the K/1 classroom was independent to begin with and benefited as his reading 
engagement and stamina were build up in both the classroom and the library. 
 

The following chart shows the Before and Now of how the Library Prep class time was restructured and 

streamlined to maximize the goal of “Building Reading Engagement and Reading Stamina Time.” 

 

Before Now 

 Students lined up in class 
and waited for me to bring them 

to the library. 

 As soon as students return to the 
classroom after recess they 
immediately go the library. 

 Students lined up in the hall 
outside the library and received 
instructions for the lesson. 

 I streamlined all routines to 
maximize student’s reading of 
“Good Fit” books. 
1.  Grade 1/2  students bring their 

class “Book Box” filled with the 
“Guided Reading” books their 
teacher has taught them to read. 

 Students were filed into the 
library and sat on the carpet 
and a lesson was delivered. 

 

 

2.  Upon entering students, drop 
off their” Book Box” on a table 
and they grab a shelf marker. 

 Shared Book Talk opportunity 
 

3. Books from both classes are 
returned and checked back into 
the library before their Library 
Prep class starts. 

- Teacher recommended “Good 
Fit” series/author books. 

- Students recommended 
“Good Fit” books: Book Share 
Chair 

4.  Students immediately start their 
book browsing and choosing of 
books. 

 Students were sent by small 
groups to get their shelf marker to 
begin their book sign out of 
“Good Fit” books and any other 
books. 

5. I confer 1-1 with students 
focusing on “Good Fit” book 
choices with “Focus” student 1st 
and other struggling students 
(former Reading Recovery 
students) 

 Students waited in a long line at 
the Book Sign Out counter to sign 
out their books. 

6. The “Book Check Out” counter is 
closed to line ups of students 
wasting time not reading. 

 If students had time they could 7. Review of the “Read to Self” 



“Read to Self” or Read to 
someone (unstructured) 

expectations are read allowed as 
all students find their spot to 
read. 

 8.  Grade 1/2 students are 
encouraged to read their “Good 
Fit” Guided Reading books from 
their class “Book Boxes” first. 

 9. Book Sign Out is continued by 
the teacher calling students who 
have not done “Book Sign Out” 
yet or by bringing the laptop to 
each student to do “Book Sign 
Out.” 

 Goal:  To what extent will teaching “Read to 

Self” build engagement and stamina in our 

students during ‘Independent Reading? 

 

The result was minimal “Read to 

Self” time.  The first “Read to Self” 

minutes was only 3 or 6 minutes. 

 Result: Maximizing “Read to Self” 
time now students have built their 
reading stamina time to 26 or 28 
minutes. 

 

 

 

Maria Lepetich 

Teacher-Librarian: K-6 Prep classes, Reading Recovery Teacher: grade 1 & 2 students 

School District # 27 (Cariboo-Chilcotin) ,  

Contact info mara.lepetich@sd27.bc.ca 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: To what extent will teaching “Read to Self” build engagement and 

stamina in our students during ‘Independent Reading?’ 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Ensure students have a good selection of books that are easy for them to read during independent reading time so they 

are able to practice 'orchestration' rather than solving text.  When students have books that are 'easy' rather than 

instructional, they are able practice putting it all together instead of struggling to solve difficult text.  Once they become 

profficient at using all their strategies to solve text, they can be challenged by more difficult material.  Building 

confidence in their ability to solve text independently is crucial to developing the idea that they are 'readers'.  Pushing 

children ahead too quickly, only builds frustration and self doubt in their mental image of themselves as readers.  Don't 

be afraid to take children back a level so they are able to make their reading sound good and build confidence.   

My case study involved a student who was emotionally fragile.  I was able to build his confidence by selecting guided 

reading materials that were in the 95 to 98 % range for him.  He was already experiencing upset and frustration in other 

areas of his life, and being able to successfully read his guided reading books and make them sound good helped him to 

feel good about himself.  I also provided other supports - counselling, talking with parents, structure etc. but giving him 

the opportunity to be successful was key in developing a positive attitude about his ability to learn. 

Keywords:  

Read to Self 

Independent Reading 

Easy versus Instruction level reading in Independent Reading 

Building Confident Readers 

 

Catherine Cook,  

Grade 1/2 Teacher,  

District: 27 

 

  



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: How will ensuring students have “Good Fit” books impact their reading 

development? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful.  

In my classroom I have started having more conversations with students about books they are interested in.  This has 

been on an individual basis or in small groups.  I have noticed that my students have been more engaged in selecting 

their books and in reading them.  I feel this is because by listening to them I am validating who they are, what they 

already know and the interests they have. They more readily share their thoughts about their books with me or others in 

the class as they are reading and/or when they finish.    

My case study sees that I care about the development of his reading process system.  Occasionally this student makes 

the connection that choosing “Good Fit” books help him on his reading development continuum.  The different things I 

have tried are ordering books specifically for him at his level and interest level, having him read with a previous teacher 

that he has a good relationship with, going to the public library to find books that are a “Good Fit”, and having him do 

shared reading. Various times the students has been surprised that I would do these things for him.  I feel this has 

spoken to him about the importance I place on choosing “Good Fit” books.   

Through the journey of collaborative inquiry I have found that working with students at a higher grade level that are 

struggling readers is challenging.  It is challenging because the students don’t want to look different than others 

therefore they pick books that are not a “Good Fit” for them in order to look the same as others. It is hard to convince 

them that comparison with others does not help their reading development.  I have also found that the need to ‘fit in’ 

overrides whether he is reading or not.  He views being ‘singled out’ as a negative instead of a positive.  

Keywords: Book conversations with students 

Patsy McLean, Grade 3 

Cariboo-Chilcotin #27 

 

 

 

 

 



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How will ensuring students have good fit books impact their reading development? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

In my classroom, I changed my classroom library of books to better reflect the needs and interests of my students.  This 

year, I have a large proportion of boys in my class.  Throughout the year, I have increased my classroom library of books 

to include a better selection of non-fiction titles.  Ordering from Scholastic, I added many current titles and book 

packages, such as "Marvel Heroes" and "Hot Wheels".  With the help of my colleagues, I have purged many out dated 

and well worn books to better organize and display my classroom library.  My "good fit books" are now more accessible 

and sorted in a bin shelving unit.  I increased the number of books my students keep in their book bags to include guided 

reading titles as well as five "good fit" books chosen from our classroom library.  Each week, students exchange their five 

good fit books for different titles.  To help provide space and physical comfort and movement, I have built a small fort in 

my classroom with a small area rug as well as many throw pillows and small blankets.  Students also can enjoy reading 

and listening to books and stories in a pair of retro circular deck chairs. 

Over the year, I have noticed an increase in reading and book enjoyment.  Students often lay together or huddle to look 

at books or talk about their story.  Children are engaged in their reading material and often ask their peers to read a 

book to them.  There has been in increase in reading engagement time.  Students in my class seem to love books and 

see themselves as readers!   

The projects to alter my physical classroom space, such as throw pillows, blankets, and the fort, were not achieved in 

one day or overnight.  Many of my endeavors took a chunk of time to complete.  To keep myself on track, I would try to 

tackle one project at time and see the completed vision as a work in progress throughout the year and not over a 

summer.  My student’s enjoyment and thrill motivated me to keep on track and starting the next project in my journey. 

 

Carissa Kohut,  

Kindergarten/grade one,  

Cariboo-Chilcotin 

 

  



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: How teaching self-regulation builds stamina in literacy skills. 

 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

My student was confused, unsure of herself at the beginning of the school year.  Her reading skills were at a very low 

level for grade 2, she read at the end of Kindergarten level.  The routines for Independent reading were set up right from 

the start of the year.  I used the Daily Five to model independent reading and we built and increased reading time 

gradually.  Routines for signing out home reading books, independent reading, guided reading, and shared reading were 

adhered too daily.  Since my student was in my lowest reading group I made sure that this group had a guided reading 

lesson daily.  I also focused on my student to find out more about her.  This helped to build a relationship of trust. Every 

morning she now has a story to tell me and yesterday she shared her journal of pictures and stories.  As well, I met with 

her parents to explain my expectations for her during the school year and their role in her learning.   I set up a visual 

chart of morning expectations for the class but I was specifically thinking of her.  She now is able to complete routines 

independently and she uses her time to read.  Her reading has significantly progressed since she is now reading only 

somewhat below expectations for grade two and I anticipate that by June 2015 she will be meeting expectations for 

reading.  She has made great gains in her ability to self-regulate and with clear expectations, modeling and individual 

support she is now a student who uses her reading time well.  In general our class independent reading time is quiet and 

if you walked into my classroom you would see a roomful of readers. 

These are the key words you might use if you were looking for my report in an index or table of contents.  

Self-regulation, self- confidence, relationships with our students 

Grade 2Teacher 

District #27 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  How will teaching self-regulation strategies to my students help 

develop their stamina for literacy activities? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful.  

Self regulation has been a very large focus for my inquiry this year. We first started off by focusing on strategies in the 

"Mind-Up" program. Students learn how to calm themselves through deep breathing and self reflection to start. Other 

strategies about self awareness are brought in through a variety of student centred lessons. More recently I have started 

using yoga practices as means of self regulation. Students have very much bought into these practices and I believe are 

now better able to regulate themselves as learners and as kids outside the classroom.  

My case study student at the beginning of the year was one who didn't have difficulty with hyper activity however did 

have struggles socially and emotionally. Often she would shut down and lose focus on the task at hand because she was 

upset with what was going on at home. She did not see herself as a reader or a strong learner in any subject area. She is 

a student who has a supportive home life though. She is new this year to our school and mom and dad have recently 

separated. Mom has newly enrolled in the local university so is sometimes not able to pick her up right away after 

school. These issues which may seem normal to some students sent her into an emotional tailspin at the beginning of 

the inquiry.  

After classroom practices, direct instruction, small group instruction and lots of self regulation strategies taught she is 

now better able to calm herself, focus on the job and feel success as a learner. She has come leaps and bounds in 

reading and writing and is now meeting expectations in all areas. She is able to use her decoding skills most of the time, 

she is able to write meaningful sentences and is able to find meaning when she is reading. She is proud of her learning 

accomplishments and feels motivated to stretch her learning further, try to write more, and is now willing to read 

trickier books.  

Socially and emotionally my student at times still struggles to get through the day tear free, however is able to 

communicate her feelings with me and persevere through the rest of the day. Calming breathing has really helped with 

this as well as simply communicating her needs in emotional situations helps. I have confidence that she will continue to 

grow and develop and continue to love learning and meet expectations for years to come.  

My classroom still has some students who are struggling to meet expectations in reading and writing after having the 

same self regulation practices taught to them. These students have different variables in their outside lives than my case 

study student. I feel that all of my struggling readers have come leaps and bounds though aside from them not yet 

meeting all expectations. I chose the case study student based on the fact that she was not meeting expectations, she 

had no limiting factors as far as development goes and she had a supporting home life. The students who are not yet 

meeting do not have as active and supportive home lives and I believe this is the big key diference for the remainder of 

my struggling readers. Supportive home lives would make the difference and had they had more reading time and 

language support at home they would be able to meet expectations and find successes as learners.  

key words :Self-regulation, self awareness, Mind-Up, yoga, student success 

Jennifer Hansen,  

Grade 1, District: SD 27,  



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How will teaching self regulation strategies to students help develop stamina in literacy activities? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I’ve used parts of “The Daily 5” system in my class in previous years, but this year I decided to take the time to 

implement each literacy center more carefully.  My students and I created an ‘I-Chart’ for “Read to Self”, “Read to 

Someone”, “Word Work”, “Work on Writing” and “Listen to Reading”.  By creating the criteria together and by 

modeling/practicing daily, they became to know what the work in each literacy center should “look like” and “sound 

like”.  Students also learned to reflect on their time spent at each center, doing an oral self assessment with me at the 

end of each literacy center.  I found this to be a powerful exercise when done on a regular basis. 

At the beginning of the year, observations were made by another teacher while “The Daily 5” was in progress in my 

classroom.  While students were working at independent literacy centers, we wanted to have a baseline idea of where 

their level of stamina and ability to self regulate was at.    Notes were made about the types of on-task and off-task 

behaviors that were observed.  The data revealed from this observation helped me, as the teacher know what types of 

behaviors needed to be addressed.   

One student in particular, struggled to get started and to stay on task at his center while I was working with a small 

guided reading group.  Now, he has made great gains in terms of his ability to stay focused when working independently 

for longer periods of time.   

Now nearing the end of the year, the climate in my classroom seems to be more calm and focused during “The Daily 5”.  

I believe that by creating criteria for the I-Charts together, as well as through modeling and practicing the expected 

behaviours, that students were able to develop their stamina for literacy activities.  With a greater ability to self regulate 

and a higher level of stamina, this allowed for more meaningful learning to occur for each student.  

These are the key words you might use if you were looking for my report in an index or table of contents.  

The Daily 5 – anchor charts 

Class created criteria  

Self Assessment 

Self Regulation 

Stamina 

Erin Frederick,  

Grade One (6-7 year olds), 

SD27 – Cariboo Chilcotin, erin.frederick@sd27.bc.ca 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

As a Learning Support Teacher, I have not been directly involved in teaching self-regulation strategies; however, I have 

contributed to the development of stamina in literacy activities by working with struggling readers to help them develop 

the skills needed to be independent problem solvers during reading and writing work. How will teaching self-regulation 

strategies to students help develop stamina in literacy activities? 

 

One new thing that I have tried this year is to introduce a writing component to guided reading lessons in a grade one 

classroom. The decision to try this strategy was made in collaboration with the classroom teacher based on the 

reciprocity of reading and writing and the knowledge that: 

reading and writing are closely connected processes; 

the skills and strategies used in reading (blending, segmenting, and applying sounds to letters, rereading, searching, 

monitoring and self-correcting) are the same skills and strategies used in writing; and 

abilities in one area can support learning in the second.  

Our goal is to have students compose a sentence about the story they are reading, write it on a sentence strip, cut it up 

and then reconstruct the cut-up sentence. We started by having the students reconstruct a sentence taken from the 

story so that they could learn the strategies involved: rereading to figure out what word comes next, searching for the 

next word (using known reading words or visual information such as initial consonants) and monitoring to make sure the 

sentence looks right, sounds right and make sense. For students having difficulty pointing to each word as they read, 

cut-up sentences are an excellent way to reinforce one-to-one matching. 

Next, we moved to shared writing where the teacher writes a sentence that the students have composed. This activity 

provides opportunities for students to practice many skills and strategies useful in both reading and writing, such as 

stretching out sounds, using known words to figure out new words, rereading, checking to make sure the sentence looks 

right, sounds right and make sense. The final step will be to have students write their own sentences that they can cut 

up and reconstruct. 

Keywords: Reciprocity of reading and writing Shared writing Cut-up sentence 

 

Rae Perry, Learning Support/Reading Recovery Teacher,  

District: SD27 Cariboo-Chilcotin,  Contact info (optional): Rae.perry@sd27.bc.ca 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: How will ensuring students have ‘Good Fit’ books impact their reading 

development. 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I am a learning support teacher and chose to be a support person for my colleagues rather than having my own case 

study student.  I worked with our grade 3 teacher to help get good fit books into her case study students’ hands.  This 

little boy saw himself as a non-reader and believed that he would never read well.  Instead of picking ‘Good Fit’ books, 

he chose books that the other kids in the class were reading so that he did not feel out of place or look different.   

The classroom teacher and myself worked together to find ways to change his environment to allow him to read the 

books that were a good fit for him without the pressure of what he perceived that his peers would think, whether these 

perceptions were right or wrong.  I took 5 or 6 books from the class that the teacher knew he could read independently 

and put them in my learning support classroom.  I then had the student come down to my class and I talked to him 

about the importance of reading good fit books, why he chose more difficult books in the classroom, how he did not 

want to look different than his peers, how he felt when he perceived that his peers were making fun of him, and how he 

felt about reading.  I reassured him that his teacher and I had worked out a plan that would allow him to read books at 

his level without worrying about what his peers thought. 

The student would be coming to my class every day after lunch for 10 minutes to read while the kids in his class were 

participating in DEAR.  He would choose books out of the ones that I had and sit in a quiet, hidden corner in my class as I 

worked with a younger group of children  at my table.  It was great to hear him chuckling to himself as he was actually 

able to enjoy the books that he was reading without any inhibitions.  At the end of the first day in my room, he told me 

that he really liked the book he had read. 

This continued for a couple of weeks, at which point he asked if he had to continue reading in my room.  Once again we 

talked about the importance of good fit books.  He felt confident at that time to read books that where a good fit for him 

during his class.  Giving him the time to just enjoy the books without any other worries was an important piece of the 

puzzle for him.   

Keywords:  Good fit books                                  peer pressure 

LST/Reading Recovery Teacher,  

District SD #27 

 

  



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:   How does conferencing with students about their reading improve 

their engagement and stamina? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

The student I chose is a very active boy who was diagnosed with ADHD during the case study. He is not able to focus for 

more than a few minutes at a time and during independent reading, he was “pretend reading”. The only time he would 

read was if I was sitting right beside him, and even then he struggled to focus. During one of our conferences, he told me 

he didn’t like to read and he hasn’t liked to read since grade 3. His parents separated when he was in grade two and 

when he was in grade three, his father moved out of town.  

He loves the Walking Dead, and anything else to do with zombies. He will read graphic novels or comics, and he does not 

like to read the “assigned book” everyone else had to read. When first asked, he said he read three times per week at 

home but then said he would only read when his mum made him. He stated his strength as a learner is he can make 

sense with books he is into, but he doesn’t like writing it down - he would rather talk about it. Even though he is capable 

of reading and comprehending grade level material, he would much rather be read to than read himself, and is always 

engaged when I am reading out loud. He has good critical thinking skills and always participates in the discussion about 

the read aloud book.  

During one of our conferences the learning support teacher participated in, she helped him set a goal for himself of a 

timeline when he would finish the book he was reading. If he could meet his goal, he could have some friends in the gym 

during recess to play floor hockey. He thought it would take him two weeks to finish it, but it only took six days. He said 

he was motivated because of hockey. Also, because he is so engaged in anything read to him, I gave him an audio book 

to listen to. He was completely absorbed with the book and focused for the entire time he was listening. When he only 

had five pages left, he was upset that he couldn’t finish it. I suggested taking it home to finish, but he didn’t. He waited 

until the next day to finish it where he could listen. I conferenced with him with the five pages left and he was able to 

make connections, discuss his inferences, and predict what was going to happen in the last few pages. He had a solid 

understanding of the book.  

I am now at the point where I need to move him from external to internal rewards.  

Keywords:  conferencing,  
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How does conferencing with students about their reading improve their engagement and stamina? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

When I started this project, I was working with intermediate students in a variety of different contexts.  In terms of this 

project I was planning to be involved as a supporting team member as a Learning Support teacher.  Half way through the 

project, my contract ended, and I started a new contract in a primary class the next day.   

At first, I was overwhelmed with the change and how I could possibly reconnect to the project.  Though, as things settled 

down, I was able to look at it a new way.  I think that the biggest change in my philosophy is that reading and writing do 

not always have to be tied.  I often wanted students to write about what they had read, or what they had heard me 

read.  I thought that I was creating an opportunity for them to write about something they were interested in, and I 

could use it to gauge their comprehension.  But, what about those children that really struggle with writing output? 

Regardless of age, writing is a task that many find difficult and arduous.  

Introducing the idea of conferencing into my strategies was a big ‘ah ha’ moment for me.  Oral language has always 

been a part of the skillset taught at school, but I appreciated the move from sharing in class and giving speeches.  As a 

rather nervous student who was terrified of speaking out in class (but a voracious reader), I would have appreciated the 

opportunity to speak to my teacher about my reading.  Providing students a chance to read, and then to share what 

they’ve been reading with the teacher is a new idea to my students.  Many student covet the time that they get to meet 

with me one on one.  As a teacher, it lets me devote my time and attention to each student in an authentic matter as I 

can learn more about them as a reader, learner and student.  And, in turn, they have been more invested in their 

reading.   

Keywords: Oral language, conferencing, changing 

A Cariboo Teacher,  
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I tried facilitating an on-line lit. circle using blackboard collaborate to connect students who are low level readers, 

struggle with social situations (conversations) due to anxiety or are simply isolated due to their home school situation. 

It worked on several levels. 

With the low level reader, the lit. circle created a timeline with deadlines for him which meant that he read more than 

he had been in the past.  The chosen book was high interest enough that all the students enjoyed it while the low lever 

reader could be successful.  We read Island of the Blue Dolphins, a book from a selection of 4 I gave the students to 

choose from. 

I noticed that the students who struggle with social interaction due to anxiety were more likely to share ideas and talk 

directly to other students without their parent there to support them.  This was a huge shift for one student in particular 

who has a parent with them at all times, one of the reasons they are in home school.  The parent of this student shared 

that their child did not want them in the room during our on-line lit. circle time.  When this child attends group activities 

or plays team sports, they insist on one of their parents being in the room, so this was a small step in the right direction.   

All of the students engaged in conversation with each other about a topic they wouldn’t normally discuss due to the 

online lit. circle.  Blackboard collaborate allowed students to talk to each other, simulating a regular conversation, while 

also providing a platform for them to collaboratively draw while waiting for the lit. circle to start.  I was also able to show 

them YouTube videos and websites related to topics we discussed.  I know this worked to foster conversation between 

students who don’t usually talk to each other because I saw students engaging in conversation through the chat box 

before and after the lit. circle who normally wouldn’t talk to each other.  They also worked together making “art” before 

and after the conversations that was unstructured.  Although not the same as the unstructured unsupervised outdoor 

play time research shows is so important for social development in children, this was the closest to it that one of the 

students has likely ever had.   

Another positive shift I saw through the online lit. circle was students monitoring their comprehension more carefully in 

response to what their peers and I were noticing.  One student in particular struggles with comprehension and often 

misreads evidence in the book or infers incorrectly because they are not used to basing their decisions and ideas on 

tangible evidence.  In the lit. circle, they started to see other students correctly using evidence from the books to back 

up their ideas and questions.  These students were also very good at challenging unreasonable inferences in a gentle yet 

clear way.  Although I don’t think the student has yet shifted their thinking completely, they are starting to see evidence 

based thinking modeled more often and by their peers.   

One of my goals for this online lit. circle was to encourage my students to share their opinions, even if they were 

different from those of their peers.  Two of my students were already confident doing this while the two more anxious 

one’s often agree with their peers or don’t share an opinion at all.  Through the reflections I asked my students to write, 

one of them strongly defended an opinion she had that was different from every other student in the group.  This was a 

big break through and something I hope will continue.   



Although progress was made around conversation confidence and sharing opinions and ideas, the 4 weeks was enough 

for the students to really develop new habits.  I recommend creating opportunities for students to engage in debate 

with each other through the online platform as well as throughout their time in home school.  It is also important to 

note that this is not a good method for students in a regular classroom unless they have severe anxiety around 

interacting with peers. 

Keywords:  Home school, conversation skills, anxiety, literature circle, blackboard collaborate, online, reading 

comprehension, online reading support, unstructured play, art, resilience 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: How does conferencing with students about their reading improve their 

engagement and stamina? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. My approach has been to extend the 

classroom format to the library block, namely by having the children make the choices and do the reading. In the course 

of the weekly book exchange every child is expected to choose at least one good fit fiction chapter book (novel) and find 

a suitable place to read it. I try to track the time the students are quiet and visit individually with as many as possible to 

hear them read aloud. The time available for reading depends on the amount of information about new books or timely 

materials that I feel are important to highlight and on issues to discuss. To allow for more reading time, I have minimized 

my read aloud time with the intermediate grades. Although I can meet with only a few students each week, I have 

enjoyed the one on one time. Nothing can replace a personal interaction. The library time feels busier, in a good way. I 

have not consistently incorporated a reflection or sharing component at the end of reading time. I need to work on that 

part. 

Keywords: Personal interaction 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How does conferencing with students about their reading improve their engagement and stamina? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Our inquiry question was based on conferencing with students about their reading and seeing if that would lead to 

increased engagement and stamina.  A starting point was the use of a ‘conversation calendar’.  (From the Cris Tovani 

book So What Do They Really Know?)  I found this tool to be very useful in initially deepening the relationship between 

my students and myself.  Once the relationship was solidified, the conversations about reading deepened and the 

students were able to explain why they enjoyed certain books and certain genres and authors.  As I phased out the 

conversation calendar, we moved to real conversations, but not formal conferences, about reading. 

As time went on, I noticed that more members of the class were choosing books based on my reactions and comments 

to the books they had chosen to read.  More and more members of the class were turning up with titles that I had 

commented on, mentioned in passing or about which I had simply said, “Give it a try.”  Some of these books have been 

well above the readers’ levels, but, they’ve chosen to stick it out. 

As a group, reading stamina has increased.  Read to Self time is quiet, with almost everyone engaged with their chosen 

reading material.  Read to Someone time is a buzz, with enthusiastic, animated sharing between partners.  When the 

timer goes at the end of both sessions, there are moans and pleas of “Can we do more?”  I do believe that they could 

cheerfully and productively read the day away, if I let them. 

At the beginning of the year and at the beginning of this project, I would never have hoped for this level of engagement 

and stamina.  However, through the building of the relationships and the conversations around “What are you reading?” 

the learners in my class have reached that point. 

As for formal conferring on a regular basis, I’ll get around to it.  Next year.   

Keywords: #conferring  #relationship  #conversation calendar #Cris Tovani #reading 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How does conferencing with students about their reading improve their engagement and stamina? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

The collaborative inquiry process has been valuable to me both as a teacher and as a learner.  Having the opportunity to 

share ideas and strategies with colleagues and to discuss what works in the classroom and what does not, has built my 

confidence in trying new things in my own classroom.  I feel that I have the support of a whole team behind me as I try 

these new strategies.  This has opened my eyes to what it feels like for students as they learn and are asked to try new 

things in the classroom and how important it is to give them many opportunities to collaborate with each other in their 

learning.     

One specific strategy that I have focused on throughout this process is conferencing.  During our daily Read to Self time I 

confer with students individually on their reading.  These conferences are brief (usually about 5-10 minutes depending 

on the student) and include having the student read to me and/or tell me about what they’re currently reading and 

whether or not they’re enjoying it.  We end our conference with a reading goal that the student can work on until we 

conference again.  The information that I have been able to gather about my students during these brief conferences is 

invaluable.  I get a chance to hear each student read and to see specifically what strategies they already know and are 

using well as well as where they may need some support.  I have found that my students have become more engaged in 

their reading as they are aware that they will be called upon to talk about their reading with me.  Aside from being held 

more accountable, I have found that students truly enjoy this little bit of one on one time with their teacher that they 

may not otherwise receive on a regular basis.  In addition to building independence and stamina in students reading, 

conferring has been a great way to build relationships with my students which makes it easier to connect with them and 

engage them in activities. 

Conferencing is a strategy that I had heard about before being a part of this inquiry process and had always been 

interested in trying.  I am so thankful for the opportunity to learn more about it and to have the support of my 

colleagues in implementing it in my classroom.  It is an incredibly powerful tool that will now be a permanent part of my 

teaching practice. 

Keywords: Conferencing 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How does conferring with students about their reading, improve their engagement and stamina? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful.  

           What you believe is how you see things. How do we shift our beliefs?    How do we see things? How do our 

students see things?   

            I started this school year as a new person on staff and knew that I wanted to get to know my colleagues and try 

an inclusive support model in my assigned classes. The opportunity to collaborate with my teaching partners in the 

Changing Results for Young Readers project seemed like perfect opportunity. It was a gift of seeing.  The action we took 

was to confer with students about their reading.  

                Although the design for this collaboration had student engagement and stamina at its root, our team of 6 from 

our school also read, conferred, discussed and debriefed with each other and colleagues from around the district. I 

personally found this collaboration the most eye opening. 

              We met as a district group 3 times. Each time we read from “So What Do They really Know” by Cris Tovani, 

discussed concepts and ideas and went away with more. These district discussions led to shifts in our teaching practices 

at our school. As a school we tried to meet and share with each other on Mondays after school, just to check in about 

pitfalls or revelations or what tasks we had to complete for next time. Then within the two classes I was supporting we 

went even deeper. We looked at how to schedule for success and give students and us an opportunity to confer on a 

daily basis. The students set goals around their reading strategies and we as teachers conferred about our conferences 

with them.  

                I found each teacher had different ways of conferring and used different frameworks. I couldn’t use their 

framework. I focused on where the student took me and it didn’t fit in well with the boxes on their conferring sheets. All 

three of us had different ways of doing it and each of us saw the value in each other’s style. We saw through each 

other’s eyes and that helped us see what we needed to do next. This trickled down to the students as well, they could 

see where they needed to go next in their reading. 

                 We shifted our beliefs by seeing from someone else’s perspective. These new eyes fostered new growth for me 

in a new and exciting school climate. 

Keywords: Shifting conferring collaborating 
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SD 33 
“The biggest thing that I learned this year is that growth, no matter  

how small, is still growth.” 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What happens to L’s reading level when he gets more oral language and reading support. 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

L. was a student who had very poor oral language skills and very poor reading skills.  This year my team (L.A., peer 

helper, principal, me) has worked hard to improve L.’s oral language and reading skills. 

The biggest thing that I learned this year is that growth, no matter how small, is still growth.  Although I recognized that  

L.’s reading improved a lot this year I felt disappointed that despite his improvement  he still doesn’t meet Grade One 

reading expectations.  CRY4R has helped me recognize that growth, no matter how small, is still growth.   

Another significant thing I learned this year is that some students find talking very difficult.  One of the reasons I chose L. 

was that I wondered how much I could improve his oral language skills.  L. has made gains in this area but the gains have 

been small.  CRY4R has helped me understand that, unlike a ‘blabber mouth like me’  not everyone develops their oral 

language skills in the same way or at the same time.  I needed to learn this lesson.    

A final thing that I found interesting about L. is that he now thinks he’s a good reader.  When I started this project L. 

thought he was a very poor reader.  I love that, despite being a child of ‘very few words’ he now openly says “I’m a good 

reader” and “I’ve improved a lot” when we talk about his reading.  I love this shift in his confidence level.  It makes me 

think L. will have the emotional strength  to keep breaking further into the wonderful world of reading. 

Keywords:  Oral language skills, slow growth, confidence 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What difference do I notice with M’s reading achievement when I check in and build oral language skills with him? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I began my journey with a very sweet child that was a non-reader.  He is always accommodating, tenacious and friendly.  

He is a student that I have loved to work with as he always tries his best and is always a joy.  (Nice benefit!)  His struggles 

appeared to me as being possibly a learning disability.  The family has always been very open and supportive and 

constantly worked with him at home. 

One of the things I tried with my wonder child was to find a big buddy that could read to and listen to him approximately 

3x a week.  The partnership worked very well.  These two had already been acquainted and really enjoyed sharing books 

together.  They would spend approximately a half an hour of time at each meeting and meander through a number of 

books, reading, sharing, and talking about them.  I noticed that they were both very engaged in the books.  They were 

smiling and appeared to enjoy the time together with books thoroughly.  A week or two after they were paired up, I 

noticed that my wonder child appeared more confident with his reading.  He started being excited and enthusiastic 

when asked to read to the class.  He enjoyed “being a reader” and became more and more confident.  Now he believes 

he is a reader.  He is proud and confident and enjoys books even when it isn’t a “job”.   

Keywords:  Buddy reading, sharing books, reader, confident, 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What difference will we see in reading enjoyment/engagement when we focus on building oral language skills? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I wanted JP to make progress as quick as possible so I wanted to first focus on teaching him what he needed to succeed.  

Therefore, I set out to find some of his specific reading needs.  As I assessed JP’s reading process, I narrowed my focus to 

diagnosing two specific areas. I hoped that once I knew what JP required to read a certain book successfully I could plan 

my intervention.  

When reading with JP I noted the words that he found tricky.  Some words were non phonetic and others had 

predictable spelling patterns.  I sorted the words into those two groups and then selected a few non phonetic words to 

include at whole group sight word teaching time.  Using multi sensory techniques for remembering the spelling of non 

phonetic words,  JP was exposed repeatedly to the spelling of the sight words he needed.   The spelling patterns that JP 

found tricky were taught during whole class word work time.  For example if he was stumbling on words that contained 

‘ai’,  I would make ‘ai’ the spelling concept for a few lessons.  We would, as a whole class, brainstorm ‘ai’ words, make 

vocabulary lists, add affixes to ‘ai’ words, play games, hunt ‘ai’ words in books during read to self/ read to someone time 

and record.  This was one way assessing the needs of JP directed my teaching as I purposefully intervened in his learning. 

I know this worked because JP was able to spell many of the sight words when asked and recognized them in books he 

read.  As a side note, when he came to a sight word in a book and paused over it, I would ask him to spell it and before 

he completed the sequence of letters he would say , “Oh, ‘laugh’.” Having added affixes to spelling concept words 

transferred to sight words as well.  JP would say, for example,  “…….laugh.”  His teacher would say , “And look it has an 

‘ed’.”   He would add the sound that both made sense and was logical based on the letter sounds represented.  JP more 

consistently read sight words than spelled them correctly in his writing without reminders that he knew how to spell 

that word.   

JP is quite proud of the progress he’s made both in reading ability and written output.  He speaks to his peers and tells 

his teacher his needs.  JP has moved himself from the outer edges of the class into a contributing, more confident 

member.   He has worked hard and made remarkable progress.   

Keywords:  Sight words   Spelling Patterns   Diagnostic Assessment 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What differences do I notice in decoding skills, reading fluency and engagement with text with explicit instruction of 

reading strategies based on student strengths and needs.   

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

One strategy that I used that I believe was important during working with my wonder kid was the use of extra pullout 

support three days a week in a guided reading setting.  This student had experienced reading in the classroom in a 

variety of ways:  read to self, read to someone, small group guided reading instruction etc.  She had also received the 

double dose with push in support.  The pull out support was beneficial for my wonder student to see other students 

using explicitly taught reading strategies in context and as a small group they would have conversations about how the 

strategies they used were effective or not.  This collaboration allowed for the student to become more risk taking in the 

reading process.  It was a safe environment where she was able to internalize the process, taking more ownership of her 

learning and then feeling more successful as a result.  The reflection on the reading process with other students was 

very powerful.  The gap in her reading level as it compares to the set expectation has stayed the same as what it was 

when the year started but her perception of her reading ability and her understanding of the reading strategies that she 

uses has improved.  She is now able to explain the reading strategies and processes that she uses and how they make 

sense to her and impact her ability to decode and engage with the text.  Although my wonder child’s journey had peaks 

and valleys, it was important to note that the process was in place to help her be successful when she was ready.  She 

now has more confidence and sees herself as being successful not only in reading but in Math as well.  Although reading 

continues to be hard work, my wonder child now sees reading as FUN!   

 Keywords:  Pull out,  small group, guided reading,  
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How does an emphasis on building confidence and choice support/impact a struggling reader? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

In early September, during one of our first “Read to Self” sessions, my grade one focus child sobbed to me, “I don’t know 

how to read.  It’s too hard.  I can’t do this.”  Here was this beautiful, articulate, imaginative and very loved little girl 

showing obvious signs of self-doubt and lacking confidence when it came to learning, especially when it came to reading 

and literacy.   

With my focus in child in mind, and after much thought of how to narrow down my focus, I chose my inquiry question 

“How does an emphasis on building confidence and choice support/impact a struggling reader?”.   

What could I do to help my focus child to increase her self-confidence and belief that learning was not hard.  I wanted her 

to love learning and to love reading, and to believe in herself.   

How would I help her to not struggle, to see herself as a reader and to celebrate her small steps of learning.  So this is 

what I set out to do… 

First, there was the challenge of the changes and upheaval that was happening in her family life, in her world, that made 

her feel sad, insecure and often tired… and then I reminded myself, I could not change the things outside of school that 

were affecting her, I could only control what was in my control…what she experienced when she was at school, five days 

a week, five hours a week.   

I made a commitment to build a positive and encouraging relationship with my focus child, and with her parents; to 

ensure that they knew we were working together, to support them in finding ways to work with their child at home, and 

made myself available for support.   

My focus has always been to provide my grade one students with a literature rich classroom filled with books and a love 

for learning.  I want to provide all of my students with as many different experiences with books as possible.   

In the Fall, we started Daily Five and began with Daily Five.  I realized the need for my students, especially my “non-

readers” to realize that reading was not just reading the words.  So we modelled and practiced the three ways to read a 

book (read the text, read the pictures, retell the story).  It was so wonderful to walk around the classroom and see “my 

readers” in their various states of reading their book box books.  In our book boxes, students got to choose their own 

reading material as well as books for at their just right for me level.  We “shopped” for new books every week or when 

needed.  My student received LAT support three times a week, and then a second dose of small group reading instruction 

of focused intervention three days a week.  I provided one-on-one “reading” opportunities with my student (I would like 

to say daily but in a very busy grade one class of 24 students of varying social, emotional and academic needs, this is 

challenging).  

One of the approaches I found very successful with my focus child was to make her own books.  We would sit together 

when possible and write her own books.  She loved to draw and illustrate, and loved to “read the pictures” so I 

incorporated this into her reading instruction.  Together, I scribed what she wanted to write about things in her life that 

were meaningful.  Her own stories!  We kept her stories in her book box and she would read them back to me.  We would 



incorporate words (sight words, spelling patterns, etc) that she was “stuck” on into her stories and she would highlight 

them or underline them.  She loved her stories and “wow” her self-confidence as a reader grew.   

Over the year, her attitude and confidence has steadily grown.  She is happier and more enthusiastic about learning!  This 

process has helped me to be more reflective as a teacher, it has reminded me of the ongoing need for connection to our 

students and what matters to them, and for young learners to feel connected to us, as teachers.  I have seen progress 

and success with my student.  She is not yet meeting expectations in reading for an end of the year grade one student but 

she now has a love for reading, enjoys books, sees herself as a reader and has a variety of reading strategies.   

She is now engaged, she wants to read…she asks to read…she is excited!  

When I asked her two days ago, what do you like about reading, she answered “reading makes your brain work harder” 

Keywords:  Daily 5, Confidence, Connections 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How does giving choice in both books and showing learning effect a child’s motivation to read and improve their 

reading?  

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Jakob is a student who works hard and is determined to finish every task he is assigned, even though learning is a 

struggle for him. He is a student who is very apprehensive to show emotion and therefore it can be hard to really 

understand what can motivate him or give him a passion to pursue something on his own. Reading has always been a 

struggle and Jakob would continue to do the minimum of what was asked, without complaining, but never seemed 

excited about it. He hated writing tasks and writing about what he has read was down very slowly. My inquiry centered 

around Jakob because I wanted to see what we can do to help inspire these children to find joy in reading and ultimately 

want to practice the strategies we learn in class. First, I started by giving Jakob choice in books. He loves monster trucks, 

sports and weird facts. A trip to the local used book store helped me find just right books for Jakob. Finding books that 

“fit” Jakob was key and I noticed he did not have a lot of confidence in his reading ability and therefore did not like to 

share about it. So, we placed him in a slightly lower reading group. This helped to give him his first big boost, he seemed 

more willing to share and want to talk about what he was reading, giving him the teaching role seemed to be growing 

his confidence. As well at this time he had books that were his and therefore he had something he wanted to tell his 

friends about. The most important aspect to help motivate Jakob to want to read more was providing him with 

opportunities to talk about his learning in different ways. Writing output was also a hard task for Jakob, so we tried 

different avenues for him to show off! Ipad recordings, modeling clay figurines and even pictures allowed him something 

to look forward to after he was done his book. The most important discovery I made as a teacher throughout this 

process was actually a surprise to me. Taking away barriers that made reading more difficult for this child (his reading 

group and writing) took away the joy! By building in different opportunities for Jakob to shine gave him his passion and 

motivation back, he is now excited to choose books and has confidence to talk about it!  

Keywords:  Joy, hard work, choice and motivation  
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What might happen to academic success in literacy skills when I intentionally teach self-regulation and mindfulness 

strategies? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

This was the second year that I really focused on teaching self-regulation strategies through mindfulness training.  I 

followed the MindUp curriculum as well as incorporated yoga and other brain breaks (dance/whole body movements).  

As well, in my classroom I have been purposeful in creating a calm, well-cared for environment for students to learn in.   

For example, I use natural materials, neutral colours, plants, curtains to cover shelving, instrumental music and natural 

lighting.  For this particular child I also tried using fidgit toys, a wiggly cushion and preferential seating throughout the 

year to help develop his self-regulation skills.  I have been intentional about developing a relationship with this student 

and helping him to identify different emotions he might be feeling as well as teaching him about what he can do when 

he feels certain emotions.   Further, I have taught my students the different parts of their brain and how they work.  I 

find that kids love to learn about their brain and become much more engaged and invested in their learning when you 

take the time to teach them the appropriate language. 

Over the course of the year, I noticed that as my wonder child’s self-regulation skills improved so did his literacy skills.  

When I was able to help him regulate his emotions/behaviours he was more able to attend to what was being taught 

and to then apply the skills that he learned.  This has been a very powerful experience for me as it has confirmed my 

belief that in order for students to learn they must have self-regulation skills in place.  It is important for teachers to 

remember to slow down and take the time to teach self-regulation before rushing to the academics.  This is not to say 

that teaching academics is not important but rather that when we consider the social/emotional aspects first we are 

helping students to succeed in the classroom and beyond! 

Give two or three key words or phrases that will help us organize and group these into categories. 

These are the key words you might use if you were looking for my report in an index or table of contents.  

intentional, mindfulness, self-regulation 

Grade 1 Teacher, SD 33 
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“The parent of my wonder child attended these sessions  

and really took ownership in helping her child to improve 

in reading.  Having all the people supporting the child 

using the same language and approach has helped the 

child to make huge gains in her reading ability .” 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What happens when I provide one to one reading check-ins on a daily basis? And, will explicit support to parents for 

‘at home reading’ improve outcomes at school? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Working with my focus child has taught me to be persistent and flexible.   It also taught me the importance of guiding 

parents if you expect them to assist you with teaching reading.  Sometimes a parent has a misconception of how to 

address this task.   

My focus child was a pleasant, cooperative girl.  She didn’t cause trouble in the class.  She functioned almost invisibly 

and could easily slip through the cracks.   However, her academic progress was extremely slow and I was very worried 

about her.  She appeared to have difficulty committing high frequency words to memory.  But this is probably where the 

problem began.  She seemed to zone out when asked to do any type of reading work but she wouldn’t resist.  When 

reading with me, noises and activity in the classroom distracted her and the reading process was painfully tedious.  Her 

progress was slow even though she received extra reading assistance outside of the classroom.  Her concept of reading 

appeared to be at the word level.  She required many reminders to think about the story to figure out what a word was 

rather than trying to remember all the words.   

Occasionally I had been able to connect with her mother to talk about reading.  Mom felt she had let her daughter down 

because she hadn’t been faithful to daily home reading.  She is a busy lady with a large family and reading has not been 

number one priority.  I realized it was my responsibility to ensure that my focus child got one on one attention “daily”.  

This was a difficult but absolutely necessary task despite working with a classroom full of needy, active children.  I was 

very thankful that she was also a member of a pull out reading group to receive extra assistance.   

She is beginning to make incremental gains.  I believe it is a combination of many things that have assisted her.  

Conversation with her mother has helped.  My focus child would benefit from extra assistance at home but Mom 

became frustrated and did not embrace the importance of working with her daily.  Mom felt she was helping her with 

committing words to memory and that would help her but failed to realize that it is also important to teach reading 

within text and story.   The extra reading assistance she received two or three times a week also helped her make gains.  

She is beginning to change her concept of reading and read for meaning rather than word by word.  I feel that she will 

make faster progress now but will continue to require focused practice throughout the summer holidays to help her 

maintain her skills.  

It has been a perplexing journey to discover how to help this child.  Primarily I have learned to never give up and explore 

alternate ideas if the first theory doesn’t work.    When teaching young readers, the guidance of each student shifts as 

they gain skills and mature.  For example, at first it is necessary for the beginning reader to build up a bank of known 

words.   But explain to the child and their parent that this is not the only way to learn to read.  As the words are 

successfully committed to memory, the child may become obsessed with reading text at the word level and needs to be 

prompted to read in phrases and think about what is going on in the story.  When working on unknown words, they may 

require prompts to use their letter sound knowledge to check if their word choice is right.  It is necessary and beneficial 

to provide daily reading check-ins with the most vulnerable young readers in the classroom. 

 

Keywords:  Reading concept, parent guidance 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

Will directly teaching and systematic modeling and having students practice a variety of strategies for decoding text 

from the CAFÉ Menu when I read aloud help students begin to use these strategies more independently? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I have been implementing the Daily 5 and CAFÉ Menu structures in my Grade 2 classroom for a few years now.  This year 

I wanted to make an effort to spend more time on student sharing after Literacy Rounds, as well as spending more time 

during and after read-alouds, specifically pointing out the strategies that the teacher used during/after the reading of 

the book (natural and purposeful strategy use by the teacher), in order to strengthen student independence with the use 

of reading strategies from the CAFÉ Menu.  I have found that this specific attention to recognizing and using learned 

reading strategies builds students’ literacy toolkits and grows their confidence well, so that they can tackle their learning 

in a more independent and purposeful way.  

 

My Wonder Child is a student who has definitely shown progress in reading, spelling and writing this year, but definitely 

needs to be held accountable for actively choosing which reading strategies to use to solve her words at any given time.  

There has not been the home support that I hoped for, due to some developments in the student’s family life, 

nevertheless her literacy toolkit has definitely grown and her greater confidence continues to move her forward. 

 

Working on my Question has benefitted all students in my class, while also benefitting my Wonder Child.  Further 

reflection on my part will continue to direct the future Questions that I will tackle. 

Keywords : Daily 5, CAFÉ Menu, reading strategies, explicit teaching of reading strategies 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

Will implementing a consistent approach to using reading strategies by all support groups (resource teacher, 

classroom teacher & parents) improve reading outcomes at school?  

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

- In the fall we held a 3 session parent seminar specifically focusing on literacy.  During these sessions we focused on 

educating parents on early literacy practices and prompts/strategies they could use with their child at home to 

encourage the children to be independent problem solvers in reading.  

The parent of my wonder child attended these sessions and really took ownership in helping her child to improve in 

reading.  Having all the people supporting the child using the same language and approach has helped the child to make 

huge gains in her reading ability.  The student’s ability to read fluently and demonstrate comprehension of what she has 

read increased substantially. The student has demonstrated greater confidence in her reading ability as well as in other 

areas of the curriculum.   

Keywords:  Consistent, strategic, independent, collaboration  
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

If my student learns to self-monitor while reading, will their confidence and independence improve? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

This year is my 3rd year as a resource teacher in my inner city school on the out skirts of my school district. Our needs of 

our students are far more complex than just academic needs, but behavioral and social needs. My wonder child has 

taught me a lot in the journey I am going through. I began this journey with my wonder child thinking I was going to 

teach him to read, but what I have found is he has been teaching me as well. He teaches me to think outside the box, 

because strategies that may work for typical children may not work for him. I started this inquiry thinking it would be 

best to teach him one on one but through the needs of our school I needed to add another student into our group. I 

added a student who is a year younger and I believe having these 2 together she has taught him to keep trying. I found 

when we were one on one he would give up easily and would get easily frustrated. Although he still does get frustrated I 

found they seem to work together nicely, helping each other.  

We teach our kids to be flexible thinkers and to allow for change, and I know at first I had a path and goal in mind with 

this student, but I have had to change the way I have taught him and at first I felt resistant (funny a teacher who isn’t as 

flexible) but we have come out better.  

I chose this wonder child because I thought this child has had a hard go at life, I know he is well cared for at home, is in 

hockey but he spends most of his waking day with daycare or at school when all he needs is his parents. He had reading 

recovery last year and he has a behavior designation from k, he is calling out for adult connections and I thought this 

would help. As a resource teacher I know where this child is headed possibly a psych ed, but wondering if all we have 

done for this boy will make all the difference. 

I think my inquiry question and focus has changed throughout this journey and although I started with the idea of 

teaching him the strategy to self monitor, I find it has been more focused on the relationship we have created 

throughout this journey.  

Keywords: #flexible  

ALLISON,  

Resource K-5, Student gr 2, District 35-Langley 

  



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

Are/can a child be intrinsically motivated with goal setting and knowing directly where they need to be and get to. 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I spent some time explaining what goal setting was and how it works.  My student and I developed an understanding 

that his goal was the same as mine for him.  He wanted to feel excited about reading.  He spent time reading with me 

daily but through our conversations he was not feeling excited.  I made a choice to tell him where he needed to be at the 

end of grade 1- level wise.  This sparked an intrinsically driven motivation for his reading.  He checked every book and 

looked at how many words he truly reads all the time.  “Good fit” books are important in our class, every time we read 

he said this “good fir” book is now too easy as he was reading so much.  He is now reading almost at a beginning of 

grade 2 level and he knows it as is OVER THE MOON!  I found some batman lego books, especially for him and now he 

shares them with the class and tells others, “You have to try reading the lego book, they are so cool.”  He asks to read 

with me and skips away when he is done- a small goal- his reading level, has created a reading machine. 

 Keywords:  Goals, motivation, understanding,  sparked, reading machine 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

Will Aiden recognize his full capacity of written /reading work if I use structured AB partner talk? Will Aiden become a 

more fluent writer/reader? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

 I encourage my student to think “ Yes I Can!”  I have encouraged him to be more self confident in his approach to 

writing and reading.  I have Aiden as the technology go to person in our class.  He smiles and feels important when I call 

out “technology please.”   He shows confidence when he is needed.  For his reading I have reminded him that “yes he 

can” do technology so when it is time to read “yes I can!”  I moved Aiden into a higher reading level group so he is 

surrounded by students who can read at the level I seek for him to be at.  When I conferenced with him about the move 

into the higher level reading group he displayed a so-so attitude, which is often the case for him.  He was neither excited 

nor devastated.  I told him he was very capable and I hoped that he would learn more strategies to be a good reader. It 

was time to dig deep and use all the knowledge that he has learned so far and to apply it.  

In the group setting he has improved a little on his reading while learning to be a better reader.  His written out put has 

improved but he refuses to read outloud to the class even though his writing his thoughtful and well presented.    

I often remind Aiden that when we read outloud as a class, say from a Science or Socials text book, we all take turns and 

hear each other read.  Reading a story or a speech that we are currently working on, he has refused to read it out loud.  

When I ask him why he shrugs his shoulders and says “ I don’t like to.”   I always follow with , yes you can!    Hopefully 

that will set in over time and his confidence level will grow.     

Keywords: Yes  you can!       Confidence building!   

Donna Masse-Cieszecki,  
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How will my connecting with my student impact his reading? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

What I have learnt is that no matter how much I tried a strategy, whether it be spending more time talking to this young 

boy, trying a new strategy in reading from A. Gear, that what was most important, was this boy knowing that he was 

valued, capable and that I cared enough to keep trying new strategies.   I also read a book called Choice Words, which 

also changed my framework of reference and made me more conscious of how powerful words can be with all my 

students.   

What I learnt from other teachers was amazing and comforting in knowing that we all have very similar challenges.  We 

all want to empower our children and have them be engaged in their learning. In Buddy Reading, for example, I need to 

make it more relevant and teach purposeful strategies from which children can choose. I want the children to then work 

in twos, tell each other what strategy they would like to work on and share their learning.     

Keywords: Valued, capable, Choice Words, empower 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

Will creating more choice increase engagement and motivation in reading? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I have been investigating if creating more opportunity for choice would increase engagement in reading.  Previously, I 

have been in classrooms where I saw students participating in literacy centers, but it always seemed like they were just 

going through the motions.  At the beginning of the year, many of the students in my class, particularly the boys, 

expressed how much they disliked reading.  I wanted to create a Language Arts program where students were taking 

ownership of their learning and were engaged in authentic learning opportunities.  So, I tried to incorporate as much 

choice as I could into our literacy time.  I used the Daily 5 program, with the CAFÉ Program, to structure my Language 

Arts time.  During that time, I did small group work and also made myself available for help.    

I found that my students went a little wild at first.  They were allow to choose their own books, they were allowed to 

choose what they would write about, they were allowed to choose where they would work, and they were allowed to 

choose who they would work with.  It was a lot.  But as we worked together, the kids learned how to make choices.  

They learned that if they made poor choices of books for their book bins, then they would have to read those books for 

the week.  They learned that if they read with the same person everyday, it got boring.  As they went through the 

experiences, they learned how to make better choices.   

One thing that I learned through this process is that kids need help learning how to make choices.  They want to do the 

right thing, but when left totally open-ended, they aren’t sure where to start.  We need to teach them strategies and 

help them set goals so that they have the ability to make good choices.  Once they have those tools, then they are more 

than willing to take ownership.   By letting them take that ownership, they increased their engagement and found 

working on their literacy more enjoyable.  

Keywords:  choice, engagement , Daily 5 

Jennifer Foerster 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

Can we improve V.’s reading comprehension by explicitly teaching reading strategies? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

One action I have tried to focus on is self-monitoring.  I have taught this within the framework of Adrienne Gear’s Non-

Fiction Reading Power Reading Strategies.  I see V in a group of 4-5 students every day for between 30-60 minutes. 

I have noticed that she has poor decoding skills and subsequently has difficulty with comprehension.  While I am 

concurrently addressing phonics skills, I am also focusing on her ability to monitor her own reading.  That is, her ability 

to realize that she should be finding information from a text, rather than just pronouncing the words correctly.  I am 

trying to get her to recognize when she is not getting information from a text.  Once she knows that she does not 

understand something, or is stuck on a word, I am encouraging her to attempt a variety of strategies to solve this.  We 

have gone over chunking (in conjunction with phonics skills), thinking if the word “looks right”, looking at the picture, 

and also reading on and then reading back to look for context clues.  I have also been encouraging students to ask a peer 

or teacher if these strategies have not been sufficient.   Part of the complexity of V’s troubles is that she has very little 

life experience in Canada and very little vocabulary to create solid background knowledge.  With English as her third or 

fourth language, her sense of English grammar and syntax is still developing.  To address some of this, I have front 

loaded vocabulary with YouTube videos, group discussions and the like.  I have also encouraged peer discussion to 

explain words, phrases or ideas. 

V is a happy, emotionally stable student, but I have found that V continues not to ask for help when she doesn’t 

understand something.  I am not sure if it is because it is still a habit and skill to be developed.  Perhaps she does not feel 

safe to ask a question and present her vulnerability of not knowing.    She continues to read for pronunciation, and not 

for comprehension.  She may ask how to pronounce a word and when the teacher supports the pronunciation, she 

continues to pronounce the text.  Then when I ask her what that word means or what happened in the story/text, she 

admits to not knowing it. 

In conclusion, I will now focus on not only the tools required for monitoring, but also the emotional safety with regards 

to asking questions and admitting to not understanding something or not sure how to employ a certain strategy.   I 

would hope that the desire to ask questions will also transfer to her phonics work, which has not consistently happened 

yet.   In this case, I want to re-iterate that focusing on Adrienne Gear’s strategies within a vacuum is not effective, and 

phonics still needs to be explicitly taught.  

Keywords:  reading strategies, monitoring, emotional safety 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How will the use of “good fit” books increase the children’s confidence and willingness to take risks in their reading? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

      As the early literacy teacher supporting a grade one class involved with this project, I was able to do individual 

conferencing with students using their “good fit” book box.  This box was filled with a combination of selections made by 

the teacher and the student, as well as books used in their guided reading groups.   When working with the “at promise” 

students, I noticed that they needed repeated explicit teaching of reading strategies before they were able to use them 

independently.  I found the children loved the one on one attention but at first, they began each conference by saying “I 

can’t read”.  I would remind the students of three key strategies:  looking at the pictures for clues, looking at the first 

letter to see if the word would “pop” into their head, and thinking about what would make sense.  I reminded them that 

this is what readers do.  I also reminded the students that we are learning to read and that everyone makes mistakes 

when they are learning something new.  I would let the children choose which of their books they would like to read to 

me.  Sometimes, I would also ask them to read a second title of my choice if they always chose the same book.   

     My observations have led me to conclude that this individualized attention has made a difference in the student’s 

attitude towards reading, their confidence, and their willingness to be risk takers.  The neediest students still missed 

many of the key strategies they need to become effective readers when working in a small guided reading group.  When 

I was able to work one on one, I was able to see what strategies they were currently using and where things were falling 

apart.  The target student needed many experiences with good reading instruction.  With lots of encouragement, this 

very needy student is now able to use a variety of strategies with increasing confidence.  Although the focus student is 

still reading at a beginning of grade one level, I feel like he is rounding a corner.  He is almost there! 

Keywords: 
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good fit books 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How can I use the accuracy strategies from the Daily 5 CAFÉ (or any of the reading strategies) to help my focus student 

develop her decoding and comprehension skills? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

 As the classroom teacher, my approach to this inquiry project was based both on the needs of my focus student and my 

level of comfort as a first time grade one teacher.   Not only was this my first time teaching grade one, but it was also my 

first year as a classroom teacher.  I felt a great weight on my shoulders as I began my journey and as I set these students 

up for their year as beginning readers.  I needed something to guide my practice as I taught these students to read.  This 

was why I decided to use the Daily 5 CAFÉ strategies as my guide.  I had seen and briefly used the Daily 5 in my grade 

three teaching practicum so this was what came to mind as I searched for a map to follow as I figured out where to 

begin and how to proceed. 

While working in collaboration with the Early Literacy Teacher, we worked towards creating a culture of readers in the 

classroom. The process continually evolved as we grew as new teachers, and as we observed the students’ 

development. Using the Daily 5 CAFÉ strategies was an effective tool for us as new teachers and the students’ results 

demonstrated their growth and understanding as readers.  

The focus student in this inquiry began her year as a pre-primer/primer reader and as of April, she was reading well 

above grade level. It has become evident that she regularly uses the Daily 5 CAFÉ strategies that have been introduced 

and practiced. At the beginning of the year, she demonstrated very few word solving or comprehension strategies, 

however as the year progressed, she has demonstrated skills such as going back and re-reading for comprehension, self-

correcting, using pictures to cross-check, and blends and chunks new sounds.  In recent months, her mother has 

commented to me more than once that she has noticed how much her daughter’s reading has improved and how much 

she now loves to read. 

As new teachers, we would recommend using a structured approach to guide the process of teaching young learners to 

read. As we continue to grow as teachers, the Daily 5 CAFÉ strategies will support the delivery of a literacy program in 

our classrooms.   

Keywords: Metacognition    Self-Regulated Learning      Choice      Collaboration 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How can I incorporate the daily 5 into my literacy program.  More specifically:  How can good fit books increase the 

reading capabilities and confidence of my class? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

To make independent reading time more meaningful, I used the approach of tailoring books for each student in my 

class.  We call these “good fit” books.  Each child was given their own magazine folder filled with 5 to 6 books that were 

at their reading level.  Each day after lunch, the students would get their good fit boxes and find a comfortable place to 

sit and read.  Initially, students were able to read for 3 to 4 minutes and over time their stamina for reading increased to 

where it is now at 20 minutes.  I observed that my students liked the idea of having their own personal box of books that 

were tailored for them.  There seemed to be a sense of ownership and pride.  Some of the more reluctant readers, who 

initially said things like, “I can’t read.”, are now telling me that they like reading and asking for new books.  

While my focus student enjoyed looking at books and had good stamina from the beginning of the year, I questioned the 

benefit that she was getting out of regularly reading books that were perhaps too easy or much too difficult for her. 

With the good fit books, she is reading with more confidence and fluency.  It is helping her to self regulate and choose 

books that are at her level from the classroom and school library.  This way she is becoming more attuned to her reading 

abilities and understanding.  She is able to choose books that are appropriate and that are interesting to her.  

 I find as students take more ownership for their own learning, they become more intrinsic in their approach to 

education and joyful in their learning.  The good fit books have had a huge impact in this process with many of my grade 

1 students.   

Keywords:  
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

Will teaching Gaureeka the mechanics of writing translate into her ability to read? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

 This year I have been doing more read-alouds with my class, specifically focusing on modeling what good reading looks 

likes, incorporating new vocabulary, and demonstrating reading strategies. During read-aloud times, I gave students the 

opportunity to share their thoughts/questions with a neighbor, then share with the whole group. I would often write 

notes, examples, or meaning on chart paper and refer back to it throughout the day. For example, the lesson I taught on 

the reading strategy Eagle Eye, I drew a picture of an Eagle, drew a second picture of what the strategy looks like in 

action (a student reading a book looking at the pictures), I wrote the strategy name, and the definition. I used a variety 

of different books, both fiction and non-fiction, to peek their interest, so they would be engaged. I found that my 

students would understand the lesson being taught, and were able to then apply it on their own later on, if the books I 

chose were meaningful to them. Another observation I had, was that the students were using their Free Play 

Time/Center Time to teach their peers by reading books to them, in a manner similar to the read-alouds. I believe that 

students learn a lot through free play, and through their interactions with their peers, so this was an opportunity for 

further learning/understanding to take place. 

By incorporating more structured read-alouds, I feel like my students have learned what good reading looks like, and as 

a result are able to mimic this within their own reading, ultimately becoming more proficient readers.  

Keywords: Interactive read-alouds 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What differences will I notice in word solving abilities and comprehension when I explicitly teach fluency? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

 In conjunction with explicitly teaching fluency, I found it very effective to record my student reading and then have my 

student watch back the video of his reading. In addition, I would have my student record me reading the same passage. 

We would discuss how our expression and fluency differed, as well as how to better our own fluency. We also discussed 

the smaller details of the video, such as the word solving strategies that we noticed each other doing. For example, in 

one clip, you can see my student’s eyes dart up from the text to the illustration to confirm meaning. We discussed how 

good readers create meaning in multiple ways. In the video recordings of myself, I would often read fluently and then 

select one piece of text to read choppy. After reading the sentence in a choppy manner, I would go back and re-read the 

sentence fluently to model the self-correction process.  

I know that this has been effective because my student has developed self-correcting skills as a result. He will often look 

ahead for exclamation marks in order to heighten his expression, he is starting to expand his word-solving strategies in a 

manner that is more fluid and he will often re-read a sentence if he felt that he wasn’t using his “reader’s voice”. 

This strategy has become an effective whole-class strategy. As a class, students create a variety of stories during writer’s 

workshop. On occasion, I will record other students in the room during this time and we will watch back a piece of their 

reading to discuss fluency as a class. This gives the reader a chance to reflect back on their own fluency and it gives them 

a chance to receive feedback from their peers. Students in the class enjoy giving feedback on student’s expression or 

ability to create suspense. This is also an opportunity to praise self-correction and discuss the effectiveness of fluency. 

When you read fluently, the story has greater meaning for yourself and those listening to you. 

Give two or three key words or phrases that will help us organize and group these into categories. 

These are the key words you might use if you were looking for my report in an index or table of contents.  

fluency, documentation, recording, video, self-reflection, self-correction, self-monitoring, expression 

Laura, Position 

Grade 2,  

District Surrey,  

Contact info : bverdiel_l@surreyschools.ca 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How will the explicit teaching of reading strategies help improve my student’s reading skills? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I chose to explore my question during my reading groups block.  At the beginning fo the year, my focus student was in 

my second lowest reading group and was showing low confidence when reading with me.  She usually “forgot” her 

home reading and it wasn’t a priority for her. 

During reading groups, I began by talking about the different strategies or “tricks” that good readers use to figure out 

words that they are having trouble with.  I talked about sounding it out, looking for little words in big words, looking at 

the picture, rereading it, reading on then going back to the word, seeing if it makes sense, etc.  Out of context, this 

approach wasn’t very helpful.  I knew that my students would respond better to seeing how and when these strategies 

worked.  As the students were reading and came to a word that they didn’t know, I did two things.  First, I showed an 

example of the rule that applied.  For example “When two vowels go walking, the first one does the talking”.  The 

second approach I took happened when the students figured out a word that they were struggling with.  I stopped the 

reading group and told them they were right, and asked how they figured it out.  I think that having the students share 

how they were figuring out hard words helped the others to see that it really did work. 

Having the strategies explicitly shown and examples of how it was working helped my focus student develop her 

repertoire of word solving strategies.  She is now in the second highest reading group, and usually has her home reading 

done.  She is showing greater confidence and sees herself as a good reader.  She often tells me that this book is easy or 

that she wants to read the harder books. 

Keywords:  word solving strategies 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How would my focus student benefit from being encouraged to differentiate from his teacher and peers?  Could he be 

encouraged to become an independent student who is responsible for his own learning? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

From the beginning, I noticed that my focus student was a “teacher-pleaser”.  His eyes were always on me, his ears were 

always listening, and his hand was always up and ready to answer my questions.  Yet I noticed that when I called on him 

to answer, he had nothing to say.  He would literally just stare at me.   

When I started reading with my focus student early in the year, I noticed that he paid close attention to the words and 

pictures, as well as everything I said.  He has a strong memory and if I read him a book before he read it, he would 

repeat it almost verbatim.  When left to read on his own, he was helpless.  He stared at the letters as if he had never 

seen them and did not attempt to decode or seek help.  He just sat and stared at the book.  I realized early on that he 

was highly dependent on my help to make any progress.  For example, I read him The Garden one day.  I read, “The 

shovel . . . The seed . . . The soil . . . The plant” before asking him to try.  He was able to read the first two pages, as he 

recalled what I had read, but when he got to the third, he was stumped by the word “soil”.  He stared at the picture. He 

stared at the sky. Then he stared at me. Being weak to a cute face, I gave him the word. 

Upon reflection at our next Changing Results for Young Readers session, I decided that I needed to encourage my focus 

student to think for himself, as well as encourage myself to learn to let him.  To this end, I focused on giving him 

strategies and not giving into his stares for help.  

Although his progress has been slow, there has been progress.  He is beginning to be a more self-reliant learner who 

looks to himself for help instead of just the teacher.  In addition to focusing on strategies, I also practiced role-reversals 

where he was the teacher and I was the student.  Having him watch me make mistakes and even tell me what I was 

doing wrong, helped take me off the “all-knowing pedestal” he had me on.   

Today, he is beginning to become an independent reader.  He is a more strategic word solver who looks to himself to 

overcome reading challenges and not just the teacher. 

Keywords: wait time, independent reading, self reliance 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

Can we improve my focus student’s reading comprehension by explicitly teaching reading strategies? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

 Our teaching team consists of the classroom teacher, the learning support teacher and the late literacy teacher.  

One of the strategies that we have been teaching in order to meet our overall goal of improving reading comprehension 

is teaching students how to effectively inference.  We spent several lessons on this topic. We started with presenting the 

class with pictures and asked the students to notice what they see and then asked them to inference what might be 

going on in the picture. After a few lessons using pictures, we moved on to presenting text.  It was very surprising for us 

to realize how difficult it was for all students to transfer their knowledge of how to make inferences by looking at 

pictures to how to make inferences by reading text.  Students struggled in their ability to focus on what was stated in the 

text, and then what they know about the text topic. I was surprised to learn that they all went from the text to their 

inferences and they did not consider their background knowledge of the topic. The teaching team had to back track and 

reteach the concept of inferring. It was important to find literature that they would all be able to easily read and also 

have some background knowledge on the topic. The teaching team spent many lessons modeling the strategy, really 

focusing on what we know about the topic before we infer what the author was trying to tell us. We also included 

independent reading/thinking time for students to practice the strategy on their own. During this time, the teaching 

team circulated, guiding student thinking by asking relevant questions. This was always followed by small group 

discussions sharing their thoughts and the connections they made in order to support their inferences. The group 

discussion time allowed students to think deeper about their inferring as they now had to support their ideas with their 

background knowledge. The teaching team reinforced this strategy by continually modeling and guiding the strategy 

while slowly increasing the reading level of the text. After several lessons, the class has shown great improvement in 

their ability to infer meaning in text. 

Keywords:  
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How can I use Readers’ Theatre to help strengthen my students’ literacy skills and confidence in reading? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

 I have found that incorporating Readers’ Theatre into my literacy program has significantly improved my literacy 

program this year. This success was due to scaffolding and establishing clear assessment strategies and learning goals. I 

have tried Readers’ Theatre with my classes before, but it was never as engaging or enriching as I wanted it to be. This 

year, I took a different approach to the Readers’ Theatre unit and was much happier with the results. I started the unit 

by introducing Readers’ Theatre to a small reading group of seven students who 

were able readers. This group practiced their scripts for several sessions and then 

presented to the rest of the class. After seeing this small group perform their 

Readers’ Theatre script, the rest of the class was so intrigued and eager to try this 

new activity! Before giving the whole class their scripts, I showed them a poster of 

my expectations in the form of a WALT (We Are Learning To – see picture below). 

As a class, we came up with the WILF (What I’m Looking For) so students had a 

clear understanding of the purpose of Readers’ Theatre and what they needed to 

do in order to be successful. This step allowed my students to have the language to 

self-assess, offer peer assessment, and result in some feedback!  

While the Readers’ Theatre unit was successful on a whole class level, the 

difference it has made for my focus student has been the best part! Thomas 

started off the school year as a shy, quiet student who did not enjoy reading 

activities. He was not comfortable sharing anything with his peers and had a 

difficult time communicating his ideas to me. During our one-on-one time 

Changing Results time together, we began practicing and performing Readers’ 

Theatre scripts for different adults at the school, including our secretary, 

counselor, and Aboriginal worker. Thomas began leading these performances, 

telling me how many times we needed to practice, whether we should include 

props, and started to help me choose which scripts he was interested in. He 

also came up with the idea to write our own script! This confidence, level of 

comfort, and engagement was not something I would have ever expected 

from Thomas at the beginning of the school year. He is willing, able, and 

excited to stand in front of his classmates and read confidently! Recently, 

after one of our Readers’ Theatre performances to the adults around the school, I knew we had done something special 

when Thomas declared, “That was more fun than centres!”  

Keywords:  Readers’ Theatre, confidence, assessment, scripts, literacy 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:   

How can best fit books increase student confidence and lead to more risk taking in their reading? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

In my class, we began by teaching the reading strategies the students would need to become better readers. We 

reminded them that these strategies would help when reading independently. Each student was given a book box that 

contained books that fit their level. We also took time to explain how you know a book is at your level or too difficult. 

During book box time, students read on their own, but it also gave me and the early literacy teacher the opportunity to 

individually conference with students. At times, if the book appeared too hard or too easy, the students were allowed to 

change out books from a selection of books at a variety of levels. We began to see the students were really enjoying and 

taking ownership of their choices, as well as using the reading strategies we had discussed. Students began trading with 

each other and sharing books they had really enjoyed. I observed a lot of discussion about particular books they enjoyed 

and they were excited about sharing what they had read. I also observed some students needing to go out of their 

comfort zone and try other books rather than sticking to the ones they had already read multiple times while others 

made the choice to choose more difficult books on their own. This shows me that they gained confidence but also had 

pride in making choices in regards to what they were reading. Students began to add other books from our silent 

reading shelf, the library and from home. 

As for my focus student, he began with a fixed mindset, but I have seen changes. He is no longer starting a book with “I 

can’t read this, “ and has begun making more attempts to read and use the strategies he has learned. I have also seen 

this positive attitude in other aspects of his learning. He still has a long way to go, as far as reading development, but I 

think the knowledge that he can do it has increased his confidence. 

Finding success with books that fit their ability has given my whole class confidence to take risks and use learned 

strategies in their reading. 

Keywords:  

best fit books 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

Will the introduction and use of Good Fit Books contribute in a meaningful way to the level of engagement and the 

joy of reading in the Grade One class that I am supporting?  

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

 Helping young readers find a book that is engaging and yet within his or her reading ability is always a daunting 

challenge.  Building confidence is a key component to teaching young readers and so the teacher that I support and I 

chose to use a strategy outlined in the Daily Five. I brought some shoes to school and asked the children if they thought 

that I should wear them. The first pair was slippers and because it was a rainy, wet day the children told me that slippers 

would not keep my feet dry. The next pair was a large pair of running shoes that belonged to my husband.  When I tried 

them on and slopped around the room in them the children laughed and told me that I shouldn’t wear those either 

because they did not fit! That led to a discussion about other things that need to fit us and how even the books we 

choose should be a good fit.  It was an analogy that the children connected well with. The next step was to provide a 

magazine folder for each child and look for books that match the reading ability and interest of each child. 

We have noticed that having a collection of books tailored to each individual child has greatly increased the time the 

children (including our focus student) spend reading.  They are able to choose within the books collected in their own 

boxes, which gives them some choice, and are reading books that are at their level or slightly above.  We don’t ever say 

“that book is too hard for you right now” but instead use the language “That book is a good fit (or not a good fit).” 

Keeping these boxes current and finding the books to fill the boxes with is a challenge, but well worth the effort. 

Keywords:  

good fit books 
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SD 37 
“Our pedagogy has changed. Focused conferences helped us to better understand and 

relate to our students’ needs and struggles as well as their strengths and interests. 

Through this process we have been given time to reflect deeply about our students and 

our practice. We feel very lucky to have been a part of this process.” 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How does teaching and reinforcing sight words through a game format impact student confidence, engagement, and 

reading fluency? How can we link these sight words to authentic reading? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

 At first, we introduced new games during lit. centre time (Sight Word Bingo, Memory, Go Fish and iPad games). While 

we noticed an increase in sight word recognition, we observed that their knowledge was not transferring to their 

reading. Through talking with colleagues, we realized that we couldn’t teach sight words effectively in isolation. We 

needed to link it to authentic reading. With this realization, we taught the children to become “Word detectives”. We 

first wrote a class story with sight words we were focusing on that week. The class had to think about how to include 

these words in the story, and then had to read to then find the hidden sight words. After this, we noticed their 

engagement went up and they looked forward to being word detectives throughout the day. It was exciting to see how 

they transferred this activity to other subjects and experiences.  

Through CR4YR collaboration, we decided to use a weekly message to continue to link sight words into meaningful 

reading. We extended our activity to include finding tool rules and blends within the songs/poems/messages. Through 

reading the same text each day, and doing a different activity within the text, we observed an improvement in fluency, 

engagement, and increase of sight word recognition. 

We are so grateful to be a part of CR4YR for a second year. Being able to collaborate with the LLI teacher as well as 

experienced mentors, and other teams from Delta School District was invaluable. We learned so much about ourselves, 

and our practice. Our pedagogy has changed. Focused conferences helped us to better understand and relate to our 

students’ needs and struggles as well as their strengths and interests. Through this process we have been given time to 

reflect deeply about our students and our practice. We feel very lucky to have been a part of this process.   

Give two or three key words or phrases that will help us organize and group these into categories. 

Keyword:   Engagement, sight word games, authentic reading 

Alex, Alicia and Donna 

Alex and Alicia (Gr. 1) 

Donna (Learning Support), District #37 

 

 

 



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How will implementing a variety of reading instruction (directed, intensive, small group, and one-to-one reading 

instruction) and providing writing strategies (using LST support) improve students’ reading fluency, comprehension, and 

confidence? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Reading one to one with my student daily, working very closely with the LST teacher (in class support), guided reading, 

buddy reading, as well as the LLI program, has attributed to my case study student’s success.  This support has 

contributed to the success of my whole class as well.  Participating in this program has helped to provide time to 

collaborate with other teachers in the district, as well as with my own team.     

Keywords: Leveled Literacy Intervention (LLI); Learning Support Team (LST); Guided Reading 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What happens when students have access to technology and the ability to choose the way they represent their 

understanding of text? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

 In my classroom, I’ve incorporated technology into many of my projects.  I’ve found this particularly useful with 

students who struggle with reading and writing.  By incorporating iPad apps such as Book Creator and Writing Challenge 

for Kids, together with Pages and the camera app, students can write and create stories in many different ways.  

Keywords:  

Technology 

iPads 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

 Will buddy, whole language reading and more small group support increase interest, confidences and performance in 

this struggling reader? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Our overall strategy was to implement buddy reading into our classroom program. We began by meeting with the big 

buddies and setting expectations for them. We then randomly paired them up and started them working on an interest 

survey with their little buddies in the hopes that they would find a connection with each other.  Buddies came three 

times a week and read one choice book to the grade ones while the grade one students read one good fit book to them. 

We worked with the older buddies (grade 6 students) and had them use our classroom reading strategy terms. We 

provided the buddies with a strategy bookmark for reference (from Catching Reader’s Before they Fall). Our big buddies 

also used word rings to review simple sight words with our at risk readers. We found that implementing buddies into our 

reading program build up the confidence of both readers and provided motivation for our younger readers as they made 

a connect to their big buddy. Our next step with this program is to assess the reading levels of our big buddies and have 

them pair up with little buddies who have complementary strengths and weaknesses. 

Keywords: Buddy Reading 

Linda & Tiffany, Position (incl grs/ages ) 

Classroom teachers – Gr. 1,  

District #37,  

Contact info: 

Tcherry@deltasd.bc.ca 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How do visual supports through inquiry based learning increase this student’s ability to use situation specific oral 

language? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Introducing oral language building games within a pull out buddy system. 

- Ex. Picture Vocabulary BINGO = Started by introducing game with case study and one other student. Slowly released 

control of the game to the case study student to the point where they can now teach how to play the game and run it 

with a small group of peers (3-5).  In releasing the control of the game to the case study student there was an instant 

growth in confidence and oral language vocabulary. The ownership within the game generated a great sense of 

accomplishment within the case study student. The hope for the future would be that both the case study students’ 

confidence and sense of accomplishment would transfer to other small group activities and whole class activities. 

With an increase vocabulary of oral language the case study student has been seen to talk and discuss more with peers 

(one-to-one, one-to-two). The case study student has taken a particular interest in befriending a special needs student 

within the class. The case study student if often seen to be taking on a leadership role as well as interacting with this 

student. 

Keywords:  
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confidence 

sense of accomplishment 

games 
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Shaista Kaba, Alexandra Angeard,  
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

If  LST works one on one on the areas of reading (alphabet knowledge, making connections, activating prior 

knowledge) while the teacher focuses on  areas (reading strategies, phonemic awareness, phonics skills) will the 

student’s reading improve? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Tool Sounds: diagraph and vowel combinations associated with a picture for students to decode words 

Message Book:  sentences/ poems that reinforce tool sounds 

ERIP (one-to-one district-designed Early Reading Intervention Program) for struggling readers 

Literacy Centers 

Morning Message 

sight word flash cards 

reading groups 

Keywords:  
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

Will having an individualized literacy plan lower this student’s frustration and increase his reading level, leading to 

improved comprehension across all curriculum areas? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I gave my students a geometry test and the marks were not the usual quality of marks. I realized that I needed to teach 

the concepts more so we brainstormed and went over the concepts as a class. The engagement level was amazing. I was 

also very determined for the students to understand the concepts and taught with a lot of energy.  I realized how 

geometry is very visual. Not only as a class did we cover the concepts (faces, vertices, edges, symmetry) but we came up 

with all the different formulas we could use and ways of solving problems. We also talked about strategies to use on 

matching up terms with definitions on tests. How you can answer all the questions first that you know for sure, look for 

words in the definition that are also in the term etc.  The marks came up substantially but the concept of symmetry was 

still difficult for some students. I realized next time I would use paper cutouts of shapes for students to do hands-on 

activities for symmetry.   

Keywords: 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

In what ways will co-taught meaningful writing experiences impact our students’ reading development? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

  We followed the lessons in “What’s Next For This Beginning Writer?” to teach how to write personal stories from our 

students’ own lives.  They learned to add details, make titles and write interesting pieces, as well as work on the 

conventions of writing.  With a second adult available, more children were assisted in getting going on the writing.  As 

well, both adults were able to help students read back their writing to check for meaning.   

  We found our students overcame much of their fear of writing.  They feel they are writers and what they have to say is 

valuable.  In order to write, they had to use the word wall and sound out words (or use other strategies) and this 

practice did help them with their reading.  However, we did feel that a different inquiry question, more directly related 

to reading, might increase the improvement levels of our students.  We will continue on with these writing plans next 

year, but we may change our inquiry question.  

Keywords:  
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“From one teacher I learned much about letting go of “perfect” product  

and prioritizing enjoyment and confidence-building in emerging readers  

and writers. From another I learned about the value of allowing students  

the opportunity to present their work to each other, to perform to each  

other, to read to each other and to celebrate this sharing with positive  

peer affirmation.” 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What can I do as a teacher to encourage risk-taking/independence in reading? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

During partner/group reading, student coaches are trained to ask “Would you like time or help?” when the reader 

struggles to decode a word. If the reader requests help, the coaches are trained with 5 strategies they can suggest (from 

“Catching Readers Before They Fall”).  

Keywords: independence, agency 

One of my instructors at UBC once told me about a music teacher he had met who described what he thought was the 

epitome of successful teaching. The music teacher enthusiastically recounted a competition he had been at in which a 

music teacher walked his students on stage, made sure they were all ready to play, and walked off, leaving the students 

to perform without any further direction. 

This image has always remained with me as a goal of my teaching practice: for the student to no longer depend on me. It 

has had particular relevance this year as I experienced for the first time teaching primary-aged students to read and 

write. The number of students who would regularly ask me to read words for them and tell them the correct spelling of 

words reminded me of the perils of learned student helplessness. 

Throughout the CR4YR inquiry, I thought to myself: What tools can we give these students so that they are self-

motivated, self-regulated, confident and unafraid of risk-taking in the literacy classroom? It was a pleasure to work with 

2 different teachers in this inquiry and to benefit from the different approaches they took. 

From one teacher I learned much about letting go of “perfect” product and prioritizing enjoyment and confidence-

building in emerging readers and writers. From another I learned about the value of allowing students the opportunity 

to present their work to each other, to perform to each other, to read to each other and to celebrate this sharing with 

positive peer affirmation. 

At the end of the inquiry, my colleague recounted the following story to me: having been preoccupied with something 

else, she was pleased to discover that several of her students had set up a “mini classroom,” with one being the 

“teacher” reading to the others, who were happily listening. Her description immediately reminded me of the story I had 

heard years earlier about the music director and his group. It was then that I truly experienced the beauty and 

satisfaction of student independence. 

Kenny Hall,  

LRT/ELL K/1/2,  

District Richmond 

Contact info: khall@sd38.bc.ca 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How can collaboration (between the classroom teacher and resource teacher) influence student learning and 

engagement?  

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Focused teacher collaboration will foster student confidence and success during literacy activities.  

Prior to intervention, Lawrence was an aloof student who struggled to read 2-letter sight words. I can remember a 

conversation that I had with Lawrence in September. He walked up to me with his book confused about the sentence “I 

like school” where the capital letter “i” looked like an “l” (simply due to the font used). He couldn’t understand why their 

was a letter “l” on it’s own and couldn’t infer that it had to be an “i” in order for the sentence to make sense. It was in 

this moment that I knew that Lawrence would require additional reading support.  

This year, I was blessed to be able to work alongside my colleague (and friend from my Teacher Education cohort), 

Jessica*. As my resource teacher, her and I worked together to address Lawrence’s reading needs. We met regularly to 

discuss ways to support him individually as well as ways to support the entire class.  

Together (with the help of Faye Brownlie) we decided that Lawrence needed to practice reading with an adult 1-1 at 

least 3-4 times a week. Jessica would choose a book for Lawrence to begin reading on Monday, and he would practice 

reading it for an entire week. She would create cue cards to help him with words he didn’t know, as well as teach him 

explicit reading strategies other than the classic “sounding it out”. At the end of the week, Lawrence would write in a 

Reading Journal where he was able to reflect on his weekly book. After 6 months of completing this process, Lawrence’s 

confidence has grown and he is motivated to read and write independently. He can choose “just right” books for himself 

and is showing a great ability to take risks during literacy activities at school.  

Jessica and I also worked together to create literacy activities for the whole class. We created engaging centers which 

the class complete weekly. During this time, Jessica will take half of the group and I will keep the other half.  We rotate 

the groups every second week. Two groups will complete a lit center independently (Beach Reading, Space Reading, 

Spelling Crosswords, Boggle, etc) while the other group reads with a teacher. The groups rotate every 15 minutes which 

keeps them engaged, motivated and on task.  

Lit Centers have been highly successful in my classroom for many reasons. We are able to listen to every student read 

once a week in a small group. This then allows us to address any reading challenges and structure further activities 

around these specific needs. Additionally, the students are highly engaged in these literacy activities. They are able to 

work on team work, reading skills, writing skills, listening skills, creativity, and problem solving. Plus…it’s FUN!  

*Name changed.  

Keywords:  

Teacher collaboration, Intensive support, Literacy centers,  Student engagement, Explicit teaching of reading  

Grades 2/3 Teacher, District: SD38 



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: How might I structure my daily literacy activities to integrate reading 

strategies to develop risk-taking and self-confidence? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

This is a class of students who are bright and physically active.  Many of them come from homes where parents are 

challenged to make ends meet and often work shifts.   

During my years of teaching primary children, I have had children participate in various iterations of Reader’s Chair.  

However, I have usually been the director of the Reader’s Chair and organized it how I thought it should be done.  As I 

am trying to allow space for more responsive curriculum in my class and give more ownership to the students, I allowed 

for Reader’s Chair to evolve in a different way. This year, most children were very keen to read to the class every day. 

This of course posed a problem as it was taking so long, even when we chunked it 2-3 times a day and the audience was 

not able to sit for so many readers. As a class, we discussed how we might solve this wonderful problem.  The students 

decided that we should make a schedule of groups of readers and then rotate the group list daily so that everyone 

would get to read to the class at least once a week.  Others still wanted to be able to read with peers so we 

implemented partner reading after recess each day and this was a time for the group members to read to each other to 

practice for their Reader’s Chair.  Initially the new Reader’s Chair was working well but as the childrens’ reading ability 

increased, they were choosing to read longer and longer books and not always in a way that engaged the audience. I 

decided to abandon my guided reading groups and use the partner reading time as practice reading time, one-on-one, 

with the readers for that day’s Reader’s Chair.  This allowed the student and I time to talk about appropriate book 

selection, both for their reading ability and the audience.  The student would then practice with me and be able to 

develop their reading performance skills.  If students chose a book that was too challenging for them, I would gently 

suggest that if they really wanted to read that particular book to the class, they would need to practice it a bit more so 

perhaps they could take it home for home reading and continue to practice with a parent. Not all my children are able to 

be supported by our Home Reading program, so I will ask the Resource teacher or a big buddy to help a student who 

needs extra support to learn to read their desired text.  For that day’s reading, they usually choose something more 

familiar to them.  Re-reading a text to the class is totally accepted.  There are a number of books that are favourites and 

the students enjoy the familiarity of known books.  At the end of each child’s reading, they receive compliments, 

comments, connections or questions from three of their peers. 

I have seen children’s confidence grow tremendously from this activity.  I have seen their risk-taking increase from this 

activity.  For those who are competitive, they watch what others are reading and accept the intrinsic challenge of 

practicing a text that is hard for them but that they want to be able to read.  Because you can read a book that someone 

else has already read, there is comfort in reading something familiar.  There were a few students who were reluctant to 

read to the class and they were given time before they sat in the Reader’s Chair.  They were so proud of themselves 

after they had taken their turn.  

Keywords:  Reader’s Chair   Self-regulated learning  Student Choice    
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Dear Colleagues, 
Elaine Greenwood,  

Grade 2, District Richmond 

I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  What kind of whole group reading lessons could we (my resource 

teacher and I) be doing, to supplement the small group reading lessons that we are already doing? 

The reason why I asked this question is because I never actually team taught with my resource teacher before until I 

took this course.  Two or three times a week I would send a small group to the resource room and then I would do small 

group reading lessons with the remainder of my class.  I soon discovered that working as a team with my resource 

teacher has many benefits: you can share ideas and resources, support each other when presenting lessons to the class, 

have more time to help individual students, collaborate after the lesson about what worked and what did not work and 

also collaborate on which students need more support. 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

My resource teacher and I did a series of lessons together that helped to reinforce their reading skills and story writing 

skills.  First we collected all the books we could find in the library from the Mr. Men series.  We then read one or two 

stories to the class and afterwards the students worked with a partner and took turns reading more stories to each 

other.  Later on each student had to choose a character from the series or make up their own character.  Next they 

made a puppet of their character by making a cut-out picture and attaching it to a popsicle stick.  The students then 

worked in groups and made little plays with their characters.  They also made pop-up pictures for the settings of their 

plays.  More time was given to the students to make new plays, draw story maps and make profiles for their characters.  

An ongoing activity in my class is to choose one student to be the Star of the Week and I make a poster for them, with 

the help of the class, that includes their name, a photo of themselves and lots of comments about what they like to do 

and their favourite things.  So each student made a Star of the Week poster for their character and they made a lovely 

display on the wall.  The final activity was for each student to make their own story book complete with pictures.  Every 

story had to have a problem and a solution.  When the books were completed the students looked forward to reading 

their books out loud and listening to the positive feedback they received from their classmates.  

Keywords: Resource teacher, collaborate 

 

  



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: How can I support my students in their non-fiction reading skills by 

utilizing their enthusiasm for story and fictional genres? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

In our classroom we have been utilizing the structure of morning meeting each day. The students have had a chance 

each morning be in circle, greet each other, and respond to a provocation that was inspired by the day or days before. 

The students have been connecting to the ideas that they have their own stories and these stories are the way that we 

view the world. Through this format, we have explored the ideas of immigration, ancestry, family, history, war, life 

cycles, empathy and more. The students have made huge gains in their authentic listening skills and their ability to make 

connections to each other. It has allowed them to make more personal and meaningful connections to non-fiction 

information in the curricular areas of Science and Social Studies. The students genuinely look forward to sharing their 

ideas and listening to other’s stories each morning.  

The provocations are sometimes just posted, sometimes involve a material (pastels, clay, drawing, pencil) that is laid out 

for them to explore while they process their ideas, and sometimes it is however they want to prepare for the meeting. 

Some students have demonstrated a preference in preparing themselves through writing while others enjoy simply 

talking about their ideas with a couple classmates before they come to circle. 

Through this process, we have expanded what our idea of “story” actually is. Energy in our world is a story. How we use 

it, talk about it, conserve it, and work with it is all part of our story. Using this format to foster a climate of inquiry and 

quest for information has had a very positive impact on the students’ literacy skills. They are seeking connections. How 

do ideas fit together? How do I know? What is the meaning here? The richest inquiry we have engaged in is that of our 

own ancestry and family stories. The students have been keen to make connections between their family story and that 

of their peers. It has led us to places that were totally unexpected in terms of sophistication and curriculum. As we have 

been progressing, I have been asking the students if they think that understanding people’s family story helps them 

build empathy? I am hoping that this experience will add to their understanding of self and others. 

The language modeling that has taken place in these meetings has also had a significant impact on all the students. They 

are using phrases like “I’d like to connect to what X said..” and “I agree/disagree with X because…”. This dialogue is rich, 

meaningful and has helped to extend the writing and collaborative learning skills throughout the group. Students have 

also gained confidence in their public speaking skills and their ability to express themselves verbally. 

The morning meeting takes between 10-30 minutes each morning depending on the day and the provocation. If it is a 

“hot topic” as the kids have started calling it, we often find the whole group buzzing and it takes a little bit longer. This 

has been a great way for me to learn more about emergent and student responsive curriculum as well as practice my 

listening skills with my students. I feel that my students have become “connection seekers” with all fiction and non-

fiction information. They are looking for ways to hook ideas together to make sense of them and transform them into a 

story that they can relate to. I am hopeful that this will serve them well as they progress in their learning across 

curriculum and onward. 

Keywords: Circle, Inquiry, Story, Listening 

Braunwyn Thompson, Grade 3&4 Classroom Teacher,  

District Richmond SD38 



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

Will the dramatic play with concrete objects and oral storytelling during Story Workshop help S become more 

confident in recording and reading back her stories? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

This year I started using Story Workshop with my class.  This activity has had a positive impact on all of the students in 

my class in many different ways. 

Confident Story Tellers 

Students have developed a good sense of story.  I have seen great progress in the area of oral language development for 

students who are ELL and students who are hesitant to speak in other situations. This activity truly honours the idea of 

students being able to represent their knowledge in a variety of ways.  For younger students, it gives them lots of 

practice with story through building stories and using oral language.  As their skills further develop over the coming 

years to record their stories using words, they will have a rich background knowledge of story to draw from.   

Big Thinkers 

They have become creative thinkers when choosing the characters, setting, props and subject of their stories.  They have 

learned to use a variety of materials in many different ways.  ( A glass blob can be a seed, a raindrop, food for a bear, a 

flower, part of a path or used with many other blobs to make a river.) 

Problem Solvers 

They have learned to solve many problems that arise.  What if somebody is using the animal that I wanted to use?  If we 

want to join our stories together, how can we connect them?  My barn is too small for my cow.  How can I make it 

bigger? 

Cooperation 

They have developed many skills that help them work together.  Who gets to be the favourite character?  How can I 

include a friend in a story that has already started.  How can we share the blocks so they can be used in two stories? 

When we share our stories with others, how can we make sure that everyone has a voice? 

When working with a story created during Story Workshop, I see that students are more connected to their stories.  

Their stories are richer in events, details and characters.  When recording their stories through pictures or words, they 

do not stare at an empty page wondering what to draw or write.  They have many ideas and are eager to record their 

stories on paper.  Over time, students enjoy recreating their stories, retelling their stories and adding to their stories. 

“Today, we are going to do Part 2!”  Students remember details from their own stories and the stories of others.  They 

refer back to our rich bank of stories when creating new stories and when making connections during class discussions. 

I look forward to reading stories written by these students in the years ahead.  I think that the strong foundation they 

have built in oral story telling will support them over the years as their writing skills develop. 

Keywords: Story Workshop, oral language, sense of story, early literacy activity 

Sharon Baatz, Kindergarten/Grade One, District: Richmond,  

Contact info : SBaatz@sd38.bc.ca 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How can collaboration (between the classroom teacher and resource teacher) influence student learning and 

engagement? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Our case study student has difficulties with reading, written output, and is disengaged. Lawrence was not confident and 

asked for support with all academic tasks. After the first CR4YR session and a discussion with the classroom teacher, we 

realized it was important to dedicate time to work 1-on-1 with him. As the resource teacher, I had some flexibility to 

schedule in time to read with him three times per week, about 20 minutes each time. On top of that, the classroom 

teacher and an EA read with him during silent reading a couple times per week. At first, this was a struggle and it was 

painful to get through a book with him. He didn’t enjoy reading and there was no progress. With guidance from Faye 

Brownlie, we worked on how these reading sessions could be more meaningful and engaging for Lawrence. I would 

choose 3 books at the appropriate level that I thought would interest him and let him choose one to read together. He is 

encouraged to look through each book before he makes a decision. When we start a new book, we would discuss what 

the book might tell us.  At first, his responses were frequently unrelated to the book. We talked about looking at the 

pictures and the title to make connections. I did a lot more preloading with him. As we are reading, we made flashcards 

for words he didn’t know and practiced them regularly. He would practice reading the same book for a week. At first, he 

said, “This book again?” But, last week, he said, “When the book is old, like when we are almost going to read a new 

book, it is easy.” He has become much more confident with his reading. Faye also suggested we start a reading journal 

with our student to encourage him to reflect on his reading. We used simple prompts (I liked, I Learned, and I wonder) 

to activate his thinking. In the beginning, again, his wonders were not always related to the topic. He was not able to 

complete this task on his own. Now, he is able to respond independently, print with spaces in between every word, and 

have his words recognizable without support. His confidence has increased significantly and he is more willing to try 

classroom tasks on his own. I am so amazed at the progress he made this year.  

Keywords: Authentic learning, Explicit instruction  

Resource (k-7)Teacher,  
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“Learning doesn't happen in a vacuum, for students or for staff.” 
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Vancouver CR4YRs (Group A) :  

Found Poem on Collaborative Inquiry and Experience  
 

Collaborative inquiry is valuable  

Questions equal exclamations of AHA 

Here we sit with open ears 

Many minds and many chats with colleagues 

Pause and slow down 

Being able to listen and given the time 

Talk about one incident with others 

More time to work out details  

Professional people power 

Wisdom is within us 

 

Learning doesn't happen in a vacuum 

For students or for staff 

If we knew we'd have to do this on our own 

I'm sure we would have taken a pass 

Yet here we sit with open ears 

Surrounded by practice and knowledge 

Ready to listen and learn from this group of peers 

Revisiting self-reflection - like we used to do in college 

 

Collaborative inquiry is the key 

We'd do it again next year 

To raise our students abilities 

That is why we are here! 

 

By Julie and Michelle 



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  What happens when teachers provide meaningful experiences to build 

oral language in connection to literacy for our struggling readers? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

What Collaborative Inquiry Means to Me… 

Personal Reflection:  Collaboration – the very thing we encourage our students to do, is often times the very thing we 

have little time to do together, as teachers. 

 

In the last few months, our team made a concerted effort into 

focusing on developing schema through sensory activities so that 

our struggling (and non-struggling) readers could enrich their 

language base, and build content knowledge.  Our aim was to 

engage in sensory learning once a week for 100 minutes. 

PLEASE NOTE:  We were inspired by Susan Kempton’s book, “Let’s 

Find Out!  Building Content Knowledge with Young Children.” 

Different sensory activities that I tried with my class include: 

Cooking:  students wrapped wontons as a Lunar New Year finale; they made bannock as a part of First Nations through 

the Seasons unit; they churned their own butter to go with the bannock 

The oral language that came out while students engaged in these food-based activities was amazing.  Students made 

emotional and sensory connections throughout the process of making food, and learned to use words such as the 

following… 

Wontons:  ingredients, squeeze, gummy, fold, scoop, dab, dampen, boil, simmer, etc. 

Bannock:  squishy, light, airy, powdery, stretchy, knead, flatten, bake, etc. 

Butter:  whip, cream, shake, agitate, churn, emulsion, clumping, fat, separate, buttermilk, etc. 

The eating process was just as fruitful, with new understanding of:  feast, savoury, slurp, etc. 

 

Field Trips:  students visited the Vancouver Aquarium as a finale to our Salmon theme unit 

Students worked in small groups of diff levels at the Aquarium trying to complete a Scavenger Hunt; unlike a regular 

scavenger hunt, children - with some guidance from adult helpers - worked together to find ways to describe sea 

creatures found at the Aquarium.  Using a variety of language prompts forced kids to really focus on words to best 

describe creatures.  (e.g. “A sea horse has…, A sea otter looks like…, A porpoise has…, etc.) 

Drama activities:  this year, I used drama more than any other years.  Being the spirited bunch that they are, my 

students engaged in drama activities wherever we saw fit (e.g. Winter unit:  making snow-angels on the carpet, making 



snowballs, throwing snowballs at each other; Salmon unit:  shaking and wiggling as they pretended to be alevin coming 

out of their eggs, swimming as a school of fish, etc. 

Role-playing (with an emphasis on taking different perspectives) helped to solidify their understanding of various 

concepts, whether it was specific animal behaviour, lessons on empathy, Recess and Lunchtime problem solving, etc.  By 

putting them in someone else’s “shoes,” most children began developing emotional schema about a topic.   

Visuals:  we used films, YouTube clips, and drawings wherever we could to break down what was considered “abstract.” 

By showing students what something looks like or acts like, kids seemed more engaged with the concepts we were 

learning, and seemed to have a better understanding of content-based vocab.  In turn, students developed schema 

around that topic, and I could tell how much content they had absorbed based on the fact that they were using theme 

words quite freely, when they spoke of the topic or when they wrote about the topic.  

Hands-On Activities:  Lunar New Year crafts, Aboriginal Winter games, content-based puzzles, memory match games, 

making rain sticks, etc. 

Kinesthetic learning worked wonders for an otherwise very energetic class!  Students were engaged in the activities, and 

through play, oral language was used in a meaningful way. 

What I learned/confirmed: 

It is so important to help kids build content knowledge by developing schema.  More importantly though, I think that 

content knowledge seems best built when as many of the senses, as well as one’s emotions, are involved in an activity.  

Context is built upon the content in such cases.  A good example is when we hear a song we have not heard in years, or 

we smell a certain aroma.  Such experiences can take us right back to when those memories were made, whether they be 

from two years ago, or two decades ago.  We remember the context.  Memories are powerful.  And when students feel 

personally/emotionally invested in a topic, memories are made.  With connections, students are that much more willing 

to use contextual language in conversation and in written output.    

Keywords:  

Building schema 

Sensory learning 

Grade 1 / 2 Teacher,  
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What happens when we provide meaningful experiences to build oral language in connection to literacy for our 

struggling readers? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

During our inquiry, we worked to provide our ELL students with real-life experiences that we thought would help 

increase the amount of background/prior knowledge with the hopes that this might increase vocabulary and 

reading/decoding skills. 

Through this process we provided students with a variety of hands-on experiences. While we often do these kinds of 

lessons in conjunction with regular (more theoretical/paper/pencil) lessons, we made a greater effort in also bringing in 

outside support from parents. For example, in learning about celebrations, for the Lunar New Year, we gave students 

the opportunity to make, cook and enjoy noodles and dumplings. Because our school population is greatly comprised of 

Asian students, many of our parents who would otherwise be hesitant to come into the classroom to participate and 

volunteer their time, were more than happy to come in to help this time. What was interesting was that only a short 

time later when we were making bannock with the students, only one parent volunteered. 

In any case, with the two students who we chose to focus on, one seemed to progress nicely, while the other seemed to 

show very little progress. So in terms of the inquiry, while we still believe that providing such experiential lessons is very 

important, perhaps the issue is that there may not have been enough sessions where these experiences could make a 

large enough impact to help build prior knowledge and in turn affect vocabulary building and reading/decoding skills. In 

addition, how students learn and where they are developmentally would also have greatly affected the outcome of 

these experiential lessons. 

Keywords:  

Meaningful, real-life experiences 

Building oral language 

Struggling readers 

Resource Teacher – Gr.1/6 year olds,  

District VSB - 39 

 

 

 

 

 



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How will the explicit teaching of AB partner talk impact students comprehension of text and confidence when 

reading? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Learning doesn't happen in a vacuum 

For students or for staff 

If we knew We'd have to do this on our own 

I'm sure we would have taken a pass 

Yet here we sit with open ears 

Surrounded by practice and knowledge  

Ready to listen and learn from this group of peers 

Revisiting self-reflection - like we used to do in college 

Collaborative inquiry is the key  

we'd do it again next year 

To raise our students abilities 

That is why we are here! 

What we did: 

We used A-B partner talk across the curriculum to help students solidify their learning. 

We found this to be VERY effective. It increased their understanding and helped improve their confidence and 

communication skills. 

How we used it: 

Front loading lessons – before sending students back to work on their independent writing, they were given the 

opportunity to generate, organize and confirm their ideas with a partner. This allowed students who were chronically 

unable to generate ideas, to construct, confirm and borrow ideas so they were more prepared and confident when they 

were asked to complete their independent writing and seat work. 

Out of the partner share, there was a group share.  Similar to a think, pair, share, only it was across the curriculum- 

math, social studies, science, reading and writing.  

Communication Skills 

This provided opportunities for students to verbalized their thinking  while implementing taught communication skills 

such eye contact and active listening. Overall, their communication skills improved because they were required to 

organize their thoughts together so they could present to the group. 

While students were working on this, teachers were able to circulate and listen/redirect students and help struggling 

students verbalized their ideas so they could confidently contribute. 

Language based problems (ex math problem solving) 



Our student population typically has strong computation skills however their language abilities prevent them from 

developing strong problem solving skills which leads to a dislike of any math word problems. However, since 

implementing our inquiry strategies, for the first time in a long time, the students are more confident and they enjoy 

and request working with a partner on our daily math word problems and are experiencing great success. Because of 

this consistent practice, even when independently evaluated, all but one student has shown significant improvements in 

their reasoning and results. 

Creative Play 

An unexpected benefit/bonus has been that students have begun to initiate creative games outside during their free 

play time and have been successful at working through minor communication problems with each other without adult 

involvement where in the past they required teacher intervention to work through the simple interpersonal issues. 

Keywords: 

AB Partner talk 

Collaborative Learning 

Student communication 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What happens when we provide meaningful experiences to build oral language in connection to literacy for our 

struggling readers? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Our question was about getting our hands dirty. Cooking, exploring outside, crafts, drama to build background 

knowledge and vocabulary. Most of my class is ESL and in their day to day life have very few experiences. They can tell 

me about shopping and video games. How can you write when you don’t have words to use? How can you use ‘context’ 

in reading when you have no experiences to build on? 

It is from this day to day reality that our question emerged. We watched salmon grow and acted it out, baked bannock, 

made wontons, worked on stations to learn about force and motion. My favourite experienced that we’ve provided was 

a walk to the Hastings Nature Conservatory. It was a fall walk, which happened to have our only day of snow. The 

children touched bark on the trees, looked for birds, felt the snow and their language grew. The other experience that 

provided an amazing experience was making wonton and noodles for Chinese New Year. We had their parents helping 

us cook and it provided a feeling of community. The children wrote about their experiences and proudly displayed it for 

parents to read. 

Through these experiences we find the children more likely to ask questions about words they don’t know. They 

regularly use some of their new vocabulary in writing and speaking. When we are working together on the experiences 

the children are focused on their learning and happy to work together. During this group learning we rarely have 

behavior issues, in a class with many challenges… this is amazing. 

Working on the question also gave me a chance to work with colleagues and time to reflect on why we do things. For me 

it was a reminder of how I used to teach. When I was a new teacher I didn’t hesitate to have creatures in the class and 

cook with the kids, it made mere-examine how bogged down in curriculum and all the mandatory things we have to 

teach, I am still struggling with how to find the balance but luckily working with the inquiry gives me a chance to see that 

most teachers struggle with issues of what we know is good for kids versus mandated learning outcomes. 

Keywords: Collaboration, Building context, Active learning 

Teacher – Gr.1/6-7 years old,   
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Dear Colleagues, 
2 TEACHERS ,  

Teacher (grade 1), Resource Teacher, Teacher (gr.1/2/3),  

District Vancouver 

I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How do we maintain a child’s level of enthusiasm for reading while providing him with the explicit teaching 

(repetition/patterns/phonics rules) of literacy? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Less than a specific strategy, we feel that the disposition of being curious, responsive and open is necessary. Over the 

course of our inquiry, we have tried to remain curious about our students – Who are they? What are their motivations? 

What are their strengths? What are they struggling with? How do they see themselves? Keeping these questions in 

mind, we have tried to respond to the students before us. One student seems to thrive with flashcards and sight words. 

He has a well-developed sense of narrative, loves to talk about hockey and Minecraft, takes pride in his knowledge of 

sight words, yet struggles to recall the sound that ‘u’ makes when he comes across it in an unknown word. Another 

student has fluent recall of sounds, delights in fitting them together to read unknown words, yet is completely 

unmotivated by sight words and repetition. One of the many significant challenges of teaching reading is the 

individualization and nuance required. It is a process that for many students cannot be rushed. It does not unfold 

according to a teacher’s timetable or a school’s calendar.  For some Grade One kids, learning to read switches on like a 

light bulb at Christmas, for others after Spring Break, yet for others, it doesn’t happen during the Grade One year.   

Working together on this inquiry allowed the three of us to be open to ‘thinking outside the box’, trying to be creative 

and work around the confines of the school timetable.  We felt that one student might benefit from even ten minutes of 

one-on-one time daily with the resource teacher.  To make this happen, other teachers agreed to have their students 

back in the class ten minutes before recess.  After experiencing some success with this, we decided to respond to the 

social and emotional needs of the student who was struggling by completely re-doing the make-up of the small groups 

that are pulled out.  This required flexibility and openness from all three teachers involved.   

We recognize that this is an on-going process.  There is no ‘finishing line’ in becoming a reading teacher.  We hope to 

continue being curious, open and responsive. 

Keywords:  

Responsive, collaborative, flexibility, individualization, motivation 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What differences will we see when we activate background knowledge by introducing vocabulary and language prior 

to reading a text ? Will these help increase students’ comprehension ?  

The best part of the collaborative enquiry for me, was the Exchange 

of Ideas with my colleagues.  Imagine a central source of 

“Professional People Power”.   

Each professional was Listening, Speaking, Doing, and Thinking.  So 

the Listening led to Focus which gave me Direction.  The Speaking 

shared Experience which was Evaluated. The Doing pushed me to 

Try Out New Things which gave me Flexibility.  The Thinking was 

about individual and shared Reflection, which allowed me to Blend 

New Ideas with Old.  All of these processes, combined, led to 

Positive Change for me   

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find 

interesting/helpful. 

In the past I have used Circle Techniques in a variety of ways and 

for different purposes. Instead of a Talking Stick, I have often preferred to use a conch shell. To begin my guided reading 

groups this year, I incorporated the same idea.  Each member wanted to put the shell to their ear and listen to the 

“waves” – but everyone needed to be quiet to allow this to happen, which set the stage for good listening … 

Then I introduced the idea of taking turns to speak. Only the person holding the shell could speak, and must then pass 

the shell on. When the children were familiar with this process – I was able to channel the Circle Conversation by giving 

the theme of the text to be read.  In this way, initial personal connections were aired, and I gathered information about 

each student’s experience and grasp of vocabulary about the chosen theme.  

I could pick up on this, and do “word work” explaining vocabulary; asking the group to think of similes; working on 

phonics, word shape, phraseology, etc. This might take ten minutes or so, and would effectively “warm up the text” 

which we could then read.  Finally, probing questions of comprehension, prediction, inference – would facilitate the 

knowledge base from which the students could write.  

I found that my students’ confidence increased, along with their willingness to take risks for learning.  The reading levels 

of the case study students went up, and there was greater engagement from all the students with whom I tried the 

above Circle Technique.    

Keywords: Language Exchange of Ideas Positive Change    Listening  Speaking  Doing  

Thinking  Circle Technique 

D.S., Position (incl grs/ages ), Primary Resource G1-3,  

District Vancouver #39 



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What differences will we see when we activate background knowledge by introducing vocabulary and language prior 

to reading a text ? Will these help increase students’ comprehension ?  

Here’s something we’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

The collaboration process has been a valuable experience for us.  The time that we were given to talk with our respected 

colleagues has been a very important part of our learning and teaching practice.  Being able to listen and share thoughts 

about teaching reading to our students has allowed us opportunities to try new things in our classes and also reflect on 

student learning and engagement.   

One new strategy that we’ve tried in our classroom this year that we found helpful is dividing our Daily 5/guided reading 

lessons into two separate 30 minute time periods (am/pm). 

We found that by separating our guided reading lessons into two sessions, students who were not part of the small 

group lesson were better able to sustain their focus for their independent learning time.   

Our lessons pertaining to the guided reading text usually last for 2-3 days instead of focusing on one text per lesson.  The 

extra time spent on the text allowed the teacher to frontload new vocabulary during the book introduction.  Students 

were given opportunities to make connections to the story and share their experiences.  We also noticed that their 

reading fluency and decoding ability had a direct correlation to the introduction of key words related to the text.  By 

allowing more thoughtful and meaningful discussions about the story, over a period of 2-3 days, students were able to 

better understand the story itself.   

After making these small changes in our reading instruction this year and noticing an increase in student engagement, 

coupled with an improvement in reading comprehension, we are excited to continue to explore these changes moving 

forward into the next school year.   

Keywords:  Reading Comprehension Guided Reading  Daily Five Background Knowledge  

Oral Language 

 

Sincerely, 
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SD 40 

  
 

“Each of our schools has a teacher in Kindergarten or grade 1 with a half-day each 

week to work teaching young children to read.  These teachers are our Early 

Reading Advocates.  This project is helping teachers deepen their conversation 

about what methods work best with which children.  They are sharing their 

considerable expertise with one another.”   
http://district.sd40.bc.ca/news/2012-11-01/changing-results-young-readers 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How will a focus on teaching reading strategies and comprehension impact the language used independently by the 

children? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I focused on teaching specific strategies as the focus lesson before our Daily 5 time.  Each day I would spend 15 minutes 

reading a story and discussing certain points.  One of the strategies we did was a beginning, middle and end retelling of 

the story.  This was done with various books over the course of a few weeks.  I would read the book on a Monday and 

model the activity the children would be doing.  For the rest of the week, as a class we would re-read the story, often 

with the children joining in the reading, and discuss what happened at the beginning, middle and end.  By using the 

same book for a week and re-reading the children were very comfortable with the story so retelling it became simple.  

Although the strategy continued, the activity designed around retelling changed.  I found the easiest ones for the 

children to use were those where each part (beginning, middle, end) was on a different sheet as there was no confusion.   

The children quickly picked up on the language and when I asked them to retell the story of their independent reading 

books, they used “In the beginning…”, ‘In the middle….” And “at the end….” Instead of the “then….then….then” as they 

had been doing before. 

Through using the focus lessons of our Daily 5 time each day to focus on a certain aspect of literacy, I have found the 

children more receptive to the strategies.  In addition to retell strategies, we have worked on intonation, reading 

fluency, interesting words, cross checking (does the word I read look right, sound right, and make sense?) and checking 

for understanding.  I have found that a brief lesson repeated throughout the week, often on the same book, enables the 

children to gain a better understanding of the strategy than a longer lesson, once a week. 

Keywords: Daily 5    comprehension           retell Reading strategies       shared reading       focus lessons 

Anna Kennedy, Grade 1 (6-7 years) 

SD#40 New Westminster,  
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Dear Colleagues, 
 I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What differences will I notice in student’s writing when I explicitly teach how to sound out words?  How can I make 

connections between reading and writing for students? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Teaching grade 2 students, I have been working on ways to link reading to writing. I wanted to find ways to help 

students connect reading to writing (spelling).  I was concerned about students who added extra sounds or had sounds 

deleted from their words.   I wanted to ensure that the students’ message through writing was clear, legible, and easy to 

read.  I have tried many strategies.  This is one strategy that worked well.   I have started to have students write on one 

side of the page only.  On the other side, I rewrote what the student has written with all the corrections.   Students are 

then given the opportunity to re-read the corrected page so that they can see the correct way to spell the words.  As 

well, on a one to one basis, students can look back to see how they spelled a certain way on their own and to see what 

sounds were missing.  As we are reading what the child has written him/herself, it is their own work so it is of interest to 

him/her.   

My inquiry into the connection between reading and writing is far from over.  Through collaboration with other 

colleagues, I would like to further pursue this questions as there were suggestions that I did not have time to fully 

pursue. 

Keywords: Reading to writing links, student choice, spelling 

Grades 1 / 2 
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“One thing I really enjoyed along the way in the journey of the CR4YR 

program was having the opportunity each month to get together 

with fellow colleagues and hear stories of their own successes and 

challenges….it was a good reminder that we are always learning and 

growing as educators…..and that if we are expecting our students to 

take risks in their learning, we also have to do the same.” 
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Dear Colleagues, 
Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

During this inquiry process, I’ve has the opportunity to work with two primary teachers.  I’ve really enjoyed the 

collaboration time and trying different teaching models.  The first model I tried was station teaching.  This technique was 

extremely useful in targeting specific students who may be struggling.  Being in a smaller group enabled the classroom 

teacher and myself to go between different groups of students who were progressing at different rates.  It was also 

easier to give immediate feedback to students.  The second teaching model I tried was teaming.  I found this model a 

little more difficult as I’m not as comfortable in large group setting and jumping in while my colleague is talking.  I 

noticed that I tended to fall back more and allow the classroom teacher to lead.  That being said, I do feel there was a 

good flow to the lessons and we were able to keep the pace and move through lessons more effectively. 

This inquiry has allowed me to work with two teachers which is such a unique opportunity and it’s one I’ve really 

enjoyed.  I hope that we are able to continue to work together and see where this journey takes us. 

Throughout this inquiry, I’ve learnt to take more time to scaffold the learning, add many opportunities to practice a skill 

and to model each step.  I’ve also learnt to be ok with the messiness of inquiry and the unknown.  Following the lead of 

the students can at times be scary and it’s hard to let go of control but the learning that emerges from inquiry in 

amazing.    

Keywords: Teaching model 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What if I regularly provide opportunities for students to read aloud to an authentic audience, will it increase their 

reading confidence? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I decided to start with a book. Not just any book, but a book to help the students understand that it is alright to be just 

OK at things. I read the "OK Book"by Amy Krause Rosenthal to the class. Everyone was able to make a connection to the 

book. We discussed the frame of the book and how it was a walking story - a story that tells you things but where 

nothing really happens. We also looked at how the pictures reinforced the words on the page. I decided to have the 

students think about some of the things that they felt they were just OK at. They spent time talking and sharing with 

each other. Then I had the students become authors and write their own OK book. The students chose five things they 

were OK at and wrote five sentences. This followed the same frame as the book. To make it even more interesting, I had 

them add a second sentence to each, describing the reason why they were just OK at whatever they had chosen. The 

students were so enthused to write their own book! Once they were finished, they had to illustrate the book and colour 

it. When they were all finished, they came and read it aloud to me. Once they had done that, they were "published" to a 

class book box. The students were so excited! Everyone wanted to read each other's book! The students felt so proud 

that their classmates were reading their book. Everyone was reading and able to read because they all knew the words 

since they had written them themselves. The pictures that students did were excellent and helped the readers figure out 

any words they did not know yet. 

 We decided to share their books with others in the school. Students went to the principal and confidently read their 

book. They went to other teachers and proudly read their book. They read their book to their big buddy and even some 

little buddies. The students were so engaged, excited, proud, and displayed such confidence in sharing their book. What 

I loved to see the most, was that all of the students were able to be successful at this reading activity. The students that 

struggle with reading the most, were some of the most confident readers of their books. They were the ones who 

volunteered to read their book to other teachers and students first. Everyday during reading time, the students always 

choose at least one of their classmates OK books. They often choose their own to read. I love to see the joy and 

confidence in reading that this fun activity created in all of my students. Now whenever we do a writing activity, the 

students always ask, "Can I read my writing aloud to the class?" I am amazed at how this reading and writing activity has 

inspired my students to enjoy reading their own writing and the writing of their classmates. 

Keywords: Building confidence in young readers , Using books to inspire readers , Student created books to help 

struggling readers , The writing- reading connection 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

 

How will taking an integrated process of teaching reading and writing together impact the students reading?   

 

I used the writing and reading strategies taught by Adriene Gear.  I have used her reading strategies before but have 

introduced her writing strategies this year as well.   

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I have been using Reading Power and Writing Power lessons by Adriene Gear.  Teaching the processes of reading and 

writing together rather than separately.  The student engage in reading comprehension strategies and learning as a 

group through modelling and lots of discussion and written/drawing activities related to the story read.   Then I have the 

student begin the corresponding writing strategy.  We engage in discussion, planning and then begin a writing activity.  

The meaning and style of the writing the students create is far superior to what they did without applying the reading 

and writing strategy together.  Adriene Gear suggests that the first half of the year really be focused on the mechanics of 

writing for grade one students so that mid-year they are ready to begin writing strategies.  I found this to be good 

advice.  By mid-point in the year, the students feel comfortable writing a half page and are not bogged down with the 

mechanics of writing that would interfere with their content output.  Now that my students are confident writers, who 

have their sounds, many word patterns and many automatic spelling words, they are ready to add more description etc 

to their writing.  When reading, the students are more observant of the use of language the author uses which enables 

them to use more prediction, and inference skills in addition to basic word pattern and work attack skills.   

 Making a conscious effort to teach the reading and writing process in unison has improved student learning in both 

areas.   

Keywords:  Adrienne Gear, integrating reading and writing 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What difference do we notice in student engagement and writing performance when we introduce inquiry based 

learning into the schedule? 

Here’s something we’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

After the students chose their big question about their topic we had them look through books to see what would 

happen.  We noticed that they weren't sure how to separate out interesting facts from facts that would help them 

answer their question.  So the following week, we organized an activity that focused on separating important facts from 

interesting facts.  The article we used was from Beyond Penguins and Polar Bears called Reader of the Rocks.  The first 

task was to read together and highlight what they thought were the important facts.  Then each student has a list of 

several sentences from the article and they cut and paste each sentence into their inquiry notebooks under either the 

important fact or interesting facts columns.   We then discussed each sentence together as a class. 

During the activity the students had a difficult time recognizing the important facts and understanding how the 

important facts related to the main idea of the article.  We had to continue to use verbal prompts to help them focus 

their thinking on the main idea of the article. 

We decided to choose a second article The Piggy Bank, and repeat the exact same lesson again the following week.   

We felt that the children were more familiar with the activity the second time, and were able to complete the activity 

with more independence and peer discussion and less teacher prompting.  

When the students were given the article, they knew what they needed to do.  They looked at the title and we had a 

discussion about what the article was going to be about.  They then used that information to help them start thinking 

about the information they may find.  When they had to highlight the important facts the students were more selective 

with what they highlighted.  When they were sorting their sentence strips there was peer discussion about their thinking 

before they sorted their facts.  Also, when they were questioned about their choice of important or interesting fact, they 

were able to defend their thinking.  The activity went more smoothly and more effectively the second time through. 

From this we are moving on to recording their thinking while they read an article. 

Keywords:  Fact sorting 

Important facts vs. interesting facts 

Main ideas 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How would implementing guided reading groups in my classroom improve the students reading abilities? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I collaborated with my LST teacher and we worked together in the classroom, reading with small, ability groups of 

students. We used high quality reading materials such as Key Links readers and levelled literacy intervention (LLI).  I 

spent more time introducing the book to the group before beginning to read. Sometimes we revisited a book to re- read 

it and work on fluency. I became more aware of focusing on effort when giving feedback to the child. Overtime the 

students became more confident in their ability as readers. Their writing skills simultaneously improved and also 

became more fluent.  

Keywords:  

Guided reading groups 

Confidence  

Writing skills  

Collaboration 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: What opportunities can I provide to help my students engage with text 

independently and with a peer?  

Through my inquiry, I noticed that the focused small group approach worked most effectively.  The group I have this 

year is young in age, a third of my group are ELL level 1's and to my astonishment have not been immersed in early 

learning opportunities, whether it is read to or exposure to using scissors, glue or even a pencil.  

The children seemed to be needing this focused, direct, small group approach. The children throughly enjoyed having 

that attention and support and would ask, "When are we having small group time". My colleague took the group who 

was ready for the next level of intervention for guided reading.  

I started our group with story from a reader. Before starting to "read" we always did a picture walk, talked about the 

story before we actually read the book. Prior to reading we counted the number of words in the sentence on the page, 

and I reminded the children to point to the words as they read them. We would talk about the conventions of print 

(start with a capital, spaces between words, end with a period). The small groups I worked with enjoyed spelling words 

on the mini white boards.  

I was using the McCraken spelling model; divide your board into 4 squares and "spell" the words I say. I would use sight 

words that we had learned as a class and we had practiced sounding out words and listening for the first letter in the 

word, what do you hear at the end of the word, and then if you think there are other letters in between and you know 

them you can print them, but if you don't know the letter just draw a dash letting me know that you know there's a 

letter, but you just don't know what letter it is at this time.  

Once we had practiced 4 words on the boards we then looked for these words in our Song and Poem folders . Lastly, we 

worked on a journal entry where I usually gave the children the question or sentence starter. For example, " I can help 

others by ..."  

The children were practicing using sounding out, printing left to right, forming letters correctly, starting letter formation 

top to bottom being aware of the letters starting at the top (piece of bread) and sitting on the (bottom piece of bread) 

instead of floating in space.  

They would then "read" their sentences back to me and draw a picture to accompany the text because they know from 

the stories they've heard me read to them and the illustrations they've seen that the pictures match the text. I tell them 

they are the author and illustrators of their stories.  

Over the past few months I have observed my students tell their peers about "starting with a upper case letter, or 

ending with a period". They are using the language of literacy independently. Additionally, I have noticed their individual 

engagement with books have become richer; they are "into" the book and can sustain focus with text for longer periods 

of time. When it comes to their writing, growth is evident; they start sentences with a capital letter, leave spaces 

between words, are sounding out words independently, taking risks, use their pointer finger to point to the words in 

text. Overall, there is a sense of comfort with letters, words and text and more importantly, they feel confident and 

successful, see themselves as readers and love listening to stories being read to them, but will also "read" stories 

independently.     Keywords: Journal writing, Spelling  

Teacher Kindergarten/5-6 yrs , District Burnaby  



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: 

What language structures need to be in place for growth of a beginning reader?   

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I have been working with specific instruction on language structures. Building understanding of punctuation, parts of 

speech, grammar, mental visualization, and how they all work together, has really taken the mystery out of print for 

some of my beginning readers.  The look on the face of a "non reader" when they spot an exclamation mark in the book 

they are reading is precious.  They may not know all the words yet leading up to that exclamation mark but they know 

that it is exciting.  The realization that they are a reader as they gain information from the parts of text they recognized 

has fuelled their desire to learn more.  

Strategic instruction about parts of speech has also been fun. There are so many great interactive activities to help build 

understanding.  It's not like the stand and deliver method that I received in primary!  

Keywords:  

Direct instruction  

Structures 

 Megan 

Gr 1 / 2 Teacher  
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Dear Colleagues, 
 

I know that the learning support teacher’s role is always changing and looks different in each school. We seem to be 

moving towards a model where the learning support teacher is directly involved in the classroom environment, 

collaborating and team teaching with the teacher to provide student support within the classroom. Regular, smaller 

group pull-out lessons are still happening but students in tier 3 who need a more intense intervention program are the 

target. While involved in the CR4YR program this year, I had the opportunity to focus on a particular target student not 

only in a small group setting but also in a whole class setting. I had the benefit of being able to work on specific reading 

skills and strategies with him in a small group, and then observe how they were being applied and used in a whole class 

environment during our lessons based on Adrienne Gear’s reading program. It allowed me to re-teach particular 

concepts when they needed more reinforcement which meant more purposeful lessons and instruction during our time 

together. By collaborating so closely with the teacher, we were able to work together to provide very meaningful 

teaching. Since we started this program this student is more confident about his reading ability and is taking greater 

risks to read aloud and share his stories and good ideas with peers. He is excited to bring books home to read with his 

family, a big change from the beginning of the year when he was very hesitant. Most importantly he sees himself as a 

‘reader’ now. In a perfect world, where we had more time in our day, this type of approach and model of support could 

be used for all of the struggling students on our caseload, but more realistically it can be used for that handful of 

students that are identified as the most vulnerable in the student population.  

One thing I really enjoyed along the way in the journey of the CR4YR program was having the opportunity each month to 

get together with fellow colleagues and hear stories of their own successes and challenges….it was a good reminder that 

we are always learning and growing as educators…..and that if we are expecting our students to take risks in their 

learning, we also have to do the same.  

Learning Support Teacher,  

Burnaby SD 41 

  



 

 

 

 

“What I did not expect is that while this is meant to be child specific, it actually 
helped me grow.  I’m going to take this and run with it.  We need to be sure that 
the education we offer to children is delivered in the same manner.  We need to 
LISTEN, we need to HEAR, and most importantly we need to INQUIRE.  That child 
who is struggling so hard to read, may want to read, but hasn’t been offered the 
tools they need yet.  I felt that I did not have the tools I needed to be successful 
this year, but my colleagues showed me that I was wrong.  By listening and 
hearing what children need we can make a difference.  Sometimes, it’s not 
something that can be measured with a Benchmarks, it’s far more important 
than that.” 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I teach a grade 1/2 class this year and lots of my students are working on self-regulation.  I had Julie Brown from School 

District 42 come in and do a series of workshops on how to use the Zones of Regulation program.  Initially it was 

supposed to be for one student but we felt that most of my class would benefit, so she did the program with my whole 

class.  We (including myself) had to learn the language for the program.  There are 4 zones:  blue, green, yellow, and red.  

Students are taught how to identify what zone they are in and are taught strategies on how to self-regulate.  Each zone 

has specific strategies and some of the strategies can be used in more than one zone.  Some examples of strategies are 

figure eights, deep breathing, jumping jacks, chair pushups, talking to an adult, and squeezing a squishy toy.   

In addition to the Zones of Regulation program, I also use a program called How Does Your Engine Run, and the WITS 

program.  I believe all of these help students with self-regulation.  These programs encourage students to be self-

directed learners at problem solving.  My little students are wonderful people, they just have a hard time keeping their 

hands to themselves and are super curious.  I’ve noticed less anxiety, more student participation, and lots of cooperative 

learning going on since my students are using independent problem solving skills.   

Another approach I’ve been trying is SMART Learning.  A lot of the SMART Learning strategies focus on oral language 

and cooperative learning.  I feel they teach students how to be part of a team.  A/B Partners, Walk and Talk, Radio 

Reading, and Picture Detectives are a few of the strategies I have tried in my classroom.  These strategies give students 

lots of opportunities to talk (instead of the teacher always talking).  The conversations students are having are 

interesting, powerful, and meaningful to them.  They are becoming engaging learners and learning how to be part of a 

team.  I think my class loves learning and sharing their ideas in a meaningful way. 

I am hoping my students will use a lot of the strategies they have been taught as part of their daily lives and into the 

future.  They are successful at using various strategies and I have noticed that my class is engaged and interested in 

learning, most importantly they enjoy coming to school. 

Kam Dinsa,  

Grade ½,  

District 42 

  



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

 

The benefit of discussion (oral language) to facilitate learning. 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful.  

To my colleagues,  

     Once again, I have discovered the importance of allowing children to talk about what they are learning with each 

other to enable them to solidify their thoughts through discussion with each other, and, then sharing those 

thoughts/ideas with the whole group.   This process enables and empowers children as I have found through the course 

of the year it has become a strength for everyone.  Whether, they are talking with their A/B partner about their 

favourite part of the story or the main idea; it provides an opportunity for each voice to be heard.  They listen to each 

other and then report out to the group.  It provides an opportunity to collaborate together and builds on self-esteem 

and self-image as the positive exchange of information and respect for each individuals’ voice. Whether you use a “read 

aloud” or “thinking about books together” as your starting point or simply a class discussion that started from something 

you brainstormed.  Embrace the positive dialogue and enthusiasm each child feels valued as a learner and a classroom 

collaborator! 

Keywords:  

       Oral language, A/B partner, positive self-esteem. classroom collaboration 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How will changing my Classroom Support Model to better utilize the adults helping in my room impact Student 

Literacy? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

For my inquiry I worked with my Support Teacher to come up with a way to support my students in the classroom rather 

than pulling them out for extra help.  We decided to try scheduling Support and EA time during my daily Literacy Centre 

times.  This way there were always at least 2 and sometimes 3 adults (the team) in the room for a half hour block each 

day.  Not only did this give the students extra help and support with the various Literacy activities, but it allowed a 

variety of staff members to work with them.  The team could then discuss student struggles, strengths and progress.  

The team saw how each student worked/played at a variety of stations, with a variety of peers.  I was able to draw on 

the expertise of the team to help me design new activities or make changes to existing ones to better meet the needs of 

my students.   

I specifically followed the progress of one student who is an engaged, self-regulated, and enthusiastic learner.  She was 

not as capable as her interest would suggest, so she was a perfect student to watch.  She showed a huge amount of 

growth in her Literacy skills through this process. 

Keywords:  

Classroom Support 

Collaboration 
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Dear Colleagues, 
Throughout this year I have been exploring ways to collaborate with my colleagues in new and more effective ways.  It 

began with several colleagues considering an inquiry question.  I was asked to collaborate with them and support them 

along their journey.  I was thrilled to be invited to work with them and encouraged by the possibility of make our job 

easier in the process. 

In previous years, teachers had always asked me to take individuals and groups out of their classrooms to ease the 

pressures that they felt in meeting the needs of their students.  This year several teachers have invited me to be part of 

their learning environments on a daily basis to explore the possibility that more hands in one room can also create a 

more effective and positive learning environment.  

 In two classrooms, I am supporting the teachers during a center style learning time where we are each responsible for 

one or two groups of students.  This has allowed for greater attention to individual learners and increased the 

effectiveness of some centers by having a facilitator to guide the students.  It also allows for small group and individual 

support to be possible on days when the unexpected happens.  The teacher or I can direct the remaining groups while 

the other person can provide that additional direction that is needed.   

The overall impact is that I still get to make connections with students in the classrooms but on a larger basis.  The 

teacher feels supported and there are a larger number of possibilities available for center options.  The student success 

is greater at each task because more individual attention and time can be provided for those who need it.  It has also 

been a stepping stone to allow us to expand our vision to other collaborative possibilities.   

Keywords:  

Collaboration, team building 
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Dear Colleagues, 
What have I learned over the year? 

Collaboration/ Community: During this past year I have once again realized how important it is to work with a group of 

teachers passionate about learners and who see themselves as learners also.  I have been reminded that discussions 

about teaching, children, learners, philosophies , etc. and taking back and trying new things to enhance my daily 

experiences with the learners I have in my class is very valuable.  I have become a lot more reflective over the past year 

as I question daily what I am doing and what I can do differently to meet the learners I have “this year”.  Sometimes it’s 

the simplest of things that reach our learners: welcoming them as they arrive into our classrooms; valuing and 

celebrating their individual learning journeys with them; taking the learning where their interests lie.   

Connections/Class Community: I had to do a case study on one of my students this year.  The little guy I chose was the 

little one that everyone said they couldn’t figure out.  He was “quirky, different, etc.”.  I figured out quickly that learning 

was a challenge for him and “fitting in” was another once.  He would act out and call out.  I chose to “target” his reading 

but I wanted to build a connection with him to figure out what was going on with his learning and his behavior.  I tried 

many different things to help him with his learning; however, the most valuable thing I did was build a connection with 

him.  He knew I liked him and thought he was a capable learner.  I talked to him and listened to him.  Over the year he 

scowled less and has become a very engaged learners.  Yes, he still calls out but he is always on task and I value that.  

We work on the calling out but he is not shamed for it.  He is willing to take risks with him learning even thought he gets 

frustrated and sometimes cries.  He knows that I will help him and he will be okay as I always make sure to go to him 

after and reassure him that he will “get” it.  He used to say he was a “bad” reader but now smiles when he reads and 

tells me that he uses lots of strategies and that his reading is improving because he practices.  He has a difficult time 

finding “cool and interesting” books at his level so we have worked together with the librarian to try to find books he 

enjoys.  The biggest thing I now notice is that he is smiling all the time and playing with his friends, rather than arguing 

with them.  He is learning and participating in all our activities, rather than going to the bathroom all the time and 

fooling around. In may class we value everyone and often discuss that everyone has their own learning journey and is 

working on their own learning.  For some it is behavior (my little explosive boy), for some it is physical (my little CP boy), 

for some it is math (my little one doing grade 8 math and my little one doing grade 1 math)…. But that that’s okay! We 

are respectful and helpful and kind to each other.  We ALL make mistakes and that’s okay… it’s how we learn.  It’s what 

we do next that matters.  

Meaningful Learning: I have also been reminded of the value of teaching what is meaningful to my students and making 

what I am teaching meaningful.  Rather than teaching about plants and life cycles through books and me lecturing, we 

brought chicks into the classroom and have been going on natures walks. Just this past weekend we built a class garden 

that we are planting in and growing seeds for.  The class decided to clean up the ravine next to our school after 

discussing “earth day” and the importance of it being everyday. They wanted to know what they could do.  They are so 

proud of the class and garbage they collect that they need to show the principal each time.  We now have recycling bags 

in our classroom and the “compost” goes to the chicks they helped raise. I used to worry about having something on 

paper to represent their learning. I have realized that their learning is much more meaningful and memorable now as 

they have made authentic connections to it.   

Read: I have learned the value of letting them read, read, read to learn how to read.  There is no fancy program or recipe 

to help children read and write.  They need to experience it and have guidance to help them grow as readers and 

writers.  I used to feel guilty because I couldn’t someone manage reading groups in my classroom.  I couldn’t make them 

so that they met all the students’ needs and they didn’t feel authentic. I really felt that reading individually with the 

students discussing their strengths and things they could try and work on (in collaboration with them) was more 



meaningful and led to a lot more improvement.  I am also fortunate enough to have a lot of books in my classroom, have 

a librarian who is willing to meet with the students and help them find books (anytime) and have iPads with books on 

them.  The students used to “hide” what they were reading so that they could read what they wanted to read.  How 

funny is that! I let them read what they want.  Yes, they also read Just Right Books to “practice” their reading but they 

know that sometimes it’s their choice and sometimes it’s mine.  Even then they negociate and what can I say…. They are 

reading and loving it.  I would also feel guilty that I would “make time” for read aloud (thinking about reading). Other 

teachers would ask me how I would justify it when there is so much to do and for them to learn.  This group solidified 

my feelings about the importance of read aloud.  My “little case study guy” reminded me of the importance when he 

began participating and staying in his seat during read aloud. He always has questions or connections to make.  He 

became “our expert”.  

Caring:  Once again the importance of caring about our students has stood out.  They need to know you “like and value 

them” as people and learners. For some of them a classroom is the only reliable and consistent thing in their lives.  I 

have realized that if they real valued and cared about they will learn…. Sometimes it’s that simple.  The most challenging 

students are the ones that need us the most.   

So, these are my learnings.  More to remind myself than preach to anyone else.  I am very thankful that I had the 

opportunity to share, listen and learn.  We have so many remarkable educators, yet we seldom have the time to sit and 

really discuss and learn from each other.  Feeling blessed and thankful. 

 

Areal Cracknell 

Teacher grade 2/3,  

District 42 

 

 

  



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

If I focus on enhancing a sense of belonging, in what ways will it impact student learning? 

I have learned to dance, to find the joy in the tiniest of moments, to seek out the little things and to dig deep even when 

it is difficult.  “L” is one whose life is unstable and incredibly fragile.  He has a deep-seeded fear of being “taken away”.  

How can one learn when residing in a constant state of the unknown?  My beliefs on inclusion have always been the 

foundation of my practice belonging.   If we have a sense of belonging and connectedness, learning will occur.  But when 

“L’s” basic needs are often not being met, in particular having a sense of belonging, how can he focus on any kind of 

learning?  Many components of learning in a classroom setting is challenging for him.  He is quick to anger, become 

aggressive and avoid learning.  How could I create an environment inclusive of all learners so they feel safe to take risks, 

to grow and to develop?  With “L”, it was in building upon the little moments to create a caring connection. 

My approach: little connections 

•  I could hear him coming down the hall, his feet demonstrating how he felt on this particular morning.  He pushed 

chairs and often children out of his way.  What I was doing to welcome him was not working.  So before he reached me, I 

began to seek out his downtrodden eyes to draw them up…and smile.  I would stop what I was doing and welcome him 

in any small gestures to let him know I was glad he was arrived.   

•  When he would walk around the class to avoid reading, I would wait until he finally sat still and ask if I could “bump 

up” beside him.  “Do you want to read with me?” he would say.  “Absolutely”. He has come a long way in his reading and 

so it is natural to give him positive and authentic constructive feedback. 

•  We created more opportunities for me to connect with “L” within the class.  During reading times, the EA would read 

with other kids and not “L”.  She would circulate and it allowed me the time to meet with students.  This also occurred 

with the support teacher. 

How do I know it worked 

• He smiles 

• He jokes and knows that people are not laughing at him 

• He allows kind gestures – hug, poke, tap on the head.  Touch to him is not welcome…he would cower and cringe from 

any form of touch.  Now when he pokes me…I can poke him back and he giggles.  Sometimes he will even come in for a 

good-bye hug at the end of the day.  Although a small gesture, before each student is released back to his/her world 

outside of school, I personally connect for the last time.  Important to me, yes, and for some, perhaps important to 

them. 

•  He says at the end of a day that has not gone so well…”Tomorrow is a fresh start”.  That was a huge step.   I had to 

earn his trust.  He needed to experience over and over again that it was okay to have a bad day and that it was okay to 

make mistakes.  Each day is a new beginning! 

• His reading has improved (he can read harder books, has a wider bank of words that knows, can read expressively and 

is beginning to “like” to read). 

Keywords:   Inclusion, belonging, connections, choice, acceptance, changing your approach 

Jeanette King, Grade 2/3, District SD 42 

jeanette.king@shaw.ca 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

If I focus on enhancing on a sense of belonging in what ways will it improve student learning 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

The classroom teacher and I discussed how I could support her inquiry around her target student. We discussed his 

strengths and his needs and determined what would best support his development in love of reading.  It would be for 

him to remain in the classroom during independent reading time having 1:1 time with his classroom teacher and not to 

be pulled for guided reading group.  It meant that I, as the support teacher, came in to assist during independent reading 

time 2 times a week to allow guaranteed 1:1 time for the target student and teacher.  I was able to position myself 

around the room to assist any student that needed me, encourage all readers to use the time to their best, and to do 

some kid-watching of students that I did pull for reading groups. 

The last time I was in the room for this support time I noticed the ‘pleasurable quiet of a good read’.  The students were 

arranged around the room in a variety of seatings: at desks, on the floor, chairs, or benches. All but two of the students 

were reading and continued to read for more than 15 minutes.  If they finished one book they quietly got another book.  

They were so engaged with their books I am not sure if they all realized I was even there. The quiet murmurings of the 

classroom teacher and an EA working with students did not distract not detract from the positive sense of enjoyment 

prevalent in the room. 

I am looking forward to the next time session. 

Keywords: Pleasurable, engaged 

Catherine Dixon,  
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

Thinking about ways to promote the love of literacy with children so as to encourage independent reading 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

 Although it may sound redundant, it simply is true that when we share our love of books with our children, this practice 

transcends to the child.  The child may be struggling with their own reading, but orally sharing a book of interest with 

them and talking about it with a sense of joy, we discover the child’s ability to understand and make connections with 

the story; an experience I have had this year students. 

It is important to recognize that sometimes our children are not ready to learn what we are working on with them, but 

not to give up, to persevere, collaborate with colleagues for ideas, and to continue to share our love for what we do, for 

books, for reading.  This I believe, will eventually, and when the child is ready, result in growth with their learning.  It will 

happen, in some instances to a greater extent than others, depending on the child. 

Look for the strengths in the child, accept them for who they are, and allow them to share what they do well. I have 

discovered that this builds for them a stronger sense of self-worth, a feeling of community acceptance and belonging. 

When we accept our children for who and what they are, they develop a genuine trust in us.  They will listen, share and 

work with us to develop their strengths and become life-long learners. 

Keywords 

- teach the child and not the curriculum 

  - build on strengths       

 - allow time for growth, don’t rush him/her if not ready  

-  listen and look for things to celebrate their acceptance in your classroom   

Josie Mazzarolo,  

Vice-Principal, District: Maple Ridge / Pitt Meadows,  

Contact info jmazzarolo@sd42.ca 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How can I use literacy centres to enable students to improve their literacy skill acquisition?  How will these skills 

transfer to success in reading and writing workshops? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I started my journey in Changing Results this year thinking just about using literacy centres as a way of softly opening my 

day for students a few days a week and wondering whether they would find these centres engaging and benefit from 

them.  I quickly discovered that in fact these centres were engaging and using them as a way to connect with my 

students informally at the start of the day was a wonderful way to begin our days of learning.  However, what I also 

quickly realized was that literacy centres were not in and of themselves a literacy program and I needed many other 

components to reach all the students in my classroom in a way that was meaningful to each of them.  I chose to make 

some structural changes to my dayplan and let go of some the control I’d had over ‘reading’ in our classroom. 

I read ‘Every Child, Every Day’ by Richard Allington and I thought that his six ‘must-do’s’ for each day would be an 

excellent place to start.  I realized that my role was to give children the time, the opportunity, and the support they 

needed to become a reader.  His first must-do is that every child must read something they choose.  I scheduled in a 

quiet reading time right after lunch for children to quietly read by themselves or with peers anything they want to in the 

classroom.  I also had to make sure I had enough high interest books available.  I was impressed by how students 

became excited about reading and sharing their favourite books with their peers.  His second must-do is that children 

read something accurately.  I chose to schedule a short guided reading block each day and gave each child a book bag 

with books at a level I knew they could read accurately.  They practiced reading these books during the guided reading 

time and with their buddies.  I found this really helped in terms of their confidence as readers.  His third must-do is that 

children read something they understand.  We talked a lot during circle time about books we were reading aloud and 

using various comprehension strategies to make sure we do understand what we read.  I didn’t focus on strategies in 

any particular order, I just ‘thought out loud’, making my strategy-use visible to the students as I read to them.  His 

fourth must-do is that every child write about something they choose each day.  I scheduled in a short writing period 

every day with a mini-lesson beforehand.  I let the children choose what they wanted to write about and I found they 

were more enthusiastic when they got to choose the topic.  I also made time right after writing for a few students to 

share each day using the document camera.  They loved this sharing time!  His fifth must-do is that children talk about 

reading and writing.  I made a card for my visual schedule that said ‘turn and talk’ and made sure I put it up daily after 

our story.  This helped me and the students make sure we always had time to talk in pairs and share out to the group 

about we had read.  This helped with listening to because to share-out to the class you had to tell what your partner had 

shared.  Lastly, his sixth must-do is that children listen to a fluent adult read.  I scheduled in a least two read-aloud 

stories each day.  I always read one and either an EA, the principal, or an online-story was the other one.  It never ceases 

to amaze me how quiet a room of six and seven year olds gets when an adult reads aloud. 

To conclude what I learned the most this year was that I need to make the time and space for children to engage with 

books and develop a love of reading.  Thank you Richard Allington. 

Keywords: Every Child, Every Day, Literacy Programming 

Leanne Dunbar, Grade 1/2 Teacher, District: Maple Ridge,  



 

Dear Colleagues, 
How can I use exploration and provocations to engage and challenge readers? 

After working with my focus student and experiencing his discomfort and hesitation with reading, I decided to look into 

some common language that we could use as a class to identify ourselves as “readers”. I wanted to get away from the 

students feeling that they were “good” or “bad” readers – these categories of can/cannot. I printed off some posters 

with reading strategies and we had a Circle Talk (such a powerful discussion tool in my room) about what readers can 

look like. I asked the students to pick books from the room (we have a large collection) and then took pictures of them 

practicing the strategies that we had just talked about. After making sure to collect pictures of all the students, we 

shared those pictures on the projector and took turns identifying the strategies that everyone was using. The pride that 

the students displayed when their picture was presented was priceless. They all came away from the Circle calling 

themselves “readers”. Having a common language and strategies were just the first steps in the shift of reading that I 

experienced. I took a video of my two-year-old daughter one day when she came in with me after school to set up some 

provocations for the following day. She went to the reading corner, picked a book, and sat down to “read” it. Having met 

her before, the class was excited to see the video, and I was equally excited to share it with them. We looked to see 

what strategies she was trying. We also watched a Sesame Street video on the “power of yet”, which highlights the 

continuum of learning. One of the little boys shared that when he watched my daughter practicing her reading, it was 

okay that she didn’t know that words because she just didn’t know them yet. This started another Circle Talk – 

sometimes when we are reading and come across a tricky word, it’s not that we don’t know it – we just don’t know it 

YET. Without knowing it, the dynamic of learning in the classroom shifted with that single word. “Yet” has been such a 

profound tool when students are sharing their learning  - they’ve taken on a growth mindset where they once felt 

frustration and the effect of “cannot”. This became an “Aha” moment for me during our recent Student-Lead-Reporting- 

Conferences with parents. After our first round of conferences in the Fall, I found myself doing most of the facilitating 

and talking of the students learning. They were nervous, didn’t want to share their work and seemed very worried about 

what their parents would think. Our second round of conferences showed just how powerful “yet” had become. Almost 

all students used the word to describe some aspect of the learning! When it came time for my focus student to share 

with his parents, he talked about the books he was reading. He was talking about one of the stories that he got for 

Christmas and his Mom said she wasn’t sure he was ready for it. His comment to her was “Mom, the words can be 

tricky, but just because I don’t know them YET, doesn’t mean I can’t try to read it. I am going to start to try to do a few 

words every day. It will just make the book last longer”. I’ll remember the little smirk that popped up on his face 

afterwards for a long time. What a change!! From someone who hesitated and didn’t even want to open a book before-

hand, and now taking on a challenge with such grace and conviction! He’s brought the book in a couple of times, and the 

words are still tricky, but the key is that he is trying and recognizing that he IS a reader!  

    “Yet” has been my anchor with my students. It is one that is so simple, and yet () so powerful. I invite each teacher 

to look into the power of the words that are being used in the classroom. One simple word has transformed the learning 

environment in my room and brought smiles to all the readers that enter.  

Keywords: Power of language , power of yet , growth mindset 

Forever growing, Sara Smillie, Grade 1 ages 6-7,  

District Maple Ridge – Pitt Meadows SD42, Contact info Sara_Smillie@sd42.ca 
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Dear Colleagues, 
Collaboration, collaboration, collaboration.   This is key to a successful, emergent and responsive curriculum to your 

students needs.  To have trust with team members that share the same common values, but also push you beyond your 

comfort zone, are invaluable to a teacher’s ability to move further in their practice.  This year I have experienced 

collaboration in our primary school team, our district learning team and Changing Results group and each experience 

has lead to a deeper understanding of literacy development and further exploration for what works best for the children 

I work with, as well as, the classroom teachers I support.  There is nothing more motivating and enjoyable than working 

with colleagues who brainstorm, plan and implement strategies alongside of you, and the continuous narrative between 

the collaborators is endless.  To other educators l would suggest opening up to colleagues, be vulnerable and start small 

with collaboration.  There is no professional development, books, videos, programs or strategies that have as much 

value and are as limitless as a collaborative relationship.   This collaborative time ‘spill over’ into the classroom is 

beautiful, it draws more energy and a co-teaching model.  Just like we want our students to take risks, the ongoing 

support of the classroom teacher, from their team, allows them to take risks, let go of some control, try something new, 

or something old or something ordinary.  

Keywords:  
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Kelsey Harris,  

Primary Support Teacher, District SD42, Contact info : Kelsey_Harris@sd42.ca 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

Will allowing the students to practice self-regulation skills during independent literacy centres help increase their 

overall literacy growth and love for reading? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

This year for the CR4YR project my focus was on self-regulation and independent work during literacy centres. My focus 

student, who I have taught for two years, had a real hard time with self-regulation and did not enjoy literacy activities. 

My two jumping off points were looking at using “The Zones of Regulation” as a class wide tool and to use some of the 

activities in “The Daily 5” (Boushey and Moser; 2014)  book in order to pick for some independent literacy activities.  

While working on whole group self-regulation with “The Zones” I was able to see this trickling down into the other 

pieces of the student’s day. This was because it allowed the student to begin to take ownership over how they are 

feeling at any given moment of the day. This was an opportunity or gauge to check in and provide some meaningful 

tools for them to use when they do not feel in their best learning zone.  

When using some of the activities from “The Daily 5” book I really noticed the students being aware of their own self-

regulation. During the “read to self” and “read to others” (topics from the book) we talked about all the things that they 

would need to make that successful. I was taking my cues from the book while students were putting it into their own 

language, which made it personally meaningful for them. This also happened for the “working on writing” topic, where 

students were developing the language from my cues from the book and then putting it into their own words.  

My students’ attitudes towards both reading and writing have really changed. Last year, as hard as my support teacher 

and I tried, we were not able to successfully engage them in literacy.  They now see themselves as a reader and writer. 

They are constantly carrying around books and asking me almost daily if we are working on journals. I am so thrilled to 

see such a shift in their thinking about and engagement in their own learning.  

My take away thoughts from this project, having students take ownership over their own learning is a really valuable 

piece in getting them engaged. This engagement and ownership over their self-regulation has allowed them to make 

choices about how they are going to be as learners. The other take away is that being able to participate in this CR4YR 

has allowed me to connect with colleagues and have the time to reflect on the learning that has been taking place for 

my students and for myself.  

Keywords:  

Self-regulation, engagement,  

Leanne Mah,  

Classroom Teacher grades one and two, 

 District SD 42 Maple Ridge- Pitt Meadows 

 



Dear Colleagues, 
I focused on a little girl who seems to be your stereotypical “good student”.  She is helpful, she comes from a supportive 

home and she is often making “good and responsible choices” in class, however something was not “clicking” when it 

came to literacy.  So how was I going to help her be the best she could be in a busy and energetic kindergarten/grade 

one classroom?  I don’t know, I still don’t know … but that’s okay.  She will learn at the rate that is right for her, I can 

only join her in her journey through the year I have her (and hope she learns something from me).  She has made 

progress and that is what we should be happy about.   

I learned from her to enjoy the small things, she is so happy to be given small jobs, or when I say they can colour with 

felts.  She is a happy student who will continue to do great things because she is amazing and a positive person. 

I am sorry this is probably not what you are looking for and I didn’t talk about a lesson or “thing” I did that worked (it is 

also not long enough).  I can’t think of myself in that way.  I am a lot like my focus student in that she is quiet and needs 

time to process.  ;) sorry again. 

 

Classroom Teacher k/1,  

District 42 

  



Dear Colleagues, 
Nancy,  

Support, District: Ridge Meadows 

It was a difficult year.  We started in  late September due to job action.  We had full classrooms.  Historically we have 

been granted an additional teacher in September, but this did not happen.  We started with no school psychologist, we 

lost our speech and language pathologist and our school counselor.  We have one more week with our child care 

worker.  So we were running with no supports.  Our school has a lot of needs.  Three hundred plus children with a 20% 

ELL population, 11% of our students have a ministry designation (and 5 more on a wait list).  As the only full time 

support teacher (our administration is only .8), I felt that everything fell on my shoulders.   I didn’t feel as if I was 

supporting teachers or students effectively.  And then I heard a moment that would make me realize that the difficulties 

were not as insurmountable as I thought…like they say, from the ashes rise the phoenix. 

A group of us, friends as well as colleagues, went out for breakfast.  We knew one teacher was leaving the school so 

there would be an opening.  Another teacher had indicated that she would be looking to leave the school as well, and 

one teacher had been laid off.  At the table, during the breakfast discussion another  intermediate teacher shared that 

she felt she needed a change and was thinking of  leaving as well.  As with the rest of us this year had been very difficult.  

We would work hard to accommodate the needs of one child, only to have 2 more surface, and we couldn’t support 

them, because we had no professionals outside ourselves to help with the load.  In talking, one teacher invited her 

intermediate colleague to join the primary team. 

And that’s when it happened.  I listened, just listened.  The “joke” of inviting an intermediate teacher was considered.  

The banter went back and forth, it got serious very quickly.  One colleague started writing down names and possible 

grade levels for the next year.  A text message went out to the administrator asking for a meeting.  I’m sure I had one of 

those goofy grins that happen when you finally “get something”.  My smile grew bigger and bigger….this was happening, 

and without any input from me.  Maybe I had had an impact, maybe I was part of the change, because when they ironed 

out the details they turned to me and said “but you need to support us in this”…. 

As this is my third year being involved with CR4YR, I shouldn’t be surprised.  Each year has brought new light to things 

that work, some big some small.  We have all grown.  What I did not expect is that while this is meant to be child 

specific, it actually helped me grow.  I’m going to take this and run with it.  We need to be sure that the education we 

offer to children is delivered in the same manner.  We need to LISTEN, we need to HEAR, and most importantly we need 

to INQUIRE.  That child who is struggling so hard to read, may want to read, but hasn’t been offered the tools they need 

yet.  I felt that I did not have the tools I needed to be successful this year, but my colleagues showed me that I was 

wrong.  By listening and hearing what children need we can make a difference.  Sometimes, it’s not something that can 

be measured with a Benchmarks, it’s far more important than that. 

Classroom Teacher k/1, District 

42, Contact info (optional) 

 

 

 



 

 

 

“Through meeting with the Changing Results for Young Readers group, I  

have been able to find a new confidence in myself, in my teaching practice,  

in my learners.  I have found my courage.  I have been able to see the value  

in my colleagues, their collaboration, their wisdom.  I have a newfound belief  

in my learners and all that they are capable of.  I have found that all of the  

‘scary’ concepts are actually not that scary at all.”  
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How will providing choice in how students demonstrate their understanding increase their  comprehension and 

engagement in reading activities? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I think one of the most important things I have learned for myself through this experience is that it is ok that I do not 

know how to do everything, that I can make mistakes and that learning from other teachers and collaborating is 

rewarding and rejuvenating for me.  

My first inquiry question was whether making extra one-on-one time to make connections with my students would 

improve their risk-taking and comfort. As soon as I began it was obvious to me that this was something I already did and 

that it was not really an inquiry as I felt that I already knew the result (of course it will make them more comfortable!). 

Instead I focused on providing choice to my students in how they would demonstrate their comprehension of what they 

had read (or had read to them). I began developing reading responses that would allow the students to use their own 

interests and apply them to what they read. My focus student loves spiders and bugs and we began with something as 

simple as re-telling the most important part of the story from the viewpoint of a spider (which she drew as her picture). 

This was the first time she was engaged and did not just sit there or keep asking me if she had “done enough”. I found 

that this idea was easily transferable to most student interests (hockey player, Shopkins character etc.)  

My students have taken ownership of their work because they have made the choice of how to respond rather than just 

being told. Students have become more engaged (way less prompting needed from me) and excited about their reading 

choices and some will even want to stop part way through a story because they are so excited thinking about how they 

are going to create their response and needed to share it with me right then.  

Allowing students more structured choice and using their interests and wonderings to springboard off of, has pushed me 

into a new comfort zone that I am loving. 

The evolution of this inquiry for myself and for my students is a result of three things I experienced during the process of 

this inquiry. During one of the sharing sessions with my amazing colleagues aa experience that I had forgotten about was 

brought to the forefront of my thoughts. We were discussing reading responses and the groans that often ensued when 

“response journal” came out and I thought back to how nothing killed the enjoyment of reading a book more for me 

than answering  generic questions or being forced to write a summary of the story. This made me really think about how 

I could provide my students with something that made responding to reading more palatable (or even exciting) to them. 

By this point, I had spent quite a bit of time with my focus student getting to know her and her passions and had learned 

that she loves spiders and bugs. This is what I used for my first reading response choice that we worked through as a 

class.  

I believe that I would have changed my practice in the same way in time, but definitely not as efficiently. What has 

happened during this inquiry has really taught me the importance of reflecting on my own learning experiences, 

collaborating with the amazing teachers I am surrounded by, and, most importantly, really listening to my students’ 

passions and interests and allowing them to lead my practices in our classroom. 

Grade 1-2/6-8 years, District: 43  



Dear Colleagues, 
I picked my inquiry question because I noticed that my students were a very chatty group and I wanted to use this 

strength to guide our activities.  I tried a few strategies that would incorporate more student talk during literacy 

activities.  Students first learned to do a “turn and talk” where we practiced how to sit, make eye contact and use a 30 

cm voice when talking to a partner.  We did “turn and talks” before, during, and after read-alouds, as well as when we 

were exploring a topic during a project or before writing to brainstorm ideas and after writing to share ideas.   

At first, given the nature of my class, I was nervous about incorporating these of type of talk activities into my plan as I 

was worried it would fall apart and because I had to become more comfortable with removing an element of control.  I 

was also worried about whether students would be on task as I knew it was going to be difficult to make my way around 

to all students.   

However, through this process, I noticed an increase in student-engagement in most students.  They were excited to 

share their ideas to each other and then to the whole class after they finished their turn and talk.  Some struggled during 

the “turn and talk” activities if they didn’t have the vocabulary to voice their ideas to their partner, but I feel they then 

learned something new from their partner and from other classmates when they listened to everyone share their ideas 

to the whole class.  I feel I got more out of the students and more learning was happening when I did turn and talks 

because more students were raising their hands to share their ideas.  It gave them an opportunity to share and listen to 

one person and then they perhaps felt more confident to share with everyone else.  I feel like if I just got them to share 

their ideas without giving them an opportunity to talk with one another, I would have probably led most of the 

discussion.  The ideas came more from them without me having to prompt them.  Also, there were less classroom 

management issues because they were given the opportunity to talk which they like to do.  Turn and talk discussions felt 

more powerful when they were about a story/project/topic that students were interested in.  I noticed that after the 

activity was finished or even the next day, students, including my focus student, would come up to me and tell me the 

connections they are making about the topic to their own life, which tells me that they are also talking about it at home 

with their family.  The more students are engaged, the more happy they will feel, the more they will like school and the 

more joy in learning that will occur. COMMUNITY            

Keywords:  
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What differences do we notice in student inquiry when we are explicit with our learning intentions around reading 

and writing? 

Working collaboratively has made such an impact in our practices.  We see ourselves as a team, a dynamic duo, two of a 

kind.  To find a teaching soulmate, someone who really gets it, is a rare gift.  We know we are lucky.  So, to make sure 

we could hold on to this dream, we quickly realized that a great partnership boils down to one thing: balance.  How do 

we make sure that both of our visions are working towards a common goal?  How are we making sure we each make a 

space to listen to each other and really hear what each other is saying?  Logistically, how do we make time to even plan 

all this together?  All of it comes back to the same thing - how do we maintain a balance? 

As we started working together this year, we realized balance was a theme that was coming up throughout all aspects of 

our practices.  We work within a Reggio Emilia framework, and we believe in following an emergent curriculum through 

an inquiry-based approach.  Because of this philosophy, we wanted to make sure we were maintaining a balance in 

staying true to our Reggio beliefs, while honouring the academic needs of a grade 1 and 2 learner.  The need to find this 

balance was the driving force of our inquiry: 

What differences do we notice in student inquiry when we are explicit with our learning intentions around reading and 

writing? 

Through our collaborative inquiry, as we moved our students through each of the stages of the inquiry model, we 

realized that reading and writing were two of the many skills needed to support their projects.  We saw opportunities 

where we could create a space to explicitly teach academic skills to support our learners throughout their inquiry.   We 

focused on being explicit around our learning intentions because we wanted our learners to know that reading and 

writing were very connected in helping them move along.  We didn’t want this to be a mystery to our learners.   So, to 

make our thinking visible, we called our reading and writing instruction throughout the year: Skills of Inquiry. 

Through Skills of Inquiry, we didn’t reinvent any wheels.  We took advantage of great resources, such as Ruth Culham’s 

Six Traits of Writing and Adrienne Gear’s Reading and Writing Powers (fiction and non-fiction) to target the skills that 

were needed to support the learners’ inquiry work.  We introduced major concepts to the whole group (2 classes 

combined) and worked through a gradual release of responsibility to make sure students had a chance to practice what 

we were teaching.  We modeled the different skills (making connections, asking thick and thin questions, making 

inferences, determining importance in non-fiction research) to the learners so they could see our thinking and be 

involved throughout the process.  By knowing the learning intentions, it was clear to the learners - they knew what we 

were working on and learned how it could support their reading and writing when involved in the inquiry.  It also kept 

what we were doing in the classroom more purposeful by making sure our direction met student needs, which required 

us to reflect constantly with each other and to slow down.  We also reflected with the students through pedagogical 

documentation, which made their thinking visible to us throughout this process.  They were actually making the 

metacognitive connections to what we were doing and why it was important in the big scheme of the inquiry.   

So, where does that leave us today?  This inquiry helped us learn that through being explicit with the inquiry cycle, our 

learners knew where they were.  They were able to understand the direction they were heading, and how to move 

forward with a purpose.  This journey helped us find a balance in how we integrate explicit literacy instruction into 

inquiry-based learning in an authentic way.  We realize with formative assessment, student thinking and our own 

thinking is made visible, making sure we are accessing all learners in a positive way.   



All this happened, it was inspiring and we want you to have the same experiences we did.  So, our advice to you:  Hold 

true to your beliefs, but open to new possibilities that push your thinking.  In this will lie the balance that engages your 

heart and mind. 

Keywords: Inquiry, inquiry-based learning, formative assessment, Reggio Emilia, collaboration 

Yours truly,  

Harpreet Esmail and Shannon Bain, Position (incl grs/ages ): Grade 1 and 2,  

District: Coquitlam (SD43),  

Contact info (optional): hesmail@sd43.bc.ca sbain@sd43.bc.ca 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I get it. I really do.  All of this talk about emergent curriculum, project based learning, holistic teaching, yadda yadda.  I 

get it. Hearing these words for the first time while starting my PB+15 program was a very visceral experience. My 

stomach twisted, my cheeks flushed; my initial reaction was, “No thanks.  That will NEVER work.” These concepts 

seemed completely idealistic to me and not practical in any sense of the word.  Those things would not be happening in 

my classroom (if and when I ever got one). 

Fast forward to my first classroom contract. Here was a time where I could try anything. I was a teacher.  I had my own 

class. The sky was the limit!  This is what I had been waiting for. Did I have the courage to attempt emergent curriculum, 

project based learning, holistic teaching.  Nope. Not one bit.  Again, this would not be happening for me. Those things 

could not be done!  Enter my amazing colleague and friend.  For this purpose, we shall call her Teacher A.  Teacher A had 

been teaching intermediate for quite some time and had the opportunity to jump down to Kindergarten.  From the get 

go, she had the courage to try all of the ‘scary’ concepts right away.  Within the first few months, the learners in her 

class were engaged in meaningful projects and flourishing using the concepts that I was so hesitant to use.  Just how did 

she do it?! 

Teacher A and I had many conversations that went hours upon hours about the wild world of Kindergarten and 

implementing all of the ‘scary’ big ideas.  Seeing her passion and willingness to try new things was a wake up call for me.  

Why was I so hesitant to enter the world unknown?  Why couldn’t I do this, too? 

Often times as teachers, it is easier to stay in the comfort zone of what we know versus taking the risk to try something 

new. Often times, it is easier to shut down new ‘trendy’ concepts and ideas because we are still trying to figure out that 

last set.  Often times, we doubt ourselves and our abilities in an ever-changing educational world because it is hard to 

‘catch up.’  Well, my colleagues, I am here to tell you that you too can do this.  

My advice to you, start small.  You don’t have to jump off the highest diving board to make the biggest splash.  You don’t 

have to eat the entire cake, you can start with a small bite.  You get the gist.  If I can suggest anything, it is to pick one 

thing that you are interested in (or even passionate about) and go for it.  Maybe you want to look at your classroom 

environment to see how it is working for you.  Start small.  Maybe bring in some more natural items. Maybe dim your 

lighting and bring in some lamps. You can do this.  Maybe you want to look at project-based learning.  Start small. Don’t 

dump your day plan and what is working for you.  Don’t declare yourself the expert of all things emergent.  Maybe start 

taking the time to listen more to your learners.  Maybe immerse yourself with the learners during their play.  You can do 

this.  

Through meeting with the Changing Results for Young Readers group, I have been able to find a new confidence in 

myself, in my teaching practice, in my learners.  I have found my courage.  I have been able to see the value in my 

colleagues, their collaboration, their wisdom.  I have a newfound belief in my learners and all that they are capable of.  I 

have found that all of the ‘scary’ concepts are actually not that scary at all.  

My wish for you all is that you find your confidence in yourself.  That you find your courage.  That you find value in your 

colleagues and all that they have to offer you.  That you try something you have a visceral reaction to; that makes your 

stomach turn or your cheeks flush.  That you find the belief in your learners and all that they are capable of.  The next 

time you hear all of this talk about emergent curriculum, project based learning, holistic teaching, yadda yadda.  

Remember I get it. I really, really, do. 

Ms. S 

Coquitlam School District #43 



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  How can I use student talking to further develop literacy skills? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I like quiet.  I like a quiet classroom.  When I met my new class, I was going crazy.  They talked all the time.  So I decided 

that first thing every morning I would put out exploration bins at each table group, and provide the students with 20 

minutes to explore and socialize.  I thought for sure this would help the students to get out all their talking so that work 

time would be quiet.  WRONG!  They still talked almost all day long.  I had no idea how I was going to achieve a quiet 

classroom.  One day, I paused and actually listened to my students talking during work time.  They were talking about 

their work.  I heard things such as, “I am stuck.  Can you help?” “How do you spell…?”  “How did you do that?”  This was 

a defining moment for me.  Their talking was purposeful.  Thus my inquiry question began to evolve.  How would I use 

student talking to further develop literacy skills? 

In the fall, I decided that I wanted talk time to deepen their understanding of text.  I began by modeling my thinking 

during our daily read aloud.  Next I introduced, “Say Something,” and I also provided students with rich, open- ended 

questions that they discussed in partners during read aloud time.  I was amazed by their predictions, connections, 

questions, etc.  They begged everyday to continue reading and discussing our current novel. 

I knew after this modeling and practice, we would engage in Literature Circles in the spring.  Again this would be a way 

to engage in meaningful talk time and strengthen their understanding of the text.  This is something I have never done 

before, and I am very excited about this opportunity.  If I had not engaged in this inquiry, I never would have ventured 

out of my comfort zone and tried something new. 

I also wanted to further develop their reading fluency.  I did so by having reader’s theatre every Friday.  My students are 

now getting into their characters by using more expression, tone, and some body actions.  They are excited by the 

thought of ‘performing’ in front of an audience such as their little buddies.  What makes this even more exciting is that 

everyone participates.  Some students are even challenging themselves with larger speaking roles.  I have seen my 

slowest, shyest readers develop confidence and fluency through this fun and collaborating activity. 

I am so glad I did not ‘squash’ their talk time.  It is so important and healthy.  When I interviewed my students just 

before spring break, I asked, “Do you prefer working alone or with a partner/small group.  Why?”  The majority of my 

class said they prefer working with a partner/small group.  Why?  First, they feel supported.  Many of them said, “I like 

working with someone because if you are stuck, you can ask for help.”  Second, they enjoy collaborating.  “I like sharing 

ideas because then you get even more ideas.”  Third, they like talking and working with different students.  By allowing 

talk time to evolve in my room, the students are feeling safe, connected and supported.  They are willing to take risks.  

This journey has reminded me how important social and emotional learning is, and how it needs to be supported and 

developed so that academic learning can take place. 

Keywords:  

Student talking, literacy skills, reader’s theatre 

Lisa McCausland, Teacher – grade  
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Dear Colleagues, 
Inquiry question  

How do I make the reading/writing connection evident for my students? 

How do I lessen K’s gap between his reading and writing ability? 

In our class we have been focusing a lot on writing and we write daily for many purposes. We see this has made a 

difference in many students and their writing has really come along.  This process has made me realize though, that 

writing is our comfort zone for a few reasons.  It is easy to build in our daily routine, it is easy to make purposeful and 

authentic, and we love supporting and teaching students to write.  Although, we read and talk about reading all the 

time, we have not yet implemented small group reading instruction (guided reading).  As we reflect on what is 

happening in our classroom, we think this is because we find it difficult to fit into our daily routine in meaningful and 

purposeful ways.  Also, we don’t know that we truly believe Guided Reading is developmentally appropriate for 

Kindergarten and a play-based curriculum. 

Looking forward to next year, we ask ourselves how this will change our practice and what we have learned.  It has 

reaffirmed our belief that purposeful and authentic writing tasks are what creates writers!  The open ended writing tasks 

we challenge our students with allows me to teach writing in a personalized and differentiated way.  We are able to 

work individually with students as they write to teach them from where they are and help them move forward in very 

personalized ways.  Students know that we are all in different places as writers and that “Kindergarten” writing can look 

very different.  We will be more intentional in our approach to reading next year.  In addition to the shared and 

interactive reading activities we do, we will work with students individually as they read, similarly to how we do when 

they are writing.  We are more convinced that Guided Reading does not need to be the way to help our students 

develop as readers.  

Working with K this year, has really made me question my belief that the reading writing connection is as strong for all 

kids as we previously believed.  To help K progress in his writing, was focusing on the reading and writing connection the 

best approach?  We also realize now that we did not try to find out enough about how he learned to read the way he 

does.  He is also an EAL learner.  How different would the process have been for him?  This might give us more insight 

into how best to help him develop as a writer.  We also learned that we need to build in more collaboration time.   We 

talk about our struggling students but talk little about our students who are not.  K is one who is not, so is not often the 

subject of our rushed conversations. We need to build in more time so that we can collaborate around all our students 

not just the struggling ones.   

KindergartenTeacher 

SD 43  Coquitlam 

  



Dear Colleagues, 
My name is Linda Jang and I am a StrongStart facilitator for the Coquitlam school district. The question that was guiding 

my inquiry was, “What happens when I share learning intentions during circle time?” Both of the StrongStart centres I 

facilitate are well attended (35 children plus their caregivers) Initially I tried sharing my learning intentions during  circle 

time, but I found it too overwhelming. Parents and caregivers are focused on the activity and ensuring their child’s 

successful participation. What I have found to be more successful so far, are conversations on a one to one basis, or 

small groups.  These conversations were much more authentic and were responsive to the specific interests and needs 

of the families; both adult and child. These conversations have laid the foundation for building strong relationships.  For 

example, sharing that it isn’t necessary to read the text of a book word for word, but rather talk about the pictures and 

follow the lead of the child when they share what they observe or what attracts their attention. Last week, our class pet 

Goldie the Siamese Fighting fish, died. One of the families had given her to the class almost a year and a half ago. Prior 

to announcing her passing at circle, I approached the parents individually and in small groups to let them know of my 

intentions. I would be passing Goldie around for the children to see her and get an opportunity to say good-bye. Then I 

would place Goldie in a box and we would bury her in the garden in the front of the school.  I wasn’t sure how the adults 

or children would react. I was pleased that all the parents were supportive of my plan and many thanked me for my 

thoughtfulness on sharing this life experience with their children. The strong relationships that have grown from 

intentional conversations and taking the time to connect made it possible to address a difficult topic. The uniqueness of 

my programme with working with children 0-5 years on a drop-in basis and being intentional about developing 

relationships has created a strong sense of community. One of the highest compliments I get from the families is when 

they say that their child(ren) have asked to go to ‘Linda’s house’. 

 Linda Jang 

StrongStart Facilitator 

SD 43 

  



Dear Colleagues, 
When I started CR4YR, I hoped to learn more about how I could best support struggling learners in my role as the 

Student Services teacher. I wondered about pullout versus in-class support models and how to best support teachers 

with the many needs in their classrooms. It all felt overwhelming but throughout our sessions together, I realized that 

co-planning, co-teaching, and collaboration can best support both students and teachers.  And so the shift began in both 

my role and our Student Services model. This is my journey and what I discovered. 

This is my twentieth year of teaching but only my third year in Student Services so I’m always trying and learning new 

ways to deliver the best service possible.  At the start of this year, after feeling the pressure to move from pullout 

support to in-class support, I decided to try it in a few classes even though I was worried about how kids who I’ve always 

serviced would do in this model.  Would they get lost? Would I be able to meet their needs? With these questions in 

mind, I asked teachers who were open to the idea (my CR4YR colleagues and one other) to try it with me but still 

provided pullout to the rest of the school. I also offered to go into all classes every other week to teach an SEL program.  

Everyone was open to that and this was a way to start working with all classes and teachers. Our administrator also 

provided bi-monthly collaboration time in multi-grade groups. With my new schedule in place, we started without a 

clear vision of how it would look but a willingness to try something in a new way. 

The process has been messy but I’ve learned a lot along the way. From this in-class approach versus the “take them and 

fix them approach”, I learned that working as a team means we bring our individual knowledge, skills, perspective, and 

creativity to planning the best program for those students I used to pullout as well as the class as a whole. As a team, we 

now decide what the individual children need and plan activities that will benefit their needs as well as the others in the 

class.  I’ve also seen that our students grow when they can be part of and feel successful learning along side their peers.  

We still use pullout but we decide as a team when that kind of intervention is needed, what it will look like, how often, 

and who will do it. We are also ready to change the plan as our students’ needs change.  I also noticed that working 

together has helped us pinpoint what is needed more clearly than when I would assess and create a pullout program by 

myself. We’re more precise in our interventions because we use our expertise, our collective knowledge of the children 

in their learning environment. But I also learned that planning was often messy, happening when we could make it fit, 

often in the staffroom at lunch, in the hall, by text, and sometimes in the moment as we taught.  Finally I noticed that 

because I’m in all classes and not just doing pullout, all students see me as another teacher not the “special” teacher.  So 

does this model work? Yes! Students who need the most consistent program are getting that without lots of 

interruptions.  Is everyone on staff working in this way? Not yet but it’s growing and there are more of us to talk about 

what it can look like which is better than me just trying to promote it alone.  Is it meeting the needs of kids? Yes because 

we talk about kids, we ask questions, we reflect on what they need, and plan how can we do it together.  We now have a 

more fluid approach to supporting our students but especially those who struggle the most.  Is it still a messy process? 

Yes and I don’t think that will change entirely! We are definitely living “Try it, Fly it, Fix it!" Do we have more to learn? 

Yes but we now have a better vision of what it could look like. 

This kind of co-planning, co-teaching and restructuring of service models can not happen without good working 

relationships amongst staff.  Our collaboration time has been the key to this on our staff.  Throughout the year, I have 

observed teachers who in the past have been closed to new ideas are now starting to ask questions; starting to see their 

own strengths and areas where they need support. They now see that working as a team does not make them less of a 

teacher but actually makes them a stronger teacher.  I have also noticed that colleagues who once judged each other’s 

differences are now acknowledging each other’s strengths and how they can benefit from working together. What was 

once a place of tension is now a cohesive collaboration where they share their gifts with each other and the group.  This 

willingness to collaborate and our stronger relationships have made classrooms richer environments for all students and 



the school a better place for teachers to learn and work. Our students also benefited from seeing us working and 

learning together.  

The gift of collaboration benefited us in other ways as well ways. For me this year, collab time allowed me to be more 

aware of what was happening in each grade grouping. Knowing what units, topics, skills, etc were being planned helped 

me to offer support in the planning stages and also participate as an additional teacher in Science stations, for example. 

It also gave me an opportunity to share and discuss things such as assessment, Multiple Intelligences, Mind Up, RULER 

Approach, etc. that helped teachers meet the needs of their students as a whole.  It also allowed teachers to try 

planning units in new ways, create a new report card format, and just meet to discuss what was happening at their 

grade level or in the school. I think we all now see that having each other as support helped us try new things we 

wouldn’t have tried on our own.  We even started attending many Pro D sessions together and brought that joint 

learning back to our classrooms and our grade groups. I had hoped we’d use our collaboration time this year to co-plan 

and play with co-teaching models but that is only starting to happen now.  Teachers needed to have time to learn about 

co-teaching and co-planning on our Professional Development Days before they started to see the value in using collab 

time to do this work. We are learning that collaboration takes patience and time and isn’t a straight path.  

So after all this learning, where to next?  We now need to talk about our journey, reflect, share and remember where 

we’ve been, where we are now, and where we want to go. We need to ask ourselves: How has this process changed our 

school, our students, and us?  Are we seeing our students differently? Are we seeing their strengths and challenges? Are 

we seeing our own strengths and challenges?  We need to continue to share with other staff the changes we’re making 

in support.  We need to do more formal planning using the form Randy and Penny shared at our LIF session. We need to 

continue making collab time a priority and being creative to keep it if necessary. We need to use our collab time for 

planning.  We need to continue thinking outside the box about what’s best for kids. I need to reach out to the district to 

offer mentoring opportunities especially for Student Services teachers, as I will need to continue to develop my skills and 

knowledge in order to support the teachers and students in our school. We need to continue to attend Pro D together.  

And our journey continues… 

 

Student Services Teacher 

Coquitlam School District 

 

 

 

  



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

If I meet frequently with students how will that impact their reading development? 

 Over the last 6 months, we have worked together to create many opportunities for readers in our class to learn 

to read.  We have done this by providing a variety of strategies.    One strategy that we tried that had meaningful success 

was the “Celebrity Reader”.  This is where a child volunteers to read to their whole class.  They have 5 days to prepare by 

choosing a book and practicing.  Our case study student was one of the first to volunteer to read.  Although we would 

have thought this might be something she would be nervous about, this was not the case.  She was excited and went 

home and chose a book that night.  Her parents reported to us that she was excited. 

 Reflecting on this situation, we came to realized that we have created a classroom environment that has allowed 

children to feel safe and willing to take a risk.  How did we do this?  With further reflection, we believe that by meeting 

with the students individually or in a small group twice a week, it allows students to feel comfortable and confident in 

their ability to share.  Show and tell, calendar, talking circles, and guided reading have been other opportunities for 

students to speak in front of others and gain confidence.   If a child believes that they can, they will. 

  As teachers we know that teaching reading is not one dimensional.  There are many strategies that we know we have 

to teach to children in order for them to learn how to read but more importantly creating an environment where they 

feel safe and comfortable in taking risks in their reading needs to be established.   

   By participating in this case study, we have witnessed a child who was a struggling reader, with some self doubt turn 

into a child who believes she is a reader. 

Keywords:  

Safe environment, attitude, risk taking 
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Dear Colleagues, 
Over the past few months much of my thinking has revolved around circles. Circles in fostering human- 

to-human relationships, both socially and emotionally, where students are positioned to make  

connections through the sharing of personal narratives and through the ritualized use of a talking stick. I  

see circles as an academic tool to share and establish a rapport with a particular subject derived from  

experiences. Circles can be used to foster human to non-human relationships where the idea of  

reciprocity and respect can be considered in all forms of life in order to keep the circle of our earth  

community in balance and in harmony. Lastly, circles are an entry point in engaging with/in Indigenous  

thought.   

 

A recent illustration of this was a student who was characterized by his teacher as finding it difficult to  

self-regulate. The teacher noticed how the circle appeared to neutralize his tendency for disruptive  

behavior. Although the student in question didn’t necessarily contribute to the circle discussion, there  

appeared to be moments when he pulled back from saying something inappropriate and deferred to  

simply “passing”. The teacher commented on how the circle may provide more accountability to the  

group and given the fact that there really is “nowhere to hide” (i.e. Behind a classmate or protecting  

yourself behind a desk), the teacher was encouraged by how sitting in a circle formation might deepen  

reflection in class discussions. 

Teacher 

Coquitlam 
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“I would encourage all colleagues to try something new. Think outside of the 

 box and realm of what is “normal” for you in your classroom. Something  

that you think, “This could go completely sideways, or, it could be so wonderful  

for that child, and in turn, for the rest of the class!” 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How does calming the mind and body, help my student take-on new reading/learning challenges to his fullest 

potential? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

At the beginning of the year, my wonder child told me that he loved to read and listen to stories, because it allows him 

time to snuggle up close to the people he’s enjoying this time with.  Ever since I heard him say that, I realized that 

perhaps this is why he is such a monkey on the carpet during any sort of lesson or story. He wasn’t trying to distract 

others, but yet, was quite distracting. He wasn’t trying to not listen, but rather, he was just trying to get comfortable and 

“cozy”.  One of my colleagues in our CR4YR group said, “How about having him cuddle something while on the carpet?” 

At first I thought, well… that doesn’t seem fair if only HE gets to cuddle/snuggle on the carpet while others sit an listen, 

but then realized that this could be a learning tool and a teachable moment for my class. 

That very afternoon, after our collaborative session in the morning, I introduced my wonder child to our GIGANTIC 

stuffed bear, Willy. We spoke together about what Willy is for, and how it is a learning tool to help him learn and focus 

during carpet time activities. We then gathered the entire class on the carpet and I had my wonder child sit with me on 

the teacher bench, with Willy, to talk about how the bear will not only benefit him, but will also benefit the rest of the 

class. I learned in that moment, that I need to give my little ones more credit, that with reasoning, they will understand 

and see the value in what we are doing for their little friend who struggles so to sit still and listen attentively. They all 

understood that this would also benefit them, as they will not be focused on his movements, but rather on the lessons 

happening in the classroom. 

Since that moment, whenever we’re on the carpet, many friends will look around to my wonder child and ask him or 

remind him if he needs to pick up Willy to sit with him. Lately, after a few months of having Willy, my wonder child often 

chooses not to hold him, understanding that he is able to listen as the other children do. He understands how his former 

acrobatics on the carpet would affect the learning of other children and affect his own learning. 

I’m noticing that my wonder child is asking fewer questions for clarification, he truly is listening. He is also 

demonstrating what he has learned as is evident in his emergent writing and reading skills in his Journal and Phonetic 

Spelling work. He has become a much more confident and calm member of our classroom community. 

I would encourage all colleagues to try something new. Think outside of the box and realm of what is “normal” for you in 

your classroom. Something that you think, “This could go completely sideways, or, it could be so wonderful for that 

child, and in turn, for the rest of the class!” 

Keywords:  Self Regulated Learning, Calming the body, Attentiveness, Focused Attention, Listening 

Megan Roper 

 Kindergarten French Immersion, District: SD45,  

Contact info : MRoper@sd45.bc.ca 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How can I help students in my Phonographix group become more engaged and confident reading connected text? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

At the start of the year, my students (my wonder child in particular) were very reluctant to read any connected text- 

stories, sentences, etc.  None of them saw themselves as readers.  When presented with a book, they relied solely on 

guessing, often randomly and not even using picture cues. 

So one thing I tried to ease them into reading was focusing on highly predicable patterned high-frequency wordbooks.  I 

started with a collection from Reading A-Z’s website (although now I’ve branched beyond that).  Before giving students 

copies of the books, I would preload all the words.  I would do this by writing the word on a small white board and 

showing it to the students.  Nobody was allowed to call out at this point.  If they thought they knew the word, they 

would give me a thumbs up.  After a moment, I would say the word out loud and the students would repeat it to me.    I 

chose to present the words this way so that learning was as errorless as possible.  While students had an opportunity to 

look at the word and read it (in their heads), if they were incorrect, they did not have to worry about reading the wrong 

word out loud to the group.  Eventually we began to move on to books that involved some decodable words (ex. “hop”), 

and with these I would print the sounds on the board, we would say the sounds and blend the words together as a 

group prior to reading.  After preloading the words, each student would get a copy of the book.  They would take turns 

reading each page/sentence aloud to the group- while one student read, the other students followed along with their 

fingers.  I stressed one-to-one correspondence; that the word coming out of their mouth had to match the word they 

pointed at. I did this in addition to the other activities in the Phonographix program, those that focused on building 

foundational phonological awareness and phonics skills.  We would end every lesson with this reading activity- so that 

the students would leave feeling like successful readers. 

After doing this for a few lessons, I noticed that students no longer guessed or replaced words (ex. read “a” when the 

printed word was “the”).  Their confidence really improved too, my wonder child actually exclaimed “I love this part!” on 

several occasions when I introduced the book for the day.  His mom also told me that when he comes home with the 

books, he is eager to read them to her, his father and even their cat. 

Since I value creativity and individuality in learning, I think it was difficult for me to reconcile this type of learning with 

those ideas, however, I have come to better understand that there are different opportunities for creativity and that 

repetition and direct instruction are also vital, especially for struggling readers.  While all students need direct 

instruction and repetition, some need more opportunities for review and practice.  If you give it to them, they will 

become more confident and feel more successful- like they truly are readers. 

Keywords:  

Direct instruction, high-frequency books, errorless learning 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How will doing authentic literacy centres in class in French 3 to 4 times a week improve my students' independent 

literacy skills? 

In October of last year I attended a fantastic workshop about running authentic literacy centres in a French Immersion 

kindergarten setting, and came out of the session inspired and excited to see what I could implement in my own 

classroom. 

I was feeling a bit tentative to jump into something that seemed like quite a big change to my teaching structure – 

especially in a year where we had such a difficult and delayed start, but we decided to forge ahead with this new 

learning adventure, and it has been nothing but a positive experience. 

My co-kindergarten teacher and I put our heads together and began the work we would need to get the centres up and 

running by January. We called them “les centres d’apprentissage” (learning centres) and designed a schedule using a 

wheel that would allow the students to work in pairs and cycle through 4 days worth of centres each week. (16 centres a 

week, 4 per day.) We wanted the children to have centres that would give them a chance to have time to concretely 

practice the literacy and math concepts we were covering in class in a fun and engaging way. 

The most rewarding part of these centres has been that each student visits the teacher table as one of their centres 

each day. I get a chance to work in a small group of students and really target what their individual needs may be. It’s a 

fantastic way to be able to reach and have a meaningful conversation with every student, when we are so often 

overwhelmed with the goings on of a busy kindergarten life. 

My advice to any teacher would be to give learning centres a try. They are certainly quite a bit of work to get going, and 

it takes a few weeks of training the students in what the expectations are for being “on task” while the teacher is 

working with their small group; however once they are up and running, everything becomes so much easier, and the 

children are getting the practice we so often don’t have time for.  

I’ve found my class is much more focused, engaged, and I’ve been able to foster many new friendships by pairing the 

kids up strategically. My students express excitement when it is time for centres, and they absolutely adore the teacher 

table. While I’ll certainly be tweaking things one of two things for next year – adding some new centre activities and 

removing others, I have definitely found something that have been a wonderful experience for my students and myself. 

Give new ideas a try even if they seem daunting at first – you never know what you and your students may discover! 

Keywords:  
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

Will using targeted direct instruction reading programs school wide collaboratively, improve reading success for 

learners with varied needs? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Scenario- Elementary school with a high ELL population and students with varied learning needs. Data collected at the 

start of the school year indicated more than half the student population (Gr.1-3) is reading below grade level.  

Impossible to service the needs of our learners using traditional ELL and LAC support considering limited resources in 

terms of support personnel.  

Collaborative Action Plan- We decided to try a collaborative approach, it is never easy but we have great staff at our 

school that were willing to give it a go. Based on data collected, students were placed in reading groups to enable us 

offer targeted literacy instruction. Staff received training to deliver the direct instruction program.   

Classroom teachers, ELL teachers, LAC teachers and District staff deliver the program to groups of students every day. 

Groups receiving direct reading instruction comprise of students from different grade levels who require targeted 

instruction at  ‘K’, Gr1or Gr.2 level. 

Literacy instruction in primary and intermediate grades is scheduled at the same time each day to ensure support staff is 

available to teach the various groups.  

What worked-  

The program is highly structured and explicitly teaches students to read, leaving nothing to chance. Daily records and 

checkouts enable teachers to track student progress.  

Students have plenty of opportunities during the rest of the day to engage in learning with their peers to further 

enhance their literacy skills. 

As LAC teacher, I teach two groups of students; the first group comprises students from grades 1-3 who were non-

readers, the second group comprises of students in grades 4/5 who are struggling readers.  

My wonder child is in one of my literacy groups and is making progress. I have not been able to offer him the 1:1 

sessions he received at the start of the year. He often asks when he can come and read with me. Two weeks ago I was 

able to spend time with him and went through some of the materials we worked on in our 1:1 sessions. His code 

knowledge has improved and he is able to decode words and read word lists. Reading sentences and books is still 

challenging and I wonder if he is the kind of student who needs more than what a direct reading instruction program can 

deliver? 

All our teachers have noticed improvement in reading skills, motivation and engagement. We are now into our 9th week 

of delivering the program and our students are making progress. Our students have fallen into the routine of leaving 

their homerooms each day and joining other readers like themselves. They are experiencing success, take pride in their 

accomplishments and want to learn more. 



We know its working and all students school wide will be tested during the first week of June to enable us collect data to 

determine if our collaborative approach to delivering literacy programs is working. 

Keywords:  
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      SD 46 
Ultimately, allowing him more freedom to be himself, providing more time for talk, 

nurturing acceptance and respect in all the children, and frequently discussing 

classroom community feels like the most important things I did for our class this year.” 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How can I best collaborate with my support teacher colleagues to better provide consistent programming and a 

common language in literacy? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

My case study student is slow to learn and retain new words so she has benefited from regular, repetitive practice with 

recognition of the taught high-frequency sight words and Phonics using a wide variety of flashcard games and word-

building materials, as well as daily reading of rhymes, poems and leveled reading books in class or group guided reading 

lessons, and also one-on-one with the Educational Assistant, Special Education Teacher or a community volunteer.  

Every week, I have put her reading materials and games in a box so that they are ready and easily accessible for these 

support colleagues whenever they are available to work with her.  I have also spent time with these colleagues 

discussing the language that I use when teaching literacy so that we are all using a common language when working with 

the student in order to avoid confusion. 

During the year, my students create pages for several class books about topics that we are learning about, or which 

appeal to their interests or cater to their passions.  These are put in our book corner where they become “favourites” 

which are read frequently by the children. 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How can I take the child’s interest in and joy in writing and telling stories to reading?  

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Letting him talk and share his ideas. Sitting with him, talking about his stories and choosing one or two words to sound 

out and spell at a time. Sitting him with others so they can talk while they work.  

Keywords:  
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

Will the extension of student drawings with use of thoughtful questioning to elicit deeper thinking from the student 

improve reading skills through writing activities? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Use of technology to enhance writing and reading skills.  For example, use of Kidpix, Power Points, Comic Life, and 

Bookflix. 

Keywords:  Technology 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: What differences will I notice in comprehension and engagement if 

the students are making in-depth connections with text? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Discussion, Discussion, Discussion… I have been fortunate enough to have a small guided reading group made up of 10 

students who are reading at grade level. We are able to really sit and discuss what the content is and what connections 

we can make with the text. My student is a very anxious student who feels like she needs to be perfect. She is very 

competitive and wants to be the best at everything. I feel that because she can sit in the circle and listen to her 

classmates’ ideas and realize that her ideas are just as good her confidence grows and grows.  She is able to sit and 

compare her thoughts to the other students in the class. I have the students read their selection first by themselves and 

then as a pair. During the buddy read they are adding voice and fluency when they read out loud. After the re-read we 

then sit in a circle and discuss what has happened and what  kind of connections, questions, inferences and 

visualizations they have. It has been invaluable to have that discussion time with my reading group.  I have noticed a big 

change in her confidence and she seems to be less anxious when it comes to reading. 

Keywords:  
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

In what ways will positive feelings of herself as a reader affect my student’s love of reading? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

The student I focused on for my case study is a student in Grade One who had a very negative self-image of herself as a 

reader.   She did not like books, she avoided silent reading, buddy reading, choral reading, guided reading—anything to 

do with reading.  The most effective strategy we used to boost this child’s self-esteem and see reading progress was to 

recognize and celebrate every bit of progress she made along the way.  This often meant that she would get to go read 

to any adult in the building who had time to listen to her.  This gave her a lot of recognition, and also many opportunities 

to be known and acknowledged by others that she would not normally get to know.  It brought her out of her shell.  She 

now sees herself as a reader. 

Keywords:  
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

After I conference with each student what will happen when the students and I together formulate specific weekly 

reading and writing goals then revisit these goals on a regular basis?   

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

For the last two years I have struggled somewhat on finding the time to conference with each student one on one in 

their reading and writing and then revisit those goals every time we meet.  Does this make a difference in their learning?  

Well my answer is yes!  It is a lot of work as time is so precious in class but well worth it because students know what it 

is they need to work on or improve.  When I read with students I start my conference with “what are you going to do as 

a reader today?”  Do you remember your goal from the previous day?  Most do but more importantly they start to see 

themselves as readers!  Writing goals are posted in the class and the kids are easily able to move their writing goals as 

well.  I remind kids daily about their writing goals when they are writing:  “What are you going to do today as writers?  

How are you going to make your writing even better?”  Every Friday students write a journal to their parents and part of 

the journal entry is writing about what they are reading and what they are working on in both their reading and writing.  

Having kids think about these things on a continual basis really helps them.  They also want to try different or more 

challenging goals. 

Keywords:  
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What happens for my students' reading when I provide more opportunities to learn sight words? What difference do I 

see in the frequency of “eyes on print”? What differences do I notice in their reading fluency? 

 

When I first began working with my focus student she would look at the word or sentence and then look at me 

expectantly. She didn’t seem to be able to know where to begin. She appeared to shrink into herself and to hope that 

someone would do it for her. I started with one strategy, which was looking at the picture, and talking about what we 

saw. We began to talk about the pictures and make guesses about the story. The conversations were slow and mostly 

one sided for a while. In class we would talk about the stories we read and perhaps this helped model for her what 

talking about stories might sound like. This was one strategy of many that I tried with her. It got her talking and noticing 

and there was no wrong answer. I believe this helped her to see herself as a reader and learner and to have some 

confidence because she began to try to figure out the words on the page.  

So, this wasn’t directly connected to my question about sight words because that came much later once my student had 

gained some confidence in herself. I did learn that the connection she and I made together over our conversations was 

the first and most important step before she could tackle any reading strategy. 

As teachers we set goals for our students and ourselves and create lesson plans and strategies to help the learning. We 

approach the learning through many modalities and are skilled at adapting the lessons for students needs. We are aware 

of the importance of the connections with our students and strive to foster them along the way. For me this experience 

simply reminded me that that is a good place to start and for some students it is the only place to start. 

Wendy Hibberd,  

Grade One Teacher, District #46 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

For a student who already has extra reading support and continues to be ‘stuck’, would adding more support systems 

such as a regular 1-1 community reader, increase his motivation to read and realize the depth of a story? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

My students struggles with learning to read. He enjoys books and the library, and is slowly developing his sight word 

bank. He has good comprehension, so it is frustrating for him to learn so slowly. The amazing thing is that he sticks to it. 

We give him as much 1-1 time with a trained adult reader, which is where he has gained the most progress and 

confidence. I believe that this is where our schools need to focus more. We are very very lucky to have a community 

school within our school that organized readers from the community to come and work with our struggling readers 1-1.  

This young reader has passions that are very specific, he is not interested in picking up a book that doesn’t involve cars, 

wheels, trucks, bikes or building. In order to engage this student in learning to read, it is really important that we have 

access to books involving these subjects, at his reading level, in the classroom and in our library. I created subject areas 

in our classroom library, and he now knows his section: Cars and Transportation. We need to support his reading 

journey, his motivation and excitement for learning to read could easily come to a close, if we don’t honour the choices 

he makes in subject matter.  

He is engaged during his Silent Reading time, he appreciates and feels honoured in giving him his own wiggle cushion, he 

is surrounded by supportive staff and adults. He is also well supported at home with his reading. Without being fed this 

support, again, his reading could idle. This would bring down his confidence, his excitement for learning and increase his 

anxiety. 

Support and surround, give choice, honour the individual. 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What differences do we see with children’s, reading behaviours, interest and stamina and when we provide a variety 

of diverse literacy activities including one on one and small group instruction with the integration of technology?   

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I found that daily small group intervention has helped my students to learn and grow in their reading abilities. They 

enjoy working in small groups doing activities that are fun and creative. Using technology as a tool for learning has been 

a fabulous motivator and helped the students learn while playing games. It keeps them involved and interested without 

the knowledge that they are actually reading and learning.   Reading, phonics and math games on the Smartboard during 

instructional time as well as at center time have been great motivators to those who were struggling, as well as those 

who are capable. It has moved all students to challenge themselves to read harder words. They also enjoy using reading 

apps on the Ipads and on the laptops.  My case study, who began school as a non-reader, she is a young Kindergartener, 

has begun to view reading as a valuable skill worth learning. She loves to practice reading a book at Quiet Reading time 

and then read it aloud to the class using the document camera and a ‘magic finger’ to point out the words. Her peers are 

genuinely interested and supportive of each other as they take turns sharing their ongoing learning.  

S Bisbee, Kindergarten, District Sd #46 Sunshine Coast, 

  



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What differences in reading do we see with children’s abilities, interest levels, behaviours and stamina when we 

provide a variety of diverse literacy centers, twice a week? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

In the beginning, focus and self-regulation were important in the Kindergarten room and my student was a constant ball 

of energy. He was overwhelming, really. Harnessing his energy was my goal and I hoped it would be good for everyone. 

Absolutely, more hands on activities were helpful: shouldn’t all K classes be full of those things? That was my initial 

question, and I tried to stick to it. Games are always the best way to learn. But, over time, my question changed because 

it seemed to be lacking depth! 

Ultimately, allowing him more freedom to be himself, providing more time for talk, nurturing acceptance and respect in 

all the children, and frequently discussing classroom community feels like the most important things I did for our class 

this year. I have a lot to learn, but Peter Johnston’s Choice Words, collaboration with colleagues and more dialogue 

around classroom climate have been inspirational and helpful to me and to my student. 

I am realizing that K students can use positive language confidently and effectively when it is modeled, talked about and 

reinforced daily 

Kindergarten Teacher,  

District SD46 

 

 

  



Dear Colleagues, 
How do I engage K in her reading: She is average capable, but not confident, tends to have weak comprehension 

skills. Doesn’t easily abstract or make strong connections.  

The best thing I tried this year was inspired by the natural inclinations of my students. Silent reading just seemed too 

noisy for me – I had been used to teaching intermediates who were so independent as readers. When my 2s, 3s, and 4s 

sat down to read they were chatting, telling jokes, running up to share pictures and facts with me, some kids were doing 

all the reading while others listened. I realized this was actually brilliant – these natural ways the kids seemed to have of 

falling into their books. Some independently, some in pairs, some in small groups. There was, though, an element of 

chaos that it made it a tad difficult for some readers, myself included, to concentrate. And I wondered if they were each 

getting opportunities to read on their own in a bit of peace and calm too.. Loved how the groupings supported others 

who couldn’t read independently though. So we chatted about it – as a group who we defined together as one wanting 

to be supportive of the different ways we all learn and flourish. What came from the discussion was the acknowledged 

value and joys of reading independently and with others too. Collaboratively we developed a system so that as teacher, I 

could make sure many things were happening for everyone, and everyone was engaged and happy when many things 

were happening. This is the DEAR plan we came up with: Monday Me, Tuesday Two, Wednesday One, Thursday Three, 

Friday Free.  

There is choice, there is balance, there is direction and structure but lots of opportunity for trying out different ways of 

connecting to the experience of reading. I’m happy, kids are happy. Once lunch is over, they automatically go into the 

reading mode of the day. I can easily pull a single child or two or three and read with them as though I was just another 

reading partner. Marvellous.  

To learning and growing, 

Linda Russell, NEST K-5 

SD46 

Keywords: DEAR  Monday Me 

 

 

  



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How do I engage my ‘less-engaged’ families to support their children at home in a way that is supportive, screen-free, 

and enhancing their child’s love and joy for literacy learning. 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I started collecting literature and resources on reading and writing to share with families.  My hope is to continue 

working on parent education and develop a sequenced set of ‘lessons’ that can be sent home strategically throughout 

the year to engage parents in their child’s literacy learning.  I sent home tidbits with families throughout the year to 

impress upon them the importance of reading, great reading and writing games, etc.  When I brought it to my young 

readers group, other people were keen on this idea too and we started to share resources amongst ourselves---always a 

great way to learn more and find more amazing tools! 

Parents were invited into the classroom one morning a week to read with children and I left out resources provided by 

our district to encourage reading at their child’s level, practicing writing and using a variety of mediums to appreciate 

language.  Most parents were receptive to this engagement and keen to learn.  I was able to use this time to connect 

with parents, offer books that they may enjoy together and share strategies for reading. 

It is hard to gauge how much impact it had at home and on the children, however I felt like I was being more proactive 

toward a wholistic approach for literacy learning for my class.   

I will continue to work on developing parent engagement and learning strategies as I go.  To continue to develop it, I 

would like to offer workshops for parents to keep their learning fresh, perhaps even with students in the room?  Big 

dreams! 

Keywords:  
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:   

Supporting my student who is experiencing an expected loss of a parent…..  

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

A quick  written response to see where the child is at in their lives, thoughts , socio emotional learning.. 

“ I wish my teacher knew that I ……”    The child wrote a response and drew a picture .  I was away for 2 weeks and I 

wanted to know what had happened while I was away.  Oh I got a few good nuggets about my students ! 

Give two or three key words or phrases that will help us organize and group these into categories. 

Keywords:  
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How can I further support my low readers in the classroom? And at home? What kinds of resources can I provide 

parents with that will support their child’s literacy development? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I implemented a reading log program in my classroom. If the child has read for 20 minutes each night they can sign or 

their parents can sign their reading log. Each day I go around and tell the students to put one sticker (if they read the 

night before) on their reading star. After they have accumulated 31 stickers they earn a prize. Prizes include; yo yo’s, silly 

putty, modeling clay, lip gloss, eraser packs, bouncy balls, hockey tattoos and stickers…etc. They kids in my class just love 

it and it has been successful at home. For the kids that do not have parents that read at home with them I told them that 

I will write in their reading logs for them.  

For my low readers, within their reading logs I also gave my low readers worksheets that are fun to complete. Tic Tac 

Toe reading, reading and comprehension, “Frozen” reading, reading and drawing.. etc. The kids loved completing them 

as they were focused on the sight words and were at their level.   

Keywords:  

Literacy at home 
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SD 47 
“I will always find a way to read with my students individually,  

every day, no matter how many students or whether or not I have  

assistance.  I will find a way!” 
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Dear Colleagues, 
Words cannot express what CR4RY has done for me as a teacher.  I’m curious to explore, collaborate and learn more 

about teaching children how to read.   

My focus question was surrounding if reading 1 on 1 with students on a daily basis helps their reading scores.  I work in a 

Kindergarten/Grade 1 classroom and was having difficulty finding a time where the Kindergartens could be engaged in 

learning but quiet enough that I could spend time reading with my Grade 1’s individually.  I started by revamping my 

schedule so that quiet reading time happened every day, first thing in the morning instead of 3 times a week after lunch.  

Between my EA and me, we read with and instructed the struggling readers individually at least 4 times a week.  All 

other readers got individual instruction twice a week.  I was astounding at how quickly all my students picked up on 

reading strategies and comprehension when reading with them individually instead of using guided reading groups.  By 

individualizing their instruction, I was able to tell them what they were doing well with their reading and set a goal for 

the next time we read together.  I was able to model different reading strategies that each particular child needed to 

work on.  Although these lessons were always taught before in small groups or sometimes with the whole class, the 

growth and pace and which the children learned these strategies by doing it individually took me by surprise.  This has 

changed the way in which I will structure my reading program in my classroom forever more.  I will always find a way to 

read with my students individually, every day, no matter how many students or whether or not I have assistance.  I will 

find a way!   

Amber Evans 

Kindergarten/Grade 1 

Powell River 

 

  



Dear Colleagues, 
 I’ve been inquiring into what happens when a non-judgmental environment is established when trying to create 

greater confidence in a reader.  

I think the thing that worked best for me was dividing up one to one time with my focus student and having her read 

and work collaboratively with a supportive network of classmates.  

 I was able to observe what the child could do and decide which would be the most needed strategy to move her 

forward into more complex texts. She was good at making word predictions from illustrations.  I used covering up part of 

words as a strategy so she could begin to decode longer words. I enjoyed being able to take the time to get to know my 

student’s personal interests.  

She is a quiet and sometimes shy student that can easily be lost in the shuffle of a busy classroom so I formed pods for 

all students to encourage collative work.  I watched her confidence grow while reading and listening to others read 

within her supportive pod.  It helped her gain confidence and made her less reliant on a teachers’ attention.   

 

I decided to focus my case study on a student who I knew had the ability to become a great reader. She was not 

confident in herself when it came to reading. In our first conversation she spoke proudly about wanting to be a teacher 

and expressed her love for books at school. She told me how much loves listening to stories and that she wanted to 

learn all the words so she could read.   

 

My goal was to provide a non-judgmental, safe, peaceful, positive environment for my focus student (as well as others) 

to be successful in when reading. It was important to me that my student became more confident in herself as a reader. 

I started thinking about what book time looked like in our Kindergarten, Grade 1 and Grade 2 split class. It was a busy 

time, as quiet as we can be when over half the students are non-readers. I wanted to have time to read 1 on 1 with 

students but often needed to manage behavior and keep my K’s focused on books. I adapted our book time to more of a 

literacy time – no specific plan for each day but during this time I have students busy at sight word bingo, listening 

center, I spy books, using flash cards, magnetic letters and other activities so I can have time to read with 1 or 2 students 

1 on 1 for a longer period of time.  

 

I have seen growth in many areas – she loves getting out her book bag and reading the books she has mastered. She is 

more willing to take risks and always asks if she can read her books to other students or adults in the classroom.  

Gr 3/4 teacher District 47- Powell River   



Dear Colleagues, 
The student I chose to concentrate on this year was not necessarily the weakest student in reading.  This student began 

the year with limited confidence and visibly high frustration when it came to most tasks.  He would tell me over and over 

“I can’t read” and “I am not a reader”.  He would sometimes shout this out in the middle of class or bring his work or 

reading over to me, throw it down and tell me quietly in a frustrated voice that he could not do this, and he was stupid.  

This was alarming to me!  Why was this boy so angry and exasperated when it came to trying to read or write?  He 

would often respond to tasks by crumpling his work or hitting his head on his desk.    Surprisingly, this boy was doing fine 

in my eyes; he knew his letters and most sounds and was capable of doing the tasks with little support.  

I discussed his behavior with his parents and they gave some answers.  They explained that he had always found 

learning new things easy, but had a tough time in Kindergarten.  He wanted to be perfect and when he found things 

hard, he would became agitated that he couldn’t complete the task with ease or was not the first done.  He felt that he 

was not catching on as easily as everyone else and in turn this resulted in him feeling like there was something wrong 

with him.   

My goal seemed clear; reduce his anxiety towards reading and writing, and make him feel successful.  This inquiry was 

very reflective for me, and helped me to really think about the student. I focused first on what he was able to do well, 

using her strengths to build her confidence.  I also made sure for the first few weeks, I lessened my expectations for him.  

I moved him into a group receiving extra help, knowing it was more about him feeling good about his skills and building 

confidence than needing extra support.   I wanted him to find “reading” to easy!   In class, I gave him books that he could 

read independently and work that he would not find challenging.  I also asked him to help others that were struggling.  It 

worked!   His confidence was growing and his frustrations and destructive behavior were diminishing. 

Once his confidence grew, he was saying, “This is too easy!”  Instead of “I can’t do it!”  He also began to ask for harder 

books, and take more risks in his journal writing.   The thing I have learned from this inquiry is that I need to build 

confidence in my students by focusing on what they already do well. Then new learning can proceed when they are 

relaxed and engaged. 

 

Jacqueline Mckinty 

Powell River 

  



Dear Colleagues, 
I have been inquiring into the following question: What differences will I see in students reading engagement and 

independence if I explicitly teach and model self-regulation strategies?   

The student I focused on in my case study had difficulty staying on task during independent reading time and needed to 

develop his repertoire of self-regulation strategies.  Knowing that other students in my class would benefit from these 

same strategies, I decided to teach each self-regulation strategy to the whole class.  I followed up with my case study 

student during one-on-one reading and conferencing time.  I introduced five strategies in total.  I introduced only one 

strategy at a time.  Once I felt the students were using the strategy and the language, I would introduce a new strategy.  

These strategies were visible on an anchor chart for students to refer to during independent reading.  I would use time 

during our daily morning meeting to review each strategy and talk about how I noticed certain kids using the strategy 

during independent reading time.   

The reading strategy that I believe influenced the most positive change in my case study student was teaching him to 

choose good fit books.  At the beginning of the year, he would choose the same few books over and over again.  Once 

we explored the different reasons we choose books and found some books of interest, he was able to focus on his book 

and read for longer periods of time.  Choosing good fit books helped his reading stamina.   

It is with pleasure that I write this “Letter to Colleagues” about my experiences with the Changing Results for Young 

Readers program as well as my very special student, K. As K entered the school year, she was shy and had limited 

exposure to stories and poems. Her very gentle nature and sweet smile made me feel so sad inside that someone had 

not cuddled her close and shared stories with her. Her little life has been filled with so many changes. She is fortunate to 

have many extended family members who are active in her upbringing. Sometimes it is hard to keep track of all of the 

different people dropping her off and picking her up! At the beginning of the year, she would stare blankly as I sang 

nursery rhymes and read Fairy Tales, everything sounding so new to her little ears. Over the past months, K has just 

blossomed in her love of books, participation in oral language and music activities and in her own excitement to learn to 

read. In our class, we love to go on magical adventures to Letterland and this world has captivated her attention in a 

powerful way. K dresses up each Centre time as Vicky Violet or Lucy Lamplight and loves to make the different letter 

sounds and gestures. She is the biggest fan of the movie, Frozen, so we have made Elsa’s castle and incorporated the 

letters through this play. K is now able to name letters and sounds with ease. 

I was moved to tears the other day as she sat, adorned in her Vicky Violet flower hat and “read” her storybook to 

another student who was nestled as Zig Zag Zebra in a large clear Rubbermade tote that was his house! The two children 

sat for most of Centre time, her “reading” her own made-up story while he sat absorbed in the joy of her words. I have 

moved her to sit right in front of me and her eyes are now glued to the story. She reacts and is expressive when 

responding to the text. She raises her hand to contribute predictions about what will happen next and is completely 

engaged. A big change from the beginning of the year. 

Her family now are taking her to the Library and understanding the importance of sharing stories together every night. 

Her Great Grandma came to visit the other day and I invited to her stay and read with us at Booktime. The first day she 

didn’t stay but the second day, she came in and saw the other parents reading with children all around and I saw her 

cuddle K close and share a story. I felt such emotion as this is what I wished for K when I first met her. What a powerful 

influence we as teachers have in the lives of our students.  

Teacher, Powell River 



 

 
 

 

“Above all, conferencing with the child was very beneficial because he became  

mindful of his strengths, interests, and goals. He loved hearing when he had taken  

a “huge step in his learning” and the other children were happy to applaud him  

when this happened as well. He needed to hear positive and descriptive feedback on  

a regular basis.” 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question around – how will building upon a student’s interest in Aboriginal text 

further develop his love of reading and the amount that he reads? 

As I look back over the year and this student’s literacy growth and development I have realized that although we have 

implemented many different reading strategies, reading goals, reading materials for this student, one of the most 

important aspects of his learning has been his sense of safety in the classroom.  Allowing him a safe and comforting 

environment in which he can explore himself as a learner has been a big change for this student.  He has begun to 

challenge himself with all kinds of text and not just Aboriginal text which was our original focus. Over the year, 

supporting him with different ways to approach his reading has further developed his confidence.  

1 on 1 reading support 

Small group reading support 

Voice and choice in his reading material 

Working on reading strategies that he can independently apply 

Improving upon his own personal reading stamina and sitting with “just right” text for a sustained 30 minutes has truly 

had a positive impact on his own self confidence and he now sees himself as learner and reader.  He now takes pride in 

his learning and is confident with problem solving independently. 

Allowing this student to decide upon his own reading material at his level has further developed his understanding of 

the importance of reading strategies.  Developing a repertoire of decoding strategies that he is beginning to apply 

independently after working in the small group environment practicing the strategies has built upon his reading 

strengths.   

Words or Tags that might connect with this case study are: confidence, reading strategies, building stamina and just 

right book levels. 

Teacher 
SD 48  



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring about the question of whether differentiated reading instruction, through the Daily 5 literacy 

program, along with a pull-out boost program would help to increase my student’s confidence in and love of reading, 

and therefore increase their fluency and comprehension. 

Something that I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting and helpful is the creation of individual student book 

bins that with “you pick” books.  The bins contain 4-8 books that range from “too easy “ to “a challenge”, with a focus on 

“good fit” books.  It’s important to let kids choose their own books even if you need to be there to support them in 

choosing books in this range.  Remember that there are many ways to read a book, and reading the pictures OK.  I want 

my students to have a couple of these books in their bin because they tend to be high interest (especially for boys) and 

give them something to aspire to during their reading journey. 

Keywords:  Daily 5, literacy, sight word boost, differentiated instruction, choice of books, and reading conference. 

Sincerely, 

Pam Bourdon  

Grade 1/2/3 Teacher 

Stawamus Elementary School 

 Squamish, BC 

  



Dear Colleagues, 
 I have been inquiring into the following question- Will using the Jolly Phonics program to teach letter sounds 

help my student learn to read. 

I have used the Jolly phonics program since November of this year as a part of a balanced literacy program in my k1 

classroom.   I went to two training sessions for using Jolly phonics reading method and though I liked the concept of 

teaching the sounds before worrying about the sounds of the letters, I did not believe that the prescribed teaching 

methods of the program would work for me.  I decided to use the teaching of the alphabetic code portion of the 

program to teach students the letter sounds, and blending sounds into words. I use Jolly phonics in conjunction with 

using a Daily 5 framework of Reading to Self, Reading to Someone, Listening to Reading, Word Work and Working on 

Writing. 

The student I worked with was of aboriginal background and is an at risk reader. He does not have a great deal of 

confidence in his reading ability and often will sit back and observe rather than actively trying to learn letter sounds and 

try to read.  His parents are well intentioned but struggle to help their son learn to read.  

I have noticed that by giving all my students the tools to recognize letter sounds through the Jolly Phonics way of 

teaching sounds and blending sounds into words, this student is now able to recognize letter sounds as he reads and is 

able to decode words. His increased confidence has increased his participation and enjoyment in reading. He chooses 

books to read on his own and seems happier during reading and writing activities. 

I have enjoyed working on the Cr4y r project and have learned a great deal about how encourage students to feel 

confident as a reader.  

Sincerely 

Sarah Jajic 

SD 48 

 

  



Dear Colleagues, 
 I’ve been inquiring into the following question…. 

How can I create a program that incorporates this child’s interests and strengths so that he is motivated and engaged? 

How can a more multi-sensory approach to learning improve his reading skills? 

 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Developing a relationship with the child and his family is first and foremost. Understanding what the child’s strengths, 

interests, challenges (academically and social/emotionally:  Impulse control strategies and tools for maintaining 

attention) are key to developing a program that could work. Informal observations, dialogue, discussions in various 

settings in the classroom, on the playground, and side by side in settings where the student works best (Wilderness 

Wednesday Walks) also aids in understanding learning style. Selecting literature that suits the child’s interests for read 

aloud times and as a spin off for writing prompts helps to encourage interest and engagement.  

The student that I worked with is a very kinesthetic and artistic learner. He responded well to the Jolly Phonics program 

because it incorporates visual activities with movement and music. Once he was able to master his sounds, additional 

provisions for practice under extra adult supervision was helpful because he is gets distracted easily. For the child that I 

was working with, two or three supervised sessions of reading with an adult or older buddy was helpful.  Above all, 

conferencing with the child was very beneficial because he became mindful of his strengths, interests, and goals. He 

loved hearing when he had taken a “huge step in his learning” and the other children were happy to applaud him when 

this happened as well. He needed to hear positive and descriptive feedback on a regular basis. Careful observation of his 

writing and reading habits gave valuable information about ways to provide further intervention and adaptations. For 

example, this child is a very verbal child and benefitted from explaining his thinking out loud to an adult or partner 

before writing. Conversely, the child does have an improper pencil grip and has difficulty with written output. Therefore, 

we have provided him with additional printing practice instruction and will monitor him closely to determine if he might 

be a candidate for keyboarding and regular access to a computer to complete written work in the future. 

Keywords: Relationship, Observation, Voice and choice, Multisensory, Conferencing/positive and descriptive feedback, 

Adaptations, Learning styles 

Teacher 

SD 48 

  



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: 

How will implementing focus strategies improve J-’s reading progress? 

Here’s something I tried that others might find useful/helpful: 

Essentially my whole game plan was to provide more opportunities for reading practice one-on-one with me as much as 

possible. I started by observing J- as often as I was able to without being noticed at first. I realized that during practice 

time J- was looking at books, but not actually reading them. J- was animatedly telling or retelling the story and 

sometimes even singing. J-‘s eyes were on the page and J- was even turning pages, but J- was not reading. J- was 

choosing books that were interesting or favourites, but were too hard.  

I started reading one-on-one whenever the opportunity was there. I let her choose a book from her box and then I chose 

a book. I asked her which one she felt better reading. I helped her choose more appropriate books, but let her keep her 

Junie B. Jones as well. It took a few times for her reading choices to move closer to her reading level. 

During one-on-one reading times I also noted the things that “threw her off”. If she came to a word she didn’t know she 

stopped focusing on the text and would look about the room. If she couldn’t sound out without help, then she could no 

longer read the sight words that followed it. I provided feedback and support throughout. I encouraged her to take a 

movement break to reduce the stress and refocus her good reading skills and strategies.  

I still occasionally need to support her good choices for reading and usually need to initiate the call for a change of 

strategy or a movement break, but with continued focus in these areas I hope she will begin to make these choices 

herself. Her confidence has definitely improved and she focuses on the page way more than at the start of my inquiry. 

Teacher 

SD 48 

  



Dear Colleagues, 
I am writing to share what I learned through my case study this year.  I had a boy in my class who was below reading 

expectations for Grade 2, despite evolved parents.  I did not understand why he was as low at reading as he was as he 

appeared to understand all concepts taught and could comprehend any of the materials at the grade two level.  

However he just could not read grade appropriate materials.  So my question was, “Over and above the reading program 

I provided in my class would reading leveled books one on one with me (the teacher) improve his reading?”  This soon 

changed so that he was not just reading daily with me, he would then take his book home to his parents and re-read it 

there.  And I soon added that he re-read the book a third time to a big buddy in Grade 6.  He was very self-motivated 

and with consistence praise was excited to read and re read the books to us all!   I felt the addition of reading the book 

to an older buddy made him excited to learn how to read it well the times before.  It kind of upped the ante, so to speak. 

He early on in my inquiry got glasses for reading and distance.  Whether it was his new ability to see properly or the 

extra one on one reading he improved steadily in his reading.  He is now reading in the second highest reading group in 

our Grade 2/3 class, he has just started reading Stone Fox. Stone Fox is book which the entire class somehow decided 

was monumental; once you reached that level to be able to read it, you were a good reader!  He has always said to me 

throughout the process that he loves to read and that he is a good reader, but I could see it in his eyes when I told him 

he was moving up this last time that he truly knew he was a strong reader. 

One interesting thing that he went through in this process was that at one point about three months back he would start 

reading normally and then his voice would keep getting higher and high as he read.  I didn’t know at first what was 

causing it but he said he did it at home with his parents too.  I was wondering if I was stressing him out, but then realized 

that he was not using the periods to take breaths.  Once we had sorted that out his squeaky high voice went away. 

 

Sincerely, 

Shannon Sissons 

Grade 2 / 3 

SD 48 

 

 

  



Dear Colleagues, 
I have been inquiring into the following question  

Does feeling connected to the school community help a child gain reading confidence? 

Yes, to a point. 

My case study child enjoys choosing books and looking at pictures, sharing books with 

others. He struggles with books that are not his choice. 

The home connection to love of reading and belief in reading has been more difficult to 

establish. 

The following have been successful: 

•reading choices from Reading A to Z. 

•Reader’s Theatre scripts. 

•Goal setting, the easy books are a step in reaching your goal of reading books you like 

•working with groups 

used basal reader 

-got mother to use the basal reader with Joel at home so text would be familiar to him 

-Joel is now in an early reader group with our learning assistance teacher for 30 min. a day. 

-Joel has finished the basal reader with mom and is now using a series of little phonics based books at home  and in 

learning assistance 

-at school Joel engages in the Daily 5 so he has reading and writing choice. 

-Joel using RAZ Kids in learning assistance. 

It is obvious that one approach is rarely an option for any child.  Joel's situation is a perfect example of the need for : 

multiple strategies 

 a teacher's belief that all children can learn to read unless there is a diagnosed medical impediment  

a child's belief that he/she can and will learn to read 

a large variety of hard copy and online texts at the level a child can read comfortably at  

I wish you well on your journey of learning with all children that become part of your world.  

Teacher, SD 48 



 
 

SD 51 
“Something powerful I learned this year is how collaboration can  
help us to understand the complexities of teaching and give us  
the tools to succeed in reaching our students and increasing their  
powers to read.” 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How will meeting emotional and self regulation needs increase basic reading skills in the Grade 2 student? 

The primary objective for my case study was to help improve the confidence of my student (who will be known as JM).  I 

noticed that JM lacked confidence when reading; he would often turn to the teacher for support each time he 

encountered a word he did not recognize or know and would never risk the attempt on his own.  Through the explicit 

teaching of comprehension/ reading strategies using Reading Mastery (sounding out, using picture clues, chunking 

words, looking for smaller words, etc.), JM was able to begin to challenge himself when reading new texts.  He began to 

implement the new strategies he had learned so that he could tackle new texts with unknown words much more readily.   

Reading Mastery is a very old reading program- very scripted but it teaches the students the sounds of letters not what 

the letter is. Using the sounds then helps them put sound combinations together to create words and then into 

sentences. The text (print) is very particular too. This enables the students to understand what sounds are to be stressed 

and what sounds one leaves alone. 

I feel that this case study was a big success for not only JM, but also for the rest of the class.  Each student became more 

aware of comprehension/reading strategies that they can use when reading. 

I have Kindergarteners reading small words and short sentences because they are able to sound out the letter 

combinations.  It was realized that some students often used the strategies already but were unaware of it- especially 

reading the whole word including the ending that students often skip over. 

 JM has shown great growth in his ability to tackle new stories on his own and to try reading books that he never would 

have attempted beforehand.  He always works hard to get through each book and never wants to give up on it. His 

confidence in reading has skyrocketed and he enjoys reading to others.  Here are a few comments from our reading 

conferences that describes how he felt after reading the stories to his class buddies:  “happy because I was reading 

loud”; “happy because I feel good”;  “happy because I like to read to people”; “happy because it was fun”; “happy 

because I can do it!” 

 I feel that JM has gained confidence in his reading but I am not sure what that has done for his self regulation. He comes 

from a family that seems to thrive on chaos in order to survive. His Mom is full of drama ( her name is Melanie but she is 

often called Melodrama) and always has “sick” kids at home (she has 6 of them) or a hospital visit for one of them for 

some reason. JM still tends to get upset if someone in his reading group says a word he has stumbled over. 

He will go behind a chair and pout. He doesn’t do it as much as the beginning of the school year but he still does it. 

 

Keywords: Self regulation, Reading Mastery, chaotic family 

Grade K/1/2 Teacher 

School District 51 

  



Dear Colleagues, 

 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How will my student's reading improve if we can find books on topics and subjects that he is interested in?  How will 

this affect his reading progress and reading interest? 

I wanted to know if my student would be more engaged with reading if he were allowed to choose the books he wanted 

to read regardless of level, rather than having to choose from a limited selection of levelled books.  Overall I would say 

that my student definitely was more involved with reading this year and made good progress throughout the year, 

although he is still slightly below grade level at this point in the year (April).  I do believe that by June we will have him at 

grade level, although not necessarily where he should be by the end of the year.   

 

Part of this student's difficulty is a speech impediment which has  affected how he hears sounds and pronunces them. In 

order to help him gain the skills he needed to be able to read the books he was choosing we gave him an extra half hour 

of phonics remediation once a week.  It would have been nice to provide him with more of this small group direct 

instruction but the resources were not available.  I also worked with him on a one-to-one basis reviewing and learning 

the Dolch sight words, as well as reading with him on an individual basis.  We do daily word work in the class, which 

reinforces some of the phonics work and also engage in journal writing 2 or 3 times a week.  All this practice has given 

him confidence in his ability to distinguish the sounds and to be able to put them together with the correct 

pronunciation.  For example, this year he learned that long vowel sounds may be formed in many different ways from 

magic e at the end of the word (the only method he knew at the beginning of the year), to a variety of spelling patterns - 

ai, oa, ay, ey, ei and so on.   

 

Does my student enjoy reading more this year?  Resoundingly yes!  He is excited about reading and is always one of the 

first to get settled for our silent reading sessions.  He finds books that tickle his funny bone and laughs and giggles as he 

reads.  He finds information books that teach him about something and he is eager to share his new knowledge with 

friends and his teacher.  He finds books that he enjoys reading and to which he makes personal connections.  My 

student is becoming a confident reader and I am positive that being given the opportunity to choose any book, 

regardless of reading level, directly influenced his progress. 

 

Keywords: choice, engagement, enjoyment 

Debra,  Gr. 2/3 

School District 51 

  



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How will 1 to 1 reading improve my students reading? 

Something powerful I learned this year is how collaboration can help us to understand the complexities of teaching and 

give us the tools to succeed in reaching our students and increasing their powers to read.  

 

My student needed additional one to one reading attention because he was at a low level. I began by reading with him 

once a week and then a one to one reader come in to read with him as well. He was in a direct reading group and was 

also working with a speech and language pathologist. He has improved significantly in his reading though I’m not sure 

specifically what worked for him. Whether it was the one to one support or a combination of all of the things we tried. 

Changing Results for Young Readers has impacted my teaching of reading by giving me strategies and current teaching 

methods and experience from other teachers to try in my own class. Although I am only teaching part time and am only 

in my class 9 hours a week I feel my student has benefitted from having a focus placed on improving his reading.  

Keywords:  One to one reading support 

 
Grade K/1/2 Teacher 

School District 51 

 
  



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How will self regulation help to improve literacy skills in my grade 2/3 classroom? 

           Something powerful I’ve learned this year is that emotions block learning and through small steps teaching self 

regulation we have been able to reach new literacy goals.  As a slow but successful reader myself, I never truly 

understood how a lack of reading skills could have such a negative impact on a young persons self image.  Two grade 3 

students in my class were non readers who struggled with negative self images at the beginning of the year.   

           I have worked on a multi faceted approach to learning this year that included teaching self regulation through a 

resource called “How’s your engine running?” and also “Zones.”  This helped my 2/3 class develop a better 

understanding of their own daily needs and also each others needs.  As gr. 2/3 students, they are able to recognize their 

bodies needs and often make small changes to help regulate themselves.  We are able to support each other through 

personal breaks, filling each others buckets when needed and also understanding why disruptive behaviors occur and 

how to work together to minimize these behaviors.  We have built fidget tools and calming jars as part of our ‘personal 

learning’ toolboxes. 

          The second significant change in my teaching has been working with a direct instruction reading program that 

focuses on small group instruction for 20 minutes a day with each student.  Direct reading instruction along with an 

emphasis on Richard Allington’s Every Child, Every Day: Six Elements of Effective Reading Instruction, has helped to 

develop success, confidence and strong reading strategies for all the students in my class.  My two grade 3 students now 

see themselves as readers with improved self images and fewer external behaviour supports.   

           Being a part of Changing Results for young readers has given me the opportunity to use the spiral of inquiry 

process and learn alongside my students as we strive to support life long learners in an ever changing world. 

 

Keywords:  Self  Regulation              Direct Instruction 

 

Jennifer MacDonald, Gr. 2/3  

School District 51 

 
  



Dear Colleagues, 
 

I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

 

Will focusing and improving self-regulation improve academic learning? 

Begin day or week with a topic on self-regulation.  How can you help others?  What does being responsible mean?  What 

is good attitude in class?  What is an act of kindness? 

I have a weekly ticket draw.  Ticket can be for kindness, having good attitude and staying on task, being helpful, working 

hard, having self-control by staying calm and carrying on.   

I have stayed with my strategies on reading all year long.  We need to have eyes on text and have open-ended topics to 

write on every day.  I feel this is key to any reading program –primary or intermediate.  Students read together one day 

and on the next day individually.  We have home reading and I have them read at least 20 minutes 20 times a day.  

Prizes are good incentives and so the reading is recorded in their agendas.  At the end of the month students are 

rewarded with a treat such as a smoothie, nachos.  If students have not read the quota then they are given a smaller 

smoothie.  (Real world consequences-payment for their work). 

My student does not get support from home and he is very scattered and has poor organizational skills.  He comes to 

see me after school so that we can recap the day.  This has helped build trust and also I can staple word work in his 

agenda and remind him to read.  If he hasn’t read then we read with him during the next day.  The parents appreciate 

the time I spend with my student because there is communication between us.  He has had a 3 star day and was too 

talkative during math or partner reading.  A 4 star day gives him a treat or sticker. There is a positive change in my 

student because during the day I ask him –Is this star behavior?   

 I do a teacher read every day and I  stop and model what am I wondering about now?  What connections do I have?  

What is important in this part of the story?  Modelling by the teacher is important so they can see you thinking through 

your reading. 

 

Linda Frank, Gr. 2/3  

School District 51 

 
  



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How will an awareness of a mindful state effect X’s reading abilities? 

Something powerful I’ve learned this year is how engagement with peers can validate our teaching practice and how 

sharing and collaboration can be such a powerful tool.  As teaching professionals we all share a basic premise; students 

who read well, who know they read well and who WANT to read well will be successful throughout an academic 

curriculum.  Upon entering this inquiry process my initial question leaned toward an increased focus on phonological 

awareness.   This question then led me on a journey regarding my own teaching practice and eventually to question 

whether a mindful state can have a positive impact on one’s learning.  Can being aware of our emotional state, our 

strengths and weaknesses as a learner, our ability to  consciously utilize some reinforced self regulation 

techniques/strategies have a positive impact on how we view ourselves as learners?  In my search to clearly define my 

case study’s mindful state, I found I have become very mindful of my own teaching practice. 

Primary Teacher 

School District 51 

 
  



   

 
SD 53   
As a teacher it is easy to get bogged down by the demands of the curriculum and the  

pressures to get it all in.   But once again this year it is the matters of the heart that  

seem to be my focus.  Teaching connecting, compassion, empathy, resiliency and  

self-confidence are key to successful learning.  It is important to remember to focus  

on the “who” we are teaching and not focus so much on the “what” we are teaching. 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How will focusing on joy in learning affect engagement and positivity in classroom experiences? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Through shifting focus to the joy possible in learning, both my students and I are more engaged and enthusiastic in our 

learning experiences.  We will always have curriculum and the “have to do” items, but when we look at those tasks with 

a lens of enjoyment and excitement, we impact on the overall feeling of the classroom.  We have used the strategy of 

focused sharing and connecting student’s feelings to tasks.  For example, I might ask students to share a writing 

response and “celebrate” what the student did well specific to their learning journey/personal goals.   I would then ask 

the student to connect a feeling to their achievement.  We are building the connection between effort and positive 

feelings.   

 

Students are more willing to attempt tasks because they want to share the things that they are feeling proud of.  Our 

enthusiasm for topics, books or processes inspires others and through that we are also empowered.  This has been 

building throughout our year.  Students groan when I ask them to put their writing/reading away.  They want more!  

What a gift it is to share that with them. 

Keywords: Joy, celebration, enthusiasm for learning 

  

Grade 3 teacher  

SD 53 Okanagan Similkameen 

  



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

Will using the Mind Up Program and teaching other anxiety reducing strategies help improve reading abilities? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

      Our focus was on trying to alleviate the stress and anxiety of our young reader.  Doing an anxiety screener (BREIF) 
gave us some areas to focus on with hopes of decreasing his level of anxiety around reading and related activities.  The 
results from  the screener also helped us tailor strategies from the Mind Up program in our intervention plan.   
 
      Using iPads also helped by increasing  his engagement and interest in reading practice.  The reading, spelling, and 
writing apps were fast paced and created real interest  on his part.  It reduced a great deal of stress for our young reader 
because the same strategies and apps were being used with all students.   
      It was very beneficial to make our young reader realize his strengths as much (or more) than we focused on his 
needs.  Using a strength based approach in conjunction with a needs based approach helped create some self-
confidence.  We kept helping him make new goals for himself, meet previous goals and celebrate his accomplishments.   
 
Looking at a more "wholistic" approach in setting goals (eg. He gets so much "extra" guided reading support maybe he 
needs other areas of support - spelling, writing, technology).  He was much more skilled at self-assessment and realize 
he should be very proud of his successes in reading.  
 

Keywords: Mind Up, anxiety, strengths, needs, self-reflection, self assessment, iPads, engagement, technology 

  

Craig Newsome 

Learner Support, Grade 2/3  

SD 53 Okanagan Similkameen 

 

  



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What differences do I notice in reading and self-confidence when I initiate a number of strategies to build resiliency? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful.  

This year I have been excited about my role as a Learner Support Teacher.  I have worked in a variety of classes where I 

pull students out or work in the class.  Our student of choice has benefited from this type of programming. 

Working in the class has allowed for time to collaborate with the teacher to share our concerns, challenges and 

successes.  My role within the class is 4 days a week so the class is used to having me support all of the students.  I am 

able to work one-to-one and take out small groups. 

Knowing that we had chosen a student for this inquiry, I worked to ensure I built a relationship with her in and out of 

class. I would engage her whenever I saw her around the school and this helped to build a rapport in a short time.  She 

was shy and reserved at first but with some classroom successes and these connections she started to open up.   

Specifically, I have been working on sequential phonics with her in a small group.  At first, she was not sure of herself 

and did not have the confidence to complete the task in a timely manner.  She would not take risks and would work 

slowly so that she could copy.  I encouraged her participation and small successes whereby she reacted strongly to this 

positive praise.  Her confidence started to soar and as a result she became more successful in her learning.  She now 

enjoys her small group work.  At times, she is the role model and at other times the learner.  Either way, she is 

comfortable in her learning journey and this confidence will serve her well in other areas. 

As a learner support teacher I believe that collaboration time needs to be built into the timetable to ensure that there is 

time to share about the whole child.  Teacher reflection must be ongoing so that changes can be evaluated and 

implemented regularly. 

Keywords: Collaboration, whole child, time, connections 

 

Kim Schur, Learner Support 

SD 53 Okanagan Similkameen  

 

 

 



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What happens when I focus on teaching friendship skills and community building in the class?  Will it create a safer 

learning community in which students are making risks and are learning to read and write?  

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

My class and my wonder student have struggled with kindness this year, so I wanted to see what would happen if I 

focused on teaching kindness and friendship skills in the classroom.  Would is translate into a safer classroom 

environment where students would thrive and grow? 

As we have gone through the year this inquiry has morphed into wanting the students to develop a sense of community 

within the larger school and take on leadership roles.  I had worked on this with upper intermediate classes previously 

but I had never even considered trying it with a class of grade ones.  My students decided to run a Sprit Day at the 

school.   The students were encouraged to take ownership from day one.  They had control over generating ideas and 

making choices about how the event should be advertised and run.  They decided to make announcements over the PA 

and to make posters to go up around the school.  It was amazing to watch children work cooperatively to design, write 

and create posters.  (Students who had struggled to cooperate on many other tasks!)  When it came time to get 

volunteers to write and then read announcements to the entire school over the PA, it was so exciting to see all the little 

hands go up!  There were students willing to read an announcement who had previously not considered themselves 

‘readers’ at all.    

The Sprit Day was a big success and my students took great pride in the leadership they had shown. 

The class has now decided to lead two more Spirit Days.  Just today my wonder student volunteered to work with 

another student to write an advertisement for the school newsletter.  This from a student who used to tell me that he 

didn’t know how to read or write! 

Keywords: Leadership       community       kindness      cooperation 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What differences will I notice in comprehension and confidence when I help children develop mindful listening skills? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Teachers and students have too much on their plates on any given day, at any given moment. We need to simplify yet 

strengthen – deconstruct to rebuild a stronger foundation. We all need to give ourselves time to listen and time to learn.  

I have been working on learning not to be in such a rush, not to expect to get everything done just because it’s written in 

my daybook. Both my students and I need time to really understand the key concepts in the curriculum. We need time 

to explore, time to question and wonder, time to dialogue and learn from each other. By sharing expectations and goals 

with my students, and providing time to practice and consolidate before presenting new challenges, we are building 

stronger foundations, and a life-long love of learning. We have learned that through encouragement and patience, 

accomplishments will build confidence. We all have strengths and areas to be strengthened, but together we can 

support each other in our learning journey.  

 

Keywords: foundation, deconstruct, learning journey, strengthen 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

If we use non-fiction (science) materials will the student become more engaged and make greater gains within the 

reading process. 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Using our inquiry question to guide our instruction was very helpful this year. The ‘wonder’ student that we have been 

working with was having very little success with his reading skills and we were getting frustrated. He was staying at the 

same level and not gaining any new skills.  We were spending much of our time explicitly teaching the reading strategies 

incorporating as many as we could. The student was getting a lot of individual time and it was always spent with literacy 

instruction. We decided to go back and focus on our inquiry question and implement it more often. We made the focus 

engaging the student and finding more materials that he was interested in and put less time focusing on teaching the 

actual strategies.  

 

By increasing his enjoyment we found he was concentrating longer and was taking a vested interest in the lessons that 

were being taught. He began trying harder and appeared to now understand what we were asking of him. He started to 

take a personal interest in his reading ability and was trying the strategies out on his own during his reading.  His 

motivation improved and he was taking responsibility for his learning. By getting the focus off the actual explicit 

teaching of the reading skills and worrying more about the content we were able to get the student to attend to the new 

information and improve his reading skills.  We can now spend more time giving direct instruction for the needed 

interventions and hope to continue to see more improvement.  We will continue to integrate other subject matters and 

keep the materials as engaging as possible.  

 

Keywords: engaging, interest, strategies 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What differences do I notice in reading and self-confidence when I initiate a number of strategies to build resiliency? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

This is my second year with the CR4YR project.  Last year furthered my strength in my belief about the 

importance of relationships:  relationships with my colleagues at my school, within my district and most importantly the 

relationships within my classroom (student to student and student to teacher).  This year has not only continued to 

further my belief in the importance of these relationships but has had me examining further the personal baggage these 

little ones carry with them each day as they arrive at school and the thoughts and worries they have about what it will 

be like when they get home.  I have always known that this plays an integral part in the teachings we do each day but 

this year through my inquiry I have begun to examine even deeper the impact this has on the ability to learn and teach.   

 My focus student has a loving family.  A deeply devoted father, a sister who cares for her like a mother hen and 

a mother who sadly is battling mental illness.  This gap in her life causes a pain often unnoticed but a pain that impacts 

her daily.  You see it in the sad eyes when someone else mom comes to pick them up at school.  The longing that she has 

for her mom to be “better” and “not sick anymore” as she puts it.  The commercials regarding depression are accurate.  

Who does depression hurt?  Everyone.  Where does depression hurt?  Everywhere.  I know I can help fill her void 

somewhat but I can never fill the vessel of loss she feels as I am not her mom and the object of her desired affection.  

But I can help her feel loved, connected, cared for and needed in our classroom world for the hours she is with us each 

day.  I can do my best to support her father at home.  I can advocate for her to encourage Dad to get counselling for her 

to give her an outlet to talk about her feelings.  I can give her extra time, space or hugs when she needs them to help 

manage her feelings.  I can teach her to use her words to express her feelings and help her to learn to not keep 

everything bottle up or to hold grudges.  I can help her learn to trust herself and others and teach her to forgive herself 

and others.  

 I began building trust with this student through the use of the daily 2 by 10 strategy that continues to this day ( 

10 days simply wasn’t enough!) .  We also began to support her with some specifically targeted lessons to help address 

some of her reading challenges and set up tasks that helped her see herself as successful.  These tasks helped her 

confidence in herself to grow.  Once the confidence was growing she was more readily willing to be presented with a 

more challenging learning situation and accept guidance on possible ways to work through it.  I used a lot of questioning 

with her to allow her to discover the way to get “unstuck”.  Teaching her this way allowed her to feel confident in herself 

and her previous desire of quitting when it got tough began to subside.  Working through adversities in her learning 

helped her to feel confident in her strengths and “in control” on her learning.  The impact of feeling “in control” for her 

seems to be very empowering.  She know thrives on showing me how she got herself “unstuck”.     

 We have also spent a lot of time talking about making mistakes and the important role these play in our learning 

journeys: mistakes when reading, when writing, in math, incorrect answers, challenges in the gym and mistakes with 

friends.  As a class we have targeted ways to use our “WITS” to express our feelings to one another.  We have also 

worked on empathy training and remembering to treat other people the way you want to be treated.  Mistakes happen.  

We can show grace to others by using our words to express our feelings and then making an effort to forgive and move 

on.  My focus student has made incredible strides in this area but her journey is still just beginning.  The scars she brings 

with her from home make this more challenging than some of the others but she has come a long way this year.  I look 

forward to watching her grow in this area as she matures even more. 



 As a teacher it is easy to get bogged down by the demands of the curriculum and the pressures to get it all in.   

But once again this year it is the matters of the heart that seem to be my focus.  Teaching connecting, compassion, 

empathy, resiliency and self-confidence are key to successful learning.  It is important to remember to focus on the 

“who” we are teaching and not focus so much on the “what” we are teaching.   

Keywords: relationships, connections, resilency, self-confidence 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What differences will we notice in reading when we focus on oral language development? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

This year I have been excited about having our Aboriginal Support Worker be involved with Changing Results for Young 

Readers. Our case study has had three adults working with him this year: teacher, learner support teacher, and 

Aboriginal support worker. I feel the student has really benefited from having three adults support him. Having the time 

to collaborate, communicate, and discuss our case study has given us the opportunity to really dissect the student and 

realize and understand the student’s needs, both academic and social emotional. By really investigating our case study, 

we were able to recognize some essential needs our student was missing. Needs such as food and clothing. By 

collaborating together, we were able to feed him, cloth him, as well as meet some of this academic needs. All three of us 

worked in the classroom together and that allowed our case study to be exposed to reading three times in one day, not 

just once. The aboriginal support worker and the teacher both knew the strategy I was trying and I knew the strategies 

they were trying. Working in the classroom worked so well and it ran so smoothly because we had the time to come 

together and discuss how it would work. Also, having a CR4YR meeting every month was very beneficial for me because 

we were given the time to talk about what was working with our case study and what was not.  I was able to get 

professional advice and expertise from other teachers. Moreover, I feel it was beneficial for the student because he had 

three adults attending and caring for his needs.  

 

Keywords: Aboriginal Support Worker; collaboration; meeting all needs, not just the academic; providing learner support 

in the classroom 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What happens when putting more emphasis on self-regulation and focusing for learning in our classroom?  Does my 

Wonder Child’s ability to focus on reading groups and reading strategies increase? 

This year I have been excited about extending my students’ understanding of self-regulation tools and their ability to 

help them learn. As a whole, my class struggled with self-regulation and focus which can make learning and retaining 

information very difficult. My wonder child, and several others, struggled to focus on any topic without one-to-one 

support at all times.  

Our journey began with the MindUP curriculum, especially the Core Practice mindful breathing exercise. We began 

completing Core Practice 3 to 4 times a day. This was helpful for some, but definitely not all, of my students. In order to 

help my higher energy students a physical release we began doing action breaks using GoNoodle.com, specifically the 

Zumba Kids and Koo Koo Ka Roo videos. However, alone, these videos resulted in my high energy students being more 

amped up. With some experimentation we found a routine that was helpful for almost everyone. We start with a high 

energy movement break to boost the joy in the classroom and give an energy outlet at once. We then do brain break 

that focuses on crossing the brain hemispheres (the Mr. Catman videos on GoNoodle.com work wonderfully). These 

videos not only provide a mental shift but have built the idea of “practice makes perfect”. Next we do a yoga-based 

movement, usually using GoNoodle.com’s Maximo videos, to quiet the room and lead us into our mindful breathing 

Core Practice from MindUP.  

While the process is a bit time consuming, and happens several times per day, it has led to unending discussions about 

our abilities to control our brains and behaviour, our learning needs as students, the importance of respecting the 

learning needs of others and what tools we can use to get our brains in “optimum learning zone” throughout the day.  

As the year winds down, not only have my students made huge progress in reading, writing and math; they have 

become able to interpret their own learning needs and use tools or strategies to help them succeed. Students now ask 

to sit alone or with a partner, according to their needs. Some will ask to go for a run or to complete a Core Practice on 

their own. When they are off-task and unfocused we can discuss what they need to “be in control of their brains” and 

they now know which tools are helpful for them. They are also learning to be respectful of the differences in each 

other’s learning needs and to allow the time and space for their classmates to use their own tools (movement, yoga, 

mindful breathing) to reach their optimum learning mode.   

 

Keywords: MindUp, Action Breaks, Self-Regulation, GoNoodle.com 

Grade 2/3 teacher  
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How  

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Teaching the Mind Up program and using the strategies to help reduce anxiety has helped all of my students in all areas 

of their learning. I have noticed that my wonder child is much less stressed-out and is more resilient and capable. His 

anxiety used to be so bad that in the first few months of school, if he felt stressed, he would crawl under his desk and 

moan and cry. He would also do this if we were having a test of any kind, including our weekly spelling test.  He would 

be so hysterical after a few minutes that he would be unable to finish the day. We have had weekly Mind-Up lessons 

since December and do the deep breathing several times a day, especially after the children come in from outside.  This 

has helped all of my students to become calmer and more focused throughout the day.  Just this past week, I handed 

out a multiplication/division test. As I was about to go over it with the class, my wonder child threw up his hand and 

asked if we could do the deep-breathing because he was so nervous about the test. I said, yes, of course we can! So he 

jumped up and got the script and the chime for me, and we spent a good five minutes focusing on our breathing, and 

emptying our brains of any negative thoughts. Then we began the test. My students were very quiet and focused, and 

did the best they could. I was glad he felt safe enough to reveal that he needed the core practice (deep breathing) to 

help his anxiety, because I bet other students needed it too! 

      My wonder child used to believe that he will never learn to read but now that he has gone up several levels, he is 

starting to enjoy reading and believes that he will be successful. He has started to use the word “yet” to describe 

himself. He will say, “I’m not reading at Grade 2 level, yet, but I will!” I will definitely continue with the Mind Up program 

next year as it seems to have benefitted most students by teaching them how to relax, focus, and control their breathing 

and their thoughts. 

 

Keywords: Mind Up, relax, anxiety, stress, reading, focus. 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How can I offer more opportunities that allows for students to develop reading skills at a rate that meets the needs of 

their individual learning journey within a classroom environment?  

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

My experience with CR4YR has provided an important outlet for teachers to gather in a positive and welcoming 

environment to share, learn, discuss and grow as educators. After conversations with my colleagues and professional 

readings, I was initially intrigued by the concept of the “learning journey”. As I thought about a “wonder” student and 

took a closer lens at my classroom dynamics, I found myself thinking about “J”. What, as a whole, did my class need and 

how can enhance his needs as a learner? 

J came to my classroom with concerns from his parents about his reading levels and his lack of engagement to learning. 

The strategy that I wanted to implement needed to allow him the opportunity to make discoveries and allow choices 

that would engage him in the activity. The Daily 5 program was the instructional tool that not only helped J to discover 

spy expeditions, a love for books and enjoyment in writing, but allowed for him and other students to value where they 

are in their learning journey. The Daily 5 provided me with the ability to meet, create and develop individual goals while 

offering choice and for all students to take responsibility for their learning with pride. Over the duration of the year, J’s 

growth and interest in reading has been more positive and I believe it was heavily supported with the structure of the 

Daily 5 and J making meaningful decisions every day.  

“Gosh, reading just so great. The adventure keeps coming, page after page after page.” J 

 

Keywords: Engagement, Learning Journey, Daily 5 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

If I use movement and partnership activities will it improve the ownership of my student’s learning?  Will it help my 

case student develop confidence?  

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

My case study student came to my classroom as a very timid child. He is Mexican and had language issues, but he was 

also reluctant to talk at all and was very shy. Throughout his Kindergarten year he hardly said a word. I therefore wanted 

to do something that would make him feel a part of the classroom and increased his confidence - which in turn would 

help him with his reading.  Hence the reason for my inquiry question. During the course of the year we have done many 

activities which involve working with a partner, on the floor or at a different table. The partners are different most 

times. At the end of last term and continuing this term we have done a lot of A/B partner work usually on topics we have 

been studying i.e Space. The children have also worked in pairs for math, helping each other with Calendar journals, 

place value games and other games.  My student speaks all the time now, albeit quietly. He is writing independently , his 

reading is greatly improved and he smiles a lot 
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SD 54 
“It was a pleasure to be so connected with parents, and made me  

feel able to speak to them about any challenge that came up whether  

that be socially or academically, and I saw their child feel this support both  

from school and home.” 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

Will the introduction of literacy strategies to parents, strengthen the knowledge, skills, understanding and 

engagement of early readers? 

We focused on three reading strategies:  picture cues, asking questions, and making connections.  Each week we 

introduced the new strategy through four modes:  reading aloud (teacher), shared reading (teacher and students in class 

group), guided reading (small group) and independent reading (individually).  At the end of each week we sent home a 

reading strategy card to guide parents during home reading and reinforce our students learning.  As the weeks passed, 

we noticed the students eagerly participated in home reading and actively engaged in the reading strategies during class 

activities.  They began to use the strategy vocabulary during class literacy activities.  When the students were familiar 

with the reading strategies we invited parents to a “Reading Celebration”.  The “Reading Celebration” opened with a 

song and dance by the students. After the student presentation, the parents gathered for an overview of our project, 

including reviewing and modeling the three reading strategies, and outlining our goals for the students.  At the 

conclusion of the celebration, each student was given a free book to take home.  The students were excited to have 

their parents come to school and share their learning.  We had a fabulous turn out and parents were engaged in the 

workshop.  Our culminating activity is to make a classroom book containing two photos of each student.  One photo will 

have a simple sentence created by the student and the second photo, on the facing page, will have a more detailed 

sentence created by the parent (and student).  We are using Apple Photo to compile the book.  Our school library will 

have a copy of each book and the books will be available for purchase.  In June, we will celebrate our project with a song 

and dance presentation for parents and “reveal” the classroom books.  

 Keywords:  Parent involvement, reading strategies and engagement.  

Susan Kinkela and Sondra Contumelias, Kindergarten/grade 1,  
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How will using body-movement strategies improve students’ learning skills? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful: Use total physical response to teach new 

vocabulary words. 

 I use a basic set of gestures consistently to support students in learning vowel sounds and words. We learn the gestures 

first. Then I expect students to gesture and say the words. I gesture and expect students to find the words to express 

their own ideas. This transfers to reading and writing in daily work. Regarde/écoute/pense  are the main prompts we 

use. 

I use rhythm and tapping to teach/review phonemes, letter sounds, words and expressions. 

I have discovered that kids have to be still and calm to concentrate on decoding unfamiliar text.  Action for reading is in 

the form of movement breaks or within games.  Some useful movement break equipment: balance boards, medicine 

balls and an indoor hopscotch board. For sight word review reading around the room with a more skilled partner using 

pointers is great. 

In order to ensure 1 to 1 adult – student time for reading I invited parent and grandparent volunteers for the daily 

reading time. Consistent time of day, established routines and lots of just right books to choose from were essential 

ingredients. 

Keywords:  Movement / tapping / one to one adult-student pairs for reading 3X a week minimum 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How does involving parents in student learning, specifically modeling reading- teaching techniques translate to 

student’s reading ability in the classroom? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I created  an open door to parents day to day as well as organized events to enhance their knowledge of how to support 

home reading with their child.  We held Kindergarten presentations in the afternoon where parents visited to see their 

child (such as seasonal poems, readers theater presentations), then carried  on so parents could attend 4 mini 

workshops about reading-teaching techniques for the next hour and a half of their afternoon. 

At our meetings we showed how to model thinking to their children: connecting, predicting, wondering, activating 

background knowledge, as well as decoding techniques.  We also introduced teachers to Twain’s programs of DRA, 

Accelerated Reader, and home reading with DRA texts, hoping the familiarity with these programs will result in easier 

school to home communication and more successful home practice of school skills. 

Parents turned out to generally be very involved in home reading, and could feel knowledgeable when their DRA 

reporting came home.  When a child passed a DRA level or continued on at a DRA level, I also sent along a report of what 

they were doing well and what the new challenges that came with each DRA level.  Parents passed on to me that they 

“felt power” in practicing reading at home, knowing exactly what to focus on.  When parents came for classroom visits 

such as Student Led Conferences, we had a pre-organized vocabulary and set of ideas, so it was easy to speak to them 

about their child’s reading, as well as model more reading with the child for the parent’s benefit.   

Tanya Margerm, who also teaches Kindergarten in the school and had previously set up these meetings over the past 

years.  She encouraged parents that had previously been involved and were interested in continuing to be involved, 

come to pass on knowledge to future Kindergarten parents and be reminded for their own home reading with their child 

at higher grade levels. 

I frequently had conversations with the mother of my focus student, the biggest thing I noticed with the mother was the 

empowerment she felt from seeing her child be successful academically as well as the comfort to tell me about  any 

social issues that came up, which seemed to make both mother and student feel supported and ‘heard’.    

It was a pleasure to be so connected with parents, and made me feel able to speak to them about any challenge that 

came up whether that be socially or academically, and I saw their child feel this support both from school and home.    

Keywords:  

Home Reading 

Parent- teacher- child involvement/ meetings 
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Lauren Rutley, Kindergarten,  
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How will self calming strategies improve Braiden’s ability to self regulate during active literacy stations? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Imagine having a temper tantrum because you drop your pencil.  It makes you so upset you run out of the class and kick 

the wall and hide in the bathroom for forty minutes.  How can you learn when you are this upset and this is happening 

several times a day?  I tried weighted lizards, fidgets, breathing, wheel of choice (problem solving model), break cards 

and nothing seemed to make a difference.  I introduced walk and talk.  When Braiden is upset we hold hands and walk 

up and down the hall until he is able to talk in a calm voice.  At first, he might cry or stomp his feet and say negative 

comments about himself but this doesn’t last long. While we are walking, we might stop and pick up some shoes on the 

floor or hang up a jacket.  We notice what other classes are doing and we might even sneak a peek at his sister’s room.  

By the end of the walk Braiden can tell me the problem, the solution and he might even admit he over reacted or laugh 

at himself.  It took six months to discover that this calming strategy worked for Braiden.  Now, he holds his hand out to 

me and says “Let’s go” when he needs to walk and talk.  He rarely has outbursts now and he is in the classroom learning.  

During groups discussions, he is focused and can easily transition from one activity to another.  Braiden’s parents say 

that he is happier to come to school and is excited when he talks about his day.   

Keywords:  

Self regulation 

Attachment 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How can literacy centers target the learning needs of an individual student? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

This year I have introduced literacy centers into my classroom to help target the different learning needs of my students.  

In my classroom there were a variety of students with a wide range of abilities ranging from pre-kindergarten to grade 1.  

By incorporating literacy centers I have been able to challenge all of my students. I took the time to observe other 

teachers in my district but found that I needed to develop my own centers that matched my teaching style.  Although 

the literacy centers took a long time to develop they now require minimal planning and prep. The students know the 

expectations and independently get themselves started on the activities. The centers include five separate activities that 

students rotate through weekly. Every week there is a new focus that ranges from letter recognition/sounds to sight 

words. Now all kindergarten and grade one students know letter names/sounds, grade level sight words, and can read at 

a variety of levels going all the way up to Grade 4.  

 Keywords:  

Literacy centers  

Nikki Kluss , K/1 Teacher,  

District:  SD 54  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

SD 57 
“When thinking about my personal motivation, I realized seeing growth in the  

students was the return I needed the most. So I started to think where I have the  

time and the resources to invest in order to see maximum growth.” 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

Does incorporating visualization into Reading lessons, help improve a student’s overall reading level? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I found that when reading with students and trying to teach them reading strategies, they were not able to connect to 

anything they were reading. Struggling readers were not able to visualize what they were reading, so they would read 

the word “cat” but not be able to picture that animal; therefore making no connection to the word or passage they 

were/are reading.  

I used a program called, “Visualizing and Verbalizing” which started with the very basics of visualizing common objects 

and slowly moving to visualizing pictures, and then into a sentence and then finally into multiple sentences and 

paragraphs.  

As the student’s developed their visualizing skills, they were able to enjoy reading further, and make deeper connections 

to the information they were reading.  

When a student can imagine what they are reading, they enjoy reading and this in turn, will help a student develop 

confidence in their reading. When a student increases their confidence, their reading abilities will naturally increase as 

well.  

It is important for a student to be able to visualize what they are reading, and make mental images. It makes the story 

come alive for them, and will increase their interest in reading.  

Keywords:  

Visualizing. Confidence.  
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’m a second year teacher who had never taught grade 2, who had never taught a class for a full year, and had 

no clue what I was doing. I remember walking into my current classroom after job action after only having two days to 

set up my classroom and feeling completely overwhelmed. A fellow teacher at my school asked me what resources I had 

for teaching literacy and I thought, “Uh oh. I have beautiful bulletin boards and a great looking room, but I have no idea 

how to teach students to read”. 

 

I think it’s important as a new teacher (or veteran teachers really) to realize that you have to be realistic in your 

approach to literacy instruction and that the classroom teacher is not the only person responsible for a child’s reading 

development. I think we let pressure build up and worry too much about the responsibility of improving the reading 

levels of our students. I now see that my students benefit from the strategies and programs I have chosen to experiment 

with, but that they also gain so much of their reading abilities from parents, support workers at school, ad from their 

own observations in the classroom. You never know what is going to resonate with a student and it’s important to 

remember that reading fluency and comprehension seem to develop from a combination of approaches to reading 

instruction. New teachers- there is no one right way of teaching reading and you will be surprised how much you can 

learn about it one year. 

 

Changing Results for Young Readers allowed me to focus on one student and investigate one question. At our school, we 

chose to investigate whether explicit instruction of visualization strategies helps to improve reading fluency and 

comprehension. It has forced me to be a better teacher, by ensuring that my case study student receives the one on one 

time he needs each day. I found five-minute meetings with my student to practice letter sounds, sight words and 

visualizing strategies each day really made a difference in my student’s confidence and reading ability. He now enjoys 

reading and is very smitten with himself and his progress. This has also transferred to other areas. He is now a more 

confident writer and speaks more in class.  I cannot stress enough how much of a difference five minutes can make. 

There is never enough time in the day and our classroom challenges seem to become more complicated and more time 

consuming each day. We wonder how we will address our students’ needs and how we will find the time to fit 

everything in. Short, frequent meetings with struggling readers really help to build the students’ confidence and reading 

level. 

 

New teachers- Choose one thing you would like to try to improve your students’ reading skills. I felt much more 

confident in my own abilities once I lessened the expectations for myself and gave myself one approach to try and one 

goal. Try something new each year to develop your reading instruction tool kit. Do not try to do it all in one year, or 

think you have to do it all in one year.  

-Grade 2 teacher SD #57- Prince George 

  



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

Will direct instruction of visualization techniques improve reading fluency and comprehension? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

     With such a mind-boggling collection of skills that could and should be addressed to help students become successful 

readers, it is difficult to find time to devote sufficient study to each skill. Even finding ways to approach individual skills 

as part of a cohesive whole is challenging.  I considered whether focusing on just one skill and building an ‘expert’ 

competency with that skill could make a difference in a student’s reading fluency and comprehension.  

     I decided to focus on visualization.  When I asked the child I chosen to work with what the passage that he had just 

finished reading was about, he often would shrug and announce, “I don’t know.” He had internalized that his 

‘assignment’ was to read each word competently.  So, he diligently conquered each word with decoding skills as he 

moved across the page. Even if he had successfully decoded the words, the content of the passage was escaping him. It 

seemed there was no room in his concentration to consider the author’s message.  

     The child perceived himself as a struggling reader. He recognized he did not read as fluently as his peers and he had a 

limited ability to participate in discussions about the passage. In fact he often hedged his bets by selecting partners who 

were accomplished readers when asked to read with someone. Through observations I noticed he ‘managed’ his partner 

to ensure his partner did the lion’s share of reading.  

     Every day we worked on visualization strategies as a class. We used the program Visualizing and Verbalizing to 

increase oral language skills. We created lists of describing words that we posted in the room. We ‘doodled’ in the 

margins of passages if it was appropriate. We illustrated each other’s writing. We discussed our own writing and how 

different word choices would have created a different visual image for the reader. We did an entire unit in math on 

word problems and applied the visualization/doodle technique to them as well. 

     With such an intensive focus on visualization I observed that the child’s confidence grew. He no longer felt the need 

to attack the whole passage with a ferocious decoding arsenal. He began to see passages in chunks and now felt he had 

permission to pause and consider the meaning of a section before he had to go on. When reading aloud to me, he now 

pauses to comment on the passage whereas before he grimly carried on until I stopped him. When partner reading with 

his peers, I’ve noticed he’s more of an active participant and he no longer to tries to distract his partner with antics that 

resulted in both individuals being off-task. 

     His reading fluency has improved as well. Although he still says he does not enjoy reading I notice he does not cringe 

when I ask him to read with me or another individual. More frequently, he even volunteers to read aloud before his 

peers. His writing is also more enjoyable to read. His work is still limited but does include more details to allow for 

visualization. 

Keywords: Visualization  Fluent  comprehension 

Teacher: Grade 2/3,  

District: SD 57 



Dear Colleagues, 
Inquiry question: Will focusing on building community improve social and emotional growth?  In turn will this result in 

academic gains in reading? 

My class was a class noted for social and academic concerns.  Having witnessed the behavior challenges last year, it was 

evident to me that I would need to put my energy into developing a sense of community.  Learning was not going to 

happen with such a chaotic group until they could feel comfortable, manage in the classroom setting, on the playground 

and around the school, and see themselves as a “family” at school.   

We spent a considerable amount of time learning to take turns and make sure that every child had a voice.  We had to 

start with the basics; sharing, listening, enjoying each other and learning to listen to a friend.  We spent time engaging in 

activities that reinforced these activities and practicing our “new” skills.   

One of the activities we did to encourage sharing, listening and having a voice, was our check-in morning activity.  We 

each folded a piece a piece of paper into fours.  We called it our quadrant check in.  The subjects changed depending on 

the day, need etc., but one example might be, In square #1 draw and label what you had for breakfast.  This identified 

which students did not have food that morning, and it also gave us a chance to talk about nutrition and fueling our body.  

In square #2 draw and label what was happening in your house this morning (examples – “ I had to wake Mom up.”  “My 

dad was really mad because he couldn’t find his smokes.”) In square #3   draw and label how you’re feeling today. In 

square #4  draw and label how you got to school today (problems on the bus, why they were late), We could then 

engage in discussion and problem solving as a group. 

Starting the day with this strategy was helpful for the whole class.  It brought us together as a community and it 

encouraged empathy.   

There has been tremendous growth with this group in the areas of social and emotional development.  Our target 

student has also demonstrated improvement in reading. 

Keywords:  

These are the key words you might use if you were looking for my report in an index or table of contents.  Building 

Community. 

Teacher/ Grade Two, District #57 

 

 

 

 

 



Dear Colleagues, 
     I have been inquiring into the following question:  Will a student significantly increase his/her reading level if I focus 

my guided reading instruction primarily on before, during and after reading strategies?  For 15 minutes, four times a 

week, I work with a small group of four students at the carpet, while the rest of my class works independently on making 

words from a teacher provided phonetic pattern.   

     During this relatively short session, I have increased the amount of time I spend talking about reading strategies 

within this small group setting.  We work on activating prior knowledge, seeking clarification (using fix-up strategies to 

repair comprehension), self-questioning, visual clues, making inferences and summarizing.    

     I have noticed that my students are improving their ability to articulate which reading strategies they are using to 

figure out unknown words.  For example, I can stop a student while he is reading and ask him what strategy he just used 

and he can explain what he did and why.  These students have increased their reading skills, both in fluency and word 

recognition.  When these students share their strategies out loud, they recognize the importance of using a variety of 

strategies and begin to learn from each other.  Most importantly, these students demonstrate increased confidence in 

their own reading abilities.  

Keywords:  

Before, during and after reading strategies. 
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Dear Colleagues, 
My inquiry question has changed over the course of my experience. Although I found this to be stressful at first because 

I felt as if I was unsure of where my focus was and what direction I was taking, I remembered that it is an expectation of 

teachers to be flexible and ready for consistent change. Your direction is going to be in constant transition, being altered 

because of personal needs and requirements, as well as student needs and motivation at the time.  

I began by directing my efforts to my part time position as a classroom teacher. Thinking closely about my case study 

student who was behind in letter recognition and early reading behaviour. My question started as: will a direct focus on 

teaching how letter sounds look and feel in your mouth impact the development of reading. Soon after this direct 

teaching happened the student was able to identify all the letter names, sounds and CV/VC words.  

I then changed the question to: will explicitly teaching word attack strategies improve reading level. In my position as 

the Learning Support and Classroom Teacher, I began to feel that my ‘to do’ list was becoming unmanageable. My 

motivation became that I needed to see progress in the students I am working with to feel I am successfully making a 

difference. It is not possible for me to see significant difference in my case study students’ word attack and reading skills 

when I am only in there a day and a half. Because of this I decided to focus my attention on supporting my colleagues 

case study students.  

What I have learned from this experience is the importance of finding motivation, not only for your students but also for 

yourself. You have to be personally invested. Just as much, if not more, than your students to ensure potential for 

growth. When thinking about my personal motivation, I realized seeing growth in the students was the return I needed 

the most. So I started to think where I have the time and the resources to invest in order to see maximum growth.  In my 

role as a Learning Support teacher I had that time with my colleagues case study students.  

Through the collaborative CR4YR meetings I was able to have the time needed to consult with the classroom teachers 

about the focus of the time I will be spending with the students. When we met on a monthly basis we were able to 

change and alter our focus to ensure that it met the motivation of the student at that time. Whether that motivation is 

confidence, one on one time with a teacher or extra time to work on areas of interest, by finding their motivation and 

utilizing it we were able to catch the students.  

For the student in Grade 3, finding his motivation in areas of interest and finding the most consistent routine in Reading 

support, really worked. When we changed our focus to areas of his interest he grasped on and became excited to read, 

learn and work with me.  

For the student in Grade 2, his motivation appeared to be having the one-on-one time with me. His confidence grew 

when he was able to demonstrate what he knows. Never under estimate what a little tender loving care and attention 

can do for a child. The student needs to see that you are invested in their education before they then choose to do the 

same.  

Motivation is key! Take the time to find out what you need to motivate yourself as well as what your students need.  

Joclynn , Learning Support Teacher and Kindergarten/ Grade 1 Teacher ,  

District: School District 57 

 



Dear Colleagues, 
Through the CR4YR initiative, I have been inquiring about the following question: 

What is the increase in my student’s reading level when he reads ‘just-right’ books with and to an adult for 

20mins/day four to five days a week? 

This student was a puzzle to me.  Despite being in our school for his whole school career (he is currently in Grade 2), 

consistent attendance, and great family support, he was still reading two grade levels below in September of Grade 2.  

Somehow, there was a disconnect in the system and we were not reaching him.  His reading level was well below 

expected and well below his peers in my classroom.  So, I wondered, could we focus one-on-one adult time with him 

daily to build his skills and abilities? 

Initially, my main focus was just finding the time and some reading selections that were at his instructional level.  I found 

as I went along, I made more adjustments to my program for him.  I ensured that it was the same adult (an Education 

Assistant) with him rather than a variety of adults.  I developed a tracking sheet for the E.A. to write down observations 

(i.e. was he tired?; did he struggle with particular words or spelling patterns?; did time of day make a difference?; etc.).  

We tried to have the reading time happen in the morning rather than later in the day.  We targeted support time from 

the Learning Assistance teacher, who worked on phonetic and vocabulary skills.  He was put in a group of students who 

were in ReadLive six days a month and more if we could find time in our days.  Also, and most importantly, I built a bin 

of books he chose from that were directed at his interests as well as being at his reading level.  His ability to choose his 

reading material was vital to this process, more vital than I would have thought when we began.   

The result of our efforts has been wonderful.  Focussing our limited resources a few minutes a day on his reading has led 

to him increasing his reading level from PM Benchmark 2 in September to PM Benchmark 11 in April.  He is progressing 

well, but, more importantly, he is becoming increasingly confident in his reading abilities, which will only benefit his 

reading progress.  In regards to my teaching, this project has stretched my skills.  In focussing on one student and 

realizing how important it was to ensure he was motivated (by being able to choose books he was interested in), it 

makes me wonder about how I can decipher other students’ motivation.  The ability to choose his reading material and 

connect to a supportive adult while reading made an immense difference to this student.  The question now is, how can 

I make that happen for every student in my classroom? 

 

 

Lana Rudolph  

S.D. 57 (Prince George) 

  



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

Will a focus on skills (beginning & ending sounds, digraphs, CVC words, decoding strategies) within the context of 

interesting text and related written output (Social Studies and Science content), improve reading fluency and 

comprehension as measured by the PM Benchmarks? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

In the case of this learning journey, I was able to figure out how important choice is to a vulnerable learner.  So often we 

are so focused on making sure that our students have, for example, text at their reading level that we forget that 

allowing them to have choice in terms of topic might actually motivate them. 

The focus of the inquiry question opened up, as they say, a whole new world for my student.  By embedding the 

instruction of the specific skills within the content of Science and Social Studies learning improved my student's fluency 

and comprehension.  More importantly, it increased his confidence and belief in himself as a learner.  For the adults 

involved, we noticed that he wanted to read.  He wanted to learn more about the topics we were covering, and he was 

more willing to revisit any difficulties that he might have to work on.  Conversations with his parents showed that his 

confidence and comfort was transferring to what he was willing to do at home.  He was becoming, compared to what he 

was doing prior to beginning the inquiry, a voracious reader. 

In terms of my learning, I made the decision to extend the idea of giving choice of reading material to all of my students.  

My focus student reveled in the extension of these choice opportunities.  When participating in the Daily Four routine 

within Language Arts, all students are now given more choice in their reading material.   

routine + choice = motivation, growth 

Keywords: choice, motivation 

Nancy Reid,  

Grade 3 & 4, District SD # 57 Prince George 

  



 

SD 60 
“The powerful relationship between drawing and writing was something  
I had not given much thought to before.  It has changed how I view the  
process of writing, especially for students who are reluctant and struggling 
writers.” 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How do I facilitate the reading and writing connection with a particularly reluctant student? 

I’m Harold Driedger’s LAT, so my question compliments his.  He’s trying to foster the reading/writing connection with 

the whole class & I’m trying to target one student in particular, who exhibits major unexpected behaviours (warranting 

office referrals) during the non-preferred task of writing. 

To start with, the student was picked up (by me) as a Reading Recovery student so that I could offer him 30 minutes of 

1:1/day.  As well, he receives LA time (20 minutes of small group instruction, 3-4 days a week) so that I can focus on 

explicitly teaching him expected and unexpected classroom behaviours (see the first week’s worth of lessons from 

Michele Garcia Winner’s Social Thinking Curriculum). 

Things that worked:   

1. Becoming Behaviour Detectives & observing students in their natural habitats, where we identified and drew 
students who exhibited expected and unexpected behaviours.  This taught KEG that unexpected behaviours = 
frowns  and expected behaviours = smiles  amongst peers and teachers. 

2. Building relationships in a 1:1 setting/group setting, where I could focus on his strengths and we could work in a 
low stim environment. 

3. Connecting the dots between reading and writing, using the “Story Teller, Story Reader, Story Writer” angle.  
This is a reading recovery technique that I learned about at a national conference.  In essence, you teach kids to 
see themselves as Story Tellers, Story Readers and Story Writers.  Most kids are readily able to tell stories.  KEG 
was also able to read stories quite well (PM 13, March 2015).  Fostering the writing connection is done over the 
5 days of our week:   

a. Day 1, we write a one page story that says WHO is in the story 
b. Day 2, we write the next page of the story & tell WHERE the story takes place. 
c. Day 3, we write the problem in the story. 
d. Day 4, we write how the main character solves the problem. 
e. Day 5, we write about how the story ends. 

As time goes on, the student has become more fluent in his writing and sees that writing is a pleasurable, 

meaningful task.  He reads the story to important people in the office and at the end of the month, gets to take 

his story books home to share with family.  He owns them and sees himself as a writer.  All of his unexpected 

behaviours haven’t disappeared, but they are reduced, as evidenced by the decreased # of office monthly 

referrals. 

 

Keywords: Writing, unexpected behaviours, reading, connection, relationships, reading recovery, support, Learning 

Assistance Teacher, Social Thinking Curriculum, Michele Garcia Winner, Story Teller, Story Reader, Story Writer, 

strengths 

 

Elaine McEachern, Learning Assistance Teacher 
SD 60 Peace River North 



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What differences will I notice in my student’s reading comprehension when I provide students with a writing program 

directly connected to the GB+ Guided Reading Leveled books? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

This year I wanted to introduce a guided writing program in my classroom.  I found a GB+ Guided Writing program.  This 

program utilizes the same books that I was using for the Guided Reading program.  From this finding I have decided to 

introduce and apply this program as part of my Literacy intervention.  

What differences will I notice in my student’s reading comprehension when I provide students with a writing program 

directly connected to the GB+ Guided Reading Leveled books? 

This writing intervention has benefited all of the students in class. 

This helped me raise the expectations, and guide me in teaching a writing program that is specifically designed for the 

French Immersion population, and is directly related to the Guided Reading. 

I have noticed that the student’s self confidence increased in both Reading and Writing.  The students are more 

engaged; it is a positive experience.  The students are taking more risks in expressing self in writing form. 

Keywords:  French Immersion Guided Reading Guided Writing GB+ 

 

Sophie Noiseux – Marjo Rivard-Lorincz  

Learning Assistant, Elementary Teacher Grade 3 French Immersion  

SD 60 Peace River North   



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  
 
When students are given multiple ways to show their learning will that promote a deeper understanding of the books 
they read, as well as improve the confidence in reading and writing? 
 
Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 
 
I have many students who like to read but struggle to demonstrate a written understanding of what they have read.  
Something I tried was to have them draw before writing.  The students had the opportunity to put the images they had 
created in their heads, while reading, to paper.  This gave them a visual to remind them of what they read, and help 
them to provide a summary in their own words.  When they referred to their pictures they started to look for more 
descriptive and meaningful vocabulary for their writing.  I found this most helpful for my wonder student as the books 
that he enjoys reading are above grade level in content area.  He could best show me what he did understand in his 
reading through his detailed drawings.   The powerful relationship between drawing and writing was something I had 
not given much thought to before.  It has changed how I view the process of writing, especially for students who are 
reluctant and struggling writers. 

 
 
Keywords: drawing and writing, reluctant/struggling writers, demonstrating written comprehension of text 

 
Nadia Francoeur 
Grade 2 / 3 Teacher 
SD 60   



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

Will chants, songs, and poems read as a whole class, in groups, and independently, improve the fluency, confidence, 

and enthusiasm of my struggling reader?  

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I began introducing songs, chants and poems to my class each week, sometimes twice a week. We read these together 

as a class, then in small groups, and finally independently. We kept these shared texts in labeled duo-tangs, which were 

then put into their personal reading bins. Students then had the opportunity to read these poems/chants/songs during 

reading breaks or free time. Each week students would have at least one new text to read, but we also reread, shared 

and even preformed the songs/poems we had read in previous weeks. This gave my struggling readers the extra time 

they needed to master the new text, learn the patterns of the text, and use their reading strategies.  

I recently started to add these poems to our home reading program (taking the duo-tangs home on a Friday and 

returning them on Monday). I have often included a small written component with home reading once per week, and 

am now using this in conjunction with our poem/chants going home. (Usually it is a response to the poem/song/chant, 

or a question about how they would change the text if they could). This not only gives students more opportunities to 

read a greater variety of text at home, but also the chance to successfully read text to their parents/guardians and 

formulate a response to the text. 

I’ve noticed that my struggling readers have really enjoyed these shared reading experiences in class, often more so than 

my more advanced readers (likely because the reading level is fairly low for my advanced readers, so there isn’t much 

challenge in terms of reading and comprehension). My struggling readers are not just able to read with a group, but are 

more willing to do so than ever before. They will often skip over any words that are too challenging to read quickly, but 

benefit from hearing others read these words. When reading in a group setting, they have begun to gain more 

confidence in their abilities. Because the poems, chants and songs generally have a fairly predictable or consistent 

pattern (whether it be rhyming, repeated chorus, continued phrasing, etc), this has greatly helped my struggling readers 

to experience success more quickly and more frequently. Although it is my struggling readers who have benefitted the 

most in terms of reading (fluency, comprehension, strategies, pace, etc), it has also helped to expand spoken, read and 

written vocabulary with my more “advanced” readers, and they too benefit from the written patterns in the songs, 

poems and chants.  

I plan to continue using songs, poems and chants weekly this coming school year and am eager to see what difference it 

may have for my struggling and 

Keywords: Songs, poems, shared reading, chants, rhymes 
Ruth McColm 

Grade 2 Teacher 

SD 60  



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: How might daily shared reading using picture books, songs, poems, and 

big books increase reading fluency and word choice in writing? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

As someone who loves reading and sharing the interesting and exciting stories that are contained between the covers of 

a variety of books, I always look forward to imparting and sharing that joy with each student that comes into my class.  

Each year I start out with a daily shared reading activity with the whole class using a big book to help count down to the 

100th day of school.  I also read a variety of books that the students can join in with familiar phrases such as in “There 

Was An Old Woman” and other interactive picture books.  Students are always encouraged to join in as much as possible 

when I read to them!  They all start to look forward to shared reading and reading/listening, whether it’s out of big 

books or picture books, each day.  I also branch out and incorporate all subjects using a variety of books to help start or 

work with a concept with my students, even Math!  As the school year progresses, the confidence and excitement of 

reading aloud and the participation level increases as well.  My students want to know if they can hear another story or 

read another poem out of one of our big books.  So exciting! 

I wondered how that excitement that we shared daily as a class was working for the students in my class on a personal 

level.  I found that all my students, even the ELL and other students that struggled with reading, were taking more 

chances by trying to read more home reading books as well as signing out new books from our classroom and school 

libraries that they would not have tried before.  They were all making progress in their individual reading which I noticed 

through guided reading and one on one reading sessions with me.   As far as reading fluency, was it completely 

successful for all?  No, some still have that challenge of reading with fluency because they are still practicing decoding 

and comprehension skills.  They do want to improve and I feel that with continued practice and support, they will be 

successful. 

As for writing, all of my students make an effort.  I have been surprised that several students, especially some students 

that struggle with reading and writing, try to use interesting and descriptive wording.  Some students may use some 

noticeable frameworks of familiar stories, such as Little Red Riding Hood, but they still make it their own.  Whether it’s 

aliens, foxes, laboratories, or spies, the students’ imaginations make their work interesting.  I have found that while it’s 

easier for some, some of my students still are struggling to make simple stories and write with different word choices.  

The use of graphic organizers to plan stories have helped the students as well as one on one writing meetings with me to 

help them take their good ideas and make it into more of a story or an interesting journal entry.   

I have enjoyed watching and being a part of my class successes in reading and writing so far.  The way they delight in 

reading, enjoying books, and trying to make their writing interesting is very satisfying.  We still have work to do but, with 

everyone on board and their willingness to try, the journey will continue to be an adventurous one filled with further 

successes!   

Keywords: Use of big books for shared reading, Daily reading 
Miss L. Myhre 
Grade 2 Teacher 
SD 60  



 
 

 

 

 
 

“This experience has demonstrated the importance of giving students  
personal choice and making the work they do meaningful to them by  
allowing them time to share with peers. Before this experience I often  
found myself discouraging them from choosing books I felt were too  
difficult or too easy. We still spend a 10-15 minutes reading at instructional  
level I will now make time for them to experience choosing literature for 
themselves.” 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: I am supporting two Grade 2 teachers in this inquiry however I have 

been exploring different ways of collaborating with classroom teachers in order to make literacy support more 

effective. 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

In the last few years, I have been slowly moving out of the classroom into a Literacy Support/ Reading Recovery role 

after teaching in the classroom for 25 years. This year, the move into the resource room is full-time and I have been 

trying figure out ways to make my support program more efficient. We’re looking at adopting a common alphabet/ 

sound chart for the early grades so that our struggling readers do not have to learn a whole new set of ‘hooks’ when 

they move from one class to another. 

I have found that there is a trickle effect that occurs when components of the evidence-based program of Reading 

Recovery are implemented into our small group interventions as well as in the classroom. It creates a link between all 

tiers of intervention. For example, we all do familiar reading, guided reading, running records, bring words to fluency 

and some teachers are now using sound boxes. 

I have also created opportunities to work in the classroom using the push-in model to help struggling readers there as 

well as make myself known to other students. This may look like me doing a whole group lesson on a particular reading 

strategy or it may be me doing running records with different students and helping them with their reading journal. 

Seeing children in their classroom environment also helps me to get to know them better. 

Literacy Support Teacher/ Reading Recovery,  

District: sd62 

 

 

 

  



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: Will systematically modeling reading strategies through collaboration 

with the resource teacher help students begin to use these strategies and improve their success in reading? 

During this inquiry project, I worked with the resource teacher to explore different teaching strategies that we could 

implement to help develop my Grade 2 students’ literacy skills.  With my wonder child, Brenda, in mind, we 

experimented with having the resource teacher come in to the classroom to do running records with the whole class, 

whole-group lessons focusing on a particular reading strategy, and guided writing activities.  The resource teacher continued 

to have traditional pull-out sessions with Brenda as part of a small reading group.  I thought a greater number of 

students benefitted from the push-in model, but we agreed that there is still a place for group work with the resource 

teacher outside of the classroom. 

Our increased communication about Brenda was helpful in our developing a home reading connection with her parents.  

Together we met with Brenda’s mom and came up with a plan where Brenda would take home a text she had read in 

her small group work with the resource teacher.  In this way, Brenda could get extra practice with a familiar read with 

the intention of reinforcing vocabulary development and increasing fluency.   

Brenda continues to require intervention in reading, but has shown improvement in her ability to self-correct and her 

knowledge of sight words.  Most notably, I have noticed a significant improvement in her confidence in her reading 

ability, and her mom reports that she enjoys reading the books at home.  I think our collaboration and communication 

about this student resulted in finding a way to further support this student at home. 

The most important thing that I am taking away from this inquiry project is how important it is to have the time connect 

with the resource teacher.  It was so valuable to have the time talk and share our ideas and strategies for reaching 

particular students, as well as the whole group.    

Keywords:  

Collaboration 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: 

How will writing conferences enhance reading growth? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I have been using writing to help further the reading abilities of my “wonder child” and all the students in my classroom. 

My child’s reading was not progressing and he was becoming discouraged and resistant to reading. I chose to focus 

more on his writing in the hopes that his reading ability would follow. So almost every day I check in with him during 

writing time. Sometimes it is a formal conference where we look at his writing, celebrate one of his strengths and then 

set a goal. More often it is a quick check in to talk about what he is working on today or to give encouragement to try 

something new.  

One of the strategies I have used with him, and the entire class is to allow choice in their writing activity. I teach to the 

whole class various genres of writing, have them practice the strategy, and then several times a week they get to choose 

what they want to write about during writing time. During this time some may choose to continue writing a story they 

have begun, some choose to write in their journal, one may write a list of activities they want to do at their birthday 

party, or some may write a letter to their friend. When we started story writing my child suddenly became motivated 

and excited about this time. He wrote a story and shared it with the class and felt like he was a writer. 

His reading progress still continues to be slow but he has not become discouraged and still approaches it with a positive 

attitude, which I see a success. His classmates have embraced the times of choice with enthusiasm. One student who 

spent the whole of writing time barely completing one sentence suddenly began writing books and “smuggles” writing 

equipment outside at recess time. Writing time is a time that they look forward to and are disappointed when it 

occasionally gets missed because of school wide activities.  
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: How would children’s reading proficiency benefit from exposure to one 

one-on-one reading session with the teacher and one guided reading session per week? 

Dear Colleagues, 

This school year I decided to focus on the benefit to reading proficiency when students are exposed to one one-on-one 

reading session and one guided reading session per week. As I worked to incorporate my inquiry question into my 

classroom, I learned very quickly that it was not always feasible to meet those goals every week, despite my best 

intentions. As a result, I altered my original focus to one component of my original question: guided reading. Before this 

inquiry project, I always believed that small groups needed to be exposed to a different book during each session and 

that cold reads were the most accurate depiction of a student’s ability. I felt that if they knew the story and key words 

beforehand, that I was somehow helping them cheat their way out of using decoding or comprehension strategies. Over 

the course of this year, however, I have completely shifted in my perspective and now see the benefit and necessity in 

properly and fully introducing a book with the students and allowing them multiple exposures to the same text. Instead 

of cold reads, I now present the book with a picture read and get kids to try and make personal connections and 

predictions about the texts. Then we discuss probable words that we might encounter in the story and try and find those 

words in the text. After that the students each read the book aloud at their own speed. On the next session with the 

book, we do a more formal guided read with the group reading at the same time or having each child read a specific 

page aloud. 

In reflecting on the impact of my new guided reading system to my wonder child specifically, I saw a positive effect on 

her overall confidence. Earlier in the year she was extremely hesitant to read aloud, even when she knew the words, and 

would not independently apply decoding strategies. When given the chance to first explore the book and its vocabulary, 

however, she demonstrated good fluidity in her delivery and seemed comfortable using her reading strategies in front of 

others. The exposure to the story and context ahead of the read also appeared to increase her rate of self-correcting. 

The most important concept I am taking away from this inquiry project is that there is no one right answer or fix to 

teaching reading and that what works for one student or class will not necessarily have the same benefit for the next. 

The key thing is to reflect on the changes that you make in your class and modify your original intentions in a way that 

complements both the realities of your classroom and the overall learning objectives you have for your students. 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I've  been inquiring into the  following question: 

My original question was  how do small groups strategies support all reader's learning needs. The 

question shifted a bit to how can I support all learner's through one on one strategies. 

Here's something I've  tried that other teachers might find  interesting/helpful. 

I try to incorporate some degree of choice when students pick their reading practice material.  I let them select 4-5 

books from a basket of levelled but not obviously levelled books.  They keep their books in an envelope and we use 

these to Read to Self, Read to a Buddy and they keep them for the week.  They select their home reading from these 

bags as well. 

By March, I had 5 students who were not meeting.  Three were special needs children with full time EA support.  

Two were children who were not picking up reading as quickly as their peers. 

I spoke to an older, experienced colleague and she felt that they were being given too much choice.  She suggested I 

give them one book for the week. They read it every morning to me, once to a buddy and then practice it at home 

that night.  They keep the book for the entire week then the weekend at home.  At the very least, they read the 

book three times a day. They move past decoding and into fluency practice by the latter half of the week. 

The strategy has worked very well.  The non special needs children have been able to move up a level a week. The 

special needs kids are not far behind.  They are more confident, more fluent 

and focused during reading practice.  I thought they would fight me about not having more books but they do select 

whatever they want at "Look at Books" time. 
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Dear Colleagues, 
What is the effect of personal choice over literature and providing time to connect with peers on a struggling readers, 

self-perception, attitude and progress in reading? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I began this inquiry with a specific student in mind but was surprised at how the simple idea of providing students with 

some independent choice over their selection of literature and offering them time to discuss their choices and 

experience with their peers changed the way I structure my language arts programs.  In fact, my whole teaching 

practices. 

Vienne is a bright, chatty, funny, student that often shared ideas in class and was very popular with her peers.  Despite 

her outgoing personality she was really struggling with reading and seems to have an uncharacteristically defeatist 

attitude when it came to this subject.  She would often say things such as, “I can’t read that book” or “I don’t know” 

before even looking at the text.  Her parents could not get her to read at home and were also getting concerned.   

My initial strategy to support Vienna was to work on her phonemic skills and really push daily reading to catch her up to 

her peers.  She was missing quite a few letter sounds and the ability to segment effectively. Her parents were very 

supportive and committed to work with her every day. 

It did not take long to see something was not working with this strategy.  Vienna was very resistant to working in class 

and home and very little progress was being made.  More and more she was getting the message that she was not good 

at this (reading). 

At this time, I was fortunate enough to be working collaboratively with other teachers at my school to try something 

different. We decided to ask a question based on the research of Richard Allington. 

What is the effect of personal choice over literature and providing time to connect with peers on a struggling readers, 

self-perception, attitude and progress in reading? 

I introduced a new language arts activity called “book review”.  Three times a week the students got to choose any book 

they wanted to send 10-15 minute reading or viewing.  They could choose leveled readers, books from our class library, 

magazines, books from home or books from my personal collection.  After getting familiar with their book they shared 

what they found out with a partner.   

I taught several lessons on how and what to talk about when sharing, emphasizing their personal reaction ex. Did they 

like the book? How did the book make them feel? And  What did the book make them think about?  

This activity was extremely popular with the students, particularly Vienne who could take advantage of her strong social 

skills and interest in sharing to feel confident about her choices.  After a while the students began to build their 

vocabulary and identify as readers with unique preferences and skills.  They were not as concerned about what they 

couldn’t read and more focused on what was joyful about reading.   

Overall, I believe the activity was extremely helpful in supporting the self-perception of emergent readers in my class, 

especially the struggling readers that often find themselves with very little control over what they are permitted to read.  

Vienne gained confidence and became open to the idea that reading was not just a task but can be an opportunity to 

share, learn and connect about topics that interest her.  She began reading more often and was increasingly willing to 

take on challenging books and practice decoding.   



This experience has demonstrated the importance of giving students personal choice and making the work they do 

meaningful to them by allowing them time to share with peers.  Before this experience I often found myself discouraging 

them from choosing books I felt were too difficult or too easy.  We still spend a 10-15 minutes reading at instructional 

level I will now make time for them to experience choosing literature for themselves. 

Laura Parker,  

Grade 1 classroom teacher, Sooke 62 

 

 

  



 

 

SD 63 
“We all give so much to our jobs and we all care so deeply about each and every  

one of our students. CR4YR has been, for me, a gift of time. Time for discussion,  

sharing, and collaboration. Time to remember what it is we are here for and  

what it is our students need us to be.” 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

I have been in the support role for my two colleagues assisting them with their inquiry questions.  

I am a teacher in my third year and in my first year as a teacher-librarian. When the principal at my school approached 

me in September about being a part of CR4YR I said yes without really knowing what I was getting myself into. I am a 

new teacher though and I have a hard time saying no, especially when asked by my principal.  

Now, six months later, as I think back to that quick conversation in the hallway on that busy fall day I am so grateful that 

I did say ‘yes.’ Involvement in CR4YR has been meaningful, motivating, and inspiring. I feel as though we have been given 

the gift of TIME – something that seems to be so fleeting, yet of immeasurable value, in our profession – to truly 

collaborate and share the variety of struggles and expertise that our diverse group brings to the table each month.  

As I think back over the meetings this year one of the most memorable things I will take away was a discussion from the 

very first meeting. It was so meaningful to me as an individual, not only in terms of my job, but also in terms of my life in 

general. It was as if somehow I was meant to be there and that the hurried yes in the hallway was actually much more 

than just an automatic positive acceptance of just one more thing.  

This discussion was centered on the importance of being PRESENT. We discussed how it is our job to be joyful and 

present every single day for our kids. It is our job not to RUSH. We need to find JOY in everyday and be good to 

ourselves, as this will translate into us not only being the teachers we WANT to be, but the teachers our students NEED 

us to be. At the time of our first meeting I was just into the second month in my second ever contract and in my first role 

as a teacher-librarian. I was overwhelmed. I was feeling guilty and that I was not doing my job as I should. I wasn’t 

finding the joy in my job that I wanted to find and, consequently, I do not think I was able to be in the present moment 

for the students I so care about. I needed to hear this discussion. I needed to reevaluate where my energy was being 

spent and be re-grounded in the fact that it is not our job to be perfect. Our kids don’t need us to be perfect. Our kids 

just need us to be there.  

We are all busy. We all give so much to our jobs and we all care so deeply about each and every one of our students. 

CR4YR has been, for me, a gift of time. Time for discussion, sharing, and collaboration. Time to remember what it is we 

are here for and what it is our students need us to be.  
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

My question changed as I wondered anew about my wonder child each session. Finally any question seems irrelevant as 

the importance of Growth Mindset became important 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

         At the start of this year my student J would cry when faced with reading or math. J would tell me that both her 

parents said Grade 3 was a tough year for them. J had struggled last year, had received reading recovery and extra 

support. She knew that this was going to be a tough year for her too. 

J had a fixed mindset – she had decided that she would fail and so she embraced that belief, even though it upset her. 

     When not faced with reading or math she is a happy girl who smiles lots. She excels in sports, is a great leader, a good 

singer and a popular friend. She has a lot going for her. So I wondered why she was not being successful in reading and 

why it upset her so much. I discovered that she could actually do math, provided she didn’t have words to read to 

understand the question. 

     At CR4YR I heard various strategies that were working and I tried to implement where I could. The results weren’t 

always stellar…at least they weren’t the best for J. 

     I called in support from my IST and even had her tested for a Learning Disability. We discovered something very 

special – she is Gifted in some amazing areas – she has a great talent for oral language, and memorization. I spent more 

time on read-alouds in my classroom, and she would parrot it back word perfectly. I spent more time on verbal 

instruction with the class. With more verbal and oral learning I noticed her becoming happier when reading as she could 

predict what would come. 

     Having read about Growth Mindset (I strongly recommend you look for Carol Dweck’s work if you can) I didn’t want 

her to fall into the “I can’t” camp as it was feeding into “I won’t”.  She obviously had potential, and of course we know 

that every student has potential in some capacity.  At every opportunity I worked to change her words from “I can’t” to 

“…yet”. I talked with her about what she could do and celebrated those achievements – not just the ‘3R’ academics but 

her sports, friendships, drawings, dance. In class, I would select her to answer if I knew that she would be correct – to be 

right in front of her peers gave a huge boost. 

     I decided that my goal had to not be to make her read at grade level this year, but to focus on what she could do. Her 

confidence in herself had gone. As a teacher I’ve come to realize that our job is not always about teaching the traditional 

‘3Rs’; it is about teaching life skills, emotional wellbeing, coping skills, celebrations, joy, inquiry, confidence, to name but  

few of our many roles.  CRY4YR has helped me to see that it is not our sole purpose to help with reading, as it will come, 

in time. Reading is not purely about decoding, but that confidence is a huge element too. 

     J has adapted a Growth Mindset, she no longer talks about the “I can’t”, but her language now is “I’ve got this, but 

can you help my with that”. She is now reading. Her parents tell me that she is reading road signs and other 

environmental print – but the true evidence of her success with Growth Mindset came yesterday – with a beaming face J 

burst into my room in the morning and declared “Mrs C. I read a whole chapter book at the weekend, in just two days.” 

Her Dad tells me she understood it perfectly too. 



     The importance of a growth mindset for struggling readers has been evident this year. I will always try to ensure my 

language fits this mindset – “…yet” is such a powerful little word. I hope that you are already doing this and encourage 

you to continue and to really focus on this with your struggling readers. Adding it to your tool box of other strategies will 

not minimize all the other graet work you do. 

     I came to CR4YR expecting to learn reading instruction strategies. I did learn some great ideas from colleagues, but for 

me, this seemed to be one of the most powerful of all. Thanks CR4YR for the opportunity to see it. 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I experienced the most success with the 2 x 10 strategy which emphasizes the belief that if a child feels a connection 

with at least one adult in the building they will be successful.  The strategy is for 10 consecutive days to have a 2 minute 

conversation with a child and talk about anything but school.  Quick and no planning involved.  

I chose a student that I was finding very hard to love.  He had a reputation in the school of being difficult and a low 

achiever.  The first few times we met to talk he was hilarious; asking me why I was doing this, could he go now, was I 

doing this with everyone.  Needless to say our meetings were way longer than 2 minutes and continued for several 

weeks not just 10 days. Eventually it became very natural for us to have a little conversation about his life, not related to 

his academics, and I grew to love him and see him in a different light. 

The ripple effect was incredible.  Other students began to see the student differently.  They would compliment him on 

his abilities in that straight forward, no holds barred way children do.  His reputation changed, he has more friends, he is 

calmer and more focused, and other teachers including the principal have noticed the change in him.  His mindset has 

completely shifted.  I can tell he feels better about himself, is more able to self regulate, and as an added bonus he has 

jumped 8 reading levels.   

Feels like success to me. 
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Dear Colleagues, 
K. Nelles,  

classroom teacher grade 1, District SD63 

I’ve been inquiring into the following question: If we increase the child's passion for reading will it have a positive 

effect on his reading ability.  

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

In considering an inquiry question I was aware of how my grade 1 students were either 'plugged in' or were so 

scheduled into activities that they would comment, “I didn't have any time to read last night.”  My goal was to instill a 

love for reading so that children would want to read.  

Reading is critical in developing an imagination, visualization, comprehension, writing, creativity and other skills.  

Therefore, my inquiry question was created.  

The following strategies were implemented in my classroom and school community to help increase the passion for 

reading... 

Read Around the Room – parents joining the class to read to small groups of students demonstrating fluency, expression 

while reading books that the students have brought from home or favourites from the classroom 

Guest Reading – the students are encouraged to read their favourites books (from home/school) to small groups of 

peers 

Mystery Reader – School Staff switch classrooms to share books that they are passionate about  

Librarian teacher – 'wonder child' worked with the teacher librarian to read to her then choose a book of high interest to 

bring back to share with the class 

Reading a class novel – choose a novel of high interest that would involve students visualizing and using their 

imaginations 

Chapter summaries – writing a whole class chapter summary of the novel's chapters to check back with each day before 

we start the new chapter 

Through implementing the above strategies my wonder child has experienced a number of positive successes.  He 

started out as a very quiet, reserved, reluctant reader and writer. He would not take any risks in either his reading or 

writing.  

One strategy that my wonder child really enjoyed was the opportunity to visit the teacher librarian to have quiet 

individual reading time as well as the opportunity to choose a book to share with the class.  We called this book, 

“Jaxson's Pick”. The students were always excited to see which book he chose for the class each week and their 

enthusiasm helped my wonder child's confidence grow.   

Guest Reading and Read Around the Room are also favourite times for my wonder child and his reading level is 

increasing so he is excited to read to a small group of his peers or share a book from home/library with his parent 

reading group.   



Other students in the classroom have also enjoyed bringing in books that they are passionate about and enjoy the 

opportunity to share these with their classmates.    

Reading a novel of high interest and one that involves the student's to use their imaginations has been a great success. 

The students ask everyday for novel reading time and are enthusiastic and completely engaged during reading time.   

Implementing the above strategies has been successful for my wonder child but also for the class as a whole.  The time 

to collaborate with colleagues at our CR4YR sessions and to share ideas and discuss concerns with each other has been 

greatly appreciated.  

Thank you for the opportunity to provide my wonder child and class with a positive experience. 

Keywords: Passion for reading  strategies Read Around the room 
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Dear Colleagues, 
Lisa Wergeland,  

Gr 2/3, District 63,  

Contact info : lwergeland@sd63.bc.ca 

I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

If we increase the children's passion for reading will it have a positive effect on their reading? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

My goal this year was for my wonder child and my other students to become passionate about reading with the hopes 

that this passion would increase his reading abilities.  To start the passion had to begin with me, but I needed more than 

that!  I shared books that I loved and was passionate about and then brought in “Mystery Readers” that shared books 

that they were also passionate about.  Other teachers and parents visited our class and then each student had a day that 

they brought a book to school that they were passionate about.  Every child enthusiastically shared their book and 

everyone loved exploring all the choices! 

As a class we are constantly talking about passions.  These conversations led us down another path where  we talked 

about collections that we have.  Things that we are passionate about and have started to collect or a collection that has 

been passed down from family members.  We had a collections fair and every child brought a collection of things that 

they were passionate about such as shells, marbles, lego, Pokemon cards, etc.  My wonder child brought a collection of 

books! 

There has been a little progress in my Wonder Child's reading ability, but more importantly he loves books!  Each week 

he gets to visit the library on his own and choose a book that I can read to the class.  He bounces into the classroom with 

“his pick” and proudly shows me the book and tells my why he chose it.  His classmates have come to rely on his great 

book choices and they all look forward to his weekly choice.   It is so exciting to see children transform into passionate 

book lovers and readers! 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

If we provided daily one on one reading and writing opportunities for Jenny, in what ways will Jenny’s reading 

abilities grow?  

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I have given my wonder student the opportunity to read with a new friend every day. Before the bell rings, I ask my 

colleagues if they might have a student that they could send down to my classroom at any time during the day to read 

with my wonder child. Sometimes my child is the expert while reading with a younger student and sometimes they are 

guided by a more skilled, older student. The variety is supportive of my wonder child's confidence. The wonder child is 

given experience in reading just right texts to another child, but also the opportunity to listen to what a fluent reader 

sounds like.  

Keywords:  
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Dear Colleagues, 
Being a part of the CR4YR family, has been nothing but positive and supportive of my daily reflections as a teacher. The 

opportunity I've had to engage in meaningful conversations with colleagues from other schools, has helped me grow in 

my professional practice.  

Over the past several weeks, there have been two themes that particularly resonate with me. The first being, allowing 

myself to make it a priority to take time in my teaching. The second, is providing every student, every day, the time to 

experience authentic literacy in a variety of ways.  

 Time, is about looking at teaching from a different perspective. It's about making classroom activities relevant 

and interesting for our students. It's about making the time for what matters most to them. If we put the students at the 

center of our teaching, and we make time to listen to them, we are allowing interests and wonder to enter the 

classroom.  In allowing students to choose how their time in the classroom will be spent, we earn their respect and gain 

their engagement. In taking the time to reflect on my practice, I have made some changes to the arrangement of my 

classroom. The students in my classroom, have been given the responsibility to make good choices about where they 

will learn best. I have also made it a priority to stop my “teaching plan” and allow for “in the moment” teaching. I am 

learning how to support students in acquiring basic skills and strategies, while using their interests and wonder ideas 

they bring into the class. I take the time to model for students how they can share their interests with our learning 

community. Taking time, allows for more depth and investigation in learning. When we take the time, it gives our 

students the opportunity to become more connected to their learning and deeper understanding. 

 Among many topics and strategies discussed, the one I tried to incorporate in my classroom was, “Every Child, 

Every Day: Six Elements of Effective Reading Instruction”. I tried to give my students, authentic literature, just right text, 

interactions with other readers, and time to write about their reading experiences. Incorporating as many of the “six 

elements” in my instruction on a daily basis, has helped me to provide the best support for my class and especially my 

wonder child. Her biggest achievement so far, has been the growth of my her confidence and level of comfort with 

reading and writing. It has a been a very slow progress, but nonetheless she is moving forward and enjoying reading. She 

continues to be very cautious and is not yet willing to take risks in reading. I have provided my wonder student with daily 

opportunities to read with peers, both older and younger. She and the other student both bring a just right text to their 

chosen reading spot. Together they decide who reads first. Each child has the opportunity to read and discuss their 

opinions and discoveries. She really enjoys her special time with another student and continues to show excitement and 

willingness. 

 Teacher, Saanich, SD 63 

 

  



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

I have been frustrated with the lack of progress that my “wonder child” has made so far this year.  Fortunately, this is a 

sentiment that is felt by many people in my group.  One of the most important things I have learned from taking part in 

CR4YR is just that, I am not alone.  Many others are experiencing the same things….trying new strategies without the 

success that they were looking for,  feeling like they aren’t doing enough, not knowing what do to next, etc.  This 

collaboration amongst colleagues, where we can discuss ideas, successes, disappointments, what is going on with 

ourselves, our practice, our “wonder child” and so on, is something I find the most valuable.   

At this point I am conflicted about what I expect from myself as an educator, from the “wonder child”, from the child’s 

parents and the amount of extra classroom support given to me and to all the children in our schools.  For me, this is all 

a question of TIME.  How to manage it?  How to get more of it?  How much to put it?  ETC.  It is about finding that 

“balance of time” that we ALL seek in ourselves as people…. as teachers.  I also realize that I have to be realistic about 

my expectations of time.   

Teacher District SD63 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Dear Colleagues, 
Julie, Grade 2/3 FI, District Saanich 63,  

Contact info: jjorgensen@sd63.bc.ca 

I’ve been inquiring into the following question: If I increase the accessibility to First Nations literature for my 

student/class, what affect will that have on AJ’s reading development, engagement and self-confidence (especially 

with her peers)? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Yesterday, in my busy classroom filled with many needs, I looked up and was surprised to see one of my students nearly 

walking into a wall as her face was buried in a book. Strangely enough as her teacher I nearly cried as I was so overjoyed. 

I had heard about this happening in other classrooms, and no matter how much I tried and the strategies that I used it 

hadn’t yet happened in my classroom. Throughout the day I kept thinking, “FINALLY!!!” My work, my many strategies 

and the different ideas I had been putting into place all year (and really since the beginning of my career) were finally 

yielding the joy and passion that I was so desperately hoping for.  

As I looked around the room and started to reflect on what I was seeing I noticed several other students ‘sneak’ reading 

during non-reading times. Their faces glued to books, students discussing series and giving recommendations to one 

another. Students coming into my classroom and huddling with their peers around the newest novel in a series. Children 

desperately asking me for opportunities to share with their peers. Readers who getting together in corners of the library 

to discuss the various books in a favourite series. Students who take inspiration for their writing from their reading by 

creating the next book to add to the published series. Students who were using our various First Nations resources to 

help inspire their independent art time. And finally, students whom when given the choice of doing any activity chose to 

READ! 

The passion and the joy for reading that I’ve dreamed of creating is finally present in my classroom. Although I’m not 

sure that some of my most vulnerable students have made the progress that I hoped they would have made, I know that 

for many I’ve helped introduce/re-introduce them to the beautiful world of reading.  
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How does teaching children about fixed and growth mindsets increase student engagement and achievement? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

- I usually have about 4 reading groups going at a time in my grade one class. At the beginning of the year I spent 6 six 

weeks “training” kids how to be independent with literacy activities in preparation for when we start reading groups. 

We talked a lot about keeping your brain busy and making sure to give it opportunities for it to grow, just like our 

bodies. We spend a lot of time reflecting on their choices and what they are going to work on next to stretch their 

thinking and push themselves outside their comfort level. 

- The activities the kids can choose are from Read to Self, Word Work, Work on Writing, Listening to Reading. These 

come from the Daily Five. I teach the children how to write independently for different purposes – letters, cards, recipes, 

etc. Word Work involves printing practice, spelling activities or decoding activities. Computers and a CD player are 

available for listening to reading or word work. The activities change as the children learn and grow. In conjunction with 

the teacher librarian, the kids now have book detective licenses to show that they can do a simple research report. This 

is another activity they can do during that time and they love it. 

- Most kids are very engaged because they work and their own pace and at their own level. I typically don’t have a lot of 

behavior problems because of that.  I don’t hold them accountable to show me their work on a daily basis, but we do 

talk about what they learned or what they can work on next. I hold periodic conferences to talk about their work and 

choices. Kids feel empowered that they are the ones progressing their learning forward.  

- This year I found my “Wonder” child did not respond to reading groups. He doesn’t engage too much with the literacy 

activities when I am not with him and when he is in the reading group he sabotages everything for the other students. 

The only thing that works is if I give him one-to-one attention and then he is engaged and happy and cooperative. I try to 

take him 5-10 minutes per day. I’ve had more success with him with that little amount of time alone than in a small 

group the whole year.  

-Despite not making the progress I was hoping to make with him, I have tried and he did make some progress. I have to 

realize that I am just one step in this child’s life of schooling and I have paved the way for him and his future teachers to 

make progress. 

Keywords:  

- growth mind set, reading groups, engagement.  
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Dear Colleagues, 
I am a support teacher for 2 classroom teachers (grades 1 and 2) in CR4YR. 

In my support role for CY4YR I was usually most helpful as a collaborator. We would brainstorm each session and while 

teachers talked about what they were doing we would come up with ideas. I would type in the 4-square for them and 

submit it (for one of the teachers). At school, I would regularly check in with them and remind them about goals that 

had been set for the child. We would informally discuss what to do next and how to prepare for the upcoming CY4YR 

session. I brought my own laptop computer to the sessions so that I could immediately scribe for teachers, as well as 

look up new ideas. The sessions were the most helpful to our team for sharing group resources and strategies. It was 

very nice to have time off school grounds to collaborate. 

Keywords:  Support teacher role 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

 If I incorporate breaks focused on music/dance two times a day on a consistent basis what difference does that make 

on K's ability to become self-regulated? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I experimented with having two daily movement breaks with my class. The last few months I incorporated having a 

movement break in the morning as well as one in the afternoon. There was not set time it was quite flexible or 

whenever they needed to move in order to refocus back on their jobs. The special helper of the day would choose the 

song which I would agree or disagree if the song was appropriate for the children. The song would have to be upbeat 

and make them want to move or dance. The Just Dance 2015 songs are quite popular as this site shows the dance moves 

and plays the music. I am truly amazed at how much all of my class benefits from our Movement breaks.  

Grade 2 Teacher, District SD63 

 

 

 

  



Dear Colleagues, 
 I’ve been inquiring into the following question: 

 If we provide daily one-to-one experiences for Pieter to read, in what ways will this improve his reading growth? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

The easy answer to this inquiry question was that it most certainly worked!  That being said, this outcome would have 

been predicted by almost anyone reading the question.  The value of one-on-one support and learning experiences are 

undeniably valuable for learners and over the course of this project we witnessed a student make steady progress in 

ability, comprehension and most importantly, attitude toward reading.  For this particular student there seemed to be a 

direct correlation between these three areas of learning.  When offered more choice in reading materials, he became 

more engaged in the process and when his ability to read text improved he more actively sought out opportunities to 

read.  We were able to zero in on this child's unique learning style, reading readiness and interests and better meet his 

specific needs.  The opportunity for this kind of one-to-one support is not nearly as available as most of us would wish 

for.  I fully realized that this question would look like a, “in an ideal world” sort of a situation and that it would serve only 

a single student in a class of many, however it served my biggest area of need for this particular time.  I would say that 

having one of my most needy students learning needs being met out of the classroom freed me up to do more with the 

remainder of the class. Viewing this question critically and going forward with this understanding in future efforts I plan 

on doing what I can to make these personalized learning experiences more available.  Although it can't happen on a 

regular basis, I hope to use the support time I have for more small group or one-on-one teaching opportunities.  For this 

particular student it was this special opportunity that kick started a different attitude toward reading.  Reading went 

from an individual struggle to a team effort. 

Keywords:  
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Dear Colleagues, 
The idea that stood out for me most, in attending these meetings to discuss reading practices, was that of ‘time’ and the 

stress that we put ourselves under as teachers to ‘do everything’.  As soon as I signed up I started to worry about how on 

earth I would have time to read up on new ideas, plan and implement new programs, report to my staff and the CY4YR’s 

group about all the wonderful new ideas I had woven into my teaching day when my day is already chalk full of 

activities, on all subjects.  What a relief to hear Maureen say right from the get go, “You already know what to do. You 

are already doing it. Articulate one idea that you would like to build on and do that. You have time, right now, to discuss, 

organize, plan and prepare for the children you want to make a difference for.” How encouraging it was to find this 

sentiment repeated throughout each session. 

Maureen has a unique ability to relay the idea that we are already professionals with years of training to draw on. She 

took the time to celebrate our successes, to reflect on the challenges inherent in simply organizing our materials and 

classrooms in order to get to the meetings.  The sentiment relayed has been encouragement for each of us to know 

ourselves as professionals and to take a breath in a way to regain perspective on the overall picture of teaching.  We are 

simply working from where a child is at, not to meet pressures to have children be where they are not.  What one thing 

can we do that might make a difference in moving a child forward the next step? 

It was interesting to take one idea expressed regarding ‘choice’ being such an important factor in encouraging children 

to engage in reading and being able to incorporate that with ease.  I opened up our focused reading time to include a 

‘free choice’ reading time a few times a week. I anticipated that children who were not ready for chapter books would 

go for them first, during this time, and that I would have a lot of children sitting around with books that were too 

difficult, and I was right. For the first two weeks of free choice books the chapter books were flying. But, soon afterward 

I noticed that children were really interested in choosing books they could actually enjoy and engage in.  Now, I have 

children making good choices, and the room can be silent with everyone engaged during their free choice days, just the 

same as the days when their ‘just right’ books are the focus.  I have noticed that offering scheduled free choice reading, 

has made a positive difference in engagement for my wonder child, and overall for the same class. 

I appreciate the time given at these workshops to discuss ideas, and also to write the reports needed.  Also, that the 

time to make a difference in the classroom can be small but and make significant results 

Grade 1 / 2  

District Saanich 

 

  



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

If we provide meaningful and authentic experiences for Kayden, in what ways will that increase his reading and 

writing connections?  

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

As a grade one teacher and teacher librarian we have found the Changing Results for Young Readers Program to be an 

opportunity for us to collaborate to provide meaningful and authentic experiences for all of the students. For one 

student in particular, we have tried many different strategies to support his reading development. We noticed that 

giving him choice was an area that significantly helped his individual development. This worked especially well because 

both the classroom teacher and the teacher librarian could provide opportunities for him to make choices around book 

selection and just right reading level. We made sure to put an emphasis on letting him choose books that excited him 

that he could bring back to the class to share with his peers. At times, these books were above his reading level but the 

classroom teacher was able to share the book with the class and he always felt proud and connected to his choice. 

 

Over the past few months, we have noticed a greater excitement around book choice and although his reading has not 

shown significant progress, his attitude towards reading has become more positive. During independent reading 

activities, he is engaged because he has taken ownership over choosing his reading materials. Although he is sometimes 

simply looking at pictures, he is on task with his reading activities and is keen to share his progress with his classroom 

teacher or his peers.  

 

The opportunity to discuss our 'wonder child' each month and work together to implement strategies in the classroom 

has benefited the whole classroom and has helped us to support the variety of learners in the diverse classroom.   

 

Keywords: Choice, collaboration 

Jane Schwann and Melissa Bourdon,  
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

 

If we use role play/dramatic play to model risk taking and overcome obstacles, in what way will this develop a growth 

mind-set to ensure reading (and academic) success? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

One approach that we found helpful was genuinely connecting with our child, honouring and enjoy their talents, and 

then refocus for the lesson through what we learned about mind-set. 

What I mean by this… 

Our wonder child at the beginning of the year was very unfocused, silly, moving a lot and very low in all academic areas. 

We realized that she was actually ‘really funny’ and loved to be funny; this wasn’t a child who was being silly just to ‘goof 

off’, but it was her talent. When we started to enjoy this aspect of her, laughing along, asking her to explain her thinking, 

etc., she was happier, listened better and was more ready to focus and apply herself. We took the time to get to know 

this side of her. We were then able to continue with our inquiry and develop strategies for her to use with more success, 

when she was tempted to be silly (at the wrong time). Our child used her silliness also when she was unsure of what to 

do, afraid of trying and failing. We included role playing scenarios with students and puppets that wanted to be silly 

during work time and so on and the kids were able to talk to these pretend people about changing their mind-set and 

taking risks. We found that this girl, and everyone else in the class, knew themselves better as learners when they 

understood their natural talents, were acknowledged for these, and then given strategies of when it was appropriate to 

use them, whether it was silliness (as above), doodling on their work pages (during art or centers on paper provided) or 

rambunctiousness (during DPA, PE or recess). We found this provided a much more respectful working environment 

with children that could refocus easier. 

Keywords: focus, refocus, mind-set, dramatic play 
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Dear Colleagues, 
If we model our passions for reading and learn about our students passions, how will this affect students' motivation, 

engagement, and endurance to look at books? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

My question led me to really think about myself as a model for my students. I noticed at the beginning of the year that 

my wonder child really struggled to get excited about reading. She petered out quickly at Read to Self time. I knew it 

wasn’t an issue of behavior or being on task because she is likely the most socially responsible student in my class.  She 

would never get up to wander, distract other readers, or make any noise. She would flip through her books quickly like 

she was just going through the motions and then get to the end barely glancing at the book. She has no interest in the 

story! I knew from the beginning that because of a hearing issue recently solved that she had likely missed a lot of the 

sounds and language input that kids develop in Kindergarten. I also knew from reading with her one-on-one that she 

was struggling with connecting with stories. She made guesses at words that didn’t make any sense at all and she was 

afraid to take risks in trying new words. My next thought was how do I get her interested? At sessions my colleagues and 

I discussed ideas. We of course thought about motivating material for reading and I worked on this, but one new 

strategy I implemented made the biggest difference. At Read to Self time the expectation of the kids is to find their own 

cozy spot in the room and enjoy the books in their book bags (books they weekly picked from a huge variety of books in 

the classroom). We worked on picking just-right books for our book bags, books where we loved the pictures, books 

with real images, funny books, books the teacher has read to us etc.. The interesting thing about the strategy I 

implemented was it was simple and it affected my entire class positively and for different reasons in different kids. Since 

the school day is busy and I find as a very new Grade 1 teacher that I never have enough time to really assess the kids 

and understand where they are at so I often used Read to Self time to read with individual students quietly or get 

something done. At meetings we consistently talked about making one strategy up and implementing it. I appreciated so 

much how there was a focus on developing an achievable strategy that was well thought out and could be realistically 

carried through. We talked about teachers as models. I love a little bit of drama and acting so reading stories to kids is a 

favourite of mine. I rarely have any disengagement there. I realized though that this wasn’t necessarily modeling myself 

as a reader who reads for my own pleasure. My new strategy was to put down any of my own “to do” list during Read to 

Self and literally sit myself down at the carpet with the kids. I would pick my own books and read them. At first kids 

wanted to read with me sometimes but I politely said that I loved reading too and just like them I wanted to read. My 

first success was not in my wonder child, it was in my wiggly kids who have a hard time staying on a task. I had kids 

placing themselves near me and almost regulating themselves after my regulation. It was like they wanted to respect my 

opportunity to read. All of the sudden they were reading like mad on their own and when they were done one book they 

would pick up another one, just like I was! I had my doubts at the beginning, I thought I would not be able to sit there 

and enjoy books like that. I thought I would need to be roving and managing behavior the whole time. I couldn’t believe 

how much it changed my classroom in the first week I did it. All of the sudden instead of getting a tiny bit of work done 

during that time, I found 20 minutes of peaceful reading time in my day! My wonder child came next; I haven’t seen her 

staring at the wall with her book bag full of closed books. She finds her cozy place and enjoys her books. We share what 

we like about reading and what kinds of books we like. Sometimes at the carpet when I saw a child getting bored I would 

wordlessly offer them one of my books and I would wordlessly ask if I could borrow one of theirs. I loved showing them 

how I was interested in what they were interested in and they seemed to think that I picked pretty neat books! 

Keywords: Motivating, Interest, Stamina, Model,  
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

If we increase the children's passion in reading will it have a positive effect on their reading? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

One strategy that I have tried is having my wonder student work with our school’s teacher Librarian once per week to 

find a book that he would like to read but maybe is not yet ready to read independently. This book is then read aloud by 

me to the class. Every time I read a book selected by this child the students all say is this an ‘X’ pick? The other students 

in the class now look forward to hearing his pick for the week. Because of his selections we are now, as a class, 

discovering different genres and finding the love, joy and laughter in reading. One example of this is my wonder child 

has now discovered tongue twisters and enjoys having these read to the class. During the reading of these books the 

students are laughing and asking me questions such as:”was that hard to read?” “which one was harder?” “Are you tired 

now?” “Why was that one hardest to read?” “Is your tongue tied up now” and “Read it again!” As a whole the class is 

discovering how fun reading can be and the classroom is full of laughter and smiles when I am done reading and many of 

the students ask to read the book after I am finished with it. That to me is illustrating that students are finding a passion 

in reading. 

Keywords:  Joy, Passion, read aloud 
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SD 64 
“The one strategy that I felt made the most difference in helping to improve this 

student’s independence, confidence, joy and skill level in reading and other areas 

was to constantly check for understanding throughout activities.” 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: 

What is the impact of Foundation for Learning exercises on a student’s ability to focus, attend, and engage in reading 

and reading like behaviours? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

An EA took C to a private room and did FFL exercises first thing in the morning and again right after lunch play.  At first C 

resisted, but by 2nd term C looked forward to these sessions and would then join the class with improved focus and 

attention.   

The hardest time for C to self-regulate was during carpet time.  We tried weights (vest, lap animals), a rocking chair and 

a sensory cushion, but C could not sit still and would interact with peers instead of attending to the activity.  I set up 

parameters for quiet table work (looking at a book, drawing, cutting, puzzles) and C could ask to sit at the table.  I 

noticed C was still engaged in what I was reading, and at first would “blurt out” responses, then began to put up his 

hand and would be given an opportunity to speak.   

During whole school events or watching performances, C was not able to sit quietly with the other students.  We tried a 

sensory cushion and a camp chair, but C still wiggled around a lot.  I discovered that if I let him move away from the 

others he would spin on the floor and roll around, being quiet and also listening to what was going on.  In 2nd term, C 

was encouraged to sit quiet and attend for increasing amounts of minutes, then was taken to the private room to do 

some exercises or swinging.  We are now near the end of the year, and C is able to sit quiet for nearly 10 minutes before 

asking to go exercise. 

These are the key words you might use if you were looking for my report in an index or table of contents.  

Self-regulation 

Foundation for Learning exercises 

Sensory materials 

Angela Brigden Teacher of K/1,   
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring about the following question: 

Will increasing one on one reading time/instructional time with my case study student improve his independence, 

confidence, joy, and skill level in reading? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

My case study student stood out to me, as someone who I felt needed extra attention academically near the beginning 

of the school year. His lack of confidence in his reading was apparent right away during a reading assessment and his 

lack of focus seemed to really hold him back from being successful. It seemed that whenever he felt uncomfortable 

about an assignment, or his abilities, he resorted to distracting himself, and others, by being social. 

The one strategy that I felt made the most difference in helping to improve this student’s independence, confidence, joy 

and skill level in reading and other areas was to constantly check for understanding throughout activities.  

In order for this strategy to be successful I tried the following: I made sure my case study student was being attentive 

during instructional periods with verbal reminders and sometimes even having him move away from peers he was 

distracted by; I constantly checked in for understanding and gave extra explanation when necessary; and finally, by 

keeping an open line of communication with his parents about his behaviour in class and his commitment to his home 

reading program. 

I found that by taking the extra few moments to check for understanding, my student would usually be able to focus his 

attention on the task at hand and become more successful at completing it even if he couldn’t necessarily read the 

instructions.  

Over the span of the school year, my student’s confidence in reading grew and he showed improvement overall. He was 

more likely to take risks and showed more enjoyment and independence.  

My only wish would be that I could multiply myself and work one-on-one with all students all the time to ensure 

everyone has optimum success!    

These are the key words you might use if you were looking for my report in an index or table of contents. 

-Focus 

-Independence 

-Reading 

-Check for understanding 

Position: Teacher of grades 2/3 
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“The time that I have had in a one-on-one setting with this student  

this year has been irreplaceable. I have grown as a teacher and feel  

that I can better teach reading to my other students and my focus  

student has shown immeasurable growth in so many areas.” 
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Dear Colleagues, 
Inquiry Question 

By increasing the one to one time spent purposefully conferencing and instructing, using best practice reading 

strategies, will my case study student improve her reading abilities? 

Dear Colleagues, 

Working collaboratively with your learning support team, regardless how small, is the key to supporting struggling 

readers. In our journey, we assessed our case study student to get a clear and definitive base line of her strengths and 

weaknesses. Then, targeted our instruction to teach to those deficits. We were very consciousness that a significant part 

of the instruction included whole class learning, there by insuring that our case student always felt included.  We also 

realized that we needed a plan to transition her from small group to whole class.  

After a term of small group instruction, our case study student was fully meeting the grade 3 reading and writing 

outcomes; however, we noticed that when we released her to work independently she continued to struggle. Clearly 

this was not due to ability but rather an internal belief system that this student has built up over time. Therefore, we 

decided to create a transition plan to help her realize that she is a capable student. The LAT teacher opened her 

schedule in the third term to run Literacy Circles with the majority of students (including our case study student) while 

the classroom teacher did LLI with a small group. By having the case study student work in a small group with her peers 

and having the LAT teacher float in and out of the group as needed, the hope is that our case study student will begin to 

believe in her ability as a capable reader and writer.  

 The most valuable lesson that we as teacher took away from this experience is that being open to working 

collaboratively with each other is the key to helping our struggling learners. Clearly there needs to be a balance between 

pull-out instruction and in class support; however, both the classroom teacher and the learning resource teacher need 

to be open to thinking out of the box and be willing to learn from each other.  

These are the key words you might use if you were looking for my report in an index or table of contents.  

Collaboration 

Transition plan 

Stephanie Wolf,  

Grade 2/3 teacher , District: SD 67 

  



Dear Colleagues, 
Inquiry question: 

I’ve been inquiring into the following question: What improvements will I notice if I increase the amount of one to one 

conferencing and reading time with my case study student? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I chose to focus on a little girl in my grade 1 classroom who was easily distracted, craving attention, and who often 

wanted to chat. She was approaching with her literacy level, needing more repetition and strategies. This student lack 

confidence and home support; she wanted to move forward but she didn’t know how. After looking at her strengths and 

learning style, I realized she was a kind student how worked best in a quiet environment and that she preferred close 

proximity to an adult.  

In collaboration with my support teacher, we organized a schedule where the support teacher came into the classroom 

which allowed me to have 1-on-1 time with this student. Together we read together, sharing reading strategies and 

encouragement. She felt important and she was engaged and enthusiastic. 

Classroom strategies were also discussed with the support teacher that included preferential seating, choosing a suitable 

supportive peer, I spoke to family members in an effort to include them in this student’s learning.  I also brought this 

student forward to SBT to invite other perspectives. 

I am happy to report at this point in time that my student is now more grounded in class, she is more confident. She 

anticipates working 1-to-1 with me and her ELI teacher.  Home to school communication will continue as I made a good 

start and this is an area I want to cultivate.  

  

These are the key words you might use if you were looking for my report in an index or table of contents.  

Engaged and enthusiastic 

Collaboration  
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Dear Colleagues, 
Inquiry question: 

If we explicitly teach reading/decoding strategies , and help the student to identify these strategies, how will the case 

study student’s increased confidence help him to grow more proficient as a reader? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Dear Colleagues: 

T – “What is the first letter sound  you hear in the word dog?” 

S – “Ruff.” 

This was the first hint of an a-ha moment that wouldn’t reveal itself to me until years later, when I embarked upon my 

CR4YR journey. 

I had held the belief that for a child to be able to make meaning from text, they must first know the letters and their 

corresponding sounds. I was ignoring the knowledge that there are other cueing systems at work (meaning, structure, 

visual), and they are working in concert with each other. I knew this, yet I persisted as though the letter-sound 

correspondence was the only foundation upon which I had to build. 

It became clear to me that placing such emphasis on letter-sound correspondence was not achieving the desired effect 

for my focus student. Every time I asked him for the name of a letter and the sound it makes was a reminder that he 

simply doesn’t know them. “There are other sources of information that a child can use to help him or her to solve an 

unknown word” (Johnson, Keier). It was liberating when I finally let go of my dependence on phonetics and began to 

place more importance on those other sources of information. 

The child is still able to make meaning from text using a variety of sources, which gives a more accurate picture of what 

he is capable of as a reader. 

Thank you, 

These are the key words you might use if you were looking for my report in an index or table of contents.  

Cueing systems 

Variety of sources 

Jennifer Fotschuk,  

Grade 1 teacher, District: SD 67,  

Contact info: 250-770-7670 

 

 



Dear Colleagues, 
Inquiry question: 

How will using specific conferencing strategies/assessment from Catching Readers and Café Book resources in my 1:1 

meetings with my “wonder” student help him to make gains while our LST teacher works with the rest of the class? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Together, the Learning Support Teacher and myself attended the CR4YR sessions and we’ve shifted our mindset to a 

model of co-teaching to support beginning readers. We did this in stages. The class was already trained in self-regulation 

strategies for independent reading using Bushey and Moser’s “Read to Self” from Daily 5. The skills taught anchor 

students rather than the adults needing to monitor children. Students become self –regulated when they practice the 

skills and reflect later on their ability to focus during this time. These Daily 5 steps for Read to Self were taught explicitly 

and sequentially, starting with just one minute of “Read to Self“ time. 

Once a wonder student was chosen, we decided to create an opportunity for the classroom teacher to build a deeper 

relationship with the wonder student outside of the room, whilst the LAT teacher built 1:1 relationships with some “at-

promise” readers through conferencing in the classroom during the “Read to Self” block. This allowed the class to 

become comfortable with the LAT teacher leading the group. The wonder student developed some reading strategies, 

but more importantly, gained more confidence to risk-take. After a natural break, (Spring Break), our next step was to 

re-integrate our student into the class for “Read to Self”, knowing that he wasn’t ready for independence. We carefully 

selected two groups, including the wonder student to support in their reading and focus using Levelled Literacy 

Intervention (LLI) Resources. These beginning students get opportunities to self–select their reading choices at another 

time during the day.  

We continually collaborate and support each other to problem-solve the ebb and flow of this new model and it is a 

newfound joy to work together in this capacity. 

These are the key words you might use if you were looking for my report in an index or table of contents.  

Collaborate 

Confidence 

Michelle Tom and Sally Gfeller,  

Grade 1 teacher and Learning Support,  

District: SD 67 

 

 

 

 



Dear Colleagues, 
Inquiry question: 

In what ways will daily intentional connection that focuses on building a deeper relationship with my case study 

student enhance his ability to read? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I found having a specific inquiry and focus helpful and revealing in my daily teaching practice. I tried focusing on daily 

intentional personal connection with my case study student which included an informal “getting to know him” delightful 

conversation to daily quick hello’s, questions, comments involving him and his life. With the support of my Learning 

Support Teacher, I included a few 15 minute one to one sessions at the start to connect, discover and teach reading 

strategies he needed to practice. Through discovering what interests and things were important in his life I was able to 

personalize his learning, for example making a hockey star reading bookmark/prompt card he enjoys using. I quickly 

observed how the personal connection with the teacher was motivating for my student. It was exciting to see how he 

became more interested, focused, engaged and grew in confidence in reading and participating in lessons. He has made 

personal and academic progress. This experience has confirmed and possibly reminded me of the importance of 

intentional personal connection in teaching.  I appreciate how CR4YR provided the opportunity to take the time to 

inquire, collaborate and reflect on my daily practice. 

Keywords: 

Intentional personal connection 

Inquire, collaborate and reflect 

Grade 2/3 Teacher,  

District: SD 67 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Dear Colleagues, 
Inquiry question: 

If I spend 15 minutes to one to one time three times a week teaching reading comprehension strategies, will my focus 

student’s reading comprehension improve? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful.  

To assist my focus student with reading comprehension, I taught him about the reading comprehension bracelet. Nick 

and I spent time learning each strategy and buddying the strategy with a color of bead. Each bead would be placed on a 

bracelet so he can remember to work through the beads/reading strategies to understand what he is reading. When our 

reading bracelet was complete, we wrote out each strategy on a colored piece of paper and put each piece in order. 

Green (read title/heading), Red (do a picture walk), blue (make a prediction), yellow (read, pause, question), black 

(important words), extra (do a retell). Nick’s next goal was to teach the class what he had learned and help his 

classmates make their own reading comprehension bracelet. Witnessing his confidence speaking in front of his 

classmates and his understanding about reading comprehension was rewarding. He now uses these reading 

comprehension strategies when reading books. As a class we were able to use the reading bracelets to help our 

understanding of both fiction and non-fiction. 

Keywords: 

Reading comprehension 

Carla, Grade 1/2 Teacher,  

District: SD 67 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Dear Colleagues, 
Inquiry question: 

With 15 min. of daily one-on-one time, will my case study student demonstrate an increase in self-confidence and 

reading ability? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

This year our learning support teacher has been coming into my class for a full block once a week to continue literacy 

instruction. During this time I have taken my focus student and worked one-on-one with her. I have also made a point of 

reading with her 3 other times a week for about 15 minutes each day. I have taken ideas from LLI and Reading Recovery 

lessons and created my own program to work with this particular student during the long lesson. This involves warming 

up with a previously read book, tackling a new book, a mini lesson on something that I noticed from either of the 2 

books that day and some writing and retelling based on what she read.  

This student really lacked in confidence and attentiveness so I initially proceeded a quite a slow pace in order for her to 

feel success. She really picked up on reading strategies and started implementing the ones she learned right away. I tried 

to make it a lot of fun and low pressure for her. I looked to her for cues on when to proceed and when she needed 

reinforcement or more time. I noticed jumps in her confidence and ability just after the winter break and so I took that 

as a signal that she was ready to move. My focus student has continued to make great progress since then. She is keen 

to read and has started bringing books from home to read. She was so proud of herself when she was first able to read 

“a chapter book”. She is now reading fluently and doing everything right. She has been the textbook focus student.  

I feel that because of the success that she has experienced with her reading, her confidence in everything else has also 

improved. She has become a role model and helper in our classroom (she is a grade 2 student in a 1/2 classroom).  

The time that I have had in a one-on-one setting with this student this year has been irreplaceable. I have grown as a 

teacher and feel that I can better teach reading to my other students and my focus student has shown immeasurable 

growth in so many areas.  

Keywords: 

Confidence, reading improvement, learning support teacher, one-on-one time 

TT, Grade 1/2 Teacher,  

District: SD 67 

 

 

 

 

 



Dear Colleagues, 
Inquiry question: 

What differences do I notice in my case study students’ self-image as a learner and a reader if I increase the amount 

of one-to-one time I spend reading and setting goals with her? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

The action I took this year that had the most impact on my focus student was having a focus on whole-class instruction 

on having a Growth Mindset. After having spent some time reading and thinking about Carol Dweck’s work on the 

power of having a growth mindset, I decided to explore how I might teach my own class about how they can change 

their words (self-talk and peer talk) to change their mindset from a fixed to a growth mindset.  I thought this might be 

particularly important for my focus student as she did not see herself as a “good” reader and learner.  I decided to 

create a sequence called “Change Your Words to Change Your Mindset, using the book, Giraffes Can’t Dance.  For two 

solid weeks I worked with my class on this reading sequence, all the while weaving the language of “I can’t do this YET…” 

(for example) all throughout our days. Throughout this sequence I could really see my focus student come to realize that 

needing to put effort into learning something, like how to read, does not mean you are not good at reading.  Rather, we 

might all put our nest effort into the learning we are doing because we can all get better and do better.  Since 

completing that sequence we have continued to use this language in our classroom, and I have really used this thinking 

about growth mindsets to shape the culture of my classroom: being continually aware of the language I use when 

providing feedback to students in order to foster their belief in the power of a growth mindset.  It has been amazing to 

see my focus student, and indeed all my students, grow in confidence and believe in themselves. 

These are the key words you might use if you were looking for my report in an index or table of contents.  

Growth mindset         

Empowered learners     

Confident learners 

Alicia Moura, Grade 1 teacher,  

District: SD 67 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Dear Colleagues, 
Inquiry question: 

If I give my student individual reading instruction and feedback, a minimum of three times a week, will I see an 

improvement in her reading? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

My experience with my “wonder” student was enlightening. I simply read with my student, three times a week, for a 

period of twenty minutes. We set a goal, did a quick review of previously learned skills and then chunked a reading 

passage into manageable pieces. I provided specific feedback with lots of praise and positive encouragement. 

And something wonderful happened…her reading improved! 

It felt a little like “The Grinch Who Stole Christmas.” She improved …how could it be so? It came without …scripts!.. It 

came without bags!.. It came without reports, pull outs, and  CEA’s. 

And the roast beast never tasted better! 

Keywords:  

Enlightening 

Specific feedback 

Praise and positive encouragement 

Grade 2/3 teacher,  

District: SD 67 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Dear Colleagues, 
Inquiry question: 

If I increase the amount of structured A/B partner talk time, in what ways will there be an increase in comprehension, 

motivation and confidence? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Working with CR4YR has provided a valuable opportunity to be inspired by leadership, brought up to date on current 

effective reading instruction, collaborate with colleagues, teach students through use of effective strategies, and finally 

to reflect on best instructional strategies.  In order to help our at-risk reading students in grade 2, including my wonder 

student, our elementary school pursued an innovative, collaborative instructional approach which involved many 

stakeholders.  The principal, early literacy expert, Learning Support Teacher, AbEd teacher, both classroom teachers, 

educational assistants and parents all played roles in supporting students’ learning.  Our school’s daily timetable 

reflected the simultaneous and connected use of all these stakeholders as the schedule was organized around using 

everybody.  Twice a day for half an hour each time, different children were given one on one or small group reading 

support by different teachers while the remaining larger group was either supported by the classroom or LST teacher.  

The ability to work with our wonder student one on one was invaluable.  The awareness of using effective strategies for 

everyone (based on what would be good for the wonder student) was heightened.  Purposeful, goal-orientated, 

reflective classroom instructional approaches were the outcome. 

Keywords: Collaboration 

Grade 1/2 teacher,  

District: SD 67 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Dear Colleagues, 
As a Learning Support Teacher, I was not certain, when we began the project, what my role would actually be.  

Ultimately, what emerged was an amazing opportunity to provide teachers and students with the type of support I have 

always wanted to give.  It allowed for time to collaborate, share information, discuss strategies/plans, successes and re-

do’s.  It also allowed me to witness, first hand, the teachers and the “wonder students” making such beneficial 

connections in that one to one format.  The gift of time, collaboration with others, has helped to shift perspective and 

inform practice.  Going through this process has both validated my current practice and provided great impetus to shift 

and change as it is needed.  Thank you! 

 Keywords: 

Collaboration 

Amazing opportunity 

Robin,  

Learning Support, Spec Ed, ELL & ELI teacher,  

District: SD 67 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Dear Colleagues, 
Inquiry question: 

What improvements will I notice if the amount of one to one reading time is increased with my case study student? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

As a Learning Support Teacher, I collaborated with the grade K/1 teacher to provide Early Literacy Intervention support 

for a student.  This student has a complicated home situation and had recently been placed in a new foster home.  With 

such a turbulent early childhood, we wondered whether we would be able to support her learning to the point that she 

could catch up to her peers.  At the start of grade 1, our wonder student was at PM Benchmark Level 1.  We were 

hesitant to begin the ELI program first term as we wanted to give her time to settle into her new school. 

We began our focused work with our student at the start of term two.  This involved daily lessons with a small group of 

grade 1s, working on early literacy skills such as spelling, writing, word families, and reading activities.  Our star student 

was also provided with one on one instruction following the ELI program.  Collaboration between the LST and the 

classroom teacher provided a distinct connection between what was happening in the Special Ed room and what was 

happening in the classroom. 

We are now approaching the end of the year.  Our focus student has climbed the PM Benchmark levels with a quick and 

steady pace.  She has become able to independently choose strategies to attack new words.  Our student is now 

meeting expectations in reading and approaching in writing.  She has strong problem-solving skills.  Our focus students’ 

success was due to the daily individualized teacher attention.  Instruction was within her zone of proximal development 

and therefore tailored to her learning needs.   

Keywords: 

Collaboration 

Zone of proximal development 

Niki Carlson and Jen Moorhouse,  

Learning Support, ELL & ELI teacher, Grade K/1 teacher,  

District: SD 67 

 

 

 

 



Dear Colleagues, 
 

Inquiry question: 

If given positive, adult, 1-1 interaction (social emotional support), will his confidence, engagement and interest in 

literacy related activities increase? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

In order for this inquiry to work, a support teacher taught my class twice a week for 20 minutes while I worked with my 

focus student one on one to develop a connection with him.  It was important to start this way as he was struggling 

socially and needed social/emotional support to be successful.  First we just spent time in the library looking at books 

together as he has not been exposed to books very much at home.  He started talking about his interests such as Lego 

and Star Wars.  From these discussions, our relationship was solidified.  We then started to work on alphabet/letter 

sound that was introduced in class. 

The next step was to bring a couple of other students he was friends with to work in a small group. This met his social 

needs and provided a positive learning environment.  The two boys were struggling learners so the focus student felt 

comfortable working with them and sometimes helped them.  This small group session further increased his confidence 

academically and socially. 

Once his confidence increased, the focus student showed much more interest and engagement in class.  At the 

beginning of the year, he was solemn and rarely smiled, but he seems much happier in school now.  He is a capable 

student who just needed social/emotional support to be successful.  He is now fully meeting in reading and on his way 

to success! 

Keywords:  Social emotional support , one on one interaction 

Harue Iwashita 

Kindergarten teacher, District: SD 67 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Dear Colleagues, 
Inquiry question: 

If I spend 30 minutes 4 times a week on small group literacy instruction, will I see an improvement in my student’s 

reading ability, comprehension and overall confidence? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Our school just started the LLI (Leveled Literacy Intervention) program for grade 2 students this year, so I am very new to 

the program.  “LLI is a small-group, supplementary intervention system designed for children who find reading and 

writing difficult. LLI is designed to bring children quickly up to grade-level competency” and has components built in to it 

that cover letter/word work, phonics/word work, reading and rereading new books at their level and writing about their 

reading.  It incorporates fun little games to reinforce the word work. 

I have only been working with my group for about 9 weeks and have only been able to get to them 2 or 3 times a week, 

instead of 4-5 times.  However, the results have been very promising.  At the beginning of the year, my focus student in 

grade 2 was quite far behind in her reading (end of grade 1) and really lacked self-confidence, to the point of not saying 

a word to me.  She has shown improvement in her reading in many ways, such as reading more fluently, rather than 

word by word.  She seems much more confident in our group and in class. She actually put up her hand to share 

something in class the other day and I was so excited for this, as she seems so shy and unsure of herself.  We have been 

able to spend more time focused on looking at word patterns which is really paying off.  This small group time has really 

allowed me to find out that my student is struggling with using “meaning” cues and I am able to focus on teaching her to 

use meaning strategies other than just “word-attack” strategies.  Overall, I am happy to see her progress and believe 

that this has made a positive difference in her overall reading.  I look forward to continuing to work with my student for 

the rest of the year to see if we can get her closer to reading at grade-level. 

Keywords:Confident, positive difference 

Grade 2/3 teacher, District: SD 67 

 

  



 

 
 

SD 70 
“This year we expanded the number of participants of the Changing Results for Young 

Readers initiative from Primary teachers and students, to also include grade four and 

five teachers and students. We had 26 teachers and four administrators participate 

which included classroom, French Immersion, Special Education, and Learning 

Assistance teachers, as well as, three Principals and one Vice Principal. We are very 

fortunate to have had Faye Brownlie as our facilitator. 

Common themes included self-regulation, the building of student confidence and self-

esteem, creating an emotionally safe classroom environment, the importance of 

student choice, the importance of the joy of reading, and the importance of adjusting 

strategies to meet the needs of the learner.” 

 

School District 70: District Achievement Contract 2014-2017 
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Dear Colleagues, 
Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Case Study: Sonia Organ: Alberni Elementary 2014-2015 

Inquiry Question: Will spending more one on one time and developing a good relationship with my inquiry student 

and their family help them with reading? 

Teacher Reflection:While reading the book “Catching Readers Before They Fall” I have gained a deeper understanding of 

the reading process and how our students struggling or not are able to make sense of words and develop an 

understanding of what makes them a proficient reader. My student entered my classroom as a grade 1 student with 

little to no reading strategies or interest. When I first asked him to read me a level one book back in September he 

sounded out every letter he saw and did not once place it into words, he was very quiet, shy and didn’t talk much. His 

grandparents came to the parent teacher interview very concerned about his learning. I reassured them that this was 

the year he was going to become a reader. Now 8 months later he is reading at a level 12 and progressing each day that I 

read with him. He has figured it out. I am sure my strategies and instruction helped but after building a good relationship 

with Jayden and his grandma the interest in reading became automatic. Between myself and grandma we kept this 

student accountable for his learning.  Each day he comes to school with his home reading and any homework 

completed.  Now at the end of the school year he feels very confident with his reading and will try even very challenging 

books just because he now has the confidence to figure out what those words mean. Here are a few quotes from him 

when asked about his reading: 

What do you like about books and stories?  “The stories are cool and funny” 

How do you think your reading is doing now? “I am doing better with reading. I read every night, reading lots, read big 

ones (books), I am almost done one.” 

What makes you a good learner? “I am reading a lot and doing math” 

What makes you good at reading? “ Sounds out the words, when I read goodly I can read good books” 

What helps you learn? “My mom helps me when I get words wrong, I try to practice” 

How do you think you have changed? “I am listening better, not calling, listening to teacher.” 

How is your reading? “Good” 

What will do you do this summer? “Go to grandma’s pool”, play in sprinkler” 

What do you think is your strength? “Being better at listening” 

My inquiry question really helped me focus on my student and making a real relationship and understanding where they 

were at with the reading process. I am so very proud of her and all of her gains this year and I am sure she will make 

more in the following years. 

Keywords: Confidence, support, interest 

Sonia Organ,  

Grade 1 / 2, District: 70 



 

Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How will on-going, one-on-one, regular feedback (ie: oral feedback pertaining to relevant strategies being used or 

neglected; written responses indicating comprehension) impact this student’s ability and motivation to read? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

 For guided reading instruction, I chose to keep my students in the class with me, with the exception of three students 

that are exceeding expectations. After collaborating, in order for this model to be successful, the literacy support 

teacher pushed into the classroom to support students with the writing aspect of guided reading. 

What the classroom teacher learned with this approach was that she has a continuous, in depth knowledge of each 

student’s abilities and challenges, including strategic preferences. (This finding does not include the three students that 

are not in her classroom during this time.) This knowledge of her students’ abilities allows for teachable moments 

throughout the day, fostering and confirming new learnings/skills/strategies. 

What the literacy support teacher learned with this approach, was the power of pushing into the classroom to support 

not only vulnerable students, but the class as a whole. Collaborating with the classroom teacher allowed both teachers 

to not only piece together student abilities and needs, but also to confirm our approaches. 

This approach was not only beneficial to student progress, but covertly fostered both teachers professional 

development with learning from each other. 

This in-class model for guided reading, has provided both teachers the opportunity to work continuously and 

consistently with the case study student as we know exactly where she is at on a day to day basis. 

Tricia and Diana,  

Grade ½ teacher and Literacy Support Teacher,  

District 70 

 

 

  



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

Will conferences with parents in the classroom to model an effective home reading session support progress in 

student fluency and comprehension? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

 I am a teacher new to primary teaching.  I have 24 grade three students this year with very diverse needs and 

backgrounds.  For a number of years I taught grade seven at a middle school.  We did not have guided reading and I was 

in the practice of having readers’ workshop daily where all my students stayed with me.  I taught my students to find 

good fit books.  These are books that are at both your interest and reading level.  Students chose their own books with 

my support and we had reading conferences and response activities.  It was wonderful.  When I moved to elementary 

and a primary classroom I was expected to have all my students participate in guided reading.  The first few years I 

participated in the school wide guided reading session and worked with some of my own students along with a number 

from other classes.  It just didn’t work for me.  I didn’t know what my students were doing when they were out of the 

classroom and received little feedback on progress.  After a term, too many of my students progressed very minimally or 

not at all.  I knew I had the most vested interest in my students’ progress.  I made the decision two years ago to keep all 

my students and call the time reader’s workshop.  I haven’t looked back.  My students are happier to stay together with 

their teacher and classmates.  They don’t miss key lessons or strategies because they are out of the classroom.  All 

activities are done based on independent reading choices.  The best part is I know exactly what my students are reading, 

where they are successful, and what strategies they need to work on.  We learn and celebrate together.  My year with 

CR4YR was reaffirming.  How wonderful it was to watch all my students discover chapter books and find a love for 

reading. 

Keywords: Good fit    readers workshop 

Sonia Iacuzzo,  

Grade 3 Teacher,  

District School District 70 (Alberni)  



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

My question and student changed as my first student was rarely present. With my second student I focused on the 

importance of one to one intervention. 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

No one seems to have enough support, so working within the system I found time by working with my student outside 

the bell, after school twice a week 

We need to work with what is available 

Pick your student carefully, make sure they will show up, and you have parental support 

Working after school opens up the time table and can show respect for extracurricular events 

Working after the bell allows parents to join an actual lesson and observe/learn through observation and inclusion in a 

lesson 

Working one to one after/before the bell is a wonderful way to build a bridge between home and school 

After school programming was done in partnership between the support and classroom teacher to make sure the 

student was getting consistent extra help five days a week. 

This also allows for ease of reporting 

Keywords:  Timetabling, After school 

Grade 2 

Support, District 70 

 

 

 

  



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

If children receive direct instruction, in small groups/literacy centers, what difference do I notice in their engagement 

and skills? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

 I developed a series of literacy centers that gave children the opportunity to work on a variety of reading and writing 

skills.  I divided the class into small groups that would work at a different center each day.  The kids were not grouped 

for ability, they included grade ones and grade twos.  All the centers were taught to the whole class and practiced as a 

class before the children attempted them on their own.  As the year progressed the tasks at each center changed 

slightly, but the basic format remained the same.  I was free to go from center to center or focus on one particular 

center/skill area and work with small groups.   

I really noticed that the children were confident and happy when working on these centers.  They certainly started the 

year by playing and showing off task behavior, but as we progressed they became much more focused and independent.  

Their level of confidence increased and the conversations that I listened to showed that they were on task and growing 

in their ability to learn independently as well as work cooperatively.  Each child participated at their level and I rarely had 

the feeling that I was failing to meet their needs during this time. 

Over the past month we had to give up literacy centers for a few weeks.  The children repeatedly asked when we would 

be doing this activity again.  The day that they noticed literacy centers were included in the daily agenda there was great 

celebration.  I admit I celebrated right along with them!   

I will continue to work on and refine my literacy centers in the next school year. 

Keywords: Literacy centers, individualized learning 

Kathy Kendrick,  

Grade 1, 2, District SD 70/Alberni 

 

 

 

  



 

 
 

SD 71 
“The gift of time.  Time to share knowledge, ideas and expertise.  These  

are the gifts of CR4YR.  In our busy, busy profession, it is so difficult to  

find the time to chat with our colleagues and deeply discuss how we  

can help our students. Through CR4YR, we have had the time to put our  

brains and our expertise together for the benefit of our students, without 

interruption…imagine!” 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: How will 1-1 mentoring increase our student’s joy and learning? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

The gift of time.  Time to share knowledge, ideas and expertise.  These are the gifts of CR4YR.  In our busy, busy 

profession, it is so difficult to find the time to chat with our colleagues and deeply discuss how we can help our students. 

Through CR4YR, we have had the time to put our brains and our expertise together for the benefit of our students, 

without interruption…imagine!   

In my case study, we came up with having my student in Grade 2 work each morning with a former student of mine who 

is currently in Grade 5 and was a struggling reader when I taught him in Grade 2.  This Grade 5 student is now reading at 

grade level and is “cool”, thus making it very enticing for my little Grade 2 to spend time with him each day.  Our LST 

taught the Grade 5 student the reading strategies we were using in the class so that the language was common (i.e. 

“chunky monkey, flippy dolphin, eagle eye”, etc.) Once our Grade 5 student was ready with this “toolkit” of strategies, 

he came to my classroom and each morning during our reading time, he reads with my case study Grade 2 boy.  They 

can be found huddled together on the couch, on the mats, in the “book nook”, totally engaged.  Our Grade 5 boy is so 

encouraging and I see a lot of “high 5’s”, and hear a lot of complimenting and encouragement.  This has made the Grade 

2 boy feel so special and excited to read.  He began the year without strategies to decode words and with such anxiety 

and nervousness with reading.  This morning he read me the first 10 pages of “Cat in the Hat”.  Powerful! As well, the 

Grade 2 boy is now relaxed and confident with his reading.  He has found the joy of reading. 

Keywords:  One on one, mentorship, buddy reading 

Gr.1/2 Teacher 

District 71 

 

  



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: How will the use of technology and repeat reading increase self-

regulation and reading ability? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Repeat timed (one minute) oral reading practice, in an individual or small group setting, 3 x per week. The student has 

results of words per minute graphed and can easily see the growth in fluency. The visual reminder of the growth is a 

motivating factor for the student. Built into this practice is time to get feedback from the student when dealing with 

challenging vocabulary…What does the word mean? What strategies are you using? How can you use these strategies 

when reading and thinking about other materials? This is where videotaping the student has been effective. The student 

was taped on the first and last read and talked about the growth they saw in their reading. The student was given the 

opportunity to talk about what good reading strategies they were using. This was also recorded.  The metacognitive 

growth of this student was evident.   

Keywords:  

-Oral reading practice (timed 1 minute reads, choral reading, chants, poems, tongue twisters) 

-Collaboration, feedback: with student, parents, teachers 

-Efficient reading strategies  

Jane Dunnett 

Learning Support teachers: gr.3-7,  

District 71, ComoxValley 

 

 

  



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How will meaning based instruction improve reading for this child? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

The student I chose to work with was one of my lowest readers. One of my district colleagues, who is a former learning 

support teacher, did her master’s thesis on ways to help our most vulnerable readers.  With her guide book in hand, I 

worked with him.   

Rather than relying on a phonics-based, sound/symbol method, the work we did together was based on meaning and 

personal passions in life.  In this way he chose topics and vocabulary words that were of interest to him.  Therefore our 

work together stemmed from his interests in life.  With a bank of meaningful words established, we would practice 

these vocabulary words at least three times a week. 

The one on one time with this student was invaluable.  He loved sharing his topics with me and we formed a bond that 

allowed him to take risks.  His confidence grew and he looked forward to “our reading times”.  

Keywords:  

Confidence         invaluable         self-selection   choice   passion   vocabulary    

JE, Teacher - Grade 1,  

District 71 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

If Ethan reads his new home reading book to our LST daily will this improve his reading fluency? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Have the parents in.  Ask them what they do during home reading time.  Get them to model with their child for you.  You 

will discover things!  As teachers, we assume that the parent/child pairing for home reading proceeds as we intend it to.  

Not so!  With our case study student our focus was to build oral reading fluency.  When we met with the parent we 

discovered that the parent abruptly stopped/interrupted the child every time he made an error (a fluency breaker rather 

than a fluency maker).  We then had the opportunity to correctly model what to do when a child makes an error in 

reading.  We met twice with the parent to allow for review of how things were progressing with home reading.   

Keywords:  Home reading          parents         fluency          strategies for home reading          
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“As a learning support teacher and this being my second year in 

Changing Results for Young reader, I was able to structure my support 

this year in a much more purposeful way. I was directly involved in not 

only supporting our chosen student but also the classroom teacher, 

who was a first year teacher. I found that with a great deal of 

communication between myself, the teacher, our other support 

teacher, we were able to always have one of us working with our 

student and to expose him to a variety of teaching styles, as well as the 

chance to read a lot and build his confidence.” 
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Dear Colleagues, 
We have been inquiring into the following question: What impact will providing additional varied 1-1 reading 

opportunities with the teacher, peers and other adults have on developing more sophisticated strategies and 

increasing his engagement in reading? 

As a learning support teacher and this being my second year in Changing Results for Young reader, I was able to 

structure my support this year in a much more purposeful way. I was directly involved in not only supporting our chosen 

student but also the classroom teacher, who was a first year teacher. I found that with a great deal of communication 

between myself, the teacher, our other support teacher, we were able to always have one of us working with our 

student and to expose him to a variety of teaching styles, as well as the chance to read a lot and build his confidence. 

Our student blossomed this year, despite challenges in his personal life and was able to develop an amazing sense of 

confidence in his reading and to begin seeing himself not only as a reader, but as an active participant in his learning.  

With the directed focus on this student, I personally was able to reflect on my practice and work collaboratively with 

other teachers to come up with different strategies to help not only our student but the many other students I work 

with. The collaborative nature of Changing Results for Young Readers has allowed me to remind myself of teaching 

strategies that I had set aside in place of others, and to reaffirm that many of the teaching tools that I am currently using 

are working.  

Changing Results for Young Readers is an amazing opportunity to collaborate and support our colleagues in our quest for 

success for our students. I found this opportunity invaluable! 

KEY WORDS:  Learning Support, collaboration, reflection 
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Teachers asked thoughtful inquiry questions, examined literacy instruction, and shared 
ideas and experiences. A number of big ideas emerged over the past three years—both 
in our district and across the province. These include: 

 Relationships matter 
 Choice engages and honours students 
 Reading for meaning is key 
 Teacher collaboration supports enhanced literacy instruction 
 And more   

 

http://www3.sd73.bc.ca 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:   

How will the teaching of a variety of self-regulated learning strategies in the classroom impact student learning? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I used a check in/check out strategy with my case study student on a daily basis for a period of a month. This allowed me 

to see where he was at each morning, set some daily goals, and give him ownership. At the end of each day, he gave 

himself a green/yellow/read to indicate how he did on those goals. Each day was a clean slate/fresh start. This individual 

conference was an opportunity to connect with the student to find passions/interests that I could use to engage him and 

further his learning. I tried many strategies and dropped them if they had no effect. I also involved his parents; we were 

on his team together, he wasn’t alone. Don’t give up even if it means bringing colleagues or other adults. You never 

know who your student will connect with. If you can make a difference for you child, you are successful. 

Keywords:  Self-regulation, reading improvement, focus, confidence 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

Will students become more engaged and confident writers if I teach a focused writing lesson 3 or more times a week? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I started really slowly with my class. Lots of story reading and modeling. We didn’t actually begin using our writing books 

until January. I accepted every attempt at communication at every level. We took time to ‘celebrate’ and the children 

loved it when I shared their stories with the class. I would point out something wonderful a child had done and other 

children would emulate it during our next writing session. I did not only celebrate the ‘best’ work. We celebrated if a 

child had written a ‘b’ or added incredible detail to a picture that told an interesting story. We celebrated the child who 

tried labelling and the one who discovered exclamation marks. We celebrated the child who copied his/her friend’s 

names, and we became brave and confident and we felt safe to try new things. Now we all feel like writers and we all 

have stories to share at all levels and all levels are okay and we love writing time. 

A lesson I did in May (not free writing): 

Day 1: 

1. Read story The Zoolksh – but did not finish it or show the children what the Zoolksh looked like. 
2. Gave the children playdough and had them create a Zoolksh. I took photos of their creations. 

Day 2: 

3. Reviewed what we had read and showed them their photos (I don’t have a SmartBoard, but that would have 
been ideal). 

4. The children drew pictures – added to and changed their Zoolksh. We talked about things with a friend first – eg. 
Where it lived, does it have a tail, ears, etc., what does it? 

Day 3: 

5. The children wrote about their Zoolksh to their ability.  
6. We finished reading the story.  

Note: What I would add to this would be a sharing component. It was a short week and I didn’t plan time for this, but I 

have found sharing to be very powerful in developing young writers.  
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: How will increasing the amount of time devoted to thoughtful 

conversations increase my student’s metacognitive awareness of himself as a learner? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 
 
Students require a tremendous amount of time to develop the bravery to take risks with their learning.  Students need 
considerable thinking time to formulate ideas and then be willing to share.  Most importantly, students require a 
trusting relationship with a patient and positive educator to be ready to take a leap.  Then, students need consistent 
positive reinforcement for small successes as they begin to take risks.  Sometimes, an additional connection with 
another teacher is necessary to create this dynamic.  In this particular case, the perfect fit was another teacher who 
supports me in my classroom.  I could not have provided the amount of reinforcement, connection, and support my case 
study student required alone.  It may sound simple, but my case study student required one-to-one concentrated time 
with another teacher many times a week, and in addition to his regular classroom time, in order to develop the 
confidence necessary to feel he was capable of learning.  "Be brave with your writing," she would tell him every time 
they met, and he was.   
 
Keywords: connection    relationship    "thinkers take risks"    be brave   think time    positive reinforcement   additional 
support 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How can the use of a guided reading framework help to meet the needs of struggling readers? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Using guided reading with struggling students is very important. The process helps to provide background knowledge to 

the student who has no, or very little, knowledge about the topic he/she is reading about. Some struggling students 

have limited life experiences, which make them vulnerable to certain topics. Through this process students are able to 

gather more information. The process assists struggling students to be more informed about difficult words they may 

find in text. When they are asked to read the difficult word they will be able to remember it and read it correctly. Along 

with reading the text independently, students will be able to have the text read to them by the teacher. This modeling 

will help them to understand how the text is supposed to sound with stops, pauses, and exclamation, which struggling 

readers often have difficulty with when reading. Through this modeling it is hoped that fluency will improve when they 

read and they will note the way text is to be read. Discussion will take place after reading so their comprehension of 

what they have just read will be noted and the teacher can further explain areas where comprehension was not 

correctly identified. All of these steps in the guided reading process are important, not only for struggling students, but 

for all students. 

Keywords:  

Guided reading, modeling, process, fluency, comprehension 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How can explicit, interactive reading instruction engage struggling readers and encourage them to take risks? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

During small group, whole class, and individual instruction I differentiated my questions so that children of all abilities 

could participate in discussions and offer ideas and responses to reading … and be right! I found that providing a “safe 

response” type of questioning encourages children who are afraid to take risks and builds their self-confidence toward 

successful learning. My case study student participated eagerly in all reading, responding, and writing activities. Such a 

delight to be a part of. 

Keywords: Questioning, participation, safe response, risk-taking 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How can explicit interactive reading instruction engage struggling readers and encourage them to take risks? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I made a conscious effort to engage my struggling students during read alouds and lessons. I made a point of calling on 

them every lesson to help me. The questions were sometimes simple; the engagement of the students sometimes brief, 

but participation engaged them. With this participation came energy, enthusiasm and more motivation. After a month 

or so, my at-risk / struggling readers were now raising their hands, taking risks. I could see confidence growing and a 

willingness to try. At this point in the year, all the students I work with have some more involvement, and with that, 

better comprehension and understanding. 

*What I noticed was some of the students’ involvement exceeded my expectations and my questioning evolved as the 

year progressed. 

Keywords:  Confidence, reading instruction, engagement 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What do I notice about students’ interest in print/text when they are engaged in motivating and meaningful print-

based activities? (eg. Reading recipes for baking)? 

 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Baking and Science Experiments: 

I am a baker and have loved baking since before I was in Kindergarten. I have very clear memories of baking with my 
mother at a young age. This year I decided to share my baking passion with my Kindergarten class. I found this to be a 
very engaging activity that demonstrated the value of literacy as it produced very delicious results! It was also a great 
way to motivate students to self-regulate and concentrate on the concepts being taught, as I only selected students who 
were focused and demonstrating expected baking behaviour to complete a special task as we made our way through the 
recipe. We also followed a baking lesson format that allowed for consistency and expectations were the same and 
clearly communicated repeatedly every time we brought out the mixer. I was also able to transfer the lesson format to 
hands-on Science experiments. Mastering the best way to present the lesson was achieved through trial and error and 
will likely change according to the needs of my classroom next year. That being said, this is what worked for me: 

 Read the recipe without title 

 Have students guess what we are going to make (or do if it was a Science experiment) 
 Read procedure of recipe / experiment and select students who model desirable behaviour to underline words, 

find or add ingredients 

 Complete final steps (placing cookie dough onto trays or muffin dough into tins) in small groups as a centre 
during play time, or give students opportunity to complete experiment in small groups 

 Follow up with “learning log” entry with before and after pictures – label beginning sounds of details in drawings 
 

I found that choosing recipes / experiments with fewer ingredients allowed for greater success in the follow up written 

response. 

Keywords:  Kindergarten baking recipes, Teaching your passion, Primary Science experiment 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What difference do I notice in engagement and motivation when I provide more choice in genre and topic during read 

to self, partner reading, and home reading? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Building my classroom library with a wide variety of genres, as well as building a strong relationship with the student: 

The first approach I took was to increase choice for this particular student. I found that he was interested in new books 

but did not always want to read. I realized at that point I needed to build our relationship to understand this student’s 

preferences. I also realized that in order for us to effectively communicate, we needed a trusting and strong relationship. 

That’s when I decided to ask him questions about his likes and dislikes, interests, and favourite things. I found out that I 

had a student on my hands who was much like me – into sports, animals, fishing, and games. So I set up a time that I 

could go watch him play hockey on the weekend. This was a great way to build a strong and trusting relationship. I 

definitely noticed a difference in his engagement and motivation after we had built that relationship. He was much more 

attentive to my teaching and excited about our 1-1 conferences. Building a relationship helped this student trust and 

learn from me, which in turn, did the same for me. 

Keywords:  

 

Motivation 

Choice 

Engagement 

Relationship 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What do I notice about students’ engagement and motivation in reading and writing when I provide a weekly 
opportunity for a picture/print response to a read aloud? 
 
Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

A direct focus on modeling and guided practice in an abundance is key in developing confidence in all learners. Those 

with consistent confidence will enlist in all kinds of risks in the reading and writing and produce, however, and more 

importantly, is those with no, little, and/or inconsistent confidence are the ones what will thrive in a “modeled and 

guided practice” classroom. These ones will only develop reading and writing skills as long as there is “risk-taking” which 

breeds in a healthy self-concept and confidence. Like an infant who is ready to feed themselves, will take the spoon from 

its parents and push aside the helping hand. 

Keywords: Confidence , Modeling and guided practice, Risk-taking 

Troylana Manson, K Teacher 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What difference will I notice in students’ level of engagement if I provide more opportunities to celebrate their 

writing? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

In giving my students more opportunities to celebrate their writing, whether it was journal writing, creating lists, or 

letters I felt I provided students with more of an opportunity to talk and have meaningful conversations about their 

writing. 

When they had a chance to read it to another student, CEA, teacher, or administrator, they felt they were the centre of 

attention. By highlighting what they had done well (i.e. used punctuation, upper case letters at the beginning of 

sentences, and spaces between words), they knew what they had done well. They loved being featured as writers, 

especially when their writing was up on the Smartboard and others could see it clearly. 

They also really saw the need for being “editors” because they saw that sometimes it did not make sense and they 

needed to go back and add a missing word or “give more detail.” 

Keywords: Writing, Gr. 1 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What difference do I notice in written output connected to read-alouds when I deliberately engage students in 

accessing prior knowledge? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful.Tyson is an active Gr. 2 student who 

attends school regularly but was not meeting grade level expectations in Language Arts. Prior to intervention, he was a 

reluctant writer and a reader who was not confident in his own abilities. 

 

Throughout the course of the 7 months involved with the CR4YR case study project, Tyson has grown significantly as a 

reader and continues to become more confident with his own ability to write.  

 

I found that prior knowledge of the topic did in fact encourage Tyson to write his thoughts down onto paper more 

independently. His first real milestone was when he was to retell a story that was familiar to him – The Mitten. He 

excelled at this writing activity and was quite proud of himself. At this point, he realized that he is capable of writing! 

(and it’s not that hard).  

The next topic was hockey. Tyson loves hockey and so I figured this would be an easy one for him – not so. He struggled 

and was not able to be independent during this writing activity.  Even though he has prior knowledge and a personal 

connection to the topic, he shut down.  

 

I found he was having a hard time creating sentences and then getting them onto paper so I would have him verbalize 

the sentences to me and then he was better able to write them down. I also noticed that Tyson was not confortable with 

‘kid writing’ as he wanted to make sure that his words were correctly spelled. This was a key factor that was preventing 

him from getting his thoughts onto paper.  

As a class we identified four key areas of writing and from these the students identified personal writing goals for 

themselves. Tyson's goal was to “write all by myself!”  WOW! Another breakthrough. This showed me that he actually 

wanted to become an independent writer and that he was comfortable telling me so, another milestone! 

 

And so the year went…baby steps. Throughout the process of the CR4YR project, Tyson and I both worked hard and have 

made several strides forward.  

Overall, I have learned that there is not one solution that will improve written output. By getting to know your students 

on a more personal level it is much easier to support them and to meet their learning needs. Diverse thoughtful literacy 

instruction driven by the needs of the students seems to be the magical solution (if there is one)! 

In conclusion…  

Confidence building is the first step for emergent writers. Retelling a familiar story in their own words was a great place 

to start. Also, having each student identify his/her own personal writing goal created a sense of ownership and purpose 

during our daily writing. Finally, classroom celebrations of individual students’ writing was a strong motivator for both 

fluent and emergent writers. 

 

Kim Bojesen, Grade 2 Teacher, SD 73 Kamloops Thompson 

kbojesen@sd73.bc.ca 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What do I notice about students’ engagement in reading and writing when print-based activities focus on personally 

selected words? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I introduced personal word rings to my Kindergarten students. I filled in family, friend, and pet names at the beginning 

and then I had each student give me some more words based on their interests (e.g. sports, activities, Frozen 

characters,). These word rings were hung up in the classroom for easy access. 

During writing / journal time, students were encouraged to use their word rings to help label people / things in their 

drawings. 

Once students got comfortable using their word rings, I noticed they chose to use them during play time. They added 

their personal words to books, crafts, and cards that they made. 

Keywords: Kindergarten, Word Rings, Writing 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What is the impact of introducing Story Workshop on the literacy growth of my students as storytellers and authors? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Story Workshop: I worked with my District Literacy Resource Teacher to hold story writer’s workshop once a week. We 

wanted to encourage the students to orally compose a story using a play mat with a variety of manipulative materials 

(e.g. natural items such as pebbles, leaves, shells as characters, etc.). We wanted to invite the students to be writers and 

authors as a creative and playful part of their day in kindergarten. We wanted them to see themselves as storytellers 

and we wanted the story writer’s workshop to be based on their oral language and play. The environment was set up to 

be purposeful, creative, quiet and focused during our special sessions each week. Self-selection of the topic and 

materials was an essential element for both the quality and quantity of each writer’s response. Step 1: First we had an 

anchor lesson about stories, generally explaining story elements such as characters, setting, clear beginnings, details, 

middle and end. We took turns modeling how to tell an authentic story and act it out with the play materials. We used 

beads on a string to show the beginning, middle and end of the story. Once told orally, we modeled how to draw a 

picture of the key parts of our stories. We modeled how to write the words we had just spoken in our oral storytelling. It 

was wonderful to have two teachers modeling, very powerful for the students. Step 2: Students were given play mats 

and an assortment of storytellers’ materials for exploration. They whispered their stories to themselves and acted them 

out with their materials as we circulated listening to each child’s oral story. Again, it was helpful to have two teachers 

circulating and listening to each child’s story. Step 3: Students were given scrapbooks to record their stories as a 

memory or keepsake. Students were asked to draw key parts of their stories and also to ‘write’ some key part. Kid-

writing using letter sound relationships was the goal, but at first students were asked to use ‘scribble’, or ‘pick a letter – 

any letter’, until they felt like taking on the risk to use letter sounds to produce words and sentences. Step 4: Students 

shared their stories one-on-one with us, then with partners, and sometimes with the whole class. They were extremely 

proud of their stories and drawings, and often successfully reread their own writings. The impact of story workshop on 

the students’ language growth was immense. Students learned what authors do, and we all felt like story tellers. 

Everyone has a story! Story workshop is well worth it! In the words of one student, “I’m so glad it’s story writer’s 

workshop; that’s my favourite thing!” 

Keywords:  

 storywriters 

 story workshop 

 kid-writing 

 self-selection 

 oral language 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What difference will I notice in confidence and engagement in reading if I focus on teaching meta-cognition and self-reflection 

strategies? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

When I started the process of inquiry I was unsure as to how I was going to get to the heart of my question and validate 

it with proven results. Probably the best approach that came as a result of the inquiry question was working with our 

District Literacy Resource Teacher to develop a system for one-to-one conferences. We took apart my class list and 

decided who do we need to meet with daily, who should we meet with a couple of times a week, and who was strong 

enough that we only needed to check in with once in awhile. We came up with a very effective system to be able to 

conference with everyone in the class during our quiet reading time. Every student had to choose a specific reading goal 

to focus on, and each time we met they were asked to remind us of their goal and the strategies they could use to help 

meet that goal. We were so surprised and excited to see how quickly each student was able to reflect on their reading 

and take responsibility for their learning. While reading with one student, whose goal was to become more fluent, he 

paused and remarked, “That didn’t sound smooth; I’m going to go back and reread.” It was a revelation; this is working! 

There was so much evidence in increased confidence and engagement, that this is an approach I will use for years to 

come! 

Keywords: 

 one-to-one conferences 

 reading 

 self-reflection 

 meta-cognition 

 confidence 

 engagement 
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“After the CR4YR program, I now realize how important it is to think about a 

student in terms of their strengths, interests, and individual reading goals. In 

turn, it is incredibly useful to use this information to plan literacy intervention. 

One strategy does not fit all and it’s important that we attempt and 

experiment different strategies depending on the students we work with.” 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What differences do we notice in our student’s reading fluency if we provide her with a greater leadership role within 

the classroom community? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

What we noticed before the program: 

When we started CR4YR, our case study student loved books. As a Grade 2 student, she enjoyed looking at the pictures, 

picking books for her book bin, and reading to herself. However, she focused more on retelling the story as she had 

heard it, instead of reading the words on the page. 

What we tried: 

 We started off by brainstorming what our case study student’s strengths and interests were 

 We narrowed down what specific goals we had for this student 

 Collaborating (classroom teacher, Learner Support Teacher, Aboriginal Student Support Worker) 
 

Our approach: 

After thinking about our student’s strengths and interests, we noticed that she was a very social student. She enjoys 

taking on leadership roles, interacting with her classmates, and being helpful in classroom activities. Taking this into 

consideration, we decided to use the social piece as a way to encourage our student’s reading fluency. Being in a multi-

grade classroom (K/1/2), our student was given the chance to be more involved in the classroom community by reading 

to and helping the Kindergarten and Grade 1 students. 

 We set up a Buddy Reading Program within the classroom, pairing up a stronger reader with a non-reader 

 Weekly read-alouds by a Grade 2 student: student would practice a book of their choice until they were fluent 
with it, and would then read it to the rest of the class on Friday 

 Our student helped write the Morning Message, instead of having the teacher write it 

 Allowing our student to MC the monthly assembly 
 

What I will take away from this program: 

After the CR4YR program, I now realize how important it is to think about a student in terms of their strengths, interests, 

and individual reading goals. In turn, it is incredibly useful to use this information to plan literacy intervention. One 

strategy does not fit all and it’s important that we attempt and experiment different strategies depending on the 

students we work with. 

Keywords: Collaboration, Student Strengths, Focus, Goal, Student Engagement, Leadership 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What differences do we notice in A.S's reading fluency when we provide her with a greater leadership role within the 

classroom community? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

     This school year went by fairly fast, as one of the Aboriginal Student Support Workers in my school. In my role at 

school, it allows for home visits and meeting or to connect with parents or community member; giving support when 

needed.  (School/community is small, rural and is made of several First Nations communities.) 

     

    I really enjoyed observing leadership emerge from our “wonder child.”  She loves to role play as if she were the 

teacher. She read books out loud to me; some books may have been read by memory and other books if she couldn’t 

read some words she would make up her own using the picture clues.  Each time she read with me, I watched her self-

confidence in her reading build!  

 

    I work with four different groups of students from Kindergarten to Grade Three (the “wonder student” included).  In 

each group we focus on having fun with reading with partners and individually, playing literacy games to build 

confidence and enjoyment in words and letters.  

    The students enjoyed their Scavenger Hunt activity the most. Items are hidden and the students find and read a series 

of clues located around the room/school/community.  This created excitement and engagement in reading the clues, 

and teamwork to figure out the clues and find the item. Students were very proud of putting their detective reading 

abilities together and celebrated earning their “detective badge”!  

 

 

Aboriginal Student Support Worker 

SD 74 Gold Trail 

 

 

  



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: What will the impact be on reading if we implement the Daily 5 

structure. 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

We started the strategy of Read to Self.  After practicing for two weeks the entire class was able to read to self for a 

minimum of 10 minutes.  Given that I was collaborating with two other colleagues I found the use of anchor charts to be 

the most helpful strategy in keeping consistency throughout each session.  Before starting a read to self session the 

students would be directed to review the anchor chart of expectations (stay in one place, start right away and read for 

the whole time).  Even if there was a TOC in the room the consistency was still there just by referring to the anchor 

charts. 

After about two weeks of using read to self I noticed the confidence of my case study student was growing. She went 

from being a complete non-reader to being able to read pictures and then read words. Her leadership skills also 

emerged and she became a leader, first within her own table group and then within the classroom.   

All of the students in the class benefitted from the consistency and structure.  In trying to help one student everyone in 

the class improved their reading skills.  I had started out not expecting my kindergarten students to be able to manage 

even five minutes of read to self so to have reached 10 minutes has been very exciting. 

Keywords: Daily 5, Read to Self 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What will the impact be on reading if we implement the Daily 5 structure?  

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

    As a team, we set out to increase our wonder child’s reading ability by implementing a few Daily 5 structures*.  We 

began with “Read to Self,” creating anchor charts as we introduced the lessons, to the entire class.  Through daily 

practice of the “Read to Self” strategies referring to the anchor charts, all the students seemed to deepen their interest 

in reading. 

    One of the main strategies includes choosing “Good Fit” books.  As a team, we introduced the “shoe lesson” outlined 

in the Daily 5 book.  All the students really enjoyed the visual aspect this lesson provided. We then completed the IPICK 

chart to assist in their book shopping. 

    By creating their book bags, the students were able to choose their own book while book shopping with the IPICK 

chart available, finding “Good Fit” books became fun and provided the students with books at their level.  This 

encouraged the belief that they are, indeed, readers and fostered that confidence in themselves.   

Keywords: Strategies, encourage 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: What effects will a daily two minute relationship building activity 

enable our wonder student to focus during his reading/work time? 

 Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

 Our wonder student entered class with high energy, a love of books but reading below grade level, and he found it 

very challenging to focus on task. 

The classroom teacher implemented 30 minutes a day of literacy support for our wonder student. An EA would take 

the student and a buddy for a couple of minutes of activities such as bouncing balls, obstacle course on playground or 

running laps and then in the classroom the EA would do a daily session from the Read Well program. 

This was successful because it gave an opportunity daily for making connections, building confidence, and promoting 

the joy of reading with skill building in comprehension, decoding and fluency. As a result our wonder student is now 

confidently reading with expression at grade level. The teacher has also seen an improvement in focus, behavior and 

confidence. Our wonder student is making connections to his text by sharing connections with the EA. We have also 

added another student to the daily sessions to encourage this student to also focus on his task. The EA has found that 

our wonder student is taking on a leadership role in that he encourages the other student to stay on task until 

finished. The EA has faded out her role and watches the two boys’ partner read and complete the activities with few 

reminders to stay on task. 

The EA has incorporated a “fun” Friday with literacy based games with a focus on the book we are currently reading. 

This is a day that they work towards as a reward for completing the levels but it is actually tasks that continue to 

improve reading.    

 As the EA working with this student, it is exciting to witness such positive progress!  Connecting with the wonder 

student and doing activities that promote the joy of reading has been a positive experience for me!  I love seeing our 

wonder student anticipate when our reading time is, what we are going to do on fun Friday or what the next book is 

going to be about. 

As a teacher I am thrilled to share the progress with his parents, as well as benefit from the positive effects in the 

classroom.   

Debbie and Heather  
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What differences do we notice in A.S's reading fluency when we provide her with a greater leadership role within the 

classroom community? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Our wonder student is a very socially motivated little girl.  She enjoys helping others, and loves to share books with 

others in the classroom.  My concern was that she would rarely attempt to read the actual words of a book, instead 

making up or retelling a story.  She was also well below grade level when it came to reading, as well as sight word 

recognition.  When our team sat down to discuss our strategy, we decided to focus on her strengths and interests and 

use her social motivation to motivate her to increase her literacy.  I began asking our grade 2s (in our K/1/2 classroom) 

to read aloud to the other students once a week.  We would work on the book together for 4 days, and they would read 

aloud on the fifth day.  Beginning with our wonder student, it was really interesting to see how the leadership role gave 

her the incentive to not only read the actual words of a book, but to help encourage her to choose “just right” books as 

well.  It was great to see how this affected the rest of the grade 2 students. 

We also started two buddy reading programs throughout this project; one with an older class, joining us to read with 

and to our students, and an in-class program to encourage the older students to read to the younger ones.  We noticed 

again that our wonder student was eager to share her knowledge and developed better fluency as time passed.  She also 

started to pay more attention to sight words, and her family expressed that she was also practicing at home with an 

older sibling with no prompting. 

Making the time for both of these things made a great deal of difference to our wonder student.  It reminded me that 

sometimes a big change is not necessary, but dedicating some time with a specific outcome in mind can be huge. 

Taking part in this project provided me with time to focus on one specific student, knowing that my strategy would most 

likely help others develop their literacy as well.  It was refreshing to have some dedicated time to spend with my other 

team members to really sit down and reflect on not only our wonder student, but the class as a whole.  Gathering ideas 

from the other teams was really helpful, and I enjoyed the encouragement we gave each other while attempting new 

things in our classes, as we all know it can be difficult to break out and try new things. 

Keywords: Socially motivated, time, strengths and interests,  
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“I learned that focusing on a specific student can help me learn about that student  

but also help improve the performance of other students by reflecting on my practice.    

I also found the chance to collaborate with other teachers very valuable.  This project  

also helped me to renew my enthusiasm for writing with my class and forced me to  

get more creative about how I completed my daily writing.” 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What happens to reading ability when daily writing is introduced? 

I was interested in the connection between writing and reading because how can you read if you can’t write and how 

can you write if you can’t read?!  It seemed to me that there had to be a strong connection between ability in the two.  I 

WAS WRONG!  I chose a student who I thought was a poor reader.   I had fallen into a bit of a rut with our class writing 

by focusing too much on journals.  The first thing I had to do was think about all the different kinds of writing that we 

can do, not just our journals or writing stories.  I discovered that there are many ways to incorporate daily writing, 

including: timelines, lists, directions, retelling of stories, descriptions, sequences, recipes, poems, songs,  viewpoints 

(write this as though you are the dog), judgements (I like ____ because ____) and many others.  What I found was that 

the writing of all of my students improved greatly.  We improved so much that we are actually writing a class book to get 

published!  What I did not find was a link to their reading, the reading of some students improved greatly while others 

only improved marginally or not at all.  My student loves reading, I thought she was a poor reader because she was not 

good at communicating what she read/learned.  I learned that I was not assessing her reading in the way that was best 

for her.  In the last few days I have even had ask her to stop reading when she is supposed to be doing something else! 

Her writing has improved since we started the research but she still struggles with writing.  I would say that most of the 

other students have improved their writing greatly and hers has only improved marginally.  I think there were many 

valuable things in this project for me as the teacher.  I learned that I need to assess in the best way for the child.   

I learned that I need to take the time to focus on something different each year to refresh my practice and don’t get 

stuck in a rut.  I learned that focusing on a specific student can help me learn about that student but also help improve 

the performance of other students by reflecting on my practice.   I also found the chance to collaborate with other 

teachers very valuable.  This project also helped me to renew my enthusiasm for writing with my class and forced me to 

get more creative about how I completed my daily writing. 

Keywords: daily writing 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How will daily writing affect reading ability? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. I chose a student who was having 

difficulty with his reading. He was bright, verbal and full of good ideas. I decided to try daily writing to see what affect 

this would have on his reading ability. Students wrote 3 or 4 times a week. 

First I had to decide what writing activities I could do every day in the class. I was doing journal writing twice a week, but 

I needed to generate other writing activities. After discussion with colleagues, I came up with a list of proposed writing 

activities. In addition to writing about personal experiences in our journal, “On the weekend I…” , we started making 

lists. These were single words on a given topic, such as things I like to do at home, people I love, foods I like and foods I 

don’t like.  

Next we took these words and started writing sentences using the lists the students had generated.  

We made small booklets on different topics and wrote briefly on each page of the booklet.  

We did story strategies (beginning, middle and end) based on books we had read. 

More recently, we have started to write poems, using simple poetry frames and we are currently writing a class book 

about Transportation. 

My wonder student’s reading has improved. He is able to decode unknown words and has good comprehension of what 

he has read. His writing has improved very slowly, as well. His fine motor skills are quite poor and putting pencil to paper 

continues to be a struggle for him. 

However, the daily writing has helped other students in the class. They are writing longer, more interesting texts and 

seem to be enjoying writing, more than before.  

This inquiry has encouraged me to find ways to make writing meaningful and important to all students in my class.  

Keywords: Daily writing 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

Will using familiar text from the previous lesson, as a tool for ongoing assessment and 1:1 coaching/reflection, 

accelerate reading growth? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

The student that I worked with this year was reluctant to read, had experienced difficulty learning how to read in the 

early primary grades, and very few reading skills were automatic, smooth, or strategic. The student had a limited sight 

word vocabulary, was uneasy reading aloud with the teacher, and was working hard to avoid having to read. Our goals 

were to increase reader confidence and reading skills.  

Building trust was as important as building the skills. Using repeated-reading as an instruction tool seemed both a 

familiar and non-threatening method, and a good fit for this young reader. Small group reading instruction, four days a 

week, with one-to-one conferencing three times a week was the schedule. I used a sample of text from the previous 

story and had the student read the text to me after which I would share my conference notes and reinforce what had 

been done well, acknowledge the increased level of word reading and coach where needed. Meeting one-to-one 

allowed the student to read in a situation that was comfortable, provided much needed affirmative coaching, and 

supported individual instruction of reading skills. Working in a small group for reading instruction was the best chance 

the student had to accelerate reading growth.  

At this time of the school year the student is more confident, is more willing to participate within the group and 

individually, demonstrates a positive attitude and has growth in reading is progressing well.  

Keywords:  repeated-reading, coaching, one-to-one conferencing 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What difference do I notice, in terms of focus, when I explore the effects of the Read to Self portion of the Daily 5? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

As a new teacher in the primary years, I have struggled with independent reading times with previous classes. CR4YR has 

given me an opportunity to take time to think about ways to improve this area, and make it something enjoyable, rather 

than “work”.  As I was exploring the Read to Self portion of the Daily 5, I realized that sometimes we expect a child to 

know how to do something, before they have been taught. For example, before this year, I thought that most children 

would know how to grab a book and read silently, but I was wrong, and realized this is where I was failing. I really 

appreciate how the Daily 5 takes independent reading and breaks it down into teachable steps from how to read a book 

to reflecting and building stamina.  

As I was going through the lessons with the class how to silent read, I realized that goal setting was the one strategy that 

really held the program together and created this joy for reading, that wasn’t there before. I created a visual poster of a 

clock, and outlined 20 minutes to give the students an idea of our year-end goal on stamina building. When the students 

were comfortable reading for a certain amount of time (starting at 3 minutes), we would shade in that portion of the 

clock.  During our daily reflections as a class about how we thought the silent reading challenges went, the majority of 

students were excited about increasing the amount of time we would read for. It was the first time during the school 

year that they wanted to read, and for longer! 

Once the students were excited about our reading challenges, I started noticing focus, not only from my wonder child, 

but as a whole class. 

Additional things that helped my wonder child focus during silent reading: 

-having a book picked out and ready for silent reading  

-finding out what kind of books my wonder child was interested in and having those available 

-encouragement  

-self-reflection 

Keywords: Independent reading, Daily 5, goal setting 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How will teaching CAFE strategies to the whole class and focusing on them in small group teaching affect reading? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I would begin by introducing the strategy to the whole class, and then demonstrate it by reading a picture book as 

discussed in The Cafe Book. Then when the students met with me for guided reading, we would focus on the strategy as 

they read their guided reading books. I decided to focus on the accuracy strategies first because I noticed my case study 

student wouldn’t try to figure out words on her own.  If she came to a word she didn’t know, she would either stop and 

not continue or ask for help.  At first, she would just sound out the beginning letter sound and guess the word.  After 

learning the strategies, she will now figure out unknown words on her own using a variety of strategies, including 

chunking words or skipping the word and reading until the end of the sentence.  She is also starting to self-correct when 

a word doesn’t sound right or look right, meaning the word she said didn’t have the same letter sounds as the word in 

the text.  It also helped increase her sight word recognition because she will now look at the whole word and not just 

the beginning letter.  He fluency improved because she has gained confidence in her reading ability. Now that she is able 

to read the words and the sentences make sense, she is able to understand the stories better.   

The whole class also benefitted by learning the accuracy strategies as well.  Quite a few students would just use 

sounding out when they came to an unfamiliar word, however, as the difficulty of text increased, there were fewer 

words that followed the normal letter sound rules making it difficult for the students to figure out the words on their 

own.  The students learned that it was okay to skip words if they couldn’t figure them out and come back to them after 

they finished the sentence.  This had a positive affect because it made the students understand that it was okay to 

repeat a sentence if it didn’t sound right to them which increased the number of students who were self-correcting 

without any prompting.   

Keywords: CAFE, reading accuracy 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  Will small group reading instruction help B with letter/sound 

correspondence and sight word recognition? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

My student came to me this year with an abundance of personal issues that hindered both his interest in reading and his 

confidence. I was having trouble ensuring that my Grade One students were getting valuable reading instruction while 

teaching my kindergarten students about letter/sound correspondence, and then December came, and our primary 

classes managed to get smaller reading groups organized.  My kindergarten students would be out of the classroom for 

45 minutes 3 times a week, and I would get to focus my attention on my 6 Grade One students, and my “wonder child.” 

This small group reading instruction has proven to be invaluable! I have been able to connect with my student on many 

levels, without interruption, about the types of books that he loves and about the things that he finds easy about 

reading and the things that he finds to be difficult.  

I have been able to focus my attention on this student (and the 5 others in our group) and with that have learned that 

he, like most others, does not like to be seen as different.  I have learned that he becomes overwhelmed by text and is 

very quick to say that he does not know how to read when, in fact, he knows all of the words.  

Methods that have worked for him are to cover up the words that he is not reading and to move his “cover” word for 

word, not getting overwhelmed by the text, and to use his pointer finger as he is reading. He does NOT like to use any 

tools that the rest of the class is not using, which forced me to teach each of these methods to my entire group and to 

encourage them to use them even if they did not need them, so that B would also feel comfortable using this method. 

This has improved the fluency of reading in several students in my reading group. 

I have become very intentional with my small group instruction and conscious of my “wonder students” insecurities, and 

this has seen his confidence SOAR. His reading level has only slightly increased, but he is building confidence. He wants 

to read aloud to the class, and to go down to the office with a book and read to our secretary and principal. When he is 

taken aside, away from his peers, he is clearly developing a memory for his sight words and letter sounds. 

Small group reading instruction has been so important for this student, for my other Grade One students, and for the 

Kindergarten students that are being pulled out during this period, but it did require a shift in schedules with our 

primary classes and it was only made possible by our school hiring another teacher. 

I have seen tremendous improvement in this child’s confidence, increased letter/sound recognition, and improving sight 

word recognition. I do, however, know that this students’ success on a daily basis is based on his current mood and a 

wealth of other factors occurring outside of school. 

 

Keywords:  “Reading Groups,”  “small group instruction” “sight words.” 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How does providing purposeful reading opportunities increase student ability and engagement with written text? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I discovered my students did not engage with written text – often chanting choral reading poems while looking straight 

ahead. I wanted to provide them with purposeful, high interest and engaging reading activities. I was intentional is 

identifying all the reading that goes on in the day that happens outside of reading stories and books. We read emails 

from a student who was abroad travelling, recipes, websites, letters, newspaper articles, poetry, game instructions, 

magazine articles, subtitles and song lyrics. The most popular activity was engaging with song lyrics. We started with 

reading lyrics, which was then followed by singing the lyrics to karaoke music videos. This was a highly engaging and fun 

activity. I found I was talking about reading throughout the day in all areas of instruction. Students began identifying 

reading opportunities outside of school and sharing them with the class. 

I worked with my focus student to help him identify what his motivation was when engaging in learning activities in the 

class. We explored engaging in a variety of different reading contexts with different purposes. I began to see a change in 

his attitude towards his learning. He took ownership for his efforts, work and finished products. “I am going to slow 

down and do my best work.” My focus student became more engaged in his reading while improving his reading fluency, 

accuracy and comprehension. He came up with ideas of songs that we could read/sing in class. He grew in his confidence 

and engagement in class learning activities. 

Being more purposeful and intentional in my reading strategies allowed for a deeper teaching practice.  

Keywords: Reading, high interest reading activities, ownership, purposeful 
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 SD 79 
“ This whole process taught me a lot too, I realized that I needed to slow down and really  

focus on a few key things at a time and rather than focus on what my students can’t do,  

I needed to focus on what they can do, and build from there. Once I started doing that,  

I was able to see significant growth in their abilities, as well as their confidence. We still  

have a lot of work to do,  but we are definitely on the right track and I couldn't be more  

proud of their accomplishments!” 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How will providing students with the tools of self-knowledge and the tools of self-regulation improve engagement in 

reading? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

We explicitly taught the concept of self-regulation to our whole class, keeping in mind that our under regulated student, 

or “wonder child” would benefit along with the entire group.  Our student was involved in daily small group work, with 

either our reading intervention teacher or Faye in LA, seven times per week, with focus on explicit phoneme instruction 

and guided reading. This boy had low self esteem and lacked confidence. He has a counseling referral due to anxiety. He 

was not yet within expectations for reading at a grade two level, and did not enjoy time with books at all.   

We began to notice that he thrived in the small group setting and he began to gain confidence. Our first sign of this was 

when our very quiet, shy student began to be silly during this time. We were secretly thrilled.  He also became an 

advocate at times for others, speaking up where he wouldn’t have before. His reading had begun to improve and it was 

not a fight for him to participate in his home reading, with his parents in the evening.  

Our student has been well supported with the number of sessions of reading intervention time alongside with learning 

tools that JY is utilizing in his self-awareness and self-regulation have in combination supported his success. 

Keywords: Self-Regulation, reading, intervention 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

If I use authentic and engaging nonfiction resources and incorporate small groups within the class, how will this affect 

engagement and subsequent development of reading and writing skills? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

 I chose nonfiction resources because I know my “wonder child” has expressed a keen interst in learning about 
animals. 

 The student chose an animal they were interested in – self choice added to the interest and motivation to try. 

 I made sure my “wonder child” had a chance everyday to read one to one with teacher. Also small groups allowed 
for greater participation and comfort level. 

 Everyday, all students experienced daily modeling by the teacher. Reading expression, using punctuation and 
figuring out difficult words or new vocabulary. 

 Built in lots of oral discussion everyday. The students would reflect on, discuss, and share opinions 

 Learning to share ideas with others 

 Using teacher encouragement, students built confidence and were more likely to take risks, and learn by thinking 
out loud. 

 With the help of literacy support teacher students were regularily benchmarked and tracking their own progress was 
informative and further built confidence and motivation as they progressed in ability 

 I know my wonder child benefited and grew based on daily observations and tracking progress in reading levels. 
o Wonder child jumped 10 levels in reading based on PM Benchmark assessment 
o Class participation, speaking and sharing ideas has markedly increased 
o Several occasions occurred when “wonder child” intervened during problems between peers – sharing her 

thoughts on right and wrong 
o “Wonder child” beams with pride as she is recognized by teachers and in front of the whole school for her 

achievements 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

Will embedding the Fine Arts curriculum strategies/resources into literacy activities improve my student’s 

engagement, and lead to greater fluency and comprehension? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I wanted to focus on my student’s learning six main reading strategies, so I developed a rap of the key words in each 

strategy and added movements. 

1. Look –tap beside eyes fingers pointing out (4x) 
2. Think – tap beside head (4x) 
3. Go Back – circle arms in front of body (4x) 
4. Sounds – hiss and trace S’s in air (4x) 
5. Chunks – karate chops (4x) 
6. Skip – clap and circle (4x) 

 
My student was fully engaged during this and was able to teach the rap to each of her partners she had. I then handed 

out laminated bookmarks with the strategies on each, and they put them in their book boxes. We say the rap daily just 

before we do a “Read to Self”. My student is able to discuss the strategies and show how she uses them while reading. 

She can also identify the ones she needs to utilize more and practice while reading. She is like a different child, more 

focused and much more confident in her reading. She has jumped from a beginning Grade 1 level (PM8) to a PM21 or 

ending grade two reader. 

Keywords: Embedding Fine Arts. 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: If I explicitly model and teach reading strategies will my students 

reading skills develop? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I have been looking into the question of whether or not a students reading skills will develop through one on one 
reading intervention and explicit modeling and teaching of reading strategies during this time. However, the job I have 
as a literacy and numeracy support teacher only started in January. So being a new teacher and having this as my first 
contract I was already feeling quite overwhelmed to begin with. I had so many ideas and thoughts and plans on how to 
design some kind of intervention program that I just couldn’t seem to put them all together to get started. So I saw the 
opportunity to look at this question as a way of also helping me and developing my teaching. 
 
Due to the nature of my job as a support teacher I am only able to visit with my chosen student twice a week for half an 
hour at a time. I am able to take him out of the classroom to work with me one on one in a quiet area, which is 
something that greatly benefits him as he is often extremely distracted in the classroom. When I first started working 
with this student I needed to know where his reading level was at. I chose to spend some time completing reading 
assessments. This helped me to realize that he was unfamiliar with most reading strategies and did not have this little 
tool kit to turn to when stuck. So I chose to focus mainly on the teaching and modeling of these, as well as consistent 
exposure and practice with sight words through the use of flash cards, rapid automatic naming folders and various 
activities to increase exposure to high frequency words.  
 
While working with this student, and consistently modeling and teaching reading strategies he is able to read an 
appropriate level text while recalling these when he needs them. He is more aware of the strategies he uses often, and 
others that he can use to help him. While he is reading he will often stop and think about what makes sense and what 
sounds right, if this doesn’t work he resorts to the reading strategies to assist him. Since the student was progressing 
very slowly, and still appeared distracted by his surroundings and the text, the classroom teachers and I decided to try 
using a tinted Irlen filter over any text the student was to read. After some experimenting, he decided that the gray filter 
was the best one for him. We place it over the text that he is reading and he is able to focus on the page without 
reverting his eyes around the room. Since using this filter the student has progressed 2 reading levels within 3 weeks.  
 
This student has made progress but most importantly has developed reading confidence and interest. He has created a 
tool kit of strategies for himself to use while reading, and can continue to develop these at school and at home. His 
classroom teachers and I are also hoping that the use of the Irlen filter in his reading is something he will be able to take 
with him throughout life if it continues to help.  
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Dear Colleagues, 
If I explicitly teach reading and decoding strategies along with sight words, will my students reading levels/abilities 

increase? Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

 I used sight words to increase my student’s reading levels/abilities.  Using the Dolche Sight Words I did an 
assessment of what words he knew or do not know.  From here I took unknown words (20 at a time) and put them 
into a sigh word folder for regular practice.  The folder consisted of 4 pockets with the numbers written on them, # 1 
, # 2,  # 3,  # 4. I let him pick out a sticker to put on the #4 pocket and let him know that when all of his words are 
here and he can say them all he gets to take them home. We practice these words 1-5 times a week.  If he could say 
them correctly the words moves along and if he had troubles or could not say them they move back to #1.  I always 
went back to the words in the #1 pocket and gave him a chance to move them back to the #2 pocket.   Starting off I 
prompted him with lots of hints on how the words sound or pointed out things such as Band-Aid words or ‘magic e’ 
words and so on.  I wanted him to feel successful at the start and once he saw the word a few times he started to 
get it on his own without prompting.  As long as he could say the word on his own by the time it made it to the #4 
pocket, if not it would get moved back for more practice.  For some words I even penciled in little hints. Examples: 
for little I drew a tiny little person in the corner, for there I drew an arrow and we would say over there, for her I 
drew a girl, band-aid words I would draw the little band-aid over it, magic e words I would draw the arrow from the 
e over to the vowel, and so on.  Sometimes I would ask him what would help him remember the word.  For the word 
some he asked if I could draw some candy.  He said, “Can I have SOME!”  As the words move along I take the hints 
off of the card.  Once all the words get into the #4 pocket and he can say them all they get hole punched and put 
onto a ring to take home.  A few times I noticed that he was getting stuck on a lot of words so we decided to make 
sentences with them.  He created his own funny sentence that he typed into Book Creator.  He then added pictures 
to help him remember what each sentence said.  This worked so well for him.  He took ownership and was so proud 
to have his own book he created.  It helped him remember the tricky words and if he would forget I could remind 
him of the sentences he created and the words would come to him.  From here the words he now knows also get 
transferred into a new folder to be timed using the R.A.N. model: rapid automatic naming.  This helped him become 
more automatic with the sight words he knows. It also gave me a chance to make sure he really knows the words.  
His reading level has gone from level 7 to level 16.  When we started he knew 72 sight words and he now knows 152 
words.  He went from reading 20 known sight words in 1 minute and 30 seconds down to 20 seconds.  His fluency 
has increased from word by word to stringing groups of words together and some sounding like natural talk. Being 
automatic with the sight words has enabled him to keep reading without pausing to think about what the word says.  
He also started to notice all the words in the books we were reading.  He would say, “Hey, that’s one of my words.”  
I then let him know that yes it was one of his words and he was able to read it without me prompting him.   
This was all done alongside using the reading strategies from Pat Johnson’s Catching Readers Before They Fall and 

One Child at a Time.   We would practice his sight words and R.A.N. folder then move onto reading a book using the 

reading strategies from Pat Johnson’s books.  He went from being prompted to try the different strategies onto 

using them on his own.  I also connect with his mom via e-mail every time I work with him so she knows what he has 

been doing or what words he has been stuck on.  The combination of everything has been amazing and I can’t 

believe that it is the same student sitting in front of me.  He has become a confident reader. He is in grade 3 and has 

an IEP that has a goal to move up one grade level in his reading. We have almost met his goal and I am confident he 

will surpass it.   

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Dolch-Sight-Word-Assessment-and-Progress-Monitoring-Materials-

277059 

Alison Kimmerly, Literacy Support Teacher K-6 

SD 79 Cowichan Valley 

Contact Info: alison_77@hotmail.com 

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Dolch-Sight-Word-Assessment-and-Progress-Monitoring-Materials-277059
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: How will a focus on oral language development improve students’ 

literacy skills? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Not unlike your classroom and most other classrooms in our province and around the world, I began the year with a 

group of students who were all over the board when it came to their skills and confidence in the realm of literacy.  I 

knew that a lot of work had to be done in order to help them become better readers and writers, but I wasn’t sure 

where to begin. Once I got to know my students, I became aware of how much they love to talk, explain their thinking, 

and share their connections. I then realized that focusing on oral language development would be a great starting point 

because oral language is something that would be equally accessible to all of my students; it also allowed us to dig in to 

deep topics and really build a sense of community in our classroom.  

 

          One of the things that really worked for me was having philosophical discussions about big topics, and really 

getting the kids to push and share their thinking. At first, I was a bit hesitant because I wasn’t sure how successful this 

would be. Once I learned to let go and trust them a bit more, I was amazed. They all had so many amazing thoughts and 

ideas and they could not wait to share them out loud to the class! These discussions soon became a part of our regular 

routine, and I even began to hear them using some of the questioning that was modeled during these discussions when 

they were talking to their friends, proudly asking each other “what is your opinion on _______?” I started to notice a 

huge difference in their self-confidence and we were then able to make the connection between oral language and 

reading/writing.  

          Another thing that worked really well for my students was using the group discussions as a warm up for writing. 

For example, when we were working on sharing our opinions, we created a “response frame” that they needed to use 

when they were sharing thinking. When it was their turn to share, they had to state their opinion, followed by three 

supporting reasons (“I think…because…also...finally…”). It was so neat to see them using this frame in their daily speech 

as well, even when dealing with conflict resolution among peers. We used this response frame over several lessons so 

that they were familiar with it, and then we began to transfer it to their writing – they were amazed that they could now 

write a paragraph so easily! Some of my most reluctant writers were now writing paragraphs and explaining their 

thinking on a variety of topics.  

          This whole process taught me a lot too, I realized that I needed to slow down and really focus on a few key things 

at a time and rather than focus on what my students can’t do, I needed to focus on what they can do, and build from 

there. Once I started doing that, I was able to see significant growth in their abilities, as well as their confidence. We still 

have a lot of work to do,  but we are definitely on the right track and I couldn't be more proud of their accomplishments! 

 Keywords: Oral language 

 Language development 

 Philosophy for kids 

 Community building  

 Group discussions 

 Sharing thinking 
Connecting oral language to reading and writing

 

Jessica Vatcher  Grade 2 /3Teacher 

SD 79 Cowichan Valley 



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  
 
How can explicit and ongoing teaching of brain function, as related to self-regulation, increase student attention and 

focus then lead to improvement in students' reading and writing skills. 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 
 
• Using the Mindup and Zones of Regulation programs (as I see fit) within the classroom.  Not being tied to exactly what 
the programs outline but using them as it fits my students and my teaching style. 
 
• Making the classroom a vocabulary rich classroom.  Using correct scientific terms and not ‘dumbing’ down the 
vocabulary.  Using the proper language is so empowering for the students. 
 
• Giving the students a variety of tools to use to help with self-regulation then allowing them to choose how it works for 
them. 
 
•  Giving students the choice to where they work (not being tied to desks).  Allowing movement and choice and making 
it okay to work they way your body and brainwork best. 
 
• Allowing scheduled time to practice connecting to their breath as well as pointing out times when it might be needed.  
Using those students who are taking it upon themselves to regulate as needed as teachable moments.   
 
• When students are engaged in their literacy allowing them to stay with it and not rush it to move on to the next thing.   
 
•Using social studies and science to guide the literacy program and really seeing what the students are passionate about 
and allowing them to explore all types of text (not worrying about the level) 
  
 Giving time throughout the day for refocus and reflection. 

Keywords: Self-regulation, Neuroscience 
 

Monica Birch 

Grade 1/2 Teacher 

SD 79 Cowichan Valley 

 

 

 



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: Will teaching interdependence  and providing many opportunities for 

the students to need each other lead to greater success in literacy. 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 
  I would say that much of the success for this student stems from creating a change in his self-image. My focus of not 
just creating a positive classroom environment, but that of a team. Effort was put on making students feel accountable 
to each other. They needed to develop the skills to not simply be kind but to feel responsible for the learning of those 
around them. They understand how to help and not to supply answers for their friend.  
For my focus child, a shift in self-confidence was sorely needed.  This shy and timid boy was constantly overwhelmed by 
the demands of the classroom and his delayed development only exacerbated this. 
I set up activities where the only way to move forward was to do so with their peers.  We spent time on how to 
effectively describe and embrace differences and explore how each child has strengths. 
My focus student is making great strides.  He started the year with daily "breaks" from the classroom.  That support is 
now completely unneeded.  He was reading primer books and recently was instructional for a pm benchmark level 14.  
He is also confidently exploring texts much further beyond this level and not overwhelmed by them.  Recently, he has 
created books of his own topics and ideas.  The focus student still has areas in need of growth socially and at times still 
seems immature to his peers. 
 
However, I have learned that no amount of time spent on building a student up or drawing them into a stronger 

relationship with a teacher and peers lasted. 

Keywords: self-regulation, confidence, inter-dependence 

 

Mike Dunn 

Grade 2/3 Teacher 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: How does extending student oral responses in reading by including 

written journal responses affect student literacy?  

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

My focus student is reluctant writer, but is very capable of a detailed oral response to books. 

She writes a very short sentence barely decipherable and lacking in grammar. She says to me, “I don’t know what to 

write.” She looks around the room and tries to avoid any writing by side tracking: asking to go the bathroom, asking for a 

drink of water, talking, etc. I wanted to find ways to increase her enthusiasm and ability to write more ideas with clarity 

and with topics related to the curriculum.   

 I chose an inquiry question related to writing and the transition from oral responses to written responses.  Was my 

focus student ready for written responses to reading? 

I decided to make journal writing the focus of my inquiry.   I collected many mentor texts related to subject areas such as 

yearly school themes (e.g. spring, Easter, etc.), social studies and science.  As well I chose mentor texts that would model 

the six traits of writing.  Through carefully chosen books I was covering my reading, writing, science, and social studies 

curriculum in an integrated fashion.  I read mentor texts daily to my entire class. They would write in their journals about 

the books I read to them or about connections they made to those books.  

 I met weekly when possible with my focus student and fully assessed her writing and reading abilities using the Jerry 

Johns Reading Assessment Package. 

 I was surprised by her inability to focus for long periods of time.  She seemed to be attentive in the classroom.  I 

observed she was holding her pencil inappropriately, and was incorrectly forming letters in a “bottom-upward” motion 

which could make any written work difficult, and tedious. She could recognize only a few sight words.  She was sounding 

out unfamiliar words one at a time and missing middle sounds.   I also observed her writing. It was obvious she was not 

making the connection that her oral responses could be transformed into written responses forming simple sentences. 

These were the areas I would work on with my focus student. I gave my focus student a pencil grip, and worked on 

proper formation of alphabet letters.  I also worked on the Dolsch word list and the phonetical keys to increase her sight 

word recognition and decoding skills.   With my whole class I worked on sentence building work to help transfer their 

oral responses to written responses.  I had my focus student tell me about a book I had read to the class and copied her 

oral responses.  I had her read her words back to me.  This modeling helped her realize that oral thoughts can transition 

into written responses. 

  I would also work on the problem of “I don’t know what to write about?” 

 To do this, I used ideas from the mentor texts as writing ideas. I had my whole class make a small paper treasure chest 

to keep inside their desks.  In the chest they would add a small piece of paper shaped like treasure with a writing idea on 

it.  After I read and orally discussed a book with the students, I would give each student a small piece of paper to write 

an idea about the book to put into their chests. We called these “treasure chests of writing ideas.”  This solved the 

problem of “I don’t know what to write in my journal” and allowed the students to choose their own topics of interest.  

My focus student is now writing at least 3-4 sentences about a related topic.  She is more enthusiastic to write and loves 

the one on one attention I give her each week. The detailed class oral discussions about the mentor books are very 



helpful for her writing ideas.  My entire class loves the treasure chests of writing ideas! My focus student is also 

increasing her sight vocabulary with practice.  She occasionally reverts back to bad printing habits and needs reminders.  

I have learned that one-on-one attention for needy students is a necessity and time must be found to address problems 

that are easily missed in the classroom.  I need to ask previous grade teachers what has been taught and what needs to 

be taught in writing and what progress students have made. I realize that some students are not ready for journal 

writing until they have mastered basic pencil holding and alphabet printing skills, developed adequate sight word banks, 

mastered phonetical skills, and practiced the transfer of “oral language to writing” skills.   

This inquiry has taught me that more in-depth integration of subjects using mentor text reading can free me up time to 

work with students who need more one-on-one help with writing.  The B.C. Writing Curriculum very briefly describes the 

skills necessary for students to transition to responses to reading in written form.  I need to explore this further. 

Keywords: Written responses to reading, Writing, Journal Writing 

Shar Witt 

Grade 1/2 Teacher 

SD 79 Cowichan Valley 

Contact Info: switt@sd79.bc.ca 
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“By giving my case student this extra time to transition into the classroom  

setting, he seems calmer and better able to adjust to the activities in the 

classroom.  As well, he seems to be more engaged in the early morning  

activities, and, as a result, has a more productive learning day overall.” 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How explicit teaching of phonological awareness skills impacts reading and writing? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

 I chose my topic because, as a newish kindergarten teachers, I felt that I could do a better job teaching phonological 

awareness skills to my class.  the student I chose was weak in this area and I wanted him (and my entire class) to be 

ready to weak. 

I worked closely with my LIT teacher colleague and we team taught phonemic awareness skills through oral language 

activities, songs, stories, and games,   We started with segmenting the syllables in student names.  we found they were 

very engaged when we used their name.  Games/songs such as Hickety Pickety Bumble Bee, Willable Wallaby Woo 

provided these opportunities. 

We then moved into rhyming games, segmenting words/sentences by moving objects and finally small group focus on 

letter-sounds representation in the writing process. 

Working with a colleague throughout all this inquiry and meeting monthly to discuss and share ideas and progress was 

very motivating.  I was inspired to search for new ideas and change my practice.  I watched useful videos on You Tube 

and searched for games, activities, songs on line. 

My student has made progress and gains in his confidence to approach reading tasks.  His behavior still holds him back 

at times, but overall, his growth has been impressive!  he now offers suggestions in oral language activities without 

asking for hints. 

Keywords:  Phonological Awareness, Rhyming, Collaboration, Team Teaching, Phonological Awareness on You Tube  
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How does explicitly teaching word solving strategies increase independence? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

The part I enjoy the most about CR4YR is the collaborative aspect. I believe that this is directly reflected in the 

classroom. CR4YR provides you with ideas for learning and allows you to look at learning from so many different angles. 

CR4YR for me was a support group. Sometimes you feel alone in the classroom and get into a rut with your teaching, 

coming together as a groups allows for the flow and sharing of new ideas. Also, sharing your own ideas which have 

worked helps to increase confidence in yourself and feel a sense of accomplishment. 

In the classroom, especially in my classroom which consists of 4 grades, so much of the learning is delivered in a centres 

format. Here the students can work in multi-aged groups, this is another approach to collaborative learning. Students 

are able to share ideas with each other, praise each other, interact socially together, and become a role model and a 

leader with other. During theses times the classroom is in harmony, it is calm, and it is respectful. Often we think of 

centres as a free play time, I think we have to accept that a different approach and change can be for the better. 

Working in groups allows for deeper conversations and engagement. The fact that these times are the quietest in my 

classroom is proof to me that this approach is working, my students are engaged and focused. It allows me to meet with 

students individually, read with students one to one, and check-in with my students. 

Moving back to collaboration within CR4YR sessions.  We are able to share, and not always worrying about re-inventing 

the wheel. Coming together as a group allows us to try out new approaches and see what is and is not working for 

others. It is not that we have to completely change our practice, but tweak things here and there, and always reflecting 

on what we are doing allows us to move forward. Having the opportunity to reflect during CR4YR and receiving feedback 

is so positive and uplifting. 

I think the key to change is being in an environment in which you feel safe, not just for me but for my students. If you do 

not feel safe you will be hesitant and worry about failure. But in an environment of strong relationships and safety, is 

where you are able to try new things and feel comfortable doing so. I think this is the environment at CR4YR and the 

environment in my classroom. 

Thank you CR4YR 

  

Gemma Dockerty 

K/1/2/3 Teacher 

SD 83 North Okanagan-Shuswap 

 

 



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How will creating a stronger bond/relationship with my student affect my student's literacy? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

 The student started out quite reluctantly with literacy.  He often appeared distracted when exposed to a phonemic 

awareness activity. 

Through collaboration with colleagues, I decided to incorporate more simple exposures to literacy for him.  I spent more 

time reading high interest, fun books just with him. 

He has since become more willing to engage and participate in literacy based lessons. 

It is important not to feel pressured to push students into learning situations that they are not ready for.  Often teachers 

are afraid to take learning back a step to meet the needs of the child.  In this case, the student needed more exposure to 

the joy of reading. 

Keywords: phonemic awareness, relationships 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How will explicitly teaching meaningful literacy stations improve my case student’s interest and ability in reading? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I wasn’t sure what to expect from CR4YR; would I know enough about literacy to provide meaningful ideas to this group 

of experienced teachers? It turns out, I did!  

My inquiry question changed several times throughout the CR4YR sessions and I’ve finally realized what my question 

was (it just took me to the second last session of CR4YR to figure this out!): How will explicitly teaching meaningful 

literacy stations improve my case student’s interest and ability in reading? My purpose for implementing literacy stations 

was twofold: to foster a love of literacy and to have my students engaged in purposeful learning while I took groups for 

guided reading. I had already begun to research literacy stations online, but there are so many and I really wasn’t sure 

what stations to give a try and what to throw out the window. This is where CR4YR comes in. Throughout the sessions, I 

listened and shared my thoughts and while my colleagues shared, I wrote and wrote and wrote! Here are two literacy 

station ideas that I learned of (and implemented in my classroom this year): 

1. Magic Spoon (onset and rime) - students drag a clear spoon with a letter printed on it down a page that has 

word endings. Students build words and then have to decide whether it is a “real” word or a “trash” word.  

2. Clap a Word (syllable counting) – students wear garden gloves, look at a picture, say the word aloud, and write 

the number of syllables that they hear. They loved this! 

So, what did implementing these literacy stations do for my students? For my class as a whole, they couldn’t wait for 

literacy stations each day and, if we missed a day due to assemblies or something else that came up, they were bummed 

out! They were still working on noise level to ensure that the classroom environment was still quiet enough for my 

guided reading groups, but, hey that’s ok because they absolutely fell in love with literacy! 

For my case study student, I think her time spent in school really became more meaningful. Because of her lack of 

confidence in literacy (due, I think, to not enough exposure to books/print as well as being a little reserved in her oral 

language), she made weak attempts in any literacy-based activities prior to  the implementation of literacy stations. 

Because the stations were at her level (I had to make several tweaks here and there) and they were fun, she didn’t really 

noticed that she was actually learning how to read! I tricked her, so to speak! Currently, she is reading, she’s really 

reading! She is eager to read and her proud smile when she finishes reading a story says it all: I love reading! 

CR4YR allowed me to gain insight into literacy ideas that teachers in my district use each day in their classrooms; not just 

any ideas, but AUTHENTIC, engaging ideas. CR4YR was a safe environment amongst friends and colleagues where I was 

actually brave enough to share what worked (and didn’t work) in my classroom and I would do it all over again in a heart 

beat! Can I sign up for another one? 

Soula  

Grade 1 Teacher 

SD 83 North Okanagan-Shuswap 



Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How to teach kids to understand that what they are reading must make sense.  

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

 I have been introducing sight words to my K class and adding them to our word wall.  The word wall also has our names 

on it.  As I introduce the new sight words, I give the students the new word PLUS other words to make a sentence.  For 

example, my first words were "I and AM"  Using student names, I hand out the new WWW to three students.  They hold 

up the WWW - the remainder of the students read the words out loud.  We ask, "Does it make sense?"  I then reposition 

the WWW card so the sentence doesn't make sense.  We read it aloud and again ask, "Does it make sense?"  

 I then ask the students who are reading to tell me which students need to move to make the sentence make sense.  We 

do this for 5-10 mins each morning.  We add new words each week. 

Moving to a Morning Message, I have noticed that the students are independently asking and reflecting on "Does it 

make sense?". 

Reading for meaning, sight words, "Does it make sense?" 

 

Kindergarten Teacher 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

What strategies could I incorporate into my teaching that would assist "at risk" readers? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

 Throughout CR4YR sessions, I have been reminded about gradual release of responsibility and learning as much as 

possible about the children.  I was very mindful of these points this year.  I began by carefully watching and listening to 

my student during reading and writing times.  I kept detailed records of all the learning my student showed and all the 

strengths he had.  I spent time with him everyday practicing new activities using the knowledge he had.  

 I slowed down my teaching as well because of the gradual release of responsibility.  My student saw himself as a reader 

very quickly and was comfortable taking risks.  I slowed down the introductions of new strategies in his small group for 

guided reading.  Everyone in the group benefited and I found that I was more relaxed and positive! 

Keywords:  at risk readers, gradual release of responsibility  
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: How can I best support the reading programs in my schools (Catching 

Readers Before They Fall) collaborative learning approach) through library?  

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

In presenting books in the library, I have used strategies focusing on how the author has print to express the feelings in a 

story….in “Emma’s Eggs” by Ruurs, the difference in size of print between the newborn chick ….’toc’ written in tiny 

letters…and the large letters expressing Emma’s surprise at the hatching “TOK”.    In “My Life as a Chicken”,  the swirling 

letter shapes that show the action and direction, feelings. 

 Many picture books have a variety of ways of showing print that expresses emotion or furthers the plot, and drawing 

the attention of children to this can help them engage more with print as an emotive medium.   

I have invited children to ‘draw’ their own words to show what is going on in the story (their own, or one that has been 

read to them) as a way of making a read-aloud response.   I have also had them chant the repeated parts of stories, as in 

“Stick-Man” or the teaching tale “Something for Nothing” while showing the words as they are written on a white board, 

Smart Board  or in the text (depending on size of group and availability of technology).   

In working with individual teachers who bring classes to library, I have attempted to support the connection between 

read-alouds and guided reading, modeled checking for meaning when a ‘mistake’ is made, reflecting aloud on the use of 

quotation or question marks, and in general engaged with print in a way that is interactive and reflective, without 

delaying the actual unfolding of the story too much.   By questioning and going back to earlier parts of the story to check 

inferences or reflect on evidence, I model  that the book can be read as an exploration rather then just travelling from 

beginning to end.    Asking questions about the children’s own experiences that relate to the story, including the 

information from CEA’s and teachers about their family history around an issue the book explores helps children to 

connect with the relevance and aliveness of topics.   Recently,  a CEA related her great-grandmother’s autograph album 

record of moving from a large slave-holding plantation to a small Saskatchewan farm, and how that relative viewed 

people who were black.   Her favourite child visitor when she was very old was a little  boy named Thomas.    As she was 

blind then, the family did not let her know the child she was praising for his behavior was someone she would not have 

spent any time with if she had known that he was black.   This connection to the book “A Band of Angels” had more 

impact than if I had simply talked about slavery and racial prejudice as an historical event. 

 

Sair Killy 

Library K-7, KRT K-5, Counselling K-7 

SD 83 North Okanagan-Shuswap 

Contact Info: skilly@sd83.bc.ca 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  What happens when I recognize my student's strengths and abilities, 

praise his efforts and use the First People's Principles of Learning?  Will he try more?  What will result in his 

engagement?  What happens when I give him more transition time to enter the classroom and prepare for learning in 

the morning?  Will this result in greater engagement?  

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful: 

I've introduced Explore Time.  After our morning exercise, children enter the classroom and have time to explore.  They 

may read from a book box, write in their writing folders, or do word work on the whiteboards.  This has turned out to be 

a very quiet time.  This time enables all children the time they require to get ready for the day's learning.  In the case of 

my case student, this time allows us to see if he has eaten breakfast and get him something if he hasn't.  Next, we have a 

special job for him to do.  Presently, he is feeding the salmon.  Also, this allows time for a short 5 questions/interactions 

conversation.   By giving my case student this extra time to transition into the classroom setting, he seems calmer and 

better able to adjust to the activities in the classroom.  As well, he seems to be more engaged in the early morning 

activities, and, as a result, has a more productive learning day overall.   

I believe this is working because my case student is presenting less withdrawal behaviours when he first arrives in the 

classroom--he is not hiding his face and sitting in the corner, nor is he being "set off" by comments/events as frequently.  

He is, at his own pace, slowly and calmly, getting ready for what the day will present.    

Keywords: explore time 
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Dear Colleagues, 
How does the direct teaching of phonological skills (syllables, sounds, stretching, blending) affect the reading and 

writing skills of my students?  

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

One activity that kept my whole class engaged involved large flash cards with pictures on one side and their words on 

the other (examples include tiger, car, and ice cream). I showed the class the side with the words, and told them how 

many syllables were in the word (after teaching syllables through their names and songs). I gave the students wait time 

to read the words in their head or mouthing the words, without calling out or getting in the way of others’ attempts. 

Students raised a hand if they had a guess what the word said. Then I counted to 3, and on “three” I flipped the 

flashcard to show the picture while the class called out their guesses.  

I noticed that the students were eager and excited to do this activity, from the more advanced readers to those who 

were still mastering letter sounds. Not all students had put a hand up by the time I flipped the cards, but that could be 

my mistake for not giving enough wait time or not encouraging them enough to be brave guessers. Not all students 

made a correct guess each time, but I am glad they participated to the best of their ability, and it gives me some 

observations to focus my teaching practice. For example, if Sam guessed ‘carrot’ for cabbage (after I said it had 2 

syllables and it is a vegetable), I can see Sam reads the initial consonant but does not attend to the entire word. But in 

general, the mix of syllables and hints provided enough information for most students to read the words with success. I 

could feel their happiness when they were successful, and it makes me want to extend this activity even more. 

I believe this activity deepened my students understanding of syllables because of their progress in writing. I have 

modelled writing to them where I bravely spell unknown words by first breaking the word into syllables (di no saur), with 

claps for each syllable, and then writing each syllable. I observed some of my students applying this technique as they 

write. This activity helped students practice reading words of things that they might know about, such as lighthouse, but 

have not encountered in text yet. Students attempted to read the words and find where one syllable ends and another 

begins, applying the looking for chunks reading strategy. For students who might not know the object on the card, this 

activity is a vocabulary builder that can lead to fun teachable moments, like explaining what a xylophone is, and 

introducing students to or reminding them of the ‘x as z’ and ‘ph as f’ sounds. 

Reflecting on this activity, I feel I can improve it by going further into chunking the words into syllables, and from there 

the stretching the sounds in each syllable. I can ask students to identify and read aloud each syllable from the flashcard 

before turning the card over. Also, I can ask students to think of rhyming words, or change the onset of a word (“What if 

I change the ‘b’ in boat to ‘c’?”). This initially simple activity can be enriched and adapted by other teachers. I hope my 

colleagues can find it useful. 
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“Social/emotional health of students is also tied in so tightly with success and  
failure of children.  Students who are feeling positive in their spaces are more  
open to learning, finding the right balance between the amount of support and  
scaffolding a students needs and the amount of “pushing” is a fine line to be  
carefully maneuvered.” 
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Dear Colleagues, 
 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How can I encourage students to utilize the “what makes sense” strategy with the other decoding strategies?  

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Through this process I have learned to really listen to my colleagues for idea on how to improve my own practice. What 

has been most shocking for me is that this hasn’t come from my colleagues directly answering my questions I have, such 

as, “how can I get my student to expand their sentences”? Rather I have learned so much from their own stories of what 

is working in their classrooms, they worries they have and the specific lessons they have tried. Through there stories I 

have been able to reflect on some of the lessons and activities in my own classroom and make connections to how I can 

expand the learning or sometimes even change it completely.  

Here is an example of such a moment. Just now I was listening to a colleague talk about how her students have been 

more engaged with the process of revision of writing when they do it together. She has someone volunteer to put their 

work under a document camera and then as a class they work through some changes grammatically, structurally and 

content wise. She reported out that when they revise a peers writing as a group they have been able to give specific 

feedback. Now I will admit this seems like a fairly basic idea, yet I hadn’t thought of it! We have been working 

begrudgingly though revising and I have not found a way to hook my students. I already know when we start doing this 

next week they will gain so much from the collaboration and specific feedback. I have been able to do this type of thing 

through our “Author’s Chair” time when students read their writing aloud then students give positive feedback to the 

author. Now I will be able to expand and apply their language around feedback in a more visual way using a document 

camera and the revision process.  

There is such a breadth of experiences and knowledge at our CR4YR meetings. Sometimes the things I take away can be 

applied directly to my case study student, other times they can be applied to my whole class and other times it is just 

food for thought but always it is applicable in one way or another. So I guess my final message to my colleagues is that, 

as a first year classroom teacher, I am listening. 

Keywords: Listen, revising, writing process, colleagues, stories 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  How can I foster a love of literacy and support individual reading?  

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

In September of this school year, our school moved from a Guided Reading Group format to a Focus on Reading For At 

Risk Students format. Several of my students have been part of the Focus on Reading group. 

The Focus on Reading For Students at Risk program is designed to give students struggling with reading numerous 

opportunities to read with a variety of adults each week. Most of these adults are teachers and support workers. 

The struggling students have also had the opportunity to read with two volunteers who help us in our classroom each 

week.  

In addition to all these reading opportunities, I have included these students in a Repeated Reading Program. This 

program starts with a student reading a small book to me. I found the Reading A-Z books useful in this program. I choose 

one of these books at a level that is readable for the student but has opportunities to apply the reading strategies they 

are learning. After reading the book to me, the student takes the book home and reads it to family members four to six 

times over several days. When the book comes back to school, I listen to the child read it one more time, then start the 

process again with the next book. 

Of the students in my class involved in the Focus on Reading Program and Repeated Reading Program, several are now 

reading at grade level, while several others have improved their reading by more than one grade level. 

Giving struggling readers MANY opportunities to read helps them improve their reading. 

Keywords: Many opportunities to read, Read read read, Applying reading strategies, Repeated Reading 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: How will writing their own books to share with classmates encourage 

the use of and reinforce reading and writing strategies? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

Throughout this school year I have found that I need to ask for help to support my students. I have found that it is not a 

given that they will receive support.  You have to be an advocate for your students.  Learning to read is a group effort.  I 

cannot support a classroom of learners on my own.  I cannot support struggling readers on my own and have then make 

the necessary progress they need to make.  I am not superwoman or a super teacher….recognize your limitations and 

your strengths and ask for help. As a community of educators we need to recognize that we fill the gap, especially for 

those children who are in survival mode….those children that do not have anyone at home willing or able to work with 

them.  We must approach the teaching of reading in a collaborative manner.   The more support the better and in turn 

we should expect to see more success in reading especially with the most vulnerable children.  We cannot do it alone.   

Children learn to read by reading.  I have daily reading with a home reading component.  Each night the children are to 

re-read the story or book that has been introduced in class. This helps to reinforce reading strategies, comprehension, 

fluency, vocabulary etc.  It also engages the parents in the process of learning to read.  Home reading is a crucial 

component to the progress that we want to see in reading.  Linking the home to the child’s learning, making 

connections, make reading meaningful for the child. 

Every child in my class reads with an adult every day.  Sometimes that adult might just be me.  Other times, as in the 

case with our struggling readers, a reading support teacher also takes small groups to work on specific strategies or 

other weak areas in reading.  Our school has a whole school reading initiative.  At the beginning of the year every child in 

the school was benchmarked or assessed in some way to see where their needs were.  Then the support staff and 

reading support teacher divided the struggling students amongst themselves. These students receive support each day. 

My case study student has benefited greatly from daily reading/home reading/and reading support.  She has gained in 

benchmark levels and her ability to use strategies is improving.  She is now reading at grade level. The collaborative 

approach to teaching her reading has worked.       

If the biggest predictor of success in life is the ability to read and to read well then we need to be committed to 

providing a learning community that ensures this for our kids. 

Keywords:  Collaboration, Support, ‘predictor of success in life’, Learning community, Home reading, Reading 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

Will sending home books on a weekly basis increase my student’s engagement and confidence with reading?  

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful.  

     Over the course of this school year the way I teach reading has really evolved (more so than any other year, I think.)  

It has become a lot more student-centred, and less teacher-directed.  Midway through the year I found myself wrestling 

with the fact that my students were not spending enough time truly READING, and were probably spending too much 

time listening to me talk about the stories we were reading, or doing follow-up activities.  So I put together some 

levelled book bins, and put the students’ names on sticky notes on the front of the bins.  I gave each student a Ziploc bag 

with his/her name on it and did a review lesson on choosing “just right” books.  Then I told the kids to choose a book 

from their bin to read independently.  I admit I was a little apprehensive about what might happen next.  What if the 

books weren’t the right level?  Would they have the stamina needed to read independently for a whole 30 minutes?  

Was I crazy to be giving up control of my guided reading time, and just handing it over to the kids?  (I might be a bit of a 

control freak. )  But what happened in the next 30 minutes, and over the next few days and weeks was a thing of 

beauty!  The students were totally engaged in reading.  It was like an ah-ha moment for me.  (It’s only been about 19 

years in the making!)   

     My students are getting so much more out of our reading time now.  They are enjoying having more choices in what 

they read and how they read (independently, with/to a partner, to an adult,) and they are spending quality time reading 

at their own reading level.  As for me, I have a lot more opportunities now to conference with individuals or small 

groups, and to work on reading strategies with my students.  It’s such a simple concept that has had a huge impact on 

my students, my teaching, and my classroom in general.     

Keywords:  student-centred teaching;  independent reading 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: How would expanding language and providing outdoor/virtual life 

experiences help my student to make text to life connections more effectively?  

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful.  

Students in ELL often have limited vocabulary awareness and experience difficulty defining words and concepts, or 

articulating meanings. Most of my ELL students also have very limited global experiences.  

Without the experiences and accompanying vocabulary necessary to understand and comprehend text stories or 

informational texts, these students may struggle with academic subjects in school because comprehension eludes them.  

By extending life experiences and access to a variety of situations; the overall knowledge, global awareness, and 

vocabularies of these students will increase. Nouns, settings, concepts, cultures would transform from unknown words 

to connected visual experiences. As their visual awareness becomes part of their personal repertoire, their associated 

vocabularies expand thus improving their overall comprehension of text.   

How to achieve this:  

Multiple field trips and exploration of nature and our local environment using the Campbell River First Nation’s 

Ethnobotany Kit. Constant access to the iPads during reading and discussions of stories and informational text.  

Inquiry is encouraged each lesson. We located pictures or videos of nearly everything we discussed or had questions 

about—from local types of berries, geographical locations, hunting and tanning practices, residential school archives, 

First Nation’s cultural events, moon snail reproduction, types of bird’s nests, monks in Thailand, uses of porcupine quills, 

etc. Sharing of ideas and artifacts was strongly encouraged. A digital photo frame was set up to share photos from 

people’s travels globally, which introduced students to new ideas and stimulated further inquiry, discussion and 

research.  

The Results: 

My case student and ELL students became more confident, curious and involved during lessons. Ideas extended from 

simplistic short phrases to longer, more complex ideas. Re-telling skills became more accurate and descriptive.  

I would say that the life/global experiences enabled my student to extend his vocabulary, which led to my student 

becoming more confident and willing to respond during discussions, as well as showing improved success in formulating 

his ideas and finding more accurate and descriptive vocabulary to express and support his opinions.  

Key words:  ELL         vocabulary            global experiences            inquiry            articulating ideas 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How will using nonfiction text increase engagement for struggling boy readers? 

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I have always known that nonfiction texts are appealing to many of the disengaged learners in my classroom. Students 

who are not interested in reading during our reading time all seem to be drawn in nonfiction .   

I have thought that my students have previously been attracted to nonfiction books because of the low amount of text 

and high amount of illustrations.  Teaching students to use and comprehend nonfiction texts allows them to practice 

reading strategies or writing strategies in a less formal and less threatening way.  Connecting the nonfiction traditional 

type of text to more story form that connects to nonfiction has been a good way to connect those students to more 

complex pieces of reading that fiction allows us to explore.   

 Helping students to find the joy in the reading means finding the piece that fits for them.  It means exploring different 

genres until children find the one that they connect to.  This process of exposure also has to allow for students to  

Social/emotional health of students is also tied in so tightly with success and failure of children.  Students who are 

feeling positive in their spaces are more open to learning, finding the right balance between the amount of support and 

scaffolding a students needs and the amount of “pushing” is a fine line to be carefully maneuvered. 

Keywords: Nonfiction, Engagement, Social/emotional learning 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  How effective would using shared writing be to help build students 

self-confidence and skills in reading?  

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I planned with my student in mind, trying to make sure that all students were ready to write before they had to do so 

independently.  It was very important that every child could feel like they had enough information and supports in place 

so that they could start quickly and write successfully.  Building their confidence was important in building their 

willingness to take risks and have esteem about their writing. 

We used reading to support and develop our nonfiction writing skills.  This process was stretched out over the month 

and went from very supported to increasingly independent.  To get started, we did a project where we worked in triads 

to read about sea otters.  Each group recorded on sticky notes, in their own words, facts they had learned and then each 

group reported back to the class.  Together, we did a shared writing based on the student’s research.  After our group 

writing, the students made “The Important Thing” Posters about otters and shared/presented the posters with/to their 

friends.  Then a few weeks later, we did a robin study.  Again, we read in triads, recording on sticky notes what they 

learned when reading about robins.  The groups shared their facts and we organized the sticky notes/facts under the 

headings “are/need/have” on a chart.  Using the chart, we did a shared write to model how to use the chart to help us 

write about robins.  Then students used that chart to do their own nonfiction writing about the topic being studied.  This 

scaffolding supported reluctant writers because they were able to form sentences using the words on the chart.  Every 

child, including the student I was working for/with, was able to produce a clear, concise piece of writing between 5 and 

10 sentences long.  There were no tears or complaints, and every child was successful.  All of students were able to write 

confidently about robins.  I was worried that the task might produce homogeneous, patterned writing, and for some 

students it did, but many students were able to find a way to convey their ideas in novel, interesting ways.  I am hoping 

the next time we write, the student I am working with will start without stress and find more joy in the process. 

Keywords: Engagement    self esteem   confidence   readiness   nonfiction writing   Next steps     practice makes progress    

risk-taking    scaffolding 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How will explicit modelling of reading strategies along with encouraging feedback improve student’s reading abilities?  

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I have been involved with the process of “Changing Results for Young Readers” for a few years now and here are a few 

things I have learned: 

- sometimes you don’t immediately see the results of the time and resources you have invested in your case 
student BUT you may have laid the foundation for further years! 

-  most students really relish the opportunity to read with a trusted adult 
- there are peaks and valleys with student and teacher learning. 
- some students take off with their learning, all they needed was a little extra attention and support 
- some students may have significant struggles with their learning and make slow or seemingly no progress. 
-  

I found the sharing out with colleagues to be most beneficial. We read interesting and relevant books on 

reading/writing/language collectively as well. It’s important to share success and the lack of success. I have learned 

about lots of new strategies, resources, and philosophies from my colleagues. I like that there is funding to support us 

with this learning and talking. 

I know there are things I need to continue to work on as a teacher, such as making the focus or target of each lesson 

clear to the students before hand, offering different learning opportunities for diverse learners, giving formative 

feedback, and celebrating successes. Changing Results also celebrates teachers’ successes and leaves with something to 

work towards. 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  

How can I help the student to use reading strategies more consistently (she is able to talk about/name them, but 

doesn’t always use them and will stay stuck)?  

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

I have found video to be a powerful tool with my student.  She has been able to see the progress she has made since the 

beginning of the year and this has been very motivating.  She can compare videos from the beginning of the year with 

her recent efforts and we can talk about the progress she has made.  We can also share these videos with her mom 

through her digital portfolio.    Being able to see and hear her progress has motivated her to do her reading at home 

more consistently and she is also bringing back her folder to get new books more frequently. 

The videos have also allowed her to be more reflective when self-assessing and setting goals.  She can identify the 

strategies she is using and can see where she needs to use a different strategy.  Talking about where and how she used 

the strategy has been important because before she was able to list strategies, but then wasn’t using them when she 

was reading.  For example, she now skips tricky words, reads to the end of the sentence and then backs up and tries it 

again.  At the beginning of the year she would name ‘Skip the Word and Go Back‘ as a strategy, but then would come to 

a tricky word and stay stuck for even multiple minutes if she wasn’t prompted. 

Keywords: Self-assessment, reflection, video, strategies 
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Dear Colleagues, 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: Will direct instruction in phonemic awareness skills help a child who is 

struggling as a beginning reader?  

Here’s something I’ve tried that other teachers might find interesting/helpful. 

           J.J. was a bright, articulate Grade One student, who was having a hard time grasping how to use phonics or sight 

word recognition in learning to read.  While working with him one day on his writing, I realized he did not understand 

the meaning of the word “word”; that is, he could not identify words as distinct units in a printed sentence by pointing 

to each word, nor could he look at a sentence and count the separate words.  No wonder he was having a hard time 

learning to read!  A colleague suggested I try some of the activities targeting phonemic awareness that are posted onthe 

Florida Center of Reading Research’s website (www.fcrr.org).  

            The activities are very simple, but help to fill in important gaps in some children’s understanding of language.  I 

chose to give J.J. the coveted task of pointing to each word in our morning message, as the class “followed” along.  J.J. 

could not read the words, but he felt like the leader because he was the one tapping the pointer on the board. However, 

the children would only read the next word as it was tapped, and so they were providing important feedback to J.J. and 

within a few days he figured out that each word is a group of letters separated from the next word by a space.  Once he 

realized this, he was able to begin applying the phonics he had been learning to his reading and writing. 

              A speech and language pathologist once told me that for 75% of the population, the ability to identify a word as 

a word is intuitive.  But for 25%, that concept needs to be directly taught before they can begin to read.  This experience 

with J.J. has added an important piece to my knowledge about teaching reading. 
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